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Chapter 1

Public management
and marketing

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

//

By the end of this chapter you should:

I
I
I

to identify the distinctive features of the public sector.
Understand the various management models used in the public sector.
Have considered the organizational and marketing implications of a publicsector setting.
Be able

p

â< KEY PorNTs oF THrs cHA PTER
I
I
I

Marl<eting in the public sector is directly affected by the characteristics of
the overall managerial framework present in a public-sector setting.

Elements specific to public-sector organizations include: legal status,
objectives, taslcs, and environment.
Three general management models can be identified in the public sector. The
Weberian system (traditional and bureaucratic, which came into use in the

1920s); New Public Management (private sector inspired, which emerged
in the 1990s); and Democratic Governance (participatory approach, which
appeared in the 2000s).

f-

EY TERMS

Public service organization

-

a public body implementing public

policies,

generally through the production of goods and services, by coordinating resources

available

to it.

The classic type of public-sector structure is considered to be a

continued
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'central public service organization'. It is directly dependent upon political
authority and generally has very little autonomy regarding the way its work is
systematized and carried out.

Weberian, or Classical model - a paradigm structured by sociologist Max
Weber. Definins characteristics of this model include a stable, neutral civil
hierarchically organized and specialized by function - as well as a clear
separation between a function and the individual holding the position.
service

-

New Public Management - this model is inspired by private-sector practices
and premised on the notion that competition in the public sector is the best
guarantor of greater efficiency.
Democratic Governance - a model arising in the 1990s and 2000s - was mainly
developed in reaction to criticisms levelled at New Public Management, based
on notions of accountability, transparency and citizen participation.

THE DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERISTICS
PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS

OF

Discussion of marketing in public organizations requires a two-fold understanding. First
there is the role of public organizations in democratic political systcms and, secondly,
the way management is envisionecl and defined within these organizations.

Broadly speaking, central public service organizations, defined independently of
political institutions, came into being with the development of the liberal state. This
is a conception of the state in which principles of liberty and individual rcsponsibility
take precedence over power ofthe sovereign.
The members of a statc (citizens) therefore enjoy fundamental rights no Power may
violate. By the end of the nineteenth century and the start of the twentieth century,
in many countries it had become necessary to define the boundaries of state Power.
This imposed thc principle of the subordination of governments and central
administrations not to the monarch or dictator but to the letter of the law.
As a result, relationships between thc state and its citizens arc generally governed
by administrative law. The management of public organizations is thus greatly influenced
by the application ofcorresponding rules ofprocedurc. In the United States, particularly

uncler the influence of futurc President Woodrow Wilson, the structure of public
administration developed in a more professional and pragmatic manner (Chevallier,
2002: 16).
One further aspect to consider is the growth of the public sector. With the develop-

ment of the state's economic activities
,,...
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-

electricity, telecommunications, postal

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT AND MARI<ETING
service, etc. - and the advent of the welfare state after World War II, government
functions grcw considerably. These occurrences resulted in a number of far-reaching
collsequences. Administrative structures diversified and the delivery ofpublic services
was entrusted to organizations rvith specific statuses such as publicly funded boclies,
public corporations, etc. Depending on hierarchy, such administrations possessed
varying degrees of managerial independence.
Subsequently, relationships between public organizations and beneficiaries of public
action broadened and could no longer be based solely on administrative law. The
emergence of more informal relationships meant managerial bodies were no longer
linked entirely to a political process. As a result, they were more directly related to
the services olfered and this made it possible to take irrto consideration such marketing
clements as analysis ofuser needs, differentiation ofcertain services, performance of
communications activities, etc.
These developments intensified in the wake of frequent criticism of the classic
lunctioning of administrations - bureaucracy, incfficiency, and so on. Solutions
proposed since the 1980s havc focused upon the growing autonomy of public
organizations. This puts them in competition with one another, so they must adopt a
'consumer-driven' model for the provision of services. These changes, generically
grouped under the term 'New Public Management', have led to the introduction of
management concepts and more widespread use of marketing and its tools satisfaction
analysis, lee systems, promotional activities, development of brands, etc.
In recent decades, public organizations have undcrgone many changes resulting from
the introduction of management methods and techniques akin to those of private
enterprises. However, state structures still have several distinctive features which affect
the possibilities lor adopting marketing concepts and using marketing tools:

I
I
I
I

the status of public organizations

their objectives
thcir tasks
their environment.

Status oJ public ot7anizations: Their public nature means the behaviour of public
organizations is primarily the result ofthe political process, subject to control or close
monitoring by legislators and policymakers. It also assures public law applies in case

of conflict between the organization and beneficiarics of its actions

-

primacy ol

principles over processes.
In this framcwork, the public organization and its employees may be called upon
to use measures of constraint against individuals, organizations and institutions

-

arrest, fines or specific prohibitions. As a result, these organizations'managerial
autonomy may be severely limited by compliance with rules and procedures taking
precedence over managerial choices.
Objectives: Unlike private companies, which can rank objectives in the scrvice of
maximum profitability, public organizations must generally managc a complex systcm

5,
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of sometimes contradictory objectives. They must always provide high-quality services,
deliver identical services to all citizens, and manage budgets with numerous constraints, etc.
IasÀs; A public organization's tasks must have a legal basis such as lawfulness of
action; otherwise it cannot act. In addition, unlike Private organizations, it is not
restricted to producing goods and services and making them available in an outPutoriented logic. It must also design and implement public policies to satisfy collective
needs

-

outcome-oriented logic. Consequently, measurement of its performance

cannot be reduced to the relationship between a service and its beneficiaries.
also include the capacity to increase collective welfare.

It must

Environment: Generally speaking, private companies are involved in a competitive situation and choose their partners; suppliers and customers. In contrast, public
organizations do not normally operate in a market situation. They cannot make services
available selectively, and face a large number of stakeholders. Moreover, public organizations are increasingly compelled to be accountable not only to political authority
(vertical accountability) but also to all their partners, the media and thc general public

(horizontal accountability).
Consequently, although marketing concepts and tools may bc used by public
organizations, the framework in which they are employed is highly restrictive and not
at all homogeneous. Several conditions may be placed upon their use: organizations
may be forbidden to develop services, differentiate services on the basis of their
beneÂciaries, selecting beneficiaries, etc. To quote Allison (1979): '[P]ublic and private
management: are they fundamentally alike in all unimportant respects?'

MANAGEMENT MODELS IN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION
Three distinct management models can be identified in public organiz.ations: the
Weberian model, the New Public Managemcnt model and the Democratic Governance
model (see Figure 1.1). The reference standard for management of public organizations was inspired by the work of sociologist Max Weber (1921). Based upon his studies
of the structures of major military, religious and administrative institutions, he arrived

Weberian model

Democratic
governance

".,i

Figure

::,.,,
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at a model offering means to administer laws eflectively and coordinate complex
activitics.
The Weberian model, also known as the Classical model of public administration,
is characterized by a centralized, hierarchical specialization offunctions. These include
professionalism, a hiring and promotion system based on competence , the impersonal
nature of rulcs, and a clear separation between the I'unction and its incumbent. Becausc
this principle prohibits any personalized or dillerentiated professional relationship
betwecn the organization and benefrciaries of its action, it considerably limits the
application of marketing concepts.
Three types of criticisms have been levelled at thc Weberian model: criticisms
of thc model itself, its inability to account for the way organizations operate and its
failurc to take into account changes in the relationships between public organizations
and society. Criticism focuses primarily on an assumed absence of harmony inside
the organization and the existence of parallel powers acting outside the hierarchical
rules.
Organizations cannot simply be summed up as a set of lormal rules. Morcover, they

to economic and social organizations and their
powers. In addition, the application of bureaucratic principles can lead to measures
harmful to the functioning of thc politico-administrative system. Examples of this are
strict application ofbureaucratic rules leading to abuse ofpower, use ofadministrative
jargon creating an unnecessary barrier between the administration and the individual,
and so on. Box 1.1 shows a classic example of this line of criticism.
Other criticisms are directed at the manner in which public organizations operate.
Such institutions frequently have no clear objectives and it is dilficult to establish links
between available resources and results. Moreover, they are viewed as lacking
innovation and transparency regarding the quality and cost ofservices dclivered.
Lastly, this managcment model has been criticized for its lailure to adapt to the
evolution of public organizations. Among the questions relevant to t}te subject of this
book, we can cite costs generated by regulatory activities and misalignment between
the Weberian model and the service society. However, there is one paramount question. Can the numerous economic functions such as telecommunications, electricity,
etc., assumed by the State during the twcntieth century, be performed at lower cost
and higher quality levels for beneficiaries outside ofgovernment?
Although the Weberian model has becn strongly criticized since the 1980s, it
served as a reference for most Western countries throughout the twentieth century.
Currently, many of its principles continue to form the functioning basis of public
are becoming less and less impervious

organizations.

In the face of these many criticisms, plus objections of a more theoretical nature
1 962; Dardot and Laval, 2009; Merrien,
2009), proposals for sweeping management restructuring of public organizations have
been made since the mid-1980s. Such reforms have becn initially implcmented in a
arising out of neo-liberal thought (Buchanan,

number of English-speaking countries; most notably, New Zealand (Schwartz, 1994;
Kaplan and Haenlein, 2009).
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EXAMPLE 0F CRITICISM DIRECTED
TOWARDS THE WEBERIAN MODEL OF
ADMINISTRATION

In one US state it was discovered that a certain employment office/ over an 18month period, had succeeded in finding permanent jobs for many unemployed
people. It was noted that not only did this office succeed in placing more jobless
people than other offices, but also the new employees kept their iobs longer in
comparison with those who had been placed by other offices in the same state.
During a biennial visit to examine the office's records, a state auditor found
everything in order. But he also discovered that the director was using an unusual
motivation system that seemed to hold the key to her success. She rewarded
employees with an extra day's leave as soon as they had found jobs for a set
number of jobless workers who maintained their employment longer than the
average recorded for all the offices in the state,
Despite the director's success, the auditor was obliged to inform her that she
was breaking the law and that she could not use such a reward system. One year

later, this office's performance was slightly below the state average, in respect
of both the number of placements and the average duration of them holding jobs.
Everybody firmly believed the special reward system was the catalyst for the
office's earlier success and its abolition had immediately led the office into
mediocrity. All they could do was nod, shrug their shoulders and say,'lt was a
great idea but it was illegal.'
Source: Gortner et al. (2002)

Osborne and Gaebler's Reinventing Government: How the EnftePteneuùal Spifit
TransJorming thePublic Sector (1993) codified these new management principles

is

for public

organizations, making them both accessible and popular. The New Public Management
model places efÊciency of public action at the centre of an organization's concerns and

in large part on the management principles of private enterprise.
It purports that to be efÊcient and able to adapt to change, public organizations must
be made autonomous and havc much freer choice of management tools to perform
tasks. These should include autonomous human resources management and the ability
is based

to introduce merit pay.
The process leading to greater autonomy is framed within a contractual relationship between political authority and the public organization - such as a service
provision agreement. It should explicitly set out performance indicators to be used in
measuring the organization's performance and its capacity for fulfilling the terms of
the contract.
To ensure the organization works more efficiently, competitive principles should
be introducecl inside the public service, between public organizations or between public

I
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and private organizations. With the same aim, the activities of public organizations
should be much more orientcd towards uscrs' needs.

This model, radically different from the classical modcl, greatly facilitates the
introduction of marketing concepts and tools. For example, beneficiary satislaction is
included in performance measurement which is important to developing more
personalized relations. As weil, organizations have the autonomy to adapt or e\ren
differentiate services provided on the basis of their beneficiaries.
Numerous experiments with New Public Management have been carried out with
the extent varying from country to country. However, assessments of the model have
differed greatly (Wollmann, 2003; Boyne et a1.,2Q03) and many criticisms have
sought to put the potential benefits ofthe model into perspective (Pollitt and Bouckaert,
2000; Rieder and Lehmann, 2002). Chief criticisms are aimed at a legitimacy deficit
in public action and a loss of democratic control,
For example, in the name of efficiency, somc public organizations may prefer to
concentrate on certain tasks to tJre disadvantage ofothers benefiting either few people

or marginal groups. Other criticisms are aimed at the difficulty experienced

by

organizations lorced to adapt, often in an artificial manner.
Such organizations may have to enter a falsely competitive environmcnt or adopt
opportunistic behaviour to fulfil contract terms. They may also encounter expansion
of the ir offered services to the detriment of the requirement to produce and coordinate
public policy. This results in the emergence of a new form of administration, known
as managerial bureaucracy.

Since organizations must be governed by means of service provision contracts and
pcrformance indicators, they are required to develop complcx information management
and reporting systems. However, because of this, end results are sometimes

rclatively

abstract in relation to their basic missions.
Faced with these criticisms and in order to respond to developments observed during
the past two decades, nelv proposals have been made. They are intencled to serve as
a complement to, rather than a replacemcnt for, the Weberian and New Public

Management models.

Although they lack the homogeneity of the other models, these proposals, which
can be grouped under the umbrella term 'Democratic Governance', centre on the

following principles:

I
I
I
I
I

accountability
transparency

networked governance
co-production ofpublic policics - from deiinition to delivery
implementation and superimposition of various managerial approaches.

The accountability principle refers to an organization's capacity to account for its
decisions, use of resources, and actions, not only to political authority (vertical
accountability) but also to all its partners (horizontal accountability).

9
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The transparency principle requires an organization's processes and internal decisions
to be open to third parties, whether or not they are involved in the organization (Florini,

1998; Pasquier and Villeneuve, 2007; Meijer, 2013). This transparency can be
documentary, frnancial, legal, or delibcrative.
Documentary transparency, for example, enables people to ask for documents or
information held by the administration without having to justify their reasons for
requesting them. Conversely, the administration cannot refuse access to such documents
unless overriding public or private intercsts are at issue.

Networked governance consists of concluding arrangements between actors at the
or dilfering institutional levels lor the performance of public tasks. These would
entail collaboration between municipalities on waste management, or between police
forces on security ât very large demonstrations. Such arrangements, which may evolve
same

over time, are necessitated by the complexity of, and changes in, our society.
Whereas the Weberian model sees beneficiaries as subjects and New Public
Management views them as consumers, Democratic Goveruance deems that
beneficiaries must be involved right from the start ofthe process ofdefining a public
policy and in its implementation. This ensures that needs expressed can be met while
taking into account political, social, and financial constraints. In this way beneÊciaries
are not merely individuals or organizations able to utilize a public service because

their

involvement makes them true participants in public action.
The diversity of a state's tasks, the complexity of environments in which public
organizations deploy their activities, and the rate of change in its environment, mean
several methods o[managing public organizations must be developed. As

well, several

management models must be allowed to coexist in the same politico-administrative
system. This principle obviously makes political control of administrative bodies more

difficult, or at least morc delicate.
Several public organizations operate in a highly competitive environment (e,g.
universities) while others carry out their mandates outside any competitive context
(e.g. state archives). It is difÊcult to frnd a single management model for such widely
differing organizations.
However, the situation is sometimes even more complex. Some organizations, such
as meteorological departments, must fulfil missions in a monopoly situation - weather
reports, development of forecasting models, warning systems, etc. Yet, they are also
required to operate in an open-market context - forecasts for spccific target grouPs
such as flarmers, hoteliers, media, and so on.
In complex situations where public organizations enjoy a degree of autonomy,
marketing functions come into their own. For an organization, uncertainty generally
increases with autonomy. With the use of marketing tools, beneficiaries can be
studied, differentiated services can be oflered; access to services can be facilitated, and
so on. This flexibility makes it possible to reduce risks by gencrating the necessary

information and insights.
.1 provides an overview of the three main management models for public
organizations: the Weberian model, New Public Management and Democratic
Table
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with all citizens

Holistic relationships

Logic of interaction
Institutional and professional
authorities

Democratic service
Differentiation in structures
Some units given autonomous
powers of coordination

Democratic governance

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT AND MARI<ETING
Governance. These concepts are compared with respect to administrative bodies'basic
structure - size, degree of centralization and autonomy, etc. In addition, comparisons
must be made on the basis of the relationships these bodies develop with supervisory

authority such as political institutions and beneficiaries of services.
The last criterion, relationships with beneflciaries, is of greatest imPortance to this
book because it will directly influence marketing activities. See Chapters 2 and 3 in
particular.
In the Weberian model, an organization develops standardized services for
all citizens while in marketing, considerations are virtually absent. Standing in stark
contrast is the New Public Management model. Here, development and production of services are aimed at satisfying the organization's clients where a degree of
individualization of the relationship can be envisaged.
In this case, marketing assumes great importance for the organization precisely
because it is evaluated on its capacity to satisfy clients, Bridging the two approaches
and offering greater consideration to institutional aspects, Democratic Governance
allows room for a special relationship between administration and beneficiaries, while
keeping this relationship within a stable institutional framework.

CON CL

USIONS

in the public sector has numerous specifics, making it distinct' in all
important ways, from management in the private sector. These factors - status,
objectives, tasks, and environment - have a greater impact on strategies and tools which
Management

can effectively be used by policy-makers ancl public managers.

Three specific models of public sector management, Weberian, New Public
Management, and Democratic Governance, all entail specific approaches and objectives.
Additionally, all define the beneficiary of public services in a slightly different way.
These models

-

and their overlapping nature in today's public administrations

-

frame

public sector can be envisaged. It is on these
essentials, and with corresponding limitations in mind, that this book explores the
realities and possibilities of marketing in the public sector.
the way in which marketing in

tJ-re

EXERCISE I..1
On the basis of the description of the three models of management (Weberian, New
Public Management, and Democratic Governance) identily what specific practices in
your organization would fit into each of these models, focusing on elements related to:

I
I
I
I

the organizational structure
human resources strategies

communication initiatives
service delivery,
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DISCUSSION OUESTIONS

1.

What are the implications, from both management and marketing standpoints,
opcrating in an organization inspired by:

(a)
(b)
(c)

The Weberian System?
New Public Management?
Democratic Governance?

2. Do organizations

define themselves according to one particular management
approach, or do they generally combine features ftom more than one? If so, how
are these features combined in your organization?
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Marketing and public
marketin

g

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

//

By the end of this chapter you should be able to:

I
I
I
I

Understand the evolution and transformations of the concept of marketing.
Identify the elements leading to the development of public marketing.
ldentify situations in which public-sector marketing is possible.
Analyse the characteristics of a public marl<eting setting and identify the
limits they impose.

/*r,
I
I
I

PorNrs oF r HIS CHAPTER
Marl<eting deals with three fundamental questions surrounding the notion
of exchange: its nature; the partners involved; and the necessary processes
for a satisfactory exchange.
Primarily, it is the enlargement of the concept of exchange in marl<eting;
the increasing importance of the beneficiary of public services; and the
reactivity to its needs. This is why public-sector marl<eting has emerged.
The logic of marketing is not applicable to all public-sector settings.
Therefore, the type of exchange and nature of relationships define when
marl<eting is possible - notably in situations of free exchange and free
re

I

lationshi ps.

The characteristics of public marketing must be well defined in terms of
market, organization, exchange and relationship.
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EY TERMS

the activity, set of institutions and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings which have value to customers,
Marketing

-

clients, partners, and society at large.
Exchange -trade that must respect the following criteria: two or more parties;
each have something of value to the other; each derive benefits from the exchange;

the exchange is voluntary. The contents ofthe exchange are elements being traded

in a relationship. They can have tangible aspects and value, but also represent
symbols, ideas, and values.

Parties to the exchange - individuals and/or an organization involved in the
trade. The exchange can be 'restricted'- two parties; 'generalized' - at least three
parties; or 'complex' - numerous partners and an ensemble of interconnections.

INTROD UCTIO

N

Marketing is a widespread concept, and its role is becoming increasingly important to
the commercial success of private-sector firms. Its use in the public sector is far lrom
simple given that marketing is associated with advertising, sales, persuasion, and even
manipulation.
This chapter introduces the general concept ofmarketing and how it has evolved.
Following this, ways of using markcting in the public scctor, reasons for its development, and its corresponding limitations will be discussed.

THE CONCEPT OF MARKETING
There is no single recognized definition of marketing. Depending on the objcct of study
or the chosen theoretical orientations, marketing may take different forms. Hundreds
of definitions have been proposed and analysed (Ringold and Weitz, 2007; Grundlach,
2007). The American Marketing Association (AMA, 2007), defines it as follows:
'Marketing is the activity, set of institutions and processes lor creating, communicating,
delivering, and exchanging olferings that have value for customers, clients, partners,
and socicty at largc.'
We first need to understand the main developments of marketing as a concept since
it Êrst appeared in the early years ofthe twentieth century, and identily central issues.
Given the goals of this book, the next two sections concentrate on the main reasons
why public-sector organizations are so interested in marketing.

i.',.,
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Development

of the concept

Thc first writings about markcting were produccd in thc United States by Sparling
(1906), Hoyt (1912), Weld (1916), Copeland (1920), and White (1921). Thescwcre
followed by the Ptinciples oJ l4arketing, a work of synthesis by Beckman, Maynard, and
Davidson in 1927. Research focused on the question ol distribution - primarily of
agricultural products - market observation and sales force management. Without
wishing to write a history of marketing, one may highlight three developments, as
illustratecl in Figure 2.1 .

Development of the
concept of exchange

Qonceptualization
of the field

Development of the
concept of relationship

Figure

2,7 Main orientatians in marketing

development

Marketing developed considerably in tlle twentieth century with the emergence of
concepts and models still usecl today (see Box 2.1). All these developments have
continued into the present by:

I
I
t
I

integrating deeper analyses of distribution systems and competition strategies;
the internationalization and globalization of companies' commercial activities;
marketing within companies' functions as a whole;
new modes of communication;
a systemic approach to ecological, judicial and societal aspects of the corporate
cnvironment.

Without questioning the conceptual devclopments cited above, various post-war
authors looked at the content of exchange between an organization and its clients,
Gardner and Levy - (1955) and Levy (1958) - first drew attention to the fact that
the object of the exchange exceeded the utilitarian function of a product. They did
this by integrating reflection about the brantl and the symbolic element of the goods
exchangcd.

Kotler and Levy (i969) broadened the field ofmarketing study by redefining the
concept of exchange content. To tÀcse authors, organizations do not mercly exchange
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BOX

2.1 MOST IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS IN
MARKETING

I
I
I

Products' life-cycle (Dean, 1950)
Market segmentation (Smith, 1956)

I

The marketing mix, involving the homogenous regrouping of the entire
range of marketing instruments (McCarthy, 1960; Borden,1965)
Study of lifestyles as a basis of segmentation (Lazer, 1963)
Analysis of buyers'behaviour (Howard and Sheth, 1969)

Mcl(itterick's marketing concept (1957) putting client orientation within an
integrated approach

I
I
I
I

Positioning of the product (Ries and Irout, I976)
initial reflections on the marlceting of services (Shostack, 1977; l(otler and
Connor, 1977) as increasingly separate from the traditional marketing of
consumer goods

I

Recent developments regarding the relations with customers: Relationship
Marketing ( Robert, Schurr, and 0h, 1987), 0ne-to-One Marketing ( Peppers
and Rogers, 1993), Marketing 2.0 (Constantinides and Fountain, 2008).

products with their clients, but also symbols, ideas, and values. This broader concept
of marketing has, among other things, made it possible to transpose it in other areas
such as non-proÊt, social, political, and public sectors.
The third development concerns the relationship between the organization and its
clients. With products and services of various brands becoming increasingly interchangeable, along with increasing costs of each brands' development and management, several authors (Berry, 1983; Jackson, 1985) have highlighted tJre importance
of the relationship established within - and above all outside - the exchange rather
than that of the object being exchanged.
Many clients choose a product or service not just according to the item being
exchanged, but also on the basis of a relationship established before, during, and after
the exchangc. Organizations therefore develop marketing activities outside the moment
of exchange. This is done to acquire clients and retain their loyalty, with the quality
and intensity of the relationship taking precedence over the value of the object
exchanged. Marketing is thus defined as a social process composed of exchanges and
social relationships.

Basic paradigm
Although marketing concepts vary, it is nonetheless possible to highlight the leading
questions marketing deals with today:
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I
f
I

What is the nature of the content of the exchange?
What are the relationships between the various exchange partners?
Which processes need to be introduced lor tlle partners to be satisfied by the
exchange?

Given that markcting aims, through an exchange, to transfer something of value
from an organization to a client or beneficiary, it is particularly important to look at

what this 'something' involves. Initially, the development of basic marketing
concentrated on material products or tangible goods. However, later studies concluded
that this approach no longer sufficiently dealt with the increasingly complex reality of
most organizations' marketing requirements.
In 'Marketing as Exchange' (1975),Bagozzi - carrying on where Kotler and Levy
(1969) and Kotler (1972) left off- highlighted various exchange characreristics,
suggesting that exchanges include a growing share of intangible and symbolic elements,
Olten, this can involve morc than two parties at the same time.
On this basis, Bagozzi defined three types ofexchange:

I
I
I

'restricted exchange' involving just two parties;
'generalized exchangc' involving at least thrce parties, each making a contribution
to the exchange while receiving something in return such as a gift;
'complex exchange' involves numerous partners organized through an ensemble
of interconnections ancl relationships.

For example, when you order a book on the internet, various actors take part in
the exchange. The order taker receives your instruction and locates the book in the
company's catalogue. The publisher or distributor who has the volume in stock informs
the shipper. The shipper is in charge oftransporting the book you have ordered. Finally,
a financial service is used to collect payment.
Redefining the object exchanged and the framework of the exchange have helpecl
broaden the notion ofmarketing. Kotler (1967) notes that it can be applied to 'any
social unitkeen to exchange values with other social units'. Thanks to this approach,
marketing can be applied not just to goods and services but also to events, persons,
places, information, and ideas.

Markcting is also concerned with the relationship developed betwcen exchange
partners, independent ofthe content ofthe exchange. These include the following,

I
I
I
I

how much one party knows about the other;
their social relationship outside the exchange process;
how often they meet, and what form these meetings take

-

physical or not;

the formal context of the relationship. Context involves key factors which
the clegree of client loyalty; the moral constraint of the exchange
linked to the relationship with the vendor; and the perceived value of elements
can influence
exchanged.

L9
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Relational marketing thus looks to create, and above all, conduct a relationship
established with a client, whether actual or potential, so that the relationship elicits
and maintains the exchange process.
This relational aspect has assumed considerable importance in marketing especially

in services marketing. Ilowever, the concepts used and the tools developed may be
applied to any area where the relationship between parties is just as, if not more,
important than the elements of exchange.
The third area marketing is concerned with the tools and processes behind a
satisfactory exchange for all parties involved and how the relationship between these
parties is conducted. It involves themes linked to market structure such as:

I
I
I
I

segmentation and positioning; processes for analysing market actors - clients,
competition, intermediaries, suppliers - and their behaviour;
acquiring and managing market information;
establishing marketing strategies;
instruments that may enhance this offer such as price, communication, or

I

distribution; and
systems for controlling and piloting marketing activities.
This more instrumental approach

to marketing is, of course,

fundamental for

organizations and a number of methods are used in both the commercial and noncommercial sectors. This tactic consists of obtaining data about clients or users, analysis

of satisfaction, planning an advertising campaign, etc.
Although marketing has naturally devcloped its own tools (see Chapter 4), it has
also extensively borrowed tools and concePts from many other fields, which provide
a rich field ofapplication.
For example, there is growing use of statistical and mathematical tools in modelling;
understanding marketing phenomena; ethnological, anthropological, and semiotic
contributions used to comprehend and structure the behaviour of the parties involved
in an exchange. As well, aspects have been taken from management science, and applied
to marketing activities such as controlling, organization, etc.

FROM MARKETING TO PUBLIC MARKETING
The application of marketing tools and concepts to the public sector has followed three
trends. First, according to Kotler et al. (2002), Butler and Collins (1995)' and Burton
(1999), marketing should be very broadly defined, and consequently include all the
exchanges between social units. The public sector may therefore be contextualized
within a marketing approach, allowing all public services - social, cultural, sporting,

or educational in nature - to be included in marketing.
Others have been more critical of such an acceptance of marketing, and consider
exchange criteria - product, price, etc. - and relationship criteria need to be fulfillcd
before the corresponding tools can be applied.
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Marketing

.
.
.

Public management

.

Broadening of the concept of
exchange (from commercial to
non-commercial)
Development of the relational
component of the exchange

I
.

Use of new tools and techniques
(communication, collection and
analysis of data, etc.)

.

Development of the State's economic
activities (transport, energy,
communication, etc.)
Devêlopment of services to citizens
Greater independence given to certain
administrative entities (agentification)

lmportance of the satisfaction of
service benêf iciaries (quality
management, satisfaction
measurement)

o Emergence of

a more individualized

relationship between administration
and citizen

The exchange follows a negotiation

The exchange follows a political decision

Public marketing

:'.:.i

F'g're 2,2

Bases

of the development of public marketing

Finally, Cousins (1990) and Grefle (1999) concentrate solely on how appropriate
marketing tools can apply to public body dynamics. But are such tools relevant to the
context and goal? Surprisingly, the more fundamental question ofpertinence does not
arise in either researcher's investigation.
Applying marketing concepts to the public sector is the result of mcrging
developments in both marketing ancl public management (see Figure 2.2).
Broadening the concept of marketing to include reinforcement of the relational
aspect of the exchange plus the dynamic development of marketing tools and techniques

of exchanges to be taken into account. These tools
for
obtaining
and hanclling information, cost-analysis systems,
communication and distribution tools, etc. - may then be applied to the public sector.
At the same time, the notion of public administration and its management models
enables non-commercial aspects

and concepts

systems

have evolved considerably over the last 20 years. The State has devclopcd its economic

- requiring the use oftools, notably marketing tools,
from the private sector.
Concurrently, with the creation of agencies, many administrative units have been
rendered partially autonomous, providing them with the opportunity to choose
alternative approaches, diverging from the traditional public administration model.
activities and services for citizens

Some such agencies have developed hybrid management models that reflect the public
nature oftheir organization. This has been achieved by developing exchanges of a more

2L
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commercial nature, but above all, by customizing the relationship with service
beneficiaries.

Furthermore, given the ideas of New Public Management - and the fact that service
quality is no longer measured by the authority but by the beneficiary administrative
units have been encouraged to take account of the relational aspects of the exchange'
Therefore, the corresponding tools for measuring service quality and the satislaction
of beneficiaries can be applied.
Along with the abovc aspects, two other points should be considered in orcler to
understand the growing use of marketing in the public sector: the growing uncertainty
affecting public bodies; ancl the need to strengthen social ties.
Nevertheless, public bodies are politically defined and are required to improve tJre
quality of services as well âs pay attention to citizens' needs, However, because
governments have introduced competition to the provision of public services, these
bodies also face increasing uncertainty exacerbated by the fact that their financing is
often partly dependent on results.
However, today's public bodies have the ability to reduce their financial uncertainty,
to a measurable extent, by using traditional marketing tools. All they must clo is better
appreciate the needs and expectations of the beneficiaries of public action, detail the
content of the exchange or offer, and enhance communication concerning the offer
(see Box 2.2).

Along with the specific roles of public management, it is still worth considering the
new functions it has assumed, notably those involving social ties. Given the destructuring ofsocial ties, and their 'virtualization' through social networks like Facebook or
Twitter, society necds to maintain - if not (re-)create social links among its members.
Public management can play a key role here by promoting discussion, encouraging
citizens' participation, seeking to remain close and acccssible to persons who are socially
and physically isolated, and so on. In such situations, and outside all lorms of exchange,
relational elements are very important and are useful lessons to be applied to relational
marketing.

For two fundamental reasons, it is not possible to determine whether or not
marketing can really be applied to the public sector. First, the public sector is not a
homogenous entity, as it includes both services of a commercial nature - hospitals,
tourism, etc. and activities involving constraints - prison, taxation, and the like. So
some public sector elements are very close to the private sector with the application
of marketing tools posing no real problem. For example, postal services, in many

countries, remain a public entity.
Secondly, in some cases, the same public body may also offer both freely available
fixed-price services; while at the same time oblige citizens to respect norms or
provisions. This is true of the police, who may use force to inspect vehicles or stop
drivers, arresting the latter if they break the law. Yet, the police may also charge an
event-organizer for their safety services during an event. Therefore, generalizing
marketing throughout the public sector, without deeper analysis of the notions of
relationship and exchange is not easy.

',::ii
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I.

BOX 2.2

INTRODUCING COMPETITION TO SWISS
UNEMPLOYMENT FUNDS

Like most countries, Switzerland offers unemployment benefits, providing subsidy

to help them find new jobs.
The Swiss benefit-payment system involves competition between public and
private funds. Each Canton is legally required to have a public fund for its
residents. As well, social partners - employers'and worl<ers' unions - may also
payments to the unemployed and counselling

create an unemployment fund,

The unemployed therefore have a free choice of funds. Some Cantons have
only a public fund, while others have a public fund as well as more than ten private
ones. Although benefit assessment may not differ from fund

to fund, competition

exists with regard to the service provided such as how quickly benefit is accorded

and paid out, proximity to one's home, etc.

At the federal level, the State

regulates the system by paying each fund
provided,
compensation for services
based on the fund's average costs over the
previous year. A fund whose operating costs were above average must therefore
finance the shortfall itself. Conversely, funds whose costs were below average may
l<eep the profit. Some public funds even pay part of this profit to their employees.

to create an exchange in the broader marketing
following factors (Kotler, 1967; Kearsey and Varcy,

Several pre-conditions, needed
sense, have been defined by the

1998; Gilly and Dean, 1984):

I
I
I
I

At least two parties are involved.
Each party owns somcthing that may be of value
Each party derives

to the other.

benefit-monetary value, satisfaction, etc. -from the exchange.

The exchange must be voluntary with the parties free to accept or decline the
other's ofler.

Similarly, two conditions are required lor us to speak of

I
I

a

relationship in an exchange

personal interaction

lreedom within the relationship

-

no constraint can be involved.

Although these criteria are fulfilled in a number of cases, enabling Buurma (2001) to
structure the objects exchanged and steps ofthe exchange in the public scctor, authors
like Scrivens (1991) or Kearsey and Varey (1998) are highly critical. They insist that
many services provided by public bodies do not fulfil these conditions.
This may be because there is no satisfaction for one ofthe partics in the exchange.
For example, the exchange is not voluntary when a person is required to pay taxes;
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:a Tahle 2,7 Public-sector provider-user relationship
PROVIDER

Active

Active

Inactive

Private sector

Politicaldemand

Rights

Opt out of public
sector

Lobby groups
generate social

As provider's duty;
as user's privilege

Re

I

uctant/restricted

demands

q
TIJ

Inactive

c4

Societal marketing

'it's

No transaction

good for you'

Resignation
User must accept/

provider cuts costs
Reluctant/
restricted

'We know best'

Distress purchase

Hostility

Legislation makes
it work

Dire necessity

Mutual distrust

Source: Chapman and Cowdell (1998:42),

or ordered to take their vehicle in for a Ministry of Transport test; or while the
relationship involves constraint - such as when the police stop a vehicle on the road.
Chapman and Cowdell (1998) aimed to define the fields where marketing can be
used by constructing a model based upon possible relationships between the user and
the organization providing the service (see Table 2 . 1 ).
Although this proposition helps establish a typology oFpublic-sector relationships,
it only allows for limited integration of the exchange issue, To define situations where
marketing can be applied from situations where the basic conditions are not fulfilled,
we need to confront the types ofcxchange and the nature ofthe potential relationships
between the parties. Table 2.2 presents the results ol this confrontation.
In the first scenario, one of the participants is obliged to enter a forced relationship
where there is no exchange. This frequently occurs in the public sector. A police arrest
and a summons from a judge are concrete. They are important events where marketing
is absent lrom public-sector considerations.

Obviously, there is no satislaction for one party, or freedom wit}in the relationship.
Also, to protect people from arbitrary use offorce, such situations are clearly codified
in democratic systems, with strict rules about the use of force - procedural codes,
administrative directives, and so on
This obviously does not mean public administration and public agents do not have
to follow the elementary principles of modern society. They still must show respect
to others by listening, displaying a minimum of empathy, and bearing in mind other
people's characteristics, such as having a handicap or not being able to understand the
language.

They also must have the ability to communicate - to clearly explain situations,
delineate expectations, and justify decisions taken - all in a comprehensible fashion.
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i.n Table

2,2 Potential

Forced
relationshi

areas for applying marketing to the public sector

Absence of
exchange

Forced

Free

exchange

exchange

No marketing

Selective use of marketing tools

p

Semi-free
relationship
tools

E

lements of

re

lational

marl<eting

Possible application of the conceptual
approach to marketing and corresponding

tools

Free relationship

well, they must point out individual's rights etc. But, even if some of these elements
are used in relational marketing principles, they are nonetheless not enough for such
public service activities to be approached from a marketing standpoint.
As

In a situation where exchange is absent but where there is no constraint, it is possible
to have an approach that treats aspects of relational marketing more systematically. As
we shall see later on, some activities of public bodies do not involve providing services
to people; instead they develop, set up and monitor public policies.
All activities, not leading to an exchange, may involve persons or groups of
people, because data will need to be collected, analysed, and discussions held with
representatives of these persons, etc.
When an expanding municipality needs to review its public transport network, or
organize a bid for a corresponding concession, it can issue a questionnaire. Alternatively,
it could stage an information session, or encourage dialogue via an internet forum, or
even the use of suggestion boxes in places like the post office or City Hall, etc. All
would assist the municipality to learn about individuals' transport habits. Depending
on the activity and the institutional context, relational marketing principles may be
used to help establish a long-term and positive relationship.
Another situation, involving a similar lack of exchange within a relationship, can
be lound in social links maintained by the administration. Through its physical presence,
the administration helps maintain a social link witlout providing a tangible service.
Again, some aspects of relational marketing may be useful in providing clarity and

follow-up accessibility within these relationships.

It is a different matter if the relationship involves constraint, although a degree of
exchange nonetheless exists. For instance,

in many countries, a periodic

technical

inspection of motor vehicles involves an actual service. A governing body grants
permission to drive the vehicle on public roads. However t}re owner of that vehicle is
obliged to guarantee it sufficiently meets safety norms.
Given the frequent lack of freedom in the relationship between the administration
and the service beneficiary, it is not possible to apply all marketing principles such
âs segmentation of needs, expectations, or behaviotrr patterns, or the positioning of
the offer. Thus there is little or no competition, no possible price differentiation for
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the service, etc. Yet administrative bodies can still apply a number of marketing tools

to their mode of operation.

lor example, an operator of a service centre - can increase his
use of communication tools to improve and simplify various processes with the
Service providers

-

customer. This could be done by providing the means to make appointments via the
internet or by using the very latest payment/pre-payment methods. Yet another way
to systematically improve service and the relationship with beneficiaries would be to
introducc surveys rating customer satisfaction or quality of service. The same could
be applied to the schooling of children, taxation, etc.
If the relationship is partially free and an exchange takes place, then a more
constructed marketing approach can be adopted. The simplest instauce occurs, when
both the exchange and relationship are totally free and the public body can act largely
like a private enterprise - albeit within the existing legal context. Short-term professional training courses in universities fulfil such criteria since they have trcmendous
latitude to accept participants or not, and they are free to decide the offer's content
and

form,

However, in the public sector, freedom within the relationship is often limitcd to
accepting or not accepting the corresponding service. An excellent example is whether
or not to be connected to the electricity grid or telephone network. On thc other hand,
the choice of operator is not always open. Therefore, the olfer and terms of the
exchange are imposed. The capacity of public bodies to use marketing tools, and their
interest in doing so, lie in introducing differentiation criteria to the offer, and the
potential involvement of beneÊciaries in the exchange. Table 2 .3 outlines some relevant
situations.

Public bodies have more and more opportunities to introduce elements of
differentiation into thcir offers, providing they respect the basic or minimal offer as
legally stipulated. For instance, they could ofler complementary or free services, or
diffcrentiate prices or access to the service:

I

Dffirentiation in the olfu of setvices: universities must adapt their course offers,
develop a specific profile, and provide training that respects laws of the market,

I

Dlfferentiation qf ptice: public transport bodies have complex pricing systems based
on socio-demographic criteria - young people, families, unemployed, pensioners

etc.

etc. as well as concentration ofuse, and even time ofuse

-

evenings, weekends,

etc.

I

Dffercntiation in
a

access

to the seûice: in recent years, fiscal authorities have developed

range of ways of completing tax forms

-

the traditional written form, software,

dcclaration onlinc, ctc.
The beneficiary's personal involvement is often used in marketing, especially in
communication (Kapferer and Laurent, 1985), It corresponds to a person's or
organization's level of engagement in the process of buying and/or consuming. If, the

trr;::
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',: Table 2,3 Dillerentiating offer and personal involvement of beneficiaries
Degree of involvement in the relationship

Degree

Low

H

N

illlow

Restricted marketing

Primacy of relational
marketing

H

ish

Primacy of the offer
and of the content of
the exchange

Full marl<eting

of

differentîation
in the offer

igh

beneÊciary, purchase or consumption present major risks - financial, social or personal
- it is likely they will be closely involved in the decision or consumer process. Thcy

will actively research and analyse inlormation, engage in bargaining, and so on.
If someone needs a building permit, they seek the relevant information or pay a
third party such as an architect or solicitor to ensure the procedure is respected.
Conversely, if the risks are limited or non-existent, people tend to reduce their
involvement as much as possible, which is routine behaviour. This is the case with
household waste disposal. Householders want to know when and how it is collected,
and then adopt a behaviour pattem accordingly. Therefore, a distinction is usually made,
between high or low involvemenr situations (Rossiter et al., l99l).
The first situation to consider occurs when a public body has no way of differentiating
between the offer of services and the beneficiary's involvement is minimal. Marketing
activities in such a case are limited to merely providing clear, transparent information,
and to develop the simplcst possible procedures. A good example is rencwing a
passport or ID card. The administration cannot differentiate this service since identical
documents and fees are the same for everyone. Here, the citizen's interest is limited
to wanting clear inlormation about the process, the waiting time, cost, and above all,
having access to the service as simply and quickly as possible.
The second instance again concerns a minimal level of beneficiary involvement, but
a greater possibility for the public body to differentiate the service. In the occurrence
of collecting household waste, most local communities have developed services such
as systematic collection on a particular day of the week. Thus, scheduling inlormation
can easily bc conveyed by email, SMS, or other forms of social media. Such a service
would allow residents, and especially new residents, to dispose oftheir waste as quickly
ancl easily as possible.

A third situation occurs when beneficiaries are strongly involved, but the
organization cannot differentiate the offer. A typical example is mandatory schooling
of children. Basic public school services are generally homogenous and may be only
slightly differentiated. However, the involvement of parents - and pupils, when
possible
a

-

means relational aspects become very important and may be considered from

marketing standpoint.
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A lourth and final ilhrstration should also be considered. This situation occurs when
the public body can differentiatc its offcr accorcling to bcneficiary, and when the latter
is closely involved in providing the service. This involves thc usual examples mentioned
in articles about public marketing and concerns promoting 'places' - country, region,
or town - from an economic or touristic point of view (Kotler et al . , 1993' Ashworth
and Kavaratzis,2009).
Companies looking to set up in a neu' area seek a range of inlormation and look to
benefit from fiscal competition among regions, etc. The regions, meanwhile, adopt
sophisticated marketing stratcgies to convince companies to select them.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLIC MARKETING

Puhlic maùeting and marketing of public seryices
The nature ofthe public sector

as a

whole is heterogeneous. Thcrefore, by examining

indiviclual characteristics of each field within the sector, one may distinguish between
public marketing in the narrow sense, and public service marketing in thc broad sense

ofthe term

(see Figure 2.3).
Public marketing involvcs marketing services provicled by public bodies. As well,
the marketing of specific public-sector domains such as social marketing, place
marketing, or museum marketing. As the characteristics of these domains are important
in the development of marketing, and the corresponding organizations often enjoy a
particular autonomy in performing their assigncd tasks and academic studies tend to
treat them in a specific way, This happens even when the proposed tools differ only
slightly from one domain to the next. Box 2.3 takes the example of place marketing,

which includes marketing activities aiming to promote a geographical entity such as a
country, city or political rcgion.
However, the marketing of public serviccs is not limited to services provided by
public bodies. A number of public services are delegated to non-profit organizations
(NPOs), and enjoy greater autonomy in conceiving, delivering, and promoting these
services. Finally, a certain number of public services, such as the post office, telecommunications or energy, are provided by public or private bodies, but are essentially
based on traditional marketing.
Marketing for

servtces

Public marketing

Marketing of
services delivered
by public
administrations

" Figure

,,29

Marketing of specific
domains in the public
sector: social marketing,
place marketing,
museum marketing, etc.

2,3 Public marketing

Marketing for nonprofit organizations
mandated to deliver
public services

and marketing for public services

Marketing for highly
regulated sectors
with public services:
post, telecom, energy,
etc.
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BOX

2.3 PLACE MARKETING

Place marl<eting is probably the sector

of public marketing that has received the
widest attention. The marketing of a place may be done for a number of reasons

- to attract foreign

investors, to draw a certain type of tourism, or to give and/or

enhance a city's reputation along a certain number of lines. Many initiatives have
been launched. The most famous is New Yorl<

with

its'l

love NY, logo.

By the mid-l970s/ the State of New York was in a dire financial situation
and dealing with problems of crime and general insecurity, causing businesses
and tourists to stay away. At the time, according to a survey initiated by the State,

the tourism industry represented a net loss of some 916 billion. Following this,
a large marl<eting campaign was launched to create a 'catchy, logo and slogan.
The campaign was launched in 7917 with the slogan rapidly appearing on all
sorts of merchandise from bumper stickers to coffee mugs. To this day, it is the
most recognized emblem of the Big Apple. After the event of 9/II the logo was
updated by the creator, Milton Glaser,
Love NY More than Ever,

to'l

Source: Godfrey t 1984; Bartel 2002.

Main characteristics
in thc prcvious chapter, the public sector diflers from the private sector
on several counts. Similarly, characteristics of the marketing of public services must
be dillerentiated from those of private products and services. Table 2.4 offers a
synthetic overview of the particularities of marketing of public services by identifying
four kinds of characteristics:
As described

I
t
t
I

Characteristics linked to the 'market': elements concerning service

offer and demand.

Characteristics linked to the ot7anization: elements corresponding

to the possibilities
and limits for the organization to develop marketing activities.
Characteristics linked to the exchange: aspects concerning elements of tJre exchange.
Characteristics linked to the rclationshipr elements linked to the relationship between
organizations and public service beneficiaries.

REASONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC
MARKETING
Fundamentals explaining the overall development of marketing in commercial
orgat-rizations include development/content of exchanges, social relationships, intermediation systems, etc. However, various other elements more specifically clarify the
development of marketing in the public sector.
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,ie Tahle

2.4

Characteristics of public service marketing

'Market'
characteristics

Relationships between offer and demand are particular,
sometimes non-existent such as the offer and demand for a
paying service. In the instance of an ID card, they are practically
linear
Demand does not just depend on individual needs, but also on the
devolution of some individual rights by the state

the'market' is limited, both at the offer level
(monopoly, licences) and the demand level since the law defines

Access to

access rights

0rganization's
characteristics

The law defines the frameworl</limits of the action of the
organization providing the service
Limited autonomy and ffexibility in conception of services, and in
setting prices and possibilities of access to service
The organization must tackle multiple goals, mostly of a noncommercial nature

Marketing activities and measures are difficult to evaluate
Sizable political control of the organization
Exchange

Public services are collective entities

characteristics

ind ivisible

-

non-rival, non-exclusive,

Offer is usually unique and non-competitive with no or little
differentiation in the offer, coupled with no or few competing
offers
No exclusion from use of services
Balanced exchange is problematic to estimate and attain
Relationship

Target-groups are numerous and cannot always be differentiated

characteristics

Relationship is not generally commercial
Personal involvement is often intense
Negotiations are collective, not individual

The first reason for developing public marketing can be found in increased
competition in the public service offer. This approach, derived from New Public
Management (NPM), seeks to offer service beneficiaries a choice between various public
and/or private services. Such services may include issuing vouchers to Parents ofyoung
children to be redeemed in public or private kindergartens.
This trend is accentuated by the fact that choosing the body to perform a public
task as well as the relationship between the public body and the individual is subject
to ever-increasing analysis and dialogue steeped in economic terms. Here, the chief
points to be discussed would be cost ofthe transaction, agency costs' etc.

Consequently, the operator chosen

to perform a public task is no

automatically the central public a<lministration. It can take on varied forms such

iffi 30
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or private operators, hybrid systems, etc. Furthermore, rather than assign these tasks
to private operators, the State encourages competition by introducing internal markets

and quasi-markets, obliging public operators

to take

management and marketing

elements into account.
Independent of the influence of NPM, several public-sector domains have embraced

direct competition. This is the circumstance, when countries, cities, and regions
compete to attract or keep rcsidents and companies, host sports or cultural events,
congresses, and so on.

ifpublic

services are not the same as private ones, the attitude ofbeneficiaries
is incrcasingly similar. In terms of service quality, information as well
as the relationship with the public body, 'consumer requirements' no longer differ
depending on whether they are public or private. As a result, public bodics must also
take these expectations and demands into account when conceiving and providing
Even

as consumers

services.

At the same time, citizens are increasingly insistent about their rights and demand
more 'individual' treatmcnt of their needs and there are various reasons for this.
Although equal treatment can lead to waste of resources and economic inefficiency,
the public sector must, within an increasingly difficult economic context, pursue more
rational approaches when providing services - and consider other principles such as
opportunity.
One may also add that, given rising citizen participation, service beneficiaries are
ever keener to be associated with the conception of public services, and this is likely
to alter tÀe relationship between the public body and citizens.
The State's responsibilities in economic activities are more and more extensive
thc financial sector, energy, tourism, transport, postal, telecommunications, arms, etc.
Yct, even if the corresponding bodies enjoy consiclerable management autonomy and
apply traditional marketing rules, they must also bear in mind certain public service
characteristics.

Finally, public bodies are looking to improve their relationship with bcneficiaries.
They do this for two rcasons. Public bodies are judged all through tÀeir relationships
with the public. This may take the form of satisfaction surveys or any number of other
information-gathering tools.
However, beneficiaries' potential reactions such as demonstrations or public support
may legitimize the organization's action and services. This is something that can prove
decisive if funds are short. Therefore, public bodies have good reason to develop
marketing activities in ordcr to heighten service beneficiaries' awareness and boost
support of the organization's activities.

LIMITS OF PUBLIC MARKETING
As we have seen in the previous section,

if marketing tools - or even a thoroughgoing
be
can
envisaged
for public services, serious limits must be
acknowledged about the use of marketing in the public sector in general.
marketing approach
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Some of these limitations are obvious enough and follow on from characteristics
mentioned carlier. Public bodies often act in the absence of a vcritable market but supply
and demand can rarcly be made to fit a traditional model. Nor is it easy to obtain a
balanced exchange between the parties involved. The relationship between information
and power is greatly in lavour of the public body.

The administration's tasks are not restricted to merely providing services for
beneficiaries. They also include dcveloping public policies, for which marketing is
only of limited usc. Along with noting the absence of commercial aspects in the
relationship between thc public body and the beneficiar/, other factors should also be
considered.

First, the functioning of the public sector is dependent above all upon political
considerations. Elections, changes of majority, specific political Pressure linked to
events, or the choices/inclinations of charismatic leaders, may all decisively influence
public action. However, such influence is in no way derived from a coordinated
marketing approach.
Limited funding, a complex political agenda, citizens' opposition to a project, etc',
may well make it diffrcult to carry out a marketing concept when a city or region orders
one. The pre-eminence of politics, with its own rationale and issues, must never be
forgotten. A marketing approach here is subordinate to attaining political and public
goals, rather than commercial ones. Box 2.4 provides an examplc of political refusal
to approve plans for re-organizing tourism marketing in the Swiss Canton of Valais.

The relationship between public bodies and beneficiaries is a complex one.
BeneÊciaries may nccd to play multiple, sometimes contradictory roles, such as calling
for lower taxes while demanding improved services such as nearer Post offices or
hospitals, longer opening hours of government offices, etc. It is difficult to take these

expectations into account, especially since they vary over time and take on various
forms.
For example, people who suddenly find themselves unemployed will have needs
they never hacl thought ofbefore, These new requirements would include receiving
unemploymcnt benefits or some social allowance while they seek a new job. They would
also need advice about professional retraining and, no doubt, finding someone to listen
to and empathize with them as they face a difficult situation. The skills and knowledge
rcquired to respond to these needs often exceed what is available within a single public
body.

Anothcr problem is the absence of individual needs and satisfaction in regard to
collective entities. While it is certainly possible to measure people's satisfaction with
a service or relationship, it is almost impossible to study this same satislaction from a
marketing point ofview when the overall set-up ofpublic services is grouped together
in a public policy.
How do you measure satisfaction with a fire brigade, schooling, or justice? Partial
measures for analysing needs or satisfaction cannot just be 'added together'. Doing so
is not sufficient to convey a public entity's contribution to the community' People may
have a high opinion of the quality of the relationship with the organization providing
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:..' BOX 2.4 VALAIS TOURISM LAW
Valais is renowned for its internationally famous resorts - Termatt, Verbier, and
Crans-Montana, with tourism accounting lor 25 per cent of the Canton,s GDP.
Over time, no fewer than 152 development organizations have been launched to
promote tourism, usually with limited financial means.

ln 2009, the Cantonal government proposed a new tourism law involving the
creation of B-12 tourist regions. To obtain the new status, a region needed to
have a tourism budget of C H F5 million or more. As well, each region would have
to include an internationally recognized name and have at least 700,000 overnight
stays per year.

A federation of tourist regions called Promo Valais was to be set up to
coordinate touristic promotions. The total budget for Valais tourism would thus
have been CHFBO million, compared to CHF55 million in 2011. This budget

would have been financed by a new tourist accommodation tax, plus an extra
CHFlO million in annual investment by the Canton to promote the image of
Valais.

This law was proposed by the government and adopted by the Cantonal
parliament but on 29 November 2009, it was soundly rejected by the inhabitants
of Valais, Approximately 75 per cent ofthose who voted said no. The introduction
of a tourist accommodation tax was one of the main reasons why this draft law
- aiming to coordinate marketing activities and render them more eff icient - was
rejected by the population.
Owners of second homes, including 20,000 Valais citizens, would have been
more heavily taxed. This was because the levy was to be based not only on living
space but also the number of nights spent in the Canton.
Sources: Le Nouvelliste, Le Temps, NZZ, Canton du Valais (http://www.vs.ch),
Comité pour la Loi du Tourisme (www.oui-au-tourisme.ch).

a service,

yet they may also consider such services superfluous. It should be remembered

that the sum of individual advantages or satisfactions does not necessarily correspond
with collective satisfaction when it comes to collective entities.

Even if many public bodies tend to seek, and sometimes obtain, increased
management autonomy, they do not necessarily strive to use every marketing tool
to maximize the value of the exchange for both pârties. Chapman and Cowdell
(1998) compare public bodies to animals in a zoo. These entities do not need to go
looking for resources (food) since they are regularly 'fed' by budgets allocated in
parliament.
There is little to encourage tiem to seek to increase revenue outside their budget,
or reduce costs on their own accord. And, as many studies have clearly shown
(Emcry, 2006); the motivation of public agents lies outside a commercial framework
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-

community service, ethics, etc.

-

and can even conflict with a more commcrcial

approach.

More fundamcntally, some criticism of the use of marketing in the public sector is

due to thc fact marketing participates itself in creating the need (Marion, 2004).
Marketing tools serve not only to interpret signals from consumers' but clearly
contribute to increasing them.
Public action derives from a publicly defrned issue such as public conscicnce and
clemand, which receives a political response - voting the legal framework. In some
cases, public action may aim to limit consumption rather than stimulate it. So using
marketing to defrne general and individual needs as well as promoting services may
come into conflict with the dcmocratic process.
To conclude: there is no clear-cut answer to the best use of marketing for public
services. Some markcting tools, and sometimes integrated marketing approaches, may
undeniably help improve services as well as the relationship with beneficiaries.
Howevcr, from a methodological point of view, marketing presuPPoses an under-

standing

of individual needs, expectations and behaviour or methodological indi-

vidualism . Consequently, marketing is ill-equipped for the study of collective problems
and practice. Its use can only serve to complement political, sociological, cultural, and

economic approaches.

EXERCISE 2.1
For a speciÊc public servicc - issuing a passPort - identify those elements which can
and those that cannot be part of a marketing approach.
Identi$ what is exchanged and who are the partners to the exchange in the following
situations:

I
I
I

issuing a driver's licence

providing electricity in a non-monopolistic system
hospital care.

DISCUSSION OUESTIONS

1.
2.

What are the marketing-related initiatives Present in your work place? What are
the limits to applying public marketing in your own organization?
How does your organization envisage its relationship with the beneÊciaries ofyour
services?

3

Is the

4

this is the case?
Identify and discuss cases where the use of public marketing seemed inappropriate

term 'marketing' officially used by your organization? Why do you believe

or questionable.

,:,.t'l
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, Chapter 3

Basic marketing
concepts

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

/

By the end of this chapter you should be able to:

I
I

Identify the various actors and their impacVrole in your organization,s
marketing system.
Classify marl<et orientations

- either

product or client-oriented

- and identify

the pitfalls of each.

I
I
I

ldentify the nrarket orientation of your organization and competitors.
Understand the nuances of the marketing mix.
Identify and describe the nature of the beneficiary of a public service.

s

K

rev PorNTs oF THrs cHAprER

I
I

There are four main concepts in marketing - the market system, market
orientation, marketing management and marl<eting instruments.
Among marl<eting instruments, the marketing mix - with its concepts of
product, price, promotion, and place - is a central tool for structuring a

marketing initiative,

I

P-

For the public sector, an additional concept is important: The nature of the
citizen, and the way in which organizations interact with them.

EY TERMS

Systemic analysis - analytical tools of an organization,s market environment,
including the organization, its competitors, marketing activities, intermediaries,
prescriptors, final users, and environmental factors. It allows for the proper
understandi

n

g of relationsh i ps between actors.
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EY TERMS

continued

helps identify an organization's basic approach to its
marketing functions. It can be product-oriented - focused on a product's technical
development and overall presentation to the client. 0r it could be client-oriented

Market orientation

-

-

the client's needs are first assessed, then the product is designed accordingly.

- marketing tools and processes which facilitate the
relationship and exchange between partners. This is a cycle composed of
Marketing management

marketing analysis; marketing strategy; marketing planning and organization;
marketing resources; and marketing control.
I

-

instruments such as marketing mix are designed to
reach and convince target grouPs.

Marketing instruments

CONCEPT OVERVIEW
Over time, marketing has developed numerous concepts - as Presented in detail by
the leading works on marketing (McDonalcl, 2007; Kotler and Armstrong, 2009)'
Without seeking to be exhaustive, this chapter develops the main basic conccpts which
continue to serve as marketing references and are important for understanding the
lollowing chapters.
Figure 3.1 regroups these concepts synthetically. They are:

I

The marketing slstem

-

taking into account all parties involved in the exchange and

explaining the inter-relationships among thern. Only the integration and
understanding of what is at stakc for partners in the exchange makes it possible

I
I
I

to understand and il possible, anticipate their behaviour.
Marketing ofientation, put simply, means the culture adopted by an organization in
its relationship with clients. Various orientations are possible and may a{fect both
how the organization is run, and how its clients behave'
Marketing mana7ement, involving all thc decisions' Processes and activities - from
strategy to control of marketing activities - an organization takes and sets into
motion to attain its marketing goals.
Marketing insftuments consist of the visible part of an organization's marketing,
concerning elements addrcssed to clients. Thesc include the concrete offer of
products, serviccs, prices, communication, agents' or distributors proposing
products and services, etc.

A SYSTEMIC, ANALYTICAL APPROACH
Since the emergence of the systems theory (Bertalanffy, 1968), numerous systemic
approaches have been developed - in biology, neuroscieuce, sociology, and psychology,
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but also in economics, management, and markcting. Systemic analysis is based on tJre
principle that the study of a causal relationship between two elcmcnts is oftcn not suitcd
to conveying the functioning of an ensemble - whether this is a living being or a group
of people, organizations or electronic systems. It is therelore worth looking more
closely at exchanges among the parties in the system as well as studying the system's
checks and balances, rather than analysing them individually.
An organization permanently interacts with other olganizations - compctitors,
suppliers, distributors, inclividuals, clients, and influencers - within a market framework. Therefore, a systemic approach can be used to list and prioritize the components of the organization. Thcsc include: environmcnt or market; the study of the
relationships among thcsc componcnts such as competitors, distributors, clients, etc.
Above all, the effects of decisions or actions taken by one of the components on the
system as a whole must be analysed. That is, how the parties will react when a new
service is announced, and what might be the potcntial conscqucnces upon the system's
equilibrium. Marketing thus becomes a sub-systcm of the organization, having its orvn
sub-systems like distribution circuits and channcls.
From a more practical standpoint (Kùhn et a|.,2006), suggest a systemic approach
to marketing can be used to analyse the organization's market environment, Many
marketing decisions such

as launching a new product, changing price strategy, aggressive
communication against a competitor, etc. can spell failure for organizations unable to
anticipate or understand the actions ofthe other parties involved and, above all, their
corresponding interactions.
Consequently it is vital to organize and understand the complex network of
relationships among all those participating in the process of market exchange. Three

Marketing system
Marketing instruments

Market
orientation
Organization
marketing

Clienls

Marketing instruments

.

Figure

3.7 Main marketing concepts
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steps are involved: defining the market; establishing a list of tÀe parties involved; and

studying the relationship among these parties.
It is not generally easy to clearly define and delimit the market or environment within
which the exchange takes place. There are three types of definition:

1.
2.
3.

legal or judicial definition;
definition based on products or services;
definition based on needs.

Legal or judicial definitions are based on laws and regulations or thcir application,
whereas a definition based on products and services takes into account the offer and
its various forms. With postal services, for instance, the speed and class of different
services such as a second-class lettcr weighing less than 50 g help define the market.

Clients' needs constitute the final way of defining a market such as the need for
an administrative document to travel from one country to another. In most cases, a
combination of these separate approaches is requirecl to clearly define a market or

environment to conduct an exchange (see Box 3.1).
Thc market system is therefore made up of organizations; individuals responsible
for groups of organizations; and individuals playing a specific role in the market
exchange process. Therefore, the relationship betwcen these distinct elements
corresponds to relational acts or acts linked directly to an exchange ofgoods, services,
information, or money. Figure 3.2 presents a synthesis of the various partners in the
exchange process.

Apart from the organization proposing an offer, as well as its actual and potential
competitors, one should remember all intermediaries selling products or services use
their own marketing measures. Howevcr, they are separate from those of the company
producing them.
Product users or beneficiaries naturally constitute a major partner in this exchange.
Users should nevertheless be defined in the broad sense of the term. Often indirect

.:I

I
I
I
I
I
I

BOX 3.T

PRINCIPAL CRITERIA FOR DEFINING A
MARKET

nature 0f service - characteristics of the offer
orientation of transaction - before or after
place of transaction
regulatory elements

ability to access market - barriers
number and size of participants - structure of market.
Source: Adapted from Meffert, Burmann, and l(irchgeorg (2008: 49-51)
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Environment system

Demand
I

Company X
from whose point of
view the situation
analysis is carried out

Corporate
competitors

Marketing

Marketing

activities

activities

Demand
I

Distribution system

Marketing

External

External

activitycommerce

prescribers

prescribers

Product users
Buyers and internal prescribers

Economic

SociaU
medical

Technological/
ecological

Political/legal

Environmental factors

,

Figure 3,2 Components of a market viewed as a system

Source: l(ûhn and Pasquier (2016).

product-or service-beneficiaries are handled like family members or even friends and
relativcs. For example, anyone hospitalized after an accident benefits dircctly from the service; but their family, and perhaps relatives and/or employer, are indirectbencficiaries.

The final major partner consists of external prescriptors or individuals already
mentioned. In many cases, decisions are largely influenced by persons who do not
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directly take part in the exchange. This would include a nurse influencing thc choice
of formula for an infant; the architect suggesting the choice of building matcrials; or
journalists prompting the choice of software, etc. Although they are not buying or
selling services, these persons or organizations usually have a decisive impact on
decisions taken by other exchange partners.
The market as a whole, deflned as a system, is not static and is influenced by several
other factors. These include legal, political, economic, social, and/or technological
changes. These various elements and most in-lPortantly, their impact uPon system
partners, therefore also require careful study.
To fully understand the usefulness of a systemic approach with regard to an ensemble
of exchange relationships, a comparative example between the USA and Switzerland
concerning health insurance coverage is presentecl in Figure 3.3. In both cases, the

American system
Health services

Public

lnsurers

programmes

Employers

Persons
Persons insured
(employees)

Persons with
private insurance

Public programme
beneficiaries

without
health coverage

Swiss system
Public

Health services

lnsurers

Patients insured

i', Figure
':.;,1
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system is largely privatized but, gir.cn thc regulatory aspects, the system dynamic is

totally dilferent.

In the United States health insurance is largely linked to one's employmcnt.
Therefore, for hcalth insurers, the direct client is not the beneficiary of the service but
rather the employers with whom they agree overall contracts rvith offer and types of
cover subject to r-regotiation.
Insurance companies also sign contracts with service suppliers
- medical centres,
hospitals, etc. - and may or may not include them in offers made to companies.
Employees and beneficiaries have a limitcd choice of offers. For many, the coverage
available constitutes a major share of the company's social services. But if they should
lose their job, they vvill no longer have access since nearly 80 per cent of premiums
are paid by employers.
The situation in Switzerland is very different. Health insurance is mandatory lor all
residents, but they have free choice of insurer. The minimal cover insurers must provide
is defined by the State - but prices arc mainly set by thc insurers who may also offer

extra protection.
Thcre is competition among insurers to attract clients but health service providers
recognized by the State may propose and charge an agreed rate for thcir scrvices, Hence,
insurers have virtually no elfect on the latter, since the obligation to contract exists.
Without going into the political and social aspects of these systems, it should be
emphasized tJre existence of a strongly privatized market, with a large number of offerers,
means the relationship between the various parties should be understood in very different

ways. Otherwise, it is impossible to understand these markets appropriately.

MARKETING ORIENTATION
Types of orientation
Marketing orientation corresponds to the philosophy of reference adopted by an
organization in conducting its marketing activitics. Several types of marketing
orientations have been iclentified (Meffert et a|.,2008; Kotler and Keller, 2006). See
Figure 3.4.

Production orientation emphasizes a product's

or service's availability. The

organization's priority lies in being able to produce and distribute the goods concerned.
The recent H1N 1 flu epidemic tellingly illustrates such a situation. To the authorities,
it was essential to organize and support the production of vaccines, then ensure their

availability throughout the area where they were in charge.
Product orientation is based on the principle that the beneficiary will buy a service
according to its objective characteristics such as purchase of the best scrvice. In the
private scctor, this situation is increasingly rare. However, it is quitc typical of public
markets. The public body is obliged to choose the offerer who comes closest to

fulfilling the criteria defined in tlre invitation to tender. Snch an orientation is also
generally common in the tertiary sectors.
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Product
orientation

Client
orientation

Production system

Market

Product

Client's needs
and wishes

(Promotional and
sales activities)

Sales profits
(volume)

i:j.

Figure

3.4

Conception
and development
of offer

Benefits derived

from client
satisfaction

Comparison of an organization/s product and client orientations

orientation requires an organization to make great effort to stimulate buyers'
interest in a product. Clients nced to be convinced that such a purchase is worth their
while. To some, such an orientation can also be found in politics, when candidates try
to 'sell' tJreir ideas by committing themselves - and vast sums of money - to persuading
Sales

voters to adopt their ideas.

Finally, market or client orientation requires an organization to satisly previously
identified needs. As the saying goes - it's not a drill that's needed, but a hole in the
wall. By using knowledge ofclients and their needs, an organization can develop services
to suit them as closely as possible. If the service really does meet a need, clients will
simply buy it, without the organization having to make much effort to promote it.
This orientation - the one most frequently recommended for private bodies - was
conceptualized by Narver and Slater (1 990) and Kohli et aL. (1993). They demonstrated
that an active and positive attitude in the collection, analysis, and internal transmission
ofdata concerning clients and other parties to the exchange allows the organization to
better serve its market and improve its own performance.
It is rare to find such an absolute form of marketing orientation in an organization. It is not easy for a company to be strictly product-oriented without taking
clients' needs at least partially or occasionally into account. Conversely, client
orientation often presents great dangers, since clients are not always able to express
their needs clearly.
This is especially so when the company is not certain the ofler corresponding to
those needs will continue to be bought or used by these same clients, In fact, marketing orientation depends on the branch and market on the one hand; and on the
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organization's history, culture and goals on the other. Lees-Marshment (200 1 ) presents
thc various types of markcting orientation as applied to political parties.

Symptoms of marketing orientation
Although strict forms of marketing orientation are quite rare, we can still analyse thc
type of marketing orientation an organization is leaning towards. Kùhn, Reimer, and
Fasnacht (2006) suggest studying thc symptoms which shed light on the marketing
orientation favoured within an organization. Table 3. 1 contains a list ol these indicators
of product and client orientations.

The

puhlic sector and orientation marketing

rule, the marketing philosophy ofpublic-sector bodies is gearcd torvards production
or product. Given legal constraints and monopolistic market structures, organizations
do not nced to promote their services. Often they arc not responsible for identifying
and determining needs given that these esscntials are theoretically the fruit of political
debate and decisions. However, with the arrival of New Public Management and thc
development of public bodics, the latter are increasingly inclined to modify their
marketing orientation to be more and more market- or client-oriented. This occurs
As a

for several rcasons.
First, with the introduction of competition to various public-sector activities - postal
service, telecommunications, hospitals, security, education, etc. - public bodies must

show greater interest in clients and provide services better suited to their needs. If
clients have a choice, even one limitcd to using a service or not, tlrey will evaluate it
according to their requircments, As a result, public bodies cannot disregard existing
needs.

A second reason can be found in pressure from service beneficiaries. They or their
families have become increasingly used to voicing their opinion about the services on
offer. Beneficiaries will freely complain - or even take action/demonstrating - in order
to obligc an organization to do things as they wish. Conversely, public-sector agents
are also keen to satisfy collective and even individual needs, as well as incitc the
organization to adapt the service offer as necessary.
Then, the introduction of quality management norms and processes has encouraged

consideration of beneficiaries' necds - although not always intentionally. These
processes nearly always require beneficiarics' needs, and/or degrec ofsatisfaction, to
be assessed. So, public bodies must systematically take beneficiaries' needs into account
in order to obtain certificates of conformity to quality norms.
Finally, in the wake of New Public Management, client orientation now counts among
the priorities of public administration reform programmes. Now, public administration
is primarily viewed as an entity responsible for making services available to citizen-clients.
It advocates NPM and the reforms it has inspired. It stresses the need lor these bodics
to alter their approach by placing the beneficiary at the heart oftheir concerns.
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3.7

Symptoms of product orientation and client orientation

Elements or
function
Direction

Symptoms of products

Symptoms of market

orientation

orientation

0rganizational aspects are
dominating: production

Client aspects are dominating:
marl<eting specialists lead the

specialists lead the
organ ization

organization

Programme of

Narrow: selling what we

Large: producing what we

prod ucts/servi ces

produce

can sell

Central ized: organizational

Decentral ized: few hierarchical
levels; generally organized by
division rather than by function
strategic planning

0rgan ization

structure based on a staff and
line approach; strong on
accounting and fi nancial
contro ls
0bjectives

Internal infl uences: shortterm objectives; importance

External inff uences: long-term
objectives

of methods

research

Advanced market analysis

Research

Advanced technical

Further
development

Proposition for functional
improvements or costs
reductions: technical tests

Based on client proposals
(needs): marl<et tests

Production

Production is not ffexible
everything is based on
production capabil ities

Production is ffexible:
everything is based on market
opportun ities

Welcoming clients

No parking for clients; cold
welcomel the client is almost
a burden

Parking spaces available and
clearly indicated; welcoming
hall; phone service; the client
is king

Data regarding
clients and marl<et

Little to none; must

Development of marl<et studies;

nevertheless mal<e sure to
know the clients and their

qualitative and quantitative
data; tendency to believe that
market surveys have all the

needs

answers

Marl<eting/
communication

Technical arguments
dominate

After-sales service and client's
needs dominate

After-sales service

0nly if absolutely necessary;
complaints are seen as
d istractions

Deve lopment of after-sales
service as the main relationship
with the client; complaints are
seen as opportunities
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MARKETING MANAGEMENT
As outlined in Chapter 2, the concept of marketing is bascd on notions of exchange,

relationship, the processes lor carrying out these exchanges as well as corresponding
relationships. Marketing management concerns the process and activitics facilitating
relationship and exchange between partners (see Figure 3.5). This is the most highly
developed aspect of marketing. It is also the most practical one, in that it olfers
organizations tools for planning and undertaking marketing activities.
Like generic management tasks, marketing managemcnt involves analysing the
situation, taking strategic decisions, planning and organizing activities in detail, carrying
them out, and controlling them. This, in conjunction with a situation analysis, makes

it possible to confirm, correct, or adapt subsequent

tasks and dec.isions.
The first task of a managerial process invoh'es analysing the market and environment
situation - marketing analysis. In most cases, a systemic approach helps define the

market, identily and analyse the leading actors, and study their relationships. The goal
here lies in assessing chances and ovcrall risks, as well as the organization's strengths
and weaknesses compared to other actors - the SWOT analysis (Strength, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats).
Many tools linked to the analysis of buying and consumer behaviour, competition,
distribution systems and, more generally to marketing analysis, have bcen devcloped.
This has made it possible to establish a basic diagnosis of the situation, based on data
obtained.

Marketing control

Marketing analysis

Marketing implementation

Marketing strategy

Marketing planning
and marketing organization

:t Figure 3,5 Main tasks of marketing management
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The next task, following situation analysis, is to determine primary marketing goals
and the strategy needed to achieve them - marketing strategy. This phase involves
defining which groups of clients or segments to target with which offer. Quantitative
goals must be fixed in terms of turnover figures, market share or profit margin.
Qualitative or psychographic goals correspond essentially to the positioning the
company is seeking among target groups with its offer. Selecting the circuits and
channels of distribution complete these strategic choices.
Based on these strategic decisions, the company identifies the instruments it will
use to reach its targets - marketing planning. The marketing instruments or marketing
mix (see the following section) are the tools available to the company to attain targeted
goals and arc visible to both clients ancl other market actors. They are traditionally
known as the 'four Ps' - product, price, promotion, and place. Other instruments
have since been proposed as additions to this list, as we shall see later,
To instigate and accomplish the actions planned, a company should dispose of and
activate the following:

I
I
I
I
I

internal resources - marketing implementation;
financial resources - budget;
human resources;
IT resources - marketing information systems;
behaviour and process systems.

Coordinated use ofthese resources helps the company attain goals it has set.
Finally, the conformity and completion of decisions and actions must be studied
within the framework of a marketing control system. This involves collecting and
structuring the relevant inflormation, next submitting it to marketing executives so they
can evaluate the decisions made and actions carried out before taking any necessary
corrective measures.
In the public sector, the market system is generally very different from the private
witÀ no competitors. Generally making the same offer to all beneficiaries, with the
price set by a political authority, is a matter of course. The organization's space to
manoeuvre is often reduced to activities of communication, distribution, and the
resources used by the organization for developing and introducing the service. Aspects
linked to the search for information and strategic considerations will be examined in
more detail in Chapters 5 and 6.

MARKETING INSTRUMENTS
A central element in marketing is the markcting mix or range of instruments used to
attain and convince an organization's target groups. The concept was first used by
Borden (1965), and is based on an analogy between a'cake-mix'and marketing
activities. Borden metaphorically compared marketing tools to the ingredients needed
to bake a cake. He suggested that only the right mix of known ingredients can yield a
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Product

Promotion

Quality
Characteristics and options
Style
Brand
Conditioning
Size
Guarantee
Aftersales services

(Communication)

Advertising
Sales force
Sales promotion
PR

Free publicity
Direct marketing

Marketing

mlx

Price

Distribution (place)

Listed price
Reduction
Discount
Payment conditions
Credit conditions

Distribution channels
Customer catchmênt arêa
Sales outlets
Stocks and warehousing
Means of transport

i.: Figure 3.6 Ingredients in the marketing mix

It is not so much a basic knowledge of the ingredients ensuring
but thc appropriate use together in the right proportions.
McCarthy (1960) systematized the marketing mix concept by introducing the 'four
Ps', corresponding to the basic instruments available: product, price, promotion, and
satisfactory result.
success

place (see Figure 3.6).

Let us apply these elements to a service provided by the public sector
identity document for foreign travel.

-

issuing an

The product or offer consists ofthe number and range ofproducts/services available;
their characteristics; possible options; guarantees; after-sales service, etc. For identity
documents these may - according to the specifrc country - include an ID card,
passport, or temporary passport, when the original is lost or stolen. The time needed
to obtain the document can also be added here.
The price naturally includes the cost of the service and its different forms - cost,
stated price, remuneration, etc. This also includes any recluction or discount, along
with the conditions of payment or credit. The price of an identity document is flxed
by the government based upon, the number ofpages in a passport, or how quickly it
is issued. Howevcr, the administration may accept various methods of payment
- cash,
credit, or debit cards, bank transfer, etc.
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Promotion consists of all the communication activities which present and seek to
promote the offer as a whole. Leading communication tools include advertising, public
relations, people lorming the sales teâm, promotional activities, etc. For an identity
document, the main communication activities might include an inlormation brochure
explaining procedures involved, updating the relevant website, etc.
The final group of instruments is formed by distribution (place): the systems which
help the organization convey the offer to its beneflciary - logistics, storage, and
warehousing, distribution channels, etc. for goods; direct relations, website, etc. for
services. Principal elements of distribution for an identity document include the places
the document can be physically ordered and delivered with opening times, etc.; or
even the possibility ofcarrying out some or all ofthe procedure on thc internet.
Although this way of categorizing marketing instruments has long been widcspread,
many authors (van Waterschoot and van dcn Bulte, 1992) have criticized its rather
simplistic nature, suggesting it is no longer fully adapted to reality. Given the
development of services marketing, Bitner and Booms (1981) proposed three new
instruments:

I
I

people

-

processes

personnel in charge of supplying the service;
- the procedure, mechanisms, and flow of activities by which services

are consumed; and

I

physical facilities

-

the ability and environment in which thc service is delivered.

Other academic proposals combine these various tools, usually according to the type
of market and service offered.
Irrespective of the number and structure of marketing instruments, a number of
rules must be observed regarding their combined use (Kiihn et al., 2006 Kotler and
Keller, 2006).
The first rule lies in adapting the instruments to the market situation. What are the
target groups' habits when it comes to services? How tlo they react to price? What are
the communication-supports with which they are in contact, etc.?
All these factors may vary from situation to situation. Therelore organizations must
be careful to use instruments able to reach the required targets according to their needs,

expectations, and behaviour patterns. Nowadays, hardly any organization can afford

to neglect interuet communication.
The second rule concerns long-term harmony and consistency. As in the original
sense of 'mix', marketing instruments must be combined harmoniously. Success in
marketing often comes from a subtle blend of instruments that lend the offer overall
coherence. For instance, for a luxury product, an aggressive price strategy should be
avoided. Another example is seeking to reach a broad targct group when the product
is only available in a few retail outlets.
Similarly, this mix should stand the test of time and avoid sudden changes that are
unpopular with buyers. Who hasn't becn surprised or annoyed by a simple change to
a product's packaging? Does it instigate doubt or even a change in attitude?

',:..
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The final rule to gaining respect is the need for marketing instruments to be uscd

in a concertcd fashjon. Organizations oftcn usc too many instrumcnts at ol"lcc -

advertising, public relations, promotion at the point of sale, etc. * without having the
meâns to ensure that each instrument attains a minimum elficiency threshold. Typically,
a waste of resources is the result. So, it is usually bcttcr to conccntratc on a limitcd
number of instmments and ensure tlat they are effective with the target groups.
Marketing instruments applied to thc public sector are outlinecl in Chapter 7.

0RGANIZATIoNS, CITIZENS, AND C0NSU MERS
The study of this relationship bctween the State and citizens has developed along two
relatively distinct lincs. The first has focused on the political relationship and the other
on the administrative rclationship. As students of public marketing, we shall focus on
the second aspect. In this administrative relationship, the citizcn as a political entity is
not entirely lorgotten. A citizcn interacting with a public organization, thc rclationship
will be, in some part political and even 'electoral' in naturc. It is partially this public
nature that will qualify much of this discussion.

HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF THE
CITIZ EN-P U BLIC-AD MINISTRATIO
RELATIO NSHIP

N

The evolution of a relationship
For an extended time, the relationship between citizens and public administrations had
been rooted in thc traditional or bureaucratic model best presentccl by Max Weber
(1921) . This ideal-type model gives a rather clear image of the main charactcristics of
public-sector organizations and ofthe end-user defined under the terminology ofthc
administered. However, this particular construct, has since been challenged with the
appearance among others of the terminologies of the user, the consumer and of the
citizen-partner. Each of these represent a particular type of relationship and entail
specific expectations for the relationship on the part of both the organization and thc
actor. These elements all have implications for marketing.

A TYPOLOGY OF THE CITIZEN FOR PUBLIC
MANAGERS: STRUCTURING ROLES
The roles presented in Table 3.2 -the administered, the user, the consumer, and the
citizen partner - originate mainly from analysis of experiences of the United Kingdom,
Canada, the United States, and France.
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Table

3,2

Typology of the actor
The actor

H

istory

lGyconcepts

Administered

User

The state

Welfare state

Obligation

Right to

Consumer

Citizen-partner

Regu I ato ry

state

Post-modern
state

Choice

Participation

service
Types of

service Regalian

Uniformity/

U

niformity

P

ub

lic

Cond

itional

U

niversal

Large

Democratic

diversity Total diversity

diversity

diversity

Participation

Electoral

use
the
different
By the
made of

uiding

Choice limited

G

to the moment
of consumption

administrative
action by its
involvement

services and the

rights attached
to them
Directionality
of the
relationship

Top-down Top-down
Un

ilateral

domination

Rights limit

Bottom-up

arbitrary

Apparent
supremacy but

decisions

needs defined

lnwardoutward
Symbiosis

by the

administration

The administered
The factors comprising the definition of the administered (inferiority, dependence) and
the organization (removed, omnipotent) are central. This model is best exemplified
by relationships

with organizations such as justice departmcnts

and fiscal administrations,

underlines a relationship that is not reciprocal and marked by a high level of
obligation on his part.
Emphasized in all these relationships are the administered's obligations to participate
and to engage in the relationship with the organization. Aside from the rules and
regulations bounding the relationship, the administercd is powerless and has no
autonomy to define the relationship in his own terms. The administered has power
only insofar as he defends the strict applications of administrative law. When within
his rights, he can be a powerful foe to the organization.
Nevertheless, this power is defensive, mainly negative, and cannot be projected or
used proactively. This lack of power in the administrative relationship is not to be
confuscd with the real clout the administered has in his political relationship with the

It

public sector.

'it::
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In

relationship defined by dependence and subjugation, the actor is perceived in
complctcly unilorm manncr by thc organization. For the organization, thcre
is not a multitude of administered, just an administered in the singular who powerlessly
a

an almost

in for all others.
The level of differentiation in the appreciation of the actor and the services to be
provided is minimal. The model is bascd on equality before the law and the numerous
governmental organizations. So any differentiation, any segmentation, is bound to be
sits

problcmatic.

There is no active participation on the part of the actor. The participation

is

happening at a higher level and in a limited way, in terms of the relationship with the

political sphere, through the electoral process.
Obligation is the key construct to recognizing the administered. That obligation
might be definecl as the cluty to engage (taxes), or an obligation to be a provider.

The user
In France, the central locus of developing the concept, the user is outlined first in the
Civil Code of 1 804. It is noted that the user has a real right ofusage ofgoods belonging

to others but it cannot be loaned or ceded (Title III). It is in the actor's use ofpublic
services, and the rights attached to it, that the concept of the user takes its lineage.
This concept was to boom in the post-World War II years with the development of
the welfare state.
This conccptualization was in stark contrast to that ofthe administered's legal roots,
aimed mainly at circumscribing governmental action. The idea of the user and of public

services allowed

lor the almost unlimited extension of

such services. But above and

beyond the simple availability of public services, the universal nature of thc various
service provisions

-

healthcare, education, social services

-

were also aimed at achieving

wider objectives.
According to Spanou (2003), the user has the right to choose and maintain

a

certain

critical distance. The possibilities aflordcd to the user were unknown by tlre
administered. Hence, this new role gave the user wider autonomy.
Even in this role, the actor is in a situation characterized as 'administrative
paternalism' (Chevallier, 1992). More autonomous, the user still does not have the
power to make meaningful decisions. He has more rights but the administration
continues to define the structure and modalities of the relationship.

Recognition ofthe diversity ofthe actor is conditional. The administration decides
ofthe user. In this sense, the
user has little power in the relationship shaped and dictated by professionals within
and segments the offers and thus recognizes tJre diversity

the organization.

The level and type of participation the administration allows to the user are also
differcnt and more varied than those allotted to the administered. This new form
permits the user to exert pressure for increased autonomy and diversity. This voice
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has been made

possible, first and foremost, by thc multiplication of user associations

and by pressure for greater autonomy.
One notable exception with the next model

-

the consumer

-

is the relative absence

of choice for the user. Thc administration generally has a monopolistic role in the
relationship, In such a situation voice or exit are possible even ifboth carry a high price
in terms of being denied service or not being able to afford thc samc service provided
by a third party. In fact, on many levels, the user remains an administered.
Thc directionality ofthe relationship is thus clear. The actor is not at the centre of
the relationship. He is in a top-down afÊliation where he has a very limited amount of
autonomy. The 'rights guaranteed to users'in Chevallier's terms (1992) approach is
the conccpt which accounts for all other aspects. It is by these rights the user
diflerentiates himself from the administered. This is the case even if the distance covered
is not as important as might have been earlier believed.

The consumer
The appearance of the consumer as a possible role for the actor in public-sector
relationships is relatively recent. Linked in part with the rise of New Public Management
it now represents a generalized model used

and development of social consumerism,

by administrations and assumed by actors in most OECD countries. The term is rooted

in the concepts of choice, individuality, and satisfaction.
Born of the crisis of public finance, increased marketization of social interactions,
the rise in neo-liberal economics and rational choice theory, New Public Management
sought to bring concepts and dynamics into the public sphere that were once the
exclusive domain of the private scctor. It has led governments to rethink some of their
approaches, most notably in terms of strategic management and service delivery in part

through the development of the regulatory State (Majone, 199+).
First emerging in Anglo-Saxon countries, most notably in New Zealan<!, it has had,
in one way or another, a direct effect on most governments, through the application
of its basic premises - choice, subsidiarity, leadership and control. These dynamics
havc paved the way for a new understanding of the affiliation between actors and public
organizations - especially the locus on the actor as consumer. This approach, in a
reversal of the traditional Weberian concept of hierarchical public bureaucracy,
positions the actor at the centre of the organization's concerns.
In the United States, recognition of the consumer in the public sector was first noted
in Al Gore's new customer service contract, From [\ed Tape to /{esulas (Gore, 1993).
The actor as consumer is considered to have a 'false' autonomy. As a consumer,
one could believe he is in an interaction framed along the lines of those in tÀe private
sector which include, among other things, a large choice and the possibility of
exit. Autonomy, presumably lull and complete on the part of the actor, is qualified as
'false'. This is because the public nature ofthe encounter and the particularities of
specific encounters will, in many cases, limit the potential of exit and the nature
of choices for the actor.

:,1
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Decisions regarding possibilities in terms of choice and exit are not defined by the
actor but rather by the administration. More than anything else, the actor's autonomy
depends on the goodwill of the organization. The dilference with the user is in the
apparent bottom-up situation of the consumer.
The consumcr has, by definition, a large diversity sincc the concept entails tailoring
of services and goods offered to the smallest possible segments. Thus for the actor,
there is the multiplication of possibilities at all levels. In a relationship with the actor
the organization is faced with as many types of consumers as there are

:ïr:ï::i-,
It represents the highest possible level of diversity. This position is more or less
plausible depending on the specifics ofthe relationship in question.
The transformation of the actor into a consumer effectively mutes his reactions and
limits his capacity to voice individual prcferences. In this configuration the actor seeks,
above all, satisfaction in his encounter with the public organization. This is a situation
in which the actor could theoretically have voice only inasmuch as he is also a member
of the political whole. This voice is not linked with the actor as a consumer. In fact,
he seems to mirror the administcrcd more than any other model.
Given the characteristics mentioned above, the actor in this conflguration does not
have the collective power or the option to resist the administration. The asymmetry
of power remains considerablc despite all the empowering language used to describe
the relationship. This is, therefore, a false bottom-up situation. The actor is, in many
cases, not shaping services by his preferences. Rather he sees them being dictatcd by
the organization and this within the limits of their acceptability lor him. The services
are defined entirely by the organization.
The concept ofchoice can apply to various aspects ofthe relationship. There is choicc
over the type ofservice, the level ofservice, the provider', the type ofinteraction, and
so on. The implicit assumption is that the actor is willing ancl able to actively use this

tool,

and he is able and

willing to choose.

In many ways, the notion olchoice is central to tlre role of the actor as a consumer.

It is presented more as a way to achieve wider political aims than developing effective
choice for actors at all levels (Clarke and Newman, 2005).

The citizen-partner
Advocates of NPM believed greater efficiency and better management were the
answer to the current woes of political cynicism (Kelly, 2005). But supporters of
Democratic Govcrnance think one solution is foremost. This is to make the citizen a
more active and engaged participant in the politico-administrative system. This would
in turn increase accountability, political, and social participation, as well as restore a
greater level of trust and confrdence in the mechanics and dynamics of public
organizations.
This approach has directly impacted public organizations' conception of'the citizen'.
Proponents of Democratic Governance believe the citizen should not be converted
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into a mere consumer of public services. Rather, they strive to make the consumer
the co-producer and main partner ofpublic organizations.
Public organizations are thus operating as part of a network, exchanging and
redistributing tasks and responsibilities with the citizen-partner. Whereas NPM
underscores the importance of efficiency, Democratic Governance has at its core the
concepts of accountability and democratic participation.
People are not only the end-receivers ofproclucts and services but also co-producers
in deÊning aspects of the interaction. When evaluating its impacts, the relatively
recent nature of the Democratic Governance's development in the administrative
context must certainly be kept in mind.
This approach has been linked to what some have called tJre post-modern state. This
is a regime which has fully integrated the actor and other stakeholders in its decisional
mechanisms. Being in the system and shaping it by t}eir choices and voices, the actor
gains a high level of autonomy. In fact, similarly to other criteria, this model is
positioned at the extreme end of the spectrum.
The actor as citizen-partner exhibits a total diversity. This is the natural consequence
of considering the actor as the embodiment of a singular and uniquely qualified
individual who is not only a recipient ofservices but also a shaper and creator ofthese
services. The citizen-partner resides within a system that is neither top-down or
bottom-up. Instead, it is an inward-outward symbiotic system between actor and
administration, In such a system, the level of responsibility resting on the actor's
shoulders is significantly increased.
At the centre of the citizen-partner concept is the idea of participation. The notion
has been studied from a number of angles, but the main attempt at structuring it as a
tool for interaction is that of Arnstein (1969), who differentiates between 'token
participation' at one end and 'citizen control' at the other.
Depending on the characteristics ofthe participatory process, it could benefit the
actor only as a consumer rather than as a citizen-partner (Needham 2002).
This is because many of the procedures involved seek to 'institutionalize a network
of passive individuals [rat]rer] than create or empower active citizens' (Chandler,
2001, quoted in Needham, 2002). There is a clear distinction between voices used in
the environment of the citizen-partner, allowing for discussion and debatc, and the
limited possibilities for the actor in his role as a consumer.

C0NSE0UENCES F0R MARKETING: ADAPTING T0
THE PLURAL NATURE OF THE ACTOR
Marketing being the study of relationships, proper understanding of who the
organization is dealing with is crucial. It is a significant step in defining the proper shape
of the relationship so as to ensure a satisfactory outcome for all involved.
Recognition of the plurality of roles played by the actor has to be acknowledged at
three specific levels: (1) internally within the organization; (2) relationally in effectively
shaping the relationship; and (3) at the end-point, making it a reality for the actor.

lij
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At each of these three levels, one first needs to be aware of the situation before
acting upon it. The necessary step before thinking about the actor's roles and
performance evaluation is to identify the actor. Who are the beneficiaries of the
organization? Who are the users, consumers, citizen-partners, administered, etc. ? Such
strategies are presented in Chapter 4,

A first step is to establish clearly what rhese roles ought to be. Taking togetl-rer
information regarding the actor and the organization, and fully accounting for particulars
such as the type of goods and services the organization delivers, should help define
which models to be favoured.
Proper respect should also be given to the historical moorings of the organization.
Just as an organization cannot transform itself overnight, managers should not expect
actors to make the transition immediately. Having identified the model, or models,
best fitting the relationships between actor and public administration, a number of steps
can tlen be taken to minimize the gaps likely to clevelop between rhetoric and action
in order to ensure the most productive relationship possible between the administration
antl the acl-or.

EXERCISE

3.I

Using a process or product you have good knowledge of, identify the various steps of
marketing management as shown in Figure 3.5.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

l,

2.
3.
+,

Based on the definition ofa systemic analysis provided in this chapter, discuss the
limits and potentials of such an approach. Is it realistic to talk of the market system
in the public sector? What are the limits of this particular model in the case of
your own organization?
Public marketing grows in importance. Make a list of the reasons that could
potential explain this development. Why should an organization witl a monopoly
position use marketing tools?
The marketing mix is like baking a cake. In your opinion, what are the most
important ingredients? In your experience, is one of them more likely to ruin the
cake if there is too much/too little of it?
What impact does the language used in your communication/marketing have on
perceptions of the actor and the organization?

NOTE

1.

Citing Title

III, 'De l'usufruit,

de l'usage et de l'habitation'.
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Chapter 4

Marketing information
re searc h

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

/

By the end of this chapter you should be able to:

I
I
I

Identify the information needs of your organization.
Select the appropriate information-gathering strategies and tools.
Integrate the information gathered into the organization's managerial
framework.

f"

EY POINTS OF THIS CHAPTER

I

The objectives of organizations in seeking information can be: (1)
descriptive; (2) exploratory; or (3) explanatory. One's strategy must be in
line with the objectives of the information-gathering operation.
Studies may be either primary or secondary: in primary studies, information

I

is collected specifically for the objective defined by the organization, while
secondary studies use information already collected and available.

I

Data collected must be integrated into a coherent organizational information
system in order to be used effectively either for policy purposes or managerial

objectives.

ê.

EY TERMS
Survey - the most widely used form of primary information gathering, entailing
directly asl<ing respondents for information about themselves, their habits and
opin ions.
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s

K rev TERMS continued..,
0bservations

-

information-gathering approach seel<ing to observe the behaviour

of individuals without questioning them directly.
Tests

-

recreation of lifelike conditions in a controlled environment and analysis

of the information obtained.

Sample

-

representative group of a given population.

MARKETING INFORMATION IN THE PUBLIC
SECTOR
All

organizations need information in order to take decisions, understand aspects of

behaviour ofpeople or organizations, ensure measures are implemented correctly, or
evaluate such measures. Although businesses in the private sector have becn conducting

market research and mandating specialized research institutes at length, public-scctor
organizations have only adopted such practices much more recently. Box 4.1 provides
examples of situations in which administrations may seek to obtain 'marketing' data
in the way private companies do.
There are a number of rcasons to explain the increasing use of studies by publicsector organizations to gather data on stakeholders. First, there is a substantial imbalance

between the tasks the public sector has to perform and the resources available to it.
Because political authorities often impart fcw concrete indications regarding priorities
lor services neecling to be developed, restricted or even abolished, such decisions are
often left to the discretion of public-sector organizations.
Beneficiary surveys are a source ofinformation to help public-sector organizations
arrive at and validate decisions. These would include input such as: what are the bcst
opening hours? What procedures rcquire simplifying? A second reason for utilizing
surveys is the growing demand for accountability from public-sector organizations. As
well, they are responsible for the expansion of concepts such as 'customer', 'customer
orientation', and 'customer satisfaction' in the New Public Management approach.
Detailed information must be gathered about services, the manner in which they are
deliverecl; their benefrciaries and so on.
Because relations between pnblic-sector organizations ancl beneficiarics have been
'marketized' and to some extent individualized, organizations are compelled to gather
specific data about 'customers' to adapt services to different groups of customers as
necessary. Additionally, they need to regulariy check both the quality of services
delivered and user satisfaction with these services. To obtain information of this kind,
organizations use classic techniqucs such as polls and qualitative surveys.
Other reasons have to do with the economic signifrcance, complexity and costs of
activities deployed by public organizations, In such situations it is wise to make certain
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.

BOX

4.r EXAMPLES

OF SITUATIONS IN WHICH
.MARKETING' INFORMATION MUST BE
GATH ERED

I

Determining the expectations of the beneficiaries of services and comparing
them with the way the organization perceives and defines them

I

Assessing the quality

of

services provided

to

beneficiaries, as well as

beneficiaries' satisfaction with these services

I

Understanding the behaviour of those who use services and their attitude

I

towards the organization
Assessing the effectiveness

of

measures taken, such as communications

procedu res

I

in light of available resources and then reducing or
iminating superfl uous services
Testing and validating new services or actions for beneficiaries.

Assessing priorities
el

I

the services developed are well thought-out, economical, and well-matched to the needs
they are intended to satisfy. Otherwise there is a risk much greater costs will be incurred

mistakes made. Figure 4.1 illustrates the various costs of a sert'ice,
particularly those resulting from a bad match between the scrvice provided and

to remedy

expectations or need,

A final explanation of increased use of marketing studies lics in the information

to develop public policies. Public-sector organizations are faced with the
complexity of a constantly changing world. As part of their function of assisting
political authorities to prepare public policies, they must gather information to reduce
uncertainty and allow political authorities to take enlightened decisions,
This task is partially delegated to government statistics departments, which carry
out large numbers of studies every year. Howcver, this work is increasingly performed
by dcpartments directly in charge of the public policy concerned, lor reasons of
knowledge of the subject matter as wcll as time. Many study techniques are used,
ranging from surveys and elcctronic bchaviour-observation methods to focus groups,
or perhaps as part of participatory initiatives.
needed

Generally, organizations evaluate their marketing environment to attain three types

of objectives:

f

Descriptive:

in these cases, the need is for information to provide a description of

the situation and enable strategic decisions to be taken and measures to be planned
or adjusted, For example, in preparing lor world fairs held at intervals in various

countrics around the world - Seville, 1992; Hanover, 2000; Shanghai, 2010;
Milan, 2015; Astana, 2017; Dubaï, 2020) - some countries conduct studies to
gauge tJrcir image as the host nation or the corresponding region. Such studies
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The cost of quality ..

Costs

=

r
.
.

Cost of
production

Cost of

+

Human
resources

prevention

.
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Materials
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Training
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systems
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Cost
of inspection
and correction
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Cost
solving
problems
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and using
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(1 00x)

30-50% of costs in most
service organizations
'a-

Figure

4,1

The various types of costs involved in producing a service and making
available

it

Source: Schmidt (2000: 4).

I

I

help them develop concepts for pavilions that will best represent them. Studies
of user satisfaction with a service, or tests of a communications campaign, also
build better descriptive knowledge of measures deployed.
Objective: when a public organization has to study various possibilities lor the
construction of a bypass, thc placing of stops on a new bus route, or the building
of a new school. It can survey the residents of a district or town so needs and
evaluation criteria for submitted projects can be better taken into account.
Ê,xplanatory: in situations where a public organization is out of phase with citizens
or groups ofbeneficiaries - where services are not being used, recurrent criticisms,
etc. ln this way, the reasons why people reject a proposal or a service can be
investigated. hr 2016 the people of the Canton of Geneva voted by 54.34o/o to
reject a proposed expansion of a museum.

Perplexed as to why the majority ofthe population should oppose the project, the
administration conducted a survey. Results showed the public were not opposed to
support olculture or to the idea of a museum. However, they objected to the planned
location on the shores ofa lake and did not like the architectural concept chosen. The
authorities then relaunched the project taking into account the information gathered.

The following sections begin with an overview of the main methods used for
gathering information. Bccause oftheir widespread use, surveys are discussed in detail,
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followed by

a

summary presentation of other methods. The two subsequent sections

deal with selccting samples and the process for planning a study. In conclusion, thc
chapter briefly looks at integrating marketing stuclies and opinion polls into a broader

marketing information system.

INFORMATION.GATHERING METHODS
Marketing studies and opinion polls are systematic, empirical methods of gathering
objective and subjective information, This is done for the purpose of increasing
transparency of the field concerned as well as improving both decision taking and the
development of corresponding measures (Malhotra, 2009; Kùhn and Kreuzer, 2006).
The following definition highlights the goal of this particular type of research: to
increase knowledge of a specific subject and the attendant decisional capacity. All too
frequently, studies are developed and carried out with no link to a clearly defined
problem area, or in the end, they are not used for decision making.
When no consensus can be reached on the orientation to bc taken regarding a
particular subject or on a decision to be taken, a study is often commissioned. Typically,
this is either as a play for morc time or to prevent a conflict. Many times, researchers
know the information gathered will probably do nothing to improve the basis for taking
a

decision. The uncertainty may well be exactly the same after the study as it was before.
In this situation, the study risks being used as an alibi or a second-best solution -

it is very important,
before conducting a study, to make certain there is a real need for new information.
In addition, assurances must be made that the new information will definitely be put
and one that often ties up many internal resources. For this reason

to use in taking a decision, and indeed that it will improve the quality of the decision.
In the negative, it may be advisable to drop the idea of planning and conducting the
study, for the time being at least. But if the study itself constitutes an objective
independently of the results obtained, it then should move forward.
The methods used to collect and analyse data are many and varied. Figure 4.2 sets
out the main techniques in summary fashion.
The Êrst methodological question to be asked is whether or not data already
available can meet the information needs. Here lies the distinction between primary
and secondary studies.

Primary studies involve the gathering and analysis of data, collected. This is
conducted specifically in connection with the defined object of study and received
directly from information carriers. In other words, these are new studies carried out
to obtain information not already existing.
Secondary studies involve identifying and using existing, available data such as
documentary sources often requiring reinterpretation in the light of the particular
information need. This is a matter of making use of inlormation which already cxists
but was not originally gathered in relation to the current object of study.
Before committing substantial resources to tle gathering of new data, it is important
to verify whether existing data or similar data is able to cover the information need.

,':l:,
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Primary studies

Secondary studies

Observations

Surveys

Quantitative surveys

Face-

to-face

Mail-in
surveys

Qualitative surveys

Phone
interviews

interviews

. ,l

Têsts

Online
surveys

ln-depth

Focus

personal
interviews

groups

Figure 4,2 Summary of the main marketing study and opinion survey methods

Source: I(Uhn and l(reuzer (2006).

Currcntly there are increasing amounts of information, both inside and outside an
organization, which is largely unused. Table 4.1 shows possible information sourccs
to be consulted. Very often, combining several sets of existing data can bring useful
answers, limiting the need for new inlormation, and tlereby saving time and resources.
When an organization must gather new information to encompass identified needs,
three groups of methods can be considered - surveys, observations, and tests.
Surveys are the most widespread form of study and consist of asking people for
information about themselves, their habits, opinions, attitudes, or bchaviour with regard
to a particular subject. In rare cases, people may also be asked to give their opinions
about other people such as members of their family.
It is important to bear in mind that this type of study is based on people's statements,
and hence their capacity or willingness to express their opinions about past, present,
and future facts or subjects. It is easy enough to ask somebody ifthey smoke cigarettes,
when they started smoking, and how many cigarettes they smoke each day.
However, there is an obvious dilficulty in asking similar questions about the use of
illegal substances such as narcotics or performance-enhancing drugs. Few people are
willing to discuss topics considered socially problematic like medication, alcohol, etc.
Surveys are generally divided into two types: quantitative and qualitative. Both will
be discussed in detail in the next section.
Quantitative surveys are generally used to obtain representative information from
the public surveyed, such as what is the opinion of the public about a planned museum?
What is the satisfaction level of those working on or using a service? What percentages
ofpeople have seen the prevcntion campaign ads?
Since it is neither possible nor reasonable to question the entire segment of the
population concernetl, very often only a reprcsentative samplc is surveyed. Qualitative
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Secondary or documentary sources

Public or para-public sources
(data often available at no cost)

Data and reports from statistical
departments
Data and reports from various public
organizations (customs, government
departments, central bank, etc.)

Private sources data may or may
not be available free of charge)

Research conducted by universities

Publications and reports by marketing study
nstitutes

i

Reports and documents of professional
associations

Publications in newspapers and journals
Internal sources Gata available
at no cost)

Previous market studies
Accounting and financial data
Data on customers and beneficiaries of services
Data resulting from the study of existing
measures

surveys, on the otherhand, normally involve a limited number of respondents' They
are designed to explore deep-seated motivations, discover complex reasons underlying
behaviour, and to identify possible changes, etc. Hcre, it is not the representativeness

of opinions expressed which counts but, instead, it is their quality and diversity.
Varying methods can be used to conduct surveys. People are generally required to
be physically present lor qualitative surveys such as in-depth individual interviews or
locus groups. Quantitative survcys can be conducted not only lace to face but also by
telephone, using a questionnaire sent by mail or over the internet.
The second possible method of study is observation. Studies are aimed at observing
people's behaviour without their having to express their opinion. For example, the
number and possibly the type of people who decide to vote electronically during
elections can be observed. While observation techniques obviously do not allow
opinions to be gathered, in general they are much more reliable than surveys for
studying people's behaviour in that filters may come into play when who people make
statements are absent.
Box 4.2 shows an example in which the study methodology, originally based on a
survey, was exchanged for a behavioural observation system. Obscrvation techniques

have not been widely used until now. Receut technological and computing
developments such as digital information, internet, GPS, electronic cameras' etc. have
sparked a considerable rise in interest, now that specific new techniques have been
developed.

',.,'
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BOX

4.2 ELECTRONIC OBSERVATION OF PEOPLE'S
MOVEMENTS

The study of a population's movements is of interest to both the public and private

sectors. For the public sector, the planning and management of transport
infrastructures is intimately tied to population movement. In the private sector,
geomarketing applications generate territorial and travel-related data used to
target marketing activities.
For close to half a century, the analysis of population movements was mainly
carried out using personal surveys followed by telephone assessments of a sample
of the population. These surveys began with asking people how far they had
travelled on the day before the interview. These movements, together with the
reasons and modes

of transport, are then transferred onto digital

systems. Interestingly, these are

mapping

still in play today but greatly improved method-

ologies are used.

for recording movements have been based on
PS (global positioning system) technology. Instead of being asked about their
movements of the previous day, participants in the sample are given a specially
developed G PS device. AII their movements for the duration of the study - usually
Since the early 2000s, methods

G

- are recorded and transferred into digital mapping systems.
For one study of the public's mobility behaviour in major Swiss cities, over
10i 000 people were recruited and fitted with a GPS device.
This method of observation using electronic data collection brings a number
of advantages. First, all movements of the participants are gathered in a weel<.
This is significant because mobility behaviour is notthe same during the week as
one week

it

is on the weekends. Second, all movements

-

not just main movements

-

are

col lected.

In a telephone survey/ many movements such as wall<ing the dog, visiting a
friend, a spontaneous trip to a neighbourhood store, etc. are often not reported.
Lastly, the information gathered is much more accurate than an observation
survey because one is no longer relying upon people's memories. Their behaviour

is automatically recorded by an electronic system.

The third type of study metJrodology is the test. This involvcs testing, either undcr
laboratory conditions or in real-life situations, or rccording people's reactions to
concrete proposals for marketing measures. Thesc may involve testing new designs
for a community newspaper, new services, new communications campaigns on prevention, and more.
Combined with a survey or an observational study, this technique makes it possible
to gather data on concrete rather than hypothetical elements. Thus, it can test the
relevance, reliability or potential success ofproposed measures.
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'Mystery shopping' integrates both test and observation techniques.

It involves

sending a trained person to play a specifrc role - customer, Partncr, or whatever other
useful persona - to test an organization's attitudes and behaviours.

New technologies offer ample opportunity to record people's movements. In

Switzerland, for instance, many municipalities use the Smart City program offered in
cooperation with the biggest national phone operator Swisscom. The program allows
public bodies to obtain mobile network data, most importantly geo-location information. The municipality of Pully uses the data for instance to plan the construction of
roundabouts or one-way streets. The city of Montreux uses mobile data to understand

where its visitors come from. In Belgium, tlre city of Charlcroi in Wallonia has
equipped its 400 vehicles with geo-tracking, tÀus providing vast information to the
authorities on vehicle location, journey times or even the kilometres travelled. The
aim of the program is to increase the efficiency of the municipal vehiclc fleet and thus
reducing public expenditures for controlling abuses of public vehicles.

Surveys
Types of surveys
As mentioned previously, surveys may be either quantitative or qualitative. Although
in practice the two types are sometimes combined to create a kind of hybrid. Each
type is aimed at specific objectives and has different characteristics.

Quantitative surveys are designed to measure or evaluate phenomena in such a way
that the results can be extrapolated to the entire target population. This includes polling
a sample of citizens to gauge the opinion of the entire population.
Surveys of this type canvass a large number of people - the representative sample

must be possible to easily aggregate the clata gathered. A structured
questionnaire is used containing a limited number of closed inquiries. These are

-

and

it

questions having a set list of possible answers. Results are then analysed using statistical

tools.
Qualitative surveys are designed to investigate in a manner to anticipate or explain,
phenomena without it necessarily being possible to extrapolate the results to the entirc
population. A limited number of people, often less than 30, arc typically involved.
They are asked a large number of open questions in order to elicit detailed information.
The cliscussions are generally quite long, lasting uP to one hour and are loosely
stmctured. Since the analysis will focus on remarks macle by interviewees, methods
such as content analysis are used, User-friendly specialist software is available

for some

analyses to capture word frequency, and determine whether words used form part of
specialized lexicons, as well as word association maps, etc.
Choosing the survey type may not always be straightforward. Sometimes it is first
necessary to conduct a qualitative survey to identify problems or hypotheses and then
conduct a quantitative study to validate these hypotheses. This is done by enlisting a
representative sample of the population. However, it is always important to determine
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thc purpose ofthe study and what is the best approach to garner applicable data. To
accomplish this, the study team will also have to answer several questions.

I
I
I

What types of answers are sought?
Is it necessary lor the results to be representative of the entire population?
Is the quality of the data gathered sufficient to enable tlecisions to bc made?

Box 4.3 lists typical objectives for quantitative and qualitativc surveys in the public
scctor. Box 4.4 lists thc types ofquantitative and qualitative surveys conducted by the
European Commission.

.

, BOX4.3 TYPICAL OBJECTIVES FOR qUA}ITITATIVE
AND qUALITATIVE SURVEYS IN THE PUBLIC
SECTO R

Quantitative survey objectives

I

Test a communications campaign while

it

is running or afterwards (post-

test).

I
I
I
I

Study how a service is used by its direct or indirect beneficiaries.
Study attitudes/ opinions or behaviours of the population or certain segments
of it in regard to a topical subject.
Measure the satisfaction

of users or customers.

Gather data for use in developing public policy measures.

Qualitative survey objectives

I

Test the understanding and objectives of a communications campaign (pre-

test).

I
I

Anticipate potential reactions to a new policy/ new service, etc.
Identify and analyse critical user experiences of a service - both positive or
negative.

I
I

Verify the content and comprehension of documents (e.9. a website).
Generate ideas for improving the service or relations with the public.

Quantitative surveys
Quantitative surveys can be conducted in various ways: interviews in person - face- or by tclcphone, by mail, and in the past few years, by internet (online). In
most countries, the most widely used method is the telephone survey, for reasons of
both spced and cost. However, depending on the survey's objective, the other forms
to-face

should also be considercd.
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I.

BOX

4.4 EUROBAROMETER SURVEYS CONDUCTED BY
THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION

The European Commission (EC) conducts a series of surveys to analyse public

opinion

in

member countries. This system

of

surveys

is known as

Eurobarometer (http://ec.europa.eu/public-opinion/index-en.htm).

It

the

includes

four main types of surveys:

fhe Standard Eurobarometerwas established in 1973. Each survey consists of
approximately 1,000 face-to-face interviews per member state except in Germany:
2,000, Luxembourg: 600; United l(ingdom 1,300, including 300 in Northern
Ireland. Reports are published twice yearly.
Special Eurobarometer reports are based on in-depth thematic studies carried
out for various services of the EC or other EU institutions and integrated in
Standard Eurobarometer's polling waves. Special Eurobaromefer reports are
based on in-depth thematic surveys carried out for various EC services or other
EU institutions. Special thematic questions are integrated in Standard Eurobarometer's polling waves. In November 2075, the European Commission
published in the Special Eurobaromeler 435 addressing the issue of climate

IIB

E U citizens were asked about
change. Via face-to-face survey interviews 27
their view on the issue between May and June 2015. Notably, 9I% of respondents

considering climate change a serious problem, with 690/" considering it a very
serious problem. Despite the overwhelming concern about climate change, poverty,
hunger, and lack of drinl<ing are seen as an even more serious problem in most

EU membership countries. However, regional variations have been observed:
Nordic countries (Sweden, Finland, and Denmark) rank climate change as the
most serious problem facing the world today.

Flash Eurobarometers are ad hoc, thematic telephone interviews conducted at
the request of any service ofthe EC. Flash surveys enable the EC to obtain results
relatively quickly and to focus on specific target groups as and when required.
In 2016, the EU published a report on the life quality in the European cities.
The reportwas conducted bythe TNS Political & Social on request

ofthe European

Commission. Citizens of the 79 European cities were interviewed represented by
a sample of about 500 persons per city. Overall, B out of 10 respondents were
satisfied to live in their city. Broken down by region, this number displays quite
divergent results; while 99V" of Zurich or 0slo inhabitants are satisfied, only the
67% of the population of Palermo, Italy reported to be satisfied,
Qualitative studies investigate in depth the motivations, feelings and reactions of
selected social groups towards a given subject or concept. This is accomplished

continued
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BOX 4.4 continaed

by listening and analysing the respondents' way
discussion groups or non-directed interviews.

of

expressing themselves in

The results of a qualitative study on E U citizen opinion was published in 2015.
For this report, public opinion on future innovations, sciences, and technology
was assessed through focus-group interviews. Participants from 16 EU countries
gave their viewpoints in semi-structured discussions. Overall, the results show that
all the participants have a positive opinion regarding innovation. Internet and
mobile technology were considered the most important innovations by the
respondents.

Telephone surveys, also known as CATI, for Computcr-Assisted Telcphone
Interviews, are favoured because they can bc carried out quickly. They also provide a
degree of flexibility in how the questionnaire is handled depending on answers already
obtained. This makes it possiblc to control the structure of the sample and avoid possible
bias caused by the presence of the intcrviewer. In addition, they can be monitorcd to
ensure their quality.
On the other hand, becausc telephone surveys have multiplied, a decrcasing rate
ofresponse is being observed. Therefore, ifa list ofthe entire target population is not
obtained beforehand,

it is increasingly difficult to be certain of having a truly

representative sample.
For example, pcople with unlisted numbers, people on 'do not call' registers, people
having only a cell phone, or people with no telephone at all, will be excluded from

the study. Telephone surveys can only bc used to answer simple questions. Complex
subjects cannot be adequately addressed over the telephone. Tclephonic interviews
should always be limited in number and last no longer than 10-1 5 minutes.
If the purpose of thc survey is more complex; if the subject matter is delicate, if
there arc many possible answers or it requires documents to be preser"rtcd - layout
sketches, logos, etc. - then personal interviews will be preferable.
Normally conducted after making an appointment, this type of survey requires time
and is expensive. The budget will have to cover thc inten'icwer's travel and provide
pay for the duration of the intervicw. It should also be taken into account that certain
segments of the population are difficult to reach - young people , ethnic communities,
etc. - and experienced interviewers are required.
Today, postal or correspondence surveys are quite rarely used because of low
response rates. However, they are useful when those surveyed have a proximity relationship with thc organization commissioning the survey. Such an inquiry would in
some way involve the respondents such as a satisfaction survey of employees of an
organization, survey of members of an association, etc,
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This form of survey is very economical when the addresses of the target population
are known and also

ofbenefit to respondents. They can choose when to complete the

survey as well as take the time to provide well-thought-out answers. And, best of all,
there is no pressure from the interviewer.

However, with this type of survey, no control is possible because one cannot know
who actually completed the questionnaire or whether the respondent completed some
unrelated fields. This form of survey can only be used to canvass people who are
sufficiently literate and able to independently complete the questionnaire.
Online surveys are very easy to plan and construct and software applications make
it easy to prepare online questionnaires. However, online sampling can be quite
complex and therefore, more difficult to conduct in a professional manner.
Unless one has a list of people in the target population and can provide aclvance
information by e-mail - with a link to the questionnaire - it is very diflficult to obtain
representative samples chosen in a truly random manner. Another roadblock to greater
reliance on electronic surveys is, for some countries, the fact that a significant part of
the population does not have private internet access.
Secondly, putting a questionnaire together is easy. However,

it

is equally easy to

complete one without giving much thought to the questions asked. Clicking on answers

without having properly read or understood the questions is always a possibility. In
addition, respondents can easily abandon the questionnaire without having answered
all questions.
Provided that inlormation about the target population is available, online surveys
can certainly replace postal surveys and, in some cases, telephone surveys. This is
because, in spite of the difflculties already mentioned, the advantages of the online
survey are immense:

I
I
I
I

speed

ofexecution,

instant capture of answers,
the possibility of presenting a variety of elements to be tested,

low cost.

All the above make it a form of survey bound to be developed further.
As part ofa study on the images ofcountries in preparation for the 2010
World Expo, a survey was conducted in 2006 with

Shanghai

a sample of 2,000 Chinese residents.

These people were a representative sample of the urban population having a medium

to high standard of living. The results in Figure 4.3 were obtained in response to the
question on spontaneous associations people made when hearing the names of various
countries.
These graphics reveal the Chinese public associates the Unitcd States

with

the

economy, recent wars, terrorism, and American presidents. They linked Germany with

World War II, the economy, product quality, and German brands. Finally, Switzerland
is associated with watchmaking, landscapes, banks, and skiing.
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Qualitative surveys generally dcal with complex problems requiring a high level of
interaction between the respondent and the interviewer who needs to establish trust,
adapt questions to the answers already received, etc. These interviews are generally
conducted person-to-person.
However, in rare cases, such as when the people survcyed are experts in a field
and living in different countries, a telephone quantitative survey can be considered.
Finally, there arc two lorms of qualitative survey: in-depth personal interviews and
focus groups.
The basic premise of in-depth pcrsonal interviews is that whatever is said in the
interview contains or hides deep meaning. By allowing the person surveycd to talk as

much as possible, the whole of his or her discourse, both verbal and nonverbal - provides considerable information. By using spccific analysis
methods, this form of inlormation gathering allows for better understarrdino oÊ
behaviours, opinions, or intentions.
In the most widespread form (semi-structured/structured) the interviewer uses an
interview guide listing the main topics to be addressed. However, hc or she will
introduce these topics depending on the flow ofthe discussion, allowing the participant
time to respond.
This is done by avoiding dircct questions, sidestepping closed qucstions, or if
gestures, silences, etc.

necessary, reviving the interview by using words previously spoken by the respondent,

etc. For reasons of completeness, these interviews are normally recordcd with the

i,

BOX

4.5 OUALITATIVE STUDY ON EU CITIZENS AND

THE EURO
This qualitative study was commissioned by the European Commission's
Directorate-General for Health and Consumer Protection and conducted in2o02.
It was mainly aimed at analysing attitudes to the euro and assessing difficulties
encountered by the elderly

-

those over 70 years of age

-

as

well as those in

a

vulnerable economic situation. In addition to these two target groups/ a control
sample was also surveyed,

In each of the three groups/ seven people were surveyed in each country/
making a total 0f 263 persons. Each personal interview lasted an average 0f 60
minutes. This survey highlighted, among other things, the fact the elderly found
it difficult to establish a value scale for the euro. They had to convert prices in
euros into their former national currency almost systematically in order to
able to establish such a value scale.

be

Source: Directorate-General for Health and Consumer Protection (2002)
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intervierver rounding out the inlormation by taking notes on non-verbal aspects, Box
4.5 provides an example of this type of survey.
Focus groups or group mcetings are based on the principle that interactions among
several people on a specific topic will produce results superior to the sum total of

information that would bc collected from each person individually. The difference lies
in the group dynamics developed during tJre discussion.
Focus groups are normally composed of eight to ten persons and hosted by a trained
moderator. They are often recorded so guidance can be given to the moderator and
the discussions can be transcribed. Although it is important to have a reasonably
homogeneous group, people recruited must not know each other and the amount of
information given about the topic to be discussed must be restricted.
The composition of a focus group can aflect its results such as when onc mcmber
exerts a strong influence over other, more passive participants. To circumvent this, it
is common for at least two groups to be formed so results can be compared. In addition,
depending on the topic and the commissioning body, a small stipend is paid to cach
participant at the end of the meeting.

0ther methods
An omnibus survey is one conducted on behallofseveral organizations, each ofwhich
can include a limited number of questions. Organizations can thus benefit lrom a
representative survey even when their need for inlormation is minimal. Perhaps only
two or three of their questions will be answered but thc information received could
possibly be invaluable

.

In addition, this type of survey allows costs to be shared by several organizations,
each paying on the basis of the number and complexity of the questions asked. This
aspect is important, because it allows smaller organizations or those with limited budgets
to gain access to this type of survey. Omnibus surveys are frequently designed and
conductcd by market research firms that announce their intention to conduct a study
and give organizations an opportunity to include their questions.
Panels involve questioning and/or observing the same group ofpeople at regular intervals. They gather information on opinions, attitudes, behaviours, etc. The structure and
representativity ofthe panel are very important. Panels ofthe following types are used:

I

I

Household panel: gathers information on all purchases of consumer goods in a
household. In Switzerland, the household panel comprises 5,074 houscholds and

12,031 persons. The EU panel includes 60,000 households (for cxample 7,000
in France and in Span and 1,000 in Luxembourg.
A4edia panel; television or intetnet: in Germany, 5,000 households agreed to allow a
monitoring device to bc connected to their television sets. The 'box' then transmits
information on channels watched and the characteristics of those watching - their
numbers and sociodemographic criteria, etc. The largest television rating panel
in the United States, Nielsen, uses some 26,000 households.
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Over time,

as

people complete several questionnaires, they become more aware

oftheir behaviour patterns. Therefore, there is the risk they will begin to

rationalize

their behaviour. To avoid some of the constraints involved in this type of survey, those
in charge of a panel will ensure panel members are rotated regularly; usually 20-25
per cent each year.

SELECTING A SAMPLE
For two main reasons, regardless of the method used, it is rare that every member of
the target population is surveyed. First, the costs of doing so are extremely high and
the benefit is marginal compared with data provided by a sample - such as sulficient
approximation for decision taking. Second, the technical and legal difficulties of
obtaining a list of every member of the target population would be enormous. For
example, nobody has a list of all smokers, or all HlV-positive people, should a study
wish to focus on these target groups.
In fact, all members of a population are surveyed in only two cases: during censuses to recorcl population related information and when the population is known and
its size is small. A satisfaction survey of all employees in an organization would fall
into this category. In all otler cases, a representative sample ofthe target population
is taken.

Allowing for a margin of error which is fixed at the outset, the results obtainecl
with a sample can be generalized to encompass the entire population under study.
Consequently, depending on the desired accuracy and the complexity ofthe questions,
the size of samples will vary betwecn 50 and 2,000 participants.
It is important to note that the accuracy of results obtained in a survey depends on
the size of the sample and not the percentage of the population studied. There is no
relationship between the size of the population and the size of the sample. Since methods
for selecting a sample are many, only a general overview of these methods is given

here. The two most widely used methods - random sampling and quota sampling *
will be compared later in greater detail. To complete this discussion, information will
be given about the size of samples.

0verview of sampling methods
Generally, sampling methods fall into two categories: probability or random methods
and nonprobability or empirical methods.
The principle of probability methods is that the sample is constituted by a random

draw from a list of the target population. This means every person theoretically

has

the same chance of being included in the sample. Realistically, however, there are
three variants (Malhotra, 2009; Vernett e, 2002) :

just

t

of the sample are drawn at random using
computer algorithms, or a table of random numbers if the sample is small.
Simple random sampling: members
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I

I

Stratfied random sampling: the target population is first divided into strata or
groups. For example, people may be categorized by age rangc or their district of
residencc. Next, random sampling is applied. This method is very useful when a
higher survey rate is wanted for particular groups such as urban populations rather
than populations in rural arcas.
Clustet rcndom sampling: the population is divided into clusters - streets, schools,
factories, hospitals, etc. Elements from each cluster are then drawn at random
and all individuals belonging to the selected elements are surveyed. As an example,
let's take a study on the vocational training of young people. One might first draft
a list of all existing training establishments or all cxisting classes. Next, at random,
select a number of them, or a number of classes in these establishments. Ancl
finally, survey every member of the establishment or class who meets the study
criteria.

Nonprobability methods are based on a reasonecl selection of individuals for the
salnple. This is done when cor-npletc files are unavailable, wheu lunding is very linrited,
or when it is relatively difficult to obtain a random sample containing a certain number
of individuals who meet various criteria important to the study. However, a number
of variants exist:

I

Qgota sampling:

the sample is determined on the basis of characteristics or quotas

of the target population. Depending on the sur\rey, these quotas might

be

professional activity, age, income bracket, social status, and so on. Figure 4.4

I

illustrates an example of the use of the quota method.
Convenience sampling: information is gathered from people who are conveniently
available - for example, all passengers in a train at a particular time. This solution
is very useful for testing hypotheses or carrying out an exploratory study.

Take as an example a study designed to ascertain whether and under what conditions

home owners would be prepared to invest in measures designed to reduce their
building's energy consumption.
Since we do not have a complete list of all owners and all heating systems, we can
proceed by quota to determine the sample. Two quotas could be used. First, the type
ofresidence could be established - a frec-standing house or a unit in a multi-occupancy
building. Secondly, detcrmine the main typc of heating in use - electricity, heating

oil,

gas, renewable energy sources, etc.

In this instance, 60 per cent of non-owners and 40 per cent of owners are divided
into 1 8 per cent house owners and 22 per cent are owners of strata units in large
buildings. If we know the national distribution of the number and type of owners and
the main types of heating in these categories, we can initially determine the basic
structure of the target population. Thus, if we take owners heating with oil - 55 per
cent of all owners - then 20 pcr cent are owners of stand-alone houses while 35 per
cent are owners of units in larger buildings.
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.

Own an
individual house

Own a unit

Total

Renters

in a building

owners

60o/o

1B%

22%

40o/o

45%

55%

*100Yo

Electricity

10%

10%

20%

oit

20Yo

35%

55%

Natural gas

10%

8o/o

10%

Renewable
energies

5%

2%

7%

Figure 4.4 Example of quota sampling study

If we chose a sample of 500 people, we could then determine the numbcr of owners
to survey for the eight groups arising out of the two defined quotas. In this way, 40
condominium owners who heat with gas should be part of the sample. These people

could then be recruited in various ways
of flats, etc.

-

by tclephone, by ringing doorbells in blocks

Leaving aside professional surveys conducted by statistics departments making use
of multiple forms of sampling methods, the two main methods used to conduct market

studies in the public sector are random sampling and quota sampling. Table 4.2
comparatively presents these two methods.

Sample size
As mentioned above, the size of the sample does not depend on the size of the target

population. Instcad, it relies on statistical rules, inevitably, and budgetary constraints.
Available lunds often strongly influence the maximum size of the sample.
Since the objective of a sample is to make it possible to generalize results to the
target population, the acceptable risk threshold regarding results needs to be
determined. For example, if a 5 per cent risk is tolerated, there will be a 95 per cent
chance the result will lay within a defined range.
To be more precise, there is a 95 per cent chance that 51-55 per cent ofpeople
who vote in the next referendum will say 'yes'. The numbers support the idea of 'the

narrower the level of confidence, the more accurate the survey'. Thus, if the sample
is large, accuracy will be good and the results can be generalized without too much
risk. Box 4.6 shows how to calculate the sample.
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Comparison of random sampling and quota sampling

Characteristics Randomsampling
Representation

Difficulties

Use processes that guarantee
each individual has the same
chances of being drawn at
random

If the characteristics of the
population are available, the
sample representing the
population can be constructed

Databases nonexistent or out

Difficult to guarantee good
representation of the population
using quotas

of date
Individuals difficult to reach
questionnaire - risk of
certain groups being
u

Application
of probability

Quota sampling

nderrepresented

In principle,

yes

Data regarding certain quotas
Risk of easy-to-reach groups
being overrepresented

In principle, no

theory
Choice

In principle, no -there is no

inffuenced by

the interviewer

choice of people to be
interviewed

Costs

Relatively high

Yes, but it is possible to control
the choices made
Relatively low

Source: adapted from l(Lihn and l(reuzer (2006).

Take thc following example. It is estimated 30 per cent of the people in a town of
20,000 inhabitants are dissatisfied with the services of the roa<ls and highways
department. The municipality *'ishes to verily this information and better understand
the reasons for satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Suppose those responsible for the study
accept a margin of error of +/-3 per cent and a 5 per cent level of risk. The size of

the sample is calculated as follows:

n-

sample slze
1.96 - or 95 per cent - is the level of conÊdence
0.3 stands for the 30 per cent ofthe population who arc dissatisfied
0.7 stands for the 70 per cent of the population'who are satisfied (1--0.3)
0.03 stands for the confidence interval

Thus, for this study, the recommended sample size will be 896 individuals. The
size of the sample can be calculated using the lormula in Box 4.6. Independently of
tÀe possibilities available for determining the sample size and for selecting the individuals
making it up, one must bear in mind the risks of error in the representativity of the
sample. These risks are of two types:

8I
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I

Statistical sampling

error: to limit this risk, it

the results, various aspects ofthe sample

I

-

is recommended that before analysing

such as sociodemographic characteristics

should be compared with those of the population.
Errors arise from the fact certain groups are overrepresented or underrepresented

-

in the sample. In the example given above, a survey of the roads and highways
department in a small town reveals it is possible that all the disgruntled people
polled and all those close to people who work in the department will respond to
the questionnaire. Conversely, those with no definite opinion will take little
interest in the study and not respond. Errors such as these can be identified by
using various statistical tests.

::]] BOX

4.6 FORMULA TO CALCULATE SAMPLES

n =

t2pq/e2

n=

size of sample

+-

confidence coefficient (very often 95%

t
t
t
t

=
=
=
=

= I.96)

1 (probability of 68.3%)
2 (probability of 9s.5%)
3 (probability of 99.7%")
4 (probability of 95V")

e=

level of precision judged sufficient to generalize results (confidence interval)

n=
q=

percentage of a given characteristic inside the sample
(100 - p)

n =

l(r.96)2.(0.3).(0.7)y(Q,03)2 = 896

PLANNING A STUDY
Given the complexity and cost of market research, it is important to plan very carefully.
The process can be divided into six phases, set out in summary fashion in Box 4.7.
The first phase is to delimit the problem and decide whether or not to conduct
research. This involves defining the purpose of the research and determining
corresponding objectives. This phase is very constraining because it necessitates
accurately identifying the concrete need for information allowing a decision to be taken.
This will entail finding out whether secondary data are availablc and evaluating the
main research parameters. These would include target populations, possible study
techniques, sample sizes, budget, and timetable. On these bases, a decision can be taken
on the timeliness and usefulness of conducting primary research.
The second phase is designing the research plan. This involves, first, the design of
the study, which must identi$' the target population and choose the survey technique

,,ri;l
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I.,, BOX 4.7 PHASES OF

I

Define the problem and decide whether

I
I
I
I
I
2.

A MARKET RESEARCH STUDY
to conduct the study

Define the purpose of the research

Determine the research objectives

-

the information to be obtained

Conduct a documentary analysis - secondary study
Evaluate the main research parameters
Decide whether

or not to carry out the study

Study plan

I

Research design: population(s) observed/ survey techniques, nature, and

size of the sample

I
I

Develop data-collection tools

-

questionnaire, observation system

Design analysis plan

Data collection

I
I
I
4

6.

Training of interviewers
Data gathering

Data analysis

I
I
I
5.

Detailed information on the sample and individuals to be recruited

Coding of responses
Data entry and processing

Statistical data analysis

Presentation of results

I
I
I

ighlight the main results
Draft study report - with interpretation of results
H

Presentation

Contribution to the decision taking
Source: adapted from l(ùhn and l(reuzer (2006)

and nature and size of the sample(s).

It

is not always casy to identify the appropriate

people to be surveyed with precision. For example, in a study of resident's satisfaction
at a nursing home, should the survey canvass the residents themselves, their family

members, their visitors or outside professionals

-

physicians, social workers, etc.

-

working on their cases?
Each of the people listed above carries a portion of the information. Therefore,
detailed guidelines about those neecling to be surveyed will be requirec{. Next, the
data-gathering tools - questionnaires, observation system, etc. - must be developed.
Box 4.8 sets out the main rules to follow in devcloping a questionnaire for a quantitative
study.
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BOX

4.8 RULES FOR DESIGNING A OUESTIONNAIRE

Recommendations on the structure of the questionnaire

I

The introduction to the questionnaire must be short, precise, and generally
contain the following points: the name of the institution, the purpose of the
study, a guarantee of anonymity, and the amount of time required. Depending
on the survey's objective, indications of the commissioning body may or may

not be disclosed. If the commissioning body's name is lil<ely to inffuence
responses/ it could be stated at the outset that the commissioning body will
be disclosed at the end of the questionnaire. However, this is not possible if

I

the questionnaire is mailed.
At the start of the questionnaire, questions must be easy and interesting and
must avoid sensitive topics.

I
I
I
I

Sensitive topics and more complex questions should, if possible, be placed
at the end of the questionnaire.
Sociodemographic profile questions - age, gender, income, ethnic origin, etc.
- are placed at the end of the questionnaire.
Topical questions must be asked before those referring to the past. It is easier
to remember a current or very recent fact than one from the distant past.
Questions regarding behaviour must be asked before those related to opinions,

expectations or motivations.

I

Sudden changes of topic must be avoided, as well as long lists of very similar
questions. If many questions are monotonous, intervening questions to
reawal<en participants' interest should be inserted.

I

Put one or two open questions at the end of the questionnaire if no questions
of this type have yet been asked.
At the end of the questionnaire, thank the participants for taking part in the

I

survey.

Recommendations regarding the formulation of questions

t

Questions must be concrete, short, and unambiguous. Abstract questions,
complicated definitions, and technical jargon must be avoided. If necessary,
questions must be adapted in the light of the experience of those polled

-

young people, the elderly, foreigners, etc.

t

Questions must be asked in a neutral manner. No suggestive questions or
those containing value judgements are allowed.

I

Each question must contain only one element requiring an answer. Avoid
binary questions dealing with several ideas.

continued
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B0X 4.4 continued

I

Because respondents have a tendency

to be positive in order to

please the

. interviewer or they wish to avoid having to justify a negative answer, it
practical to vary the manner in which questions are formulated.

I

is

When the same scale is used throughout a questionnaire, respondents tend

to give the same answers and to

use the same parts

of the scale. For this

it is useful to vary the scales.
In closed questions, it is advisable to add an alternative response category
such as 'Other' or'Don't know'. A 'don't know' answer is preferable to a
reason,

I

forced response which does not reflect reality.
Sources: Hague and Jackson (1999); Freudiger and Stihl (1996).

Lastly, this phase must also specify how the results will be analysed. It is important
to avoid first collecting the data and only afterwards addrcssing the issue of how they
are to be analysed. At this point, it is still possible to refine the collection tool - the
questionnaire - to ensure information needs are covercd.
The third phase is data collection. Dctails regarding the recruitment of individuals
and the sample arc decided upon, interviewcrs are trained, and the data is gathered.

This phase is followed by data entry and then data ar.ralysis. Before entering the
collected inlormation into a computer systcm, all responses must be coded,
For examplc, if the questionnaire includes a query such as 'What do you
spontaneously associate with the Netherlands?' a decision must be made. It must be
determined whether the responscs 'flowers', 'floristry', 'roses', 'tulips', etc. should
be groupcd into a single category or should a category be opened for every association.
The latter decision would make analysis and interpretation very difficult.
The last two phases involve the presentation of results - formatting of the main
findings, study reports, oral presentations to deciders - and, lastly, decision taking.

MANAGING INFORMATION IN AN INFORMATION
SYSTEM
Many studies are conducted in organizations where information is gathercd on an ad
hoc basis. Often they responcl to a one-time need for inlormation in connection with
decision nceding to be taken or a particular requirement of an authority. Such a study
would seek data relating to particular questions such as: What percentage of smokers
a

are less than 1 8 years of age? What is the satisfaction lcvel of beneficiarics of a service?
Although these studies can resolve the information problem at a particular moment,

the designers and producers of these surveys often fail to consider how the data can
be integrated into an information system. As a result, a greât deal of information is
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gathered with no possibility of subsequently comparing it with information gathered
during other stuclies with different samples, or variables defined differently, ctc.
Because the information is not integrated into the system, in a few years nobody
will know the location of the data. In another scenario, the data may be no longer

available in electronic format, or they cannot be imported into a compatible system.
Therefore, when carrying out a study, it is important to consicler and plan for the
integration of data to be gathered into an information system. This will prevent
wastage ofrcsources and improve the organization's efficiency.

An information system is an organized set of elements which allows the collection,
storage, processing, and above all, structured dissemination ofinformation on a given
phenomenon. This includes products, customers, competition, the organization's
processes, etc. It is principally comprised of:

I

a set

of resources data, personnel, equipment, procedures, etc.

-

that make

it

possible to acquire, store, structure and communicate information in various lorms
like texts, tables, images, and so on.

I

a computer system enabling all the data

to be linked and managed.

Today, business operators realize the impoftance of relationships in attracting anrl
keeping customers of value . Therefore, the company must devise, manage, and use
systems to control mass quantities of customer-relatecl inflormation. Collected data
should include customers' names and other personal inflormation, their purchases,
purchase frequency, corporate hospitality events, claims, and services rendered, etc.

All have become vitally important for business success.
In many sectors, the cost of securing the fidelity of an existing customer
considerably lower than the expense of acquiring a new one. This rneans

it

is

is worth

investing in the management of relations with existing customers. This field is generally

known

as

Customer Relationship Management (CRM).

Systems for managing data on users or beneficiaries of services are not limited to

the private sector. The public sector also has an interest in developing such systems
for the purposes of gaining better knowledge and optimizing the use of services.
Take the example of the school system. In very many countries, every time a pupil
or student moves from one level or institution to another, he or she or a parent must
complete new forms, provide transcripts or examination results from previous levels,
and more.
This involves the use of specific resources such as staff assigned to the task, lorms
developed by schools, computerized tools, and so forth. This can also lead to possible

information and the introduction of errors in the completion of questionnaires
or their entry into the computer system.
Consequently, an integrated system able to track the student's progress
independently of his or her study level and the institution attended would make it
possible to economize on resources. The pitfalls previously mentioned could be
loss of

,,:,!
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avoided. Above all, this type of system would deliver not easily obtainable inlormation
in a fast and complete mallner.

Without

a

system as described above, inlormation

-

such as finding the percentage

of students who repeat a year during their education; the effect of support

and

integration; measures on results; or the relationship between marks obtained in early
educational levels and the choice of acaclemic or vocational training - could be
extremely difficult to locate.
In summary, analysis of existing data and thc gatJ-rering of new statistics in ad hoc
studies must be, as far as possible, carried out using inlormation systems allowing t]ris
data to be used over time lor monitoring purposcs and to make them available to those
who may need them lor authorized purposes.

EXERCISE
1

.

4.I

DeÊne an information research strategy for the following hypothetical situations
and identify the possible pitflalls.

I
I
f
2,

satisfaction of patients in a local hospital

identification ofpotential users ofa ncw sport complex
citizens' perception of an environmcntal policy regarding traffic lanes to be
reserved lor cars carrying more than two people.

Think about the multiple ways in which a university can collect information about
students and how the university administration can use this data.

DISCUSSION OUESTIONS
This chapter addresses the collection ofinlormation by the State.

1.

How justified is the State in seeking information, especially for exploratory
reasons?

2.
3,

Is it not the role of parliamentarians to anticipatc the needs of citizens?
What is the role of the State? More specifically, what is the role of its administrative

and political branches in this situation?

+. In Montreal,

a smart card called OPUS provides an easy way to use public
transport throughout the city. In order to get the card, it is necessary to provide
personal data. Further, the movements of card users is recordecl lor statistical
purposes. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this system. What are thc

limits and considerations of large scale data collection

as

in this example?
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Chapter 5

Marketing strategy

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

//

By the end of this chapter you should be able to:

I
I
I

Understand the various steps in the strategic planning process.
Identify and select the appropriate elements and tools of marl<eting analysis.
Understand the process leading to the determination of marketing strategy,
taking into account implementation dynamics and the inherent limitations
of this approach.

f.
I

EY POINTS OF THIS CHAPTER
The structuring of strategic processes differs significantly between public and

private organizations, notably in terms of translating political objectives into
managerial action.

I

Marking strategy is divided into analytical/information-gathering

and

decisional phases. The analytical phase may focus on the market, the demand
side, the supply side and/or the organization's marketing resources.

I

To develop a marketing strategy, the following issues must be addressed:

(a) choice of market and target group
(b) competitive strategy
(c) positioning of the organization
(d) marl<et exploitation strategy.

priorities
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f"

EY TERMS

Marketing strategy

-

the frame of reference for the means and objectives used

by an organization in its marketing activities.

Translation

-

the passage from political objectives to managerial action.

Segmentation strategy
based on specific needs

- when

an organization focuses on a specific sub-group,

or demographic criteria.

Differentiation strategy - when an organization's strategy is focused on the
specificities of its products and services as a competitive advantage versus other
organ izations.

Price sttategy - when an organization's strategy is focused on the lower prices
of its products and services as a competitive advantage over other organizations.

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
Marketing strategy provides an organization with a framework for carrying out its
marketing activities. 'Strategy' is originally a military concept, basically aiming to
determine goals and how best to obtain them. More precisely, Mintzberg(l992: 12-19)
defines strategy on five different levels or the five Ps:

I

Plon: a purposive course of action or guideline

to deal with

a

given situation with

actions developed consciously and purposefully.

I
I
I
I

P1o7:

designed to gain competitive advantage or pose a threat to a competitor.
just a plan - the actions needed to accomplish it.

Pattern: more than

Position: where an organization wants to be on a given market - characterizing the
relationship between the organization and its environment.
?ercpective: the shared vision of how an organization's personnel see the world common values - as shown bv their intentions and actior-rs.

Before outlining tÀe process for developing a marketing strategy, we shall frrst look at
how marketing strategy can bc applied to a public organization. Primarily, it must be
understood the institutional, organizational, and market contexts are very different for
a private company than for a traditional public body.

Strategy within a public organization
Figure 5.1 presents a comparative overview ofhow strategic processes are structured
in private and public organizations. For major organizations, four strategic levels can
be identified as:
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Private organizations
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Public issues
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r
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lnvestment priorities
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Laws and regulations
Budgets
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Business strategy

Organizational strategy

o

For each field of activity,
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determining competitive strategy
and competitive advantages

.

Functional strategies
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o

links with environment
Priorities as regards services

Specilic strategies

Research

Marketing

Marketing

strategy

strategy

strategy
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*:, Figure

5.7 Strategic

development processes: comparison between private and

public organizations

I
I
I
I

the general level not linked to any specific time-frame;
the overall strategic level, defining main priorities;
the strategic level- within the narrow sense ofthe term - the organization pursues
its development, notably in regard to its competitors;
and, lastly, the functional level.

In private companies, the general level involves the corporate mission - 'We are
a bank involved in international wealth management' or 'We are a security firm
involved in protecting goods and people.' This involvement would also include the
values its staff should respect in their attitudes, decisions and behaviour. Stalf must
have 'total confidence', 'respect for the hierarchy', as well as a 'high degree of
confidence accorded to staff', etc.

9l
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'Unless a major event occurs' implies significant change such as a merger with
another company or investing in a totally ncw field; these elemcnts are likely to remain
for the long tcrm and only evolve gradually (Grùnig and Kùhn, 2008).

The ncxt level is corporâte strategy. For major companies active in a number of
fields and/or different markets, these frelds need to be defined. Some examples are
investment banking, private wealth managcment, corporate wealth management, retail
banking, etc, So, too, must priorities in terms of market and more importantly,
investment given that a company may not be able to finance all the developments
necessary in cvery arena.
A business strategy must then be drawn up lor each area defined. Generally
speaking, as private companies are active in competitive markets, relevant strategic
decisions must enable a competitive stratcgy to be defined (see Porter, 1985). In

addition, thcy must identify the effective competitive advantages which will help
clients view the company differently from its competitors.
The time-scale for these two levels naturally depends on the economic context and
on which sector the company is active . It is, however, worth noting that corporate
strategies are often planned over a five to ten-year period. Conversely, business
strategies sometimes need revising or updating every three to frve years. For small or
medium-sized companies

-

and business strategies tend

whose activity is concentrated in a single field

-

corporate

to be one and the samc.

Marketing strategy is one of a company's various functional strategies and includes
research stratcgy, production strategy, etc. This kind ofapproach must identify priority
target groups in a field of activity andlor a specific market. Such a plan, combined
witJr a competitive position resulting from a competitive strategy and the principal
measures at the instrumental level, should create a viable marketing mix.
The rationale for establishing strategy for a public organization is very different.
Firstly, at the general level, public action takes place in response to public problems.
Remember, there can be no public intervention without a 'public' problem to start
with. The political and cultural framework within which public action is carried out
varics greatly from country to country, and even from region to region.
Let us take the example of police action to maintain road safety. National priorities
and preventive/repressive measures vary considerably in nature and scope from
country to country. They may evolve over time, but depend largely on political and
cultural criteria. Exceeding the spced limit by 20 kilometres per hour is not punished
in the samc way in the USA as in ltaly.
At an overall strategic level, public activity is defined on the one hand by laws and
regulations, or aspects ofpublic policy. On the other hand, strategics are governed by
arrangements concerning the organizations responsible for carrying out these tasks the degree of organizational and decision-making autonomy.
Matters are affected by whether an organization is a legal entity or not, with its
own budgct, right to hire personnel, etc, Organizational strategy only occurs at the
following level, and must take account of both the context previously mentioned, and
the organization's environment. These are both discussed in more detail below.
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goals
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5.2 Interaction

goals into

Management rationale

measures

\.
':': Figure

-\

.t
lmplementation/
conduct

between an organization's

political and strategic levels

Source: adapted from Schedler and Proeller (2003).

In private organizations, the passage from corporate to business level is relatively
straightforward. But, in the public sector, the relationship between legal framework
and organizational strategy is more complex. This occurs because the legal framework
has a political base, whilc organizational strategy depends on an economic and
managerial rationale. Figure 5.2 illustrates the interplay between these two levels.
One of the problems for an official in a public organization is to 'translate' decisions
resulting from political rationale and debate into objectives and practical measures able
to be implemented. In ensuring road safety, laws ancl regulations voted by parliament
require road users to respect the law so fewer accidents occur. No political decisionmaker would dare assert that an annual threshold of, say, 5,000 deaths on the roads
is acceptable.

In theory, a politician's approach and activity will target a decrease in the number
of deaths, with the objective of attaining zero deaths. The police need to translate
political intentions into practical measures - based on budgetary means at their disposal.
They must also do the same on more technical criteria like greater presence at
'accident-prone areas' or outside schools; more speed-checks and breathalyser tests,
installing new radar detectors, etc.
The police cannot prevent every type ofaccident or dangerous behaviour since they
also have other duties like ensuring the safety ofgoods and citizens, crime-fighting,
emergency services, etc. Therefore, they must choose what to prioritize and ensure
mcasures are implemented in a structured and coordinated fashion. In addition, they
must evaluate results not just in terms of public policy goals but also with respect to
available resources.
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Degree of uncertainty
in organizational environment

Uncedain

Possible public organization strategies

The environmental context also needs to be taken into account when deflning
an organization's strategy. Unlike private companies, the overwhelming majority of
public organizations do not face competition, so they do not need to develop com-

petitive strategies. Another reference framework must therefore be found for public
organization strategies. Two criteria help establish a typology of a public organization's
possible strategic orientation. These benchmarks are: the degree of competitive intensity ancl the degree ofuncertainty in the organizational environment. Figure 5.3 looks
at these two criteria and suggests strategies that result from combining them.
Should an organization find itself without any direct competition, and in a relatively
stable environment, with no likely change to its public mission, budgetary stability,

etc. strategy will basically consist of achieving constant improvement or organizational learning. These can be achieved through stalf training; if possiblc, establishing
a dialogue with consumers; paying attention to outside criticism, and benchmarking
- making comparisons with similar organizations in other regions to improve procedures, etc.

The situation is differcnt if, despite a relatively stable environment, there is

a

high

degree of competitive intensity. Direct or indirect competition cannot bc ignored.

to position itselfin relation to its competitors, an organization
needs to have its own 'preferably unique' resources, which similar organizations
So, ratJrer than seeking

cannot offer.

Some universities, facing competition from other learning institutions, have
perfected high-level teaching and research capabilities. They do this because tl-rey are
compelled to focus on and reinlorce these spccific resources to maintain their prceminent position, reputation and status.
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The third, less frequent scenario concerns a relatively unstable contcxt and an
of competition. An organization's mission - or some of its major aspects may change rapidly. Accordingly, it must maintain the flexibility needed to respond
absence

to unexpected tasks.
For example, an organization whose mission is to house and feed asylum-seekers,
and dcal with the relevant administrative tasks, should be able to react quickly to a
sudden influx of refugees in the wake of political conflict. They must also have the
language skills needed

to communicate with them, and have stalf able to understand

the rcfugees' sociocultural habits.

The final scenario has similarities with the private sector, involving intense
competition and an unstable environment involving technological developments,
market liberalization, etc. In these circumstances, strategies tend to be the same as
those adopted by private companies, as described by Porter (1985). Organizations
basically have a choice of three strategy types:

I
I

Segmentation strate7l: conccntrating on a scgmcnt or nichc such as a sct of clicnts
with specific, idcntifiable needs distinct from those of other segments.
Dffirentiation strate7)/: the organization wishes to exploit the market as a whole,

offering specific competitive advantage other organizations lack. Such pluses could
a high level ofservice, superior level ofquality, products adapted to client's

include

needs, and so on.

I

Price strategy: the organization's prices are the most attractive on the market and
help it stand out from its competitors.

This final scenario appears infrequently in the public sector and mainly concerns public

euterprises active

in liberalized markets - telecommunications, postal

services,

electricity, etc.

MARKETING STRATEGY PLANNING PROCESS
In the public sector, marketing strategy is a functional approach which must answer
the following questions:

I

Who does the service offer target? Can the offer be differcntiated to target specific
groups?

I
I
I
I

What is the effective ofler being addressed to these persons?
What is the offer's image and profile?
What are the quantitative and qualitative objectives?

How will the offer be proposed on the market - by price; means of
communication; where available?

Answering these questions requires a planning process which includes an analysis
phase, followed by a decision-making phase. Both phases must then be presented in
detail (sec Figure 5.4). The analysis phase integratcs market analysis and an analysis of,
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Decisions

Analysis

.

Analysis of market

'

Analysis of demand

o Analysis of supply
o Analysis of the
organization's
marketing elements

.
', Figure 5,4

.
.

Decisions establishing
strategic framework

Decisions establishing
framework for putting
it into effect

Overall diagnosis

Phases of marketing strategy

the demand, the offcr, ancl the organization. The clecision-making phase differentiates
between decisions fixing the strategic framework and those preparing the framework
for setting the strategy into effect. The next two sections deal first with the analysis
phase, then the decision-making phase.

ELEMENTS OF ANALYSIS
analysis helps obtain and structure the information needed for decision
taking. It should lead to an overall diagnosis highlighting an organization's strengths
and weaknesses and what it has to offer, as well as the risks and opportunities it
confronts in the market. Figure 5.5 shows the several analytical phases, comprising
(1) a general market analysis; (2, 3) specific analyses of the market's tn in components;
demand and offer; and (4) an analysis of the organization's own marketing elements.
A diagnosis based upon a synthesis of the information obtained (5) completes the

A situation

analytical stage,

Before looking at these phases in more detail, it should be made clear that the
elements mentioned in Figure 5.5 are the subject of more or less detailed studies,
depending on the market context and on thcir relevance. Some points warrant detailed
analysis, while the response to others may be obvious or irrclevant. These limitations
must therefore be usecl with flexibility and adapted to the context.

Analysing the market
The first phase aims to study t}re 'market' and its principal actors. The tools linkecl to
constructing the market system (see Chapter 4) can be used, as they help identify the
leading participants and the links between them. Along with an analysis of all the
elements liable to influencc markct development such as technological changes,
moclifications to the legal framework, economic situation, etc. The overall development

,.;:;
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1. Analysis of market

2. Analysis ot demand

3. Analysis ot offer

4, Analysis of

organization's
marketing elements

*
-

Detinition of market
Constitution of
market system
Description of
leading actors and
how they inter-relate
Description of

-

Structuring of clients
and potential clients
(segmentation)
Analysis ol major
segments (direct and
indirect benef iciaries,

auxiliary elements
Study ol
development
potential
Analysis of iniensity
of competition

-

Description of
currênt competing
offers

-

Description of

-

Besources

Conduct system
lnformation system

organization's offer

Comparative
positioning of offers
(objective and

subjective
advantages)

5. Overall diagnosis

-

Market risks and opporlunities
Strengths and weaknesses of organization's offer

' " Figure 5,5

Stages of marketing analysis

potential should also be assessed to make it easier to reply to demand as and when
necessâry. Finally, depending on the market context, tàe intensity of the competition
is analysed. Obviously, in the absence of competition, such analysis is unnecessary.

Analysis of the demand
Structuring and analysing demand - known as market segmentation - is at the heart
of the marketing strategy planning process. Most authors agree that segmentation is
one of the most important marketing concepts. It Êrst appeared in specialist literature

in 1956, in an article published by Smith (1956), who

described it as follows:
'Segmentation is based upon the development of the demand side of the market. It is
attributable to the desires of consumers or users for more precise satisfaction of their
varying lvants. '
The basic rationale behind this type of structure is that a competitive relationship
among products can be treated directly through consumer characteristics. Different
needs and expectations help create homogenous consumer groups/segments likely to
behave in similar fashion, and can be targeted by specific measures.
It follows that, for segmeutation to be used, demand needs to be heterogeneous;
har.ing different purchase criteria. Additionally, thesc resulting markets must be
sufficiently interesting for a company's profitability to be assured.
There are two ways of distinguishing the various segmentation criteria from one
another. The first centres on the relationship between the person and product or service
desired. But is it a direct and objective relationship, or an indirect relationship? The
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Tahle 5.1. Typology

Direct and
objective

relationship

-

segmentation criteria

General consumer properties

P rod uct-specifi c consu me
properties

Sociodemographic and
socioeconom ic characteristics

0bservable criteria of
consumer behaviour

I nd i rect
relationshi p

r

Psychographic characteristics
roduct-specific

General

M ixed

P

criteria

criteria

criteria

second concerns general consumer properties or product-specific consumer Properties

(see Table 5.1). Combining these two approaches yields the following groups of
criteria:

I

Sociodemogruphic, socioeconomic and sociogeographic criteria:

gender, age, size of

householcl, religion, domicile, geographic criteria, revenue, profession, etc. These
are the oldest criteria corresponding to the general characteristics of the various
parties. They are often used since the information is easy to obtain and understand

I

but their relationship with market purchasing behaviour can be tenuous.
Behaviowal oitefia linked to ptoducts: choice of product, intensity of purchase or
use, price sensitivity, preferences as regards the distribution system' etc. These
behaviour-linked criteria may vary and do not concern individuals as such, but
rather how they react to a range of marketing activities or stimuli.
Generul psychographic criteria: reasons for purchasing, or personality. These criteria
are of an introspective nature and cannot be directly obtained. Motivation is a
construct, involving both a need and how to satisfy it. Segmentation linking
behaviour to personality criteria is open to criticism given that it attemPts to
explain consumers' behaviour by their traits of personality - obsessions, degree
ofintroversion, etc.

I

Mixed psychographic critefia: attitudes, lifestyles. Attitudes have special importance

I

in consumer research. This concept simultaneously integrates

a

product, person

a juclgement is made. The use of variables describing lifestyle
involves measuring the activity of those questioned in terms of interests, basic
sociodemographic variables, their opinions, and so on. It derives from the
hypothesis that, by better understanding consumers, it is easier to communicate

and situation on which

with them.

I

Psychographic critefia linked to products: advantages

or profits obtained. These criteria

are based on the advantages consumers gain when buying and,/or using a product.

The benefits consumers seek from using a product are supposed to be the
funclamental reasons for the existence of market segments.
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In his segmentation case study of high-speed train users in Germany, Perrey (1998)
used mainly behavioural criteria linked to the product. Price of the service offcred;
psychographic criteria linked to products, social utility, ecological aspects, etc. were
taken into account. Box 5.1 shows the results of the study, made from a sample of
over 5,000 users. In a similar analysis, this time of the Dutch train users, van Hagen

(2009) used in addition sociodemographic criteria to identify six types of users: the
'Explorer', the 'Convenience Sceker', the 'lndividualist', the 'Functional Planner', the
'Socializer and the 'Cerrtainty Seeker'.

A variety of methods can be used to carry out a segmentation study. The most
frcquent is the intuitive or empirical method, based on experience and general
observation of the market and its actors. An example il this is when one wishes to
segment demand lor training in the medical ficld, criteria. Research may include
participants' needs - professional improvement or carecr-guidance, gcneral knowledge, etc. and/or availability - evening classes, ftrll days, weekdays or Saturdays to
structure demand.

The other possible approach involves using statistical methods or hierarchical
analysis. Such methods are commonly used in the fields of medicine, biology or
archaeology and aim to structure observed data into explicit groups, allowing
taxonomies to develop. Technically speaking, such methods rely on separating objects
into groups. This is donc so that each object in a group is more similar to other objects
in the same group than any object in another group. Box 5.1 reflects a hierarchical
analysis of personal data.

An alternative to constructing a specific typology for a market involves taking an
existing general typology whose lessons can be used with the help of complementary
information.

Whether intuitively or ideologically,

it

soon becomes apparent that market

segmentation can crcate problems in tÀe public sector. This is especially so when results
produced are likely to distort principles offairness and equality. However, lor reasons

of both economy and efficiency, segmentation may help in identifying bias in the
distribution and utilization of public services. In addition, if there are significant
differences regarding users' potential access to services,
public policies to be introduced.

it

may help more effective

For instance, segmentation of t}le population according to the use they make or
might make of a municipal library could help to adapt the offer to thesc various groups.

Moreover, it could be used as a mechanism allowing the municipality to pay closer
attention to groups who are unaware of, or do not use, these services.
Likewise, bodies responsible for activities of prevention are obliged to structurc all
the persons liable to bc affected by their offer and message. For example, in the area
of AIDS prevention, such activities and inlormation will obviously vary, depending on
which group is addressed, Some ofthese groups could include those carrying the virus;
members of their lamily; adolesccnts; or high-risk groups - prostitutes, prisoners, etc.

Structuring groups in the most homogenous way possible helps thc corresponding
measures be targeted more efÊciently. Oncc the structures are obtained, it is still
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BOX 5.1

SEGMENTATION OF HIGH.SPEED TRAIN
USERS IN GERMANY

ice-consci ous cl

ie

nts

This market segment accounts for 51 per cent of rail users and is the largest in
numerical terms. The main criterion when choosing a means of transport is the
price - followed, at some distance, by journey time. Such train users view the
study's other criteria - service, facilities and social usefulness - as secondary.
Because of its relative unimportance to users, service offers railway companies
little scope to stand out. Compared to the other two segments, price-conscious
clients are younger/ and include men and women in roughly equal numbers. A
large proportion of these users are still in training Q4 per cent), and their average
disposable income is comparatively modest.

Clients in a hurry
This market segment concerns users for whom journey time is the main criterion
when choosing their means of transport. Price is less important, although not
irrelevant; other criteria are not decisive. This segment represents 31 per cent
of users. Clients in ahurry are most often age 27-55 and predominantly male.
They represent just over two-thirds of users of the service.
They are employed in the private and public sectors, with a monthly income
of over 3,000 euros, and describe their journeys as business trips or shuttles. Ihey
tend to buy their tickets at sales points other than train stations. Price-conscious
clients in ahurry represent over B0 per cent of total demand.

Comfort-lovers
This is the smallest market segment and represents 18 per cent of

users.

Journey time and price are of secondary importance to such clients. Instead, they
attach overriding importance to service and facilities, with the former outweighing

the latter, This segment therefore offers railway companies the opportunity to
stand out by providing a better level of service. The scant importance of price
shows that customers in this marl<et segment are prepared to pay more for good
service and facilities. This naturally suggests there is an unexploited margin
potential at a corresponding level of cost. The majority of comfort lovers are
27-59 years of age/ male, salaried, or retired with above-average disposable
income,
Source: Perrey (1998).
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to analyse and describe the most important segments, notably to ascertain
what affects their importance, stability, and relevance in helping target specific offers.

necessary

Analysis of the offer
Structuring the offer involves idcntifying and grouping together dilferences among olfers
considered substitutable. A distinction may be made between structures based on a

product's objective characteristics like technical criteria, physical

or

chemical

components, etc. These can be compared to those based on people's perception ofa
product or service depending on their judgement or preferences.
For an example ofhow these two types ofstructure can be applied, see Box 5.2.
While the first type of structure is relatively simple to understand and apply, the second
- called 'positioning' in marketing terms - is far more complex.

.

BOX 5.2

EXAMPLE OF STRUGTURATION

Let us take the offer of a city's museums. Structuring the museum offer on the
of 0bjective criteria could/ for instance, yield the following results:

basis

I
I
I
I

art museums - traditional, contemporary, tribal, etc. (Louvre, France)
art museums devoted to a single artist (Frida l(ahlo Museum, Mexico)
history museums (British Museum, United l(ingdom)

I

special interest museums

natural history museums (Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History,
United States

-

dolls, toys, cars, etc. (Swiss Museum of
!

Transport, Switzerland)
The other possibility would involve positioning these museums according to
criteria linked to the image we have of them. This would mean creating groups
of, say, prestigious museums; museums of a strongly didactic character, perhaps
for schools; museums of a conservationist or historical nature; museums staging
numerous events/ etc. The positioning of each of the museums would no longer
depend on what they offer, but how they were perceived.

Structurir-rg the offer

in this way

clerives from psychology (Spiegel, 1961) and

aclvertising (Reeves, 1 960). It was made famous by Ries and

Trout (1976), who asserted
that 'positioning is not attached to what one does with the product, but rather to what
the product represents in the head of the prospect'. The result of positioning is
therefore what allows one offer to be distinguished from another.
The principal instruments for measuring positioning occur in consumers' minds.
Constructs such as impressions and attitutles may be measured in a number of
ways:
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I

I

I

the most direct approach consists of asking people to evaluate the
dimensions associated with an offer; perhaps on a scale of one to ten. The main
advantage of this form of operationalization is that many of the offer's objective
characteristics can be reduced to a limited number of dimensions associated with
the product as subjectively perceived by consumers.
Associations:

Box 5. 3 presents a typical example of association linking economic sectors and
countries to measure the potential diflerence of the countries' images.
Petceived similaûty: this concept, linked to the analysis of similarities, is the most
widely used in positioning studies. Perceived similarity between two products
is defined as a combination of the number of their mutual ar-rd distinct characteristics.
The results obtained makc it possible to draw up representative charts ol the
offers available on the market. This is based on criteria which differentiate the
alternatives or offers proposed from a perception point of view.
Perceived similarity prompts a cognitive type ofjudgement, as those questioned
will be judging the offers' attributes.
Substitutability: with the two previous instrumcnts, the measure of positioning is
essentially at a cognitive level. However, perceived substitutability involves
evaluating the offer in terms of attitudes or preferences. In marketing terms this
concept is defined as the ability of two alternatives to satisly the same needs within
a

market.

Substitutability encompasses the concept of preference and results from
evaluating an offer's attributes in a consumer context.

I

is linked to consumer behaviour and can be defined as the
relationship between two alternatives in a world of choice. This concept
Competition: this

differs from perceived similarity in that two offers identified as similar may not
necessarily be in competition. This occurs in the event of strong brand loyalty.
Likewise, two brands can be diffelentiated at a perceptual level while remaining
in competition.

This brief description of the instruments uscd for measuring positioning highlights the fact that the relationship between oflers is not measured systematicaily. So
it is fundamental to determine the nature of the positioning issue. Who are the
competitors I neecl to position myself against? How is my offer perceived by consumers
compared with other substitutable or competing offers?
These basic questions must be answered belorc choosing thc type of measure and
tlre optimum method for treating the data obtained. The most widely used methods
are factorial analysis, multidimensional analysis of similarities, and joint analysis.

The organization's new or existing offer must be compared with others on
the market so the organization may develop alternatives to attain the positioning
it seeks.

,
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BOX 5.3

IMAGE DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN EGONOMIC
SECTORS

Research carried

out in six countries

in

:.-997 studied

the image of various

5.6 presents the 'international' image of each
branch in the six countries concerned. For instance, if one takes the machine
industry, Germany is the country most closely associated with this economic
sector, while for tourism it is France with the United States coming in a close
branches of the economy. Figure

second.
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Figure 5.6 Image differential between economic sectors

Analysis of organizations' marketing elements
Implementing marketing activities requires skills and resources within an organization.
Subsequently it is important to be sure ofthcir internal or external availability before
taking decisions. There are three main types:

I

financial resources in personnel and the specific skills needed for activities to be

carried out

-

number of staff, their knowledge and skills, etc.
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f

system for applying marketing instruments: staff's attitude or state of mind
regarding marketing tasks, marketing organization, training, pay, etc.
information system: indicators and information, databases and how to use them,

I

etc.

The analysis phase should not be underestimated. It is crucial that resources and skills
available correspond to the goals an organization sets for itself. Otherwise, thcre is a
high risk of failure.

0verall diagnosis
In theory, market analysis culminates in an overall SWOT-type diagnosis (see Figure
5.7). lt aims to provide a synthetic overview of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and thrcats. As a result, an external and an internal diagnosis are produced:

Eh
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Edi.v,
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'

Positive
elements

Negative
elements

S

W

Strengths

Weaknesses

o

Opportunities

T
Threats

Figure 5.7 SW)T diagnosis

Source: l(tihn (I993)

I

I

',,.,

The external diagnosis looks at opportunities and threats the organization must
identify. These would include which elements within its environment - the
market system - will have an impact on all the actors concerned. These could
include new technolo$/, new intermediaries, new competition, etc. Different
scenarios can be used to test the possible consequences of thesc developments.
The internal diagnosis concerns the organization's strengths and weaknesses with
respect to its environment. Systematic comparison techniques such as
benchmarking help to identily and outline thc organization's situation.
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STRATEGIC DECISIONS AND THEIR
IMPLEMENTATION
Determining

a

marketing strategy, and the consequent choice of marketing instruments,

is olten associated with problcms of optimization. Solutions require operational research

methods but, in practice, such methods can create various problems:

t

There are too many strategic choices and instruments avaiiable lor all of them to
be reviewcd systematically without entailing excessive financial outlay.

I
I

Information obtained about the consequences of these choices often lacks the
quality required to apply thesc methods.
The methods proposed are based partly on fictitious conditions, and limited to
quantitative aspects of marketing such as size of advertising budget, or price. This
olten comes with the cost of neglecting qualitative factors of at least equal
importance. These would likely include the product's required characteristics, or
the content of the advertising messagc.

The very limited field of application of the quantitative methods proposed in
literature leads, in practical terms, to the proccss of defining strategy being broken
down into a series of smaller problems to be resolved one at a time. Similar processes
also occur in other fields of management and organization, notably in planning. Such
'heuristic' methods systematically simplily a complex problem to lacilitate swifter

- if not always ideal - solution. Experiential methods
marketing strategy usually make a distinction between:

progress towards an acceptable

for determining

I

a

Decision-making problems of a conceptual nature

-

resolving these problems helps

determine and articulate programmes for implementing marketing instruments

in the form of

I

a master-plan.

Operational decisions connected to the use of the marketing instruments, as well
as serving to put previously defined strategy into effect in 'everyday corporatc
routines'.

The listing below presents a syntletic overview ofthe principal stages and corresponding
decisions. It distinguishes between those decisions establishing an organization's strategic

framework and those affecting the strategy's implementation

*

especially regarding

marketing instruments.

Decisions regarding the strategic framework

I
I
I
I

Market strategy and market segmentation: what offer lor what target groups?
Competitive strategy: what dilference with other offers?
Positioning of the offcr: what image with target groups?
Elaborating the market strategy: what relations with the partners olthe exchange?
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Decisi

I
I
I

o

ns regard i ng i mp le me ntati o n

Defining the instruments of the marketing mix
Necessary changes and adaptations to the marketing inlrastructure
Establishment of the marketing budget.

Description of decisions
The first decision concerns market choice and priorities in terms of target groups or
segments. The main issue for a public organization, givcn that its 'market' or scope of
action is generally fixed by law, and concerns which target groups to prioritize. Some
areas of the public sector cannot or may only with great difficulty prioritize their actions
according to target group - emergency services, providing ID cards, etc.
Most, however, retain the possibility of establishing differences but not in regard
to the essence of public acrion such as legal tasks or basic missions. Instead, it takes
into account aspects often termed peripheral but considered essential in evaluating the
service concerned. For example:
The law diflerentiates between at least two of the partiesl with which it is in contact.
They are the parties standing trial - citizens, residents, companies - and their representatives, usually lawyers or specialist bodies. The intensity of the law's relationship
with these two groups and the needs in terms of information and how to communicate, etc. - can, or even must, be adapted to circumstance.
Some countries even hold 'legal information' days for citizens, involving detailed
explanations abouthow the Iaw operates. Byusing, mock trials, etc., they also develop
information management tools for professionals. This often involves electronic data
management, access to all jurisprudence, etc.

Without questioning the principle of equality in how

cases are

treated, priorities

can be established in how to treat the law's relationship with its environment, and

appropriate marketing activities introduced.
In many countries, car-owners are required to have their vehicle tested regularly.
MOT (Ministry of Transport) in England, Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) in
the United States and contrôLe technique in Francc are three examples. In some countries
this task is assigned to private operators - officially approved garages - but usually a
public organization is responsible. The latter can easily vary its offer according to the
target group. Are they targeting private car owners having their vehicle tested every
three years? Or is it professionals who come to have tieir own or their clients' vehicles
tested several times a week.
The test itself, of course, needs to be the same whatcver the vehicle or person
presenting it. However, all other service criteria like opening times, billing methods,
etc. can be adapted according to the target group.
In both cases, the organization must decide whether the distinction among target
groups is relevant. In addition, the company must ascertain if it is better to establish
priorities for handling such groups in order to develop marketing activities. Otherwise,
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Tahle

5.2 Marketing strategy
Young people
completing their
education

people

Priority

1

z

0ffers/

Visiting classes at
the beginning of

during the school

the year

year

Segments

services

1ther young

Adults

3

Visiting classes

- timing

upon

availability
Individual meetings
with students

(10-15 days delay)
F

ree

Individual meetings

-

upon request
1 month delay
F

ree

Individual meetings

-

upon request
3 month delay

First session free,
then fee-based

it will need to identify which specific oflers it wishes to address in each of the defined
target groups. Table 5.2 presents a similar situation for career guidance.
The second decision concerns competitive strategy. If there is no competition, this
irrelevant. But, ifthe organization does have competitors, a competitive

stage is clearly

strategy must be deÊned, Public organizations involved in postal activities,
telecommunications, transport, energy, etc. are increasingly subject to competitive
pressure, and can no longer ignore the strategic approach of others.
This competitive strategy stems from the generic strategies outlined in Figure 5. 1 ,
There are trvo main choices: differentiation strategy or price strategy. Generally
speaking, the organization must decide whether it wishes to profile its offer in the eyes
ofclients through an advantage linked to the service olfered, or through lower prices.
If the service-linked option is chosen, we speak of a differentiation strategy; if the
advantage centres on lower prices, we speak ofprice strategy.
Advantages linked to service vary greatly in nature in the context of a differentiation
strategy. One thinks first of differences in quality, or some particularly innovative aspect
to the offer. But it must not be forgotten that many dilferences correspond to
differences of image, created by using the instruments of marketing communication.
ln any case, a differentiation strategy involves a wide range of marketing tools, which
all help profile the offer.
Price strategy, on the other hand, clearly stresses the instrument ofprice. The profile
then becomes one-dimensional and far more easily substitutable. All it takes is for
another organization to propose

a

better-value offer to no longer have a veritable profile.

if the organization enjoys a long-term advantage in
relation to cost structure, so that it can always offer better value than its competitors.
The success of such a strategy also implies tl-rat buyers are price sensitive and that price
elasticity is important.
So price strategy is only possible
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Another situation concerns new markets, where no organization is yet in a position
to make an actual offer. ln this case it is best to contribute to, and benefit from, the
market's overall development, rather than concentrate on competitive strategies which
may be inopportune in the circumstances.
The third stage is important for all organizations, irrespective of what is decided
for the first two stages. It involves consolidating the organization's positioning and offer
among selected target groups. Even if thc offer is unique and competition totally absent,
the image which the organization wishes to bestow upon itsclf, and its ofler to the
outside world, must be established not just among beneficiarics, but also among all
other actors.
Ifthe organization's offer is specifrc and clcarly distinct from others', it should seek
to shore up its positioning tlrough these relatively objective differcnces, In marketing
parlance this is referred to as USP or Unique Selling Proposition.
If, on the contrary, an organization's offer is interchangeable rvith others with no
obvious clifference, it then should seek to use means of communication to construct
what target groups will perceive as a difference. As an example, what universities have
to offcr prospective students may scarcely dilfer from one to the next. Therefore, they
attempt to create a dillerent image in other ways such as a special ambiance on campus,
international character, close ties with alumni, etc.
At the end of this stage, it is also recommended to establish quantitative and
qualitative targeted goals. They could include the number of services aimed among
target groups, image and attitude sought among beneficiarics, etc. Box 5.4 shows
an example of the overlap between segmentation clecisions and defining the service
offer.

The final stage of the strategic framework concerns strategy for exploiting
the market. Corresponding decisions depend largely on the existing market system.
The question is whether the organization should target beneficiaries directly or via
intermediaries. When it comes to consumer goods - drinks, washing powder, etc. buyers are hardly ever in direct contact witÀ producers, and buy via intermediaries.

i.., BOX 5,4 MARKETING STRATEGY FOR A

PROFESSIONAL CAREER.GUIDANCE
SERVICE
Many countries have professional State career-guidance and information services,
with specialists offering help and advice about career choices and professional

reorientation. This typically involves skills appraisal, helping women return to
work after spending several years at home bringing up children, etc.
Given the reduced resources available, and above all the increased demand,
some services - with the backing of political authorities - have segmented service
beneficiaries and delimited the corresponding offer.
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Public organization
(State-run services)

Fixes rules and norms as regards
supervision and safety
Def ines financial

framework according

to resoures allocated (budget)
Private-sector (and/or public-sector) actors
offering kindergarten places

Family with children

,

These families have a commercial relationship
with iheir kindergaten (practical offer,
conditions, prices, billing, etc.) but also receive
information from the public organization

Figure 5.8 Example of intermediatian in a market

On the other hand, when it cornes to scrvices likc banks, tloctors, hairdressers, etc.,
these intermediaries are far rarer and the organization provides the service directly.

In the public sector, when it comes to services, it usually occurs q'ith the organiza-

tion taking charge of supplying the offer to beneficiaries. In addition, it

handles

relations with them directly and intermediaries tend to be rare. But there are other
fields where the public organization has a mere regulatory role, and services are
provided by a third party.
This often applies, for example, to placcs available at kindergarten (see Figure 5 .8) .
Using mles, norms, ancl financial incentives, public organizations can stimulate the
creation of extra kindergarten places without having to provide or make available
the corresponding offer themsclves.
A private third party proposes and manages the offcr within the legal and financial
framework. In the context of the overall system, private actors have a vital role as
intermediaries, Consequently, public organizations must manage their relationship with
both service beneÊciaries, families with young children and the private organizations
olfering places in their kindergartens.
As well as dealing with intermediaries, an organization must also consider the
measures it wishes to take regarding other market actors influencers, suppliers, etc.
In the scenario presented above, keeping the media regularly inlormed may lead to
articles in the press. This bonus should be considered a part ofthe goal ofimproving
the flow ofinformation to the parties concerned.
Ensuing decisions are derived from strategic decisions and establish a framework for putting the strategy into effect. This means determining which marketing
instruments to use, and to what extent; defining the necessary adjustments to the
marketing infrastructure; and drawing up the necessary budget. Only then can the
decisions' overall coherence be assessed, and modified ifnecessary. The buclget could,
for instance, prompt a review of target group priorities, or indicate which instruments

to use.
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One should first decide which marketing instruments to use in order to put the
defined strategy into effect, and to what cxtent they should be used. It is vital to ensure
homogencity when choosing these instruments, as well as to ensure their use is
effective.
For instance, there is a very strong risk of engaging in extensive promotional activiq/
as kindergartens for which the organization or its partners are unable

for a service such

to satisfy the clemand. Sometimes the budget available does not allow a minimum level
of effectiveness to be obtained, leading to a waste of resources.
Then, the organization must verify its ability to attain the goals and implement the
measures that derive from the decisions taken. This is not just a question of financial
wherewithal. It is equally vital that skills and attitude of personnel are kept in line with
the organization's ambitions. Likewise , some adjustments to the organization's information and operational systems may weli be necessary.
Finally, the decisions and measures taken will need to be put into effect on a financial

level by drawing up a budget. It is this last phase that may or may not oblige the
marketing's strategic planning to be reviewed. It is better to delay taking budgetary
constraints into account during the planning process, so as not to limit creativity or
put a brake on innovative ideas.

Problems in implementing strategy
There are a number of measures likely to play a role in the success of a marketing
strategy. There are also a wide range of market elemcnts like competition, environmental factors, product users, intermediaries, etc., which strongly influence marketing
strategies. Hence, it is not surprising that setting instruments into effect is a complex
task and mastering

it

can be problematic

for many organizations.

One problem comes from the fact that 'markets' or target grouPs arc not
compartmentalized. It is easy to forget that measures taken for one target grouP may
impact on other groups. Consequently, it is all the more important to suitably define
the market or commercial environment of the service olfered.
The need for marketing instruments to be used in the long term should also be taken
into account. Borden's call for a balanced dose of externally geared marketing
instruments is no longer disputed. Various behavioural studies have confirmed product
users and other marketing targets do not record or evaluate each message separately,
Instead, all messages are considered as a whole. So a product's quality is not judged
individually and 'objectively', but in relation to tJre price and the advertising message.
Nor can marketing instruments be coordinated harmoniously on an ad hoc basis.
Changes over time, especially iftoo sudden or frequent, can hinder this constructive
process. In general one needs to start from the premise that all marketing activity
produces impulses that, in the eyes of individual targets, may mutually boost one
another or cancel each other out. Hence it is important to keep the same marketing
approach in the eyes of product users and other market participants, so images and
preferences may be freely formed over time.
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A common error observed in this implementation is the use of insufficient means.
Empirical experience , and many studies, have highlighted a link between the degree
of commitment to a marketing instrument - as measured in monetary units * and its
impact. Each marketing instrument has a sort of infcrior effectiveness threshold that
must be exceeded to justify use of the instrument concernecl.
However, if the means are inadequate or scattered - the sprinkler principle - they
are highly unlikely to attain this minimum effectiveness threshold. For budgetary
reasons, many communication activities in the public sector are not implemented

with

sufficient intensity to be properly perceived or have the required effectiveness.

LIMITATIONS
Developing marketing strategies poses a host of problems to public organizations and
services, and the principal limitations involved need to be considered.
First, the process outlined above and the principles of application are diffrcult to
implemerrt given the consl'r'airrls inrpr.rsetl ol public urganizal-it-rns, such as laws, rules,
etc. Reduced lecway for decision making, the absence of autonomy, an organizational
culture not open to risk taking, or a particular corporate ethos, can be enormous
stumbling blocks. In addition, an overall context exists enabling services to be
introduced despite the absence ofa coherent strategy, However, because ofthe legal
framework and an absence of competition, public organizations can utilize resources
to less than full effect without risking sanction.
Another important limitation lies in the diffrculty of ensuring continuity in tle
application of strategic decisions. A private compàny may set aside reserves, and
anticipate long-term investment, to attain its marketing goals. These measures could
include investments in the brand or in creating a distribution network. Conversely, a
public organization depends on an annual budget voted by politicians.
It is not rare in public organizations for PR campaigns or projects linked to
developing or promoting a service, to be halted or seriously scaled down due to a drop
in annual funding. It then becomes difficult to ensure a correlation between the
objectives targeted and the measures taken.
Finally, one should never forget the scale ofvalues guiding public organizations in
their decision making and activity. Principles of equality and fairness should prevail
over criteria of e{ficiency and effectiveness, Although the principle of opportunity is
increasingly taken into account, it is not always easy to apply marketing rules and
processes. Intelligent adjustment, on a case-by-case basis, is often needed to 'remain
within the confines of legality' and ensure public action remains legitimate.

EXERCISE

5.I

Using the SWOT approach from Figure 5.7, offer a general diagnosis on your
organization.
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DISCUSSION OUESTIONS

1. Is it the role of civil servants
2.
3.

and public-sector employees

to

define an

organization's strategy? Shouldn't that be left to politicians?
How fundamental is the difference between a public-sector and a private-sector
organizational strategy?
Define the management strategies of a public hospital as opposed to a private
hospital. Consider especially the corporate objectives and related strategies,
Compare and identify the key differences.

NOTE

1. In fact,

there are more

-

the media, political institutions etc. should also

be

mentioned.
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Chapter 6

Marketing instruments

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

/

By the end of this chapter you should be able to:

I

Understand the specificities of marl<eting instruments in the public sector
structure of public services, notably by tal<ing into account their intangible
nature.

I
t

Differentiate the various approaches to pricing in the public sector.
Understand the implications of various distribution models in the public
sector.

f.

EY POINTS OF THI S CHAPTER

I

The instruments of marketing, or marketing mix, are the means of action
an organization has to attain its marketing objectives.

I

Many public services are intangible. This situation has

numerous

the impossibility of issuing stocks, the central
role of human interaction, and the indivisibility of product and production.

consequences, among them

I

There are three types of approach to pricing in the public sector - free service,
taxes, and licence fees. The choice of which to use is based on the concepts

of non-rivalry and non-exclusion. Each of these approaches puts the burden
of total payment of the service on various actors - lre they the user, the
government, or a third party.

I

The distribution model of public services is based on the legal and structural
make-up of a country's specific institutional arrangement. This can consist
of both direct delivery with no intermediary between government and user;
or indirect, where a third party plays a role in the delivery.
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?"

EY TERMS

Four Ps

-

main instruments of the marketing mix: product, price, promotion,

and place.
Services of general interest - concept used by the European Union to identify
core functions of the State's service provision.

Distribution channels

INTROD

U

CTIO

-

ways by which a service is made available to the user.

N

Marketing instruments, also known as the marketing mix, represent an organization's
means ofaction to attain its set marketing goals. This involves defining several factors
including:

I
t

terms of the exchange: what services and at what cost;
exchange can take place - for example, distribution or
accessibility of the service, and/or the persons in charge of making the service

how and where the
available;

I

means used

to promote what the scrvice has to offcr such

as

communication and

'branding'.
As outlined in Chapter 4, Borden (1965) was the first to use the marketing mix
concept, while McCarthy (1960) provided a basic structure for all the instruments
available by introducing the four Ps - product, price, place, and promotion. Subsequently, new proposals were made for structuring the instruments, including a further
three Ps - people, process, and physical facilities. These were coined by Bitner and
Booms ( 1 98 I ), linked mainly to the development of services marketing and have since
been adopted by many other authors. Figure 6.1 presents the structure of these
marketing instruments.
While the first four Ps still remain a marketing reference, especially for the
marketing of consumer goods, the last three Ps have become more important. This is
because a service is intangible by definition and cannot be produced indepcndently of
the persons who are producing it. To illustrate, thcre is no school without a teacher
to transmit knowledge, and no justice without judges to make decisions,
This chapter seeks to present basic elements regarding marketing instruments used
in the public sector, and will concentrate on the definition and structuring of public
services, their pricing and the possibilities of using them. As the communication of
organizations and public services is the subject of several other chapters in this book,
it will not be dealt with in this chapter.
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PRODU CT/PUBLIC SERVICES
The definition and analysis olpublic scrvices is a political, managerial, and marketing
issue. At a political level, in a context of mounting public debt, analysing services helps
to establish priorities. It also dilferentiates betwcen basic and complementary services
like price differentiation and links the allocation of resourccs to tangible results.
At the managerial lcvel, analysing services can affect the organization's plans, or
oblige it to determine more precisely which form the servicc should takc. Finally, at
the marketing lcvcl, and in line with principles of New Public Management, a service
must be linked to expectations, notably in terms of quality as expected/perceived by
beneficiaries.

Even though we olten talk about public services, a distinction should be made
between services provided by public bodies for cxternal parties, and public policy
services such as planning for, putting into effect, and monitoring public policies
destined for political institutions. Without negiecting the latter type of service, which
is far more complcx and difflcult to systematize, this section will concentrate mainly
on services destincd for beneficiarics external to the administration.

Content
of the offer

Product:

Goods and services, size of the offer
(depth and breadth), level of quality

Price:

Base price, reductions, modes of payment

6)

:

o
Diffusion of
information
on the offer

Promotion: Publicity, promotional activities,

Accessibility

Place:

Channels of distribution (points of access),
opening hours

Aspects of
quality in the
production
of the service

People:

Abilities, knowledge and capabilities
of staff in delivering the service

Processl

Processes leading to the delivery of service

E

o

Physical

CL

facilities

Physical aspects (tangibles) linked to service
delivery (building, waiting room, parking)

o

rc

'ô

o

personal relations

0)

5
o

t

o

È
(!
c
c)

E

o

o

' Figure 6.7

Basic structures of marketing instruments

Source: adapted from lVlcCarthy (1960) and Bitner and Booms (1981)
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DEFINITIONS OF A PUBLIC SERVICE

Politico-legal sense
Public services are provided by an administrative entity or delegated to

a

private body.

They have a legal basis specifying the nature olthe service and the basic ways in which

it

is provided.

The concept ofpublic services derives lrom an older concept - service to the public
or service ofgeneral interest with both judicial and political scope. The notion ofpublic
seryice comes lrom French law and serves to distinguish administrative law from private
law.
There are two distinct types of public service tasks:

I
I

tasks linked

to State sovereignty - justice, police, diplomacy, army, currency
the administrative sector - seeking to fulÊl a general or social

tasks concerning

need which cannot be satisfied by thc private sector such as transport, teaching,
social services, etc,

Given the general intcrest of these activities, they are required to be subject to a
public authority and the corresponding jurisdiction of administrativc law.
The term public servicc is hardly used by the EU,l which, however, makes a
distinction between services of general interest and services of general economic
interest (Commission of the European Communities, 2003). Services of general
interest are government amenities for citizens subject to the specific requirements of

publicservice. Servicesofgeneraleconomicinterestformasub-categoryofprovisions
and refer to sen'ices of an economic nature. Beneath such an umbrella, EU member
states comply with specific public service requirements via the criterion of public
interest.
Whereas services of gencral interest remain under the sway of member states,
services of general economic interest - energy, transport, postal services, or telecommunications - come under the remit of the EU. This ensures that tÀe principle of free
competition is applied with respect to public service missions. These services are the
subject of liberalizing policy, although they remain quite strongly regulated by thc
principle of separation of the functions of owner and regulator.
Whether tÏe notion of 'public seryice' or thc more neutral idea of 'service olgeneral
interest' is used, it is important to specify what actually is involved. Here, it is an
authority's decision to define and propose services in a non-exclusive manner to
beneficiaries who fulfil predefrned conditions. Such services can, however, be provided
either by a public body or delegated to a private concern. In some regions of Denmark
or the United States, for instance, fire-fighting is ceded to private security firms.

,.:
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A more managerial definition of public services
It

is dilficult to apply the notions of public service or service of general interest with
to an organization, lor two reasons. First, thcse ideas have a strong political

regard

connotation, and are thcrefore often subject to intense debate. Secondly, they remain
vague, and do not suffice for organizing and establishing services for the population.
For instance, legally stipulating that the State is responsible for maintaining the roads
under its authority provides scant indication ofthe quality and frequency ofupkecp.
Nor does it include the means to be used or the possibility of delegating the task to a
third party. The actual definition of the servicc to be provided and its organization
requires a more managerial approach. Hence, thc use of the private-sector term
'service provider'.

Although public-sector activities mainly involve services, it should first be specificd

from homogenous. There is nothing comparable about tcaching and clearing snow from the road. In addition, the tangible part ofthe service varies considerably
from one amenity to the next.
these are far

For example, the proportion is high for issuing a passport, when a tangible document
is delivered, or for a municipal library lending books and magazines. However, it is
very limited when it comes to police checks or medical treatment. Figure 6.2 provides
some examples of tangible and intangible areas of public services.
There are several reasons to study the intangible aspect of services. First the
number, and above all variety, of services provided by the public sector have
considerably increased over the last 50 years. Next, the intangible aspect of these
services has also grown, notably because the exchange's relational aspects - welcome ,
friendliness, empathy, etc. - have assumed greater importance, oftcn serving as elements of reference when evaluating quality of service.
Finally - due to the development of both service activities in society and the
principle s ol New Public Management - relations between a public ariministration and
beneficiaries have become lar more individualized. This obliges the administration to
clarify the services it can provide and the level of differentiation acceptable within these
services.

At a marketing level, services can be defined as follows (sec Kotler, 2009; Kiihn
et a|.,20O6):

I

I

lntangible: services which cannot be seen, touched or felt, let alone heard, before
being bought. The offer is abstract and it is only alter 'buying' it that a person can

really cvaluate it. For instance, it is only after attending a class that one can judgc
the quality ofthe teaching. As a result, the offerer's credibility and confidence in
their ability to deliver the service are particularly important.
Indivisible: whereas material goods are produced before being sold, a service is
produced at the same time as it is consumed. As the presence of both the persons
buying and supplying the servicc is necessary, their proximity to one another is
highly relevant.
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Municipal
library

Passport

Teaching

Police
control

Books,
magazines

ldentity
document
Teaching
assistance

Document
distributed
or tickets
issued

Tangible part

lntangible part
Advice
Process of

acquiring and
controlling
the personal
information
provided

Elements

taught by
professors

Effective

control done
by the police
officer

Figure 6.2 Tangible versus intangible proportion of public services
A beneficiary based far away from the service provider necds facilitated access
number of services such as long-distance teaching. Given the
administration's territorial scope and despite thc development of electronic
communication, notably the internet, the problem of service accessibility at the
public sector level remains crucial.
Inability to store services: an empty bus costs as much to run as one full of passengers.
If demand for a service is stable and known in advance, the organization's offer *
the number ofbuses and drivers - can be adapted to the demand. The problem
for many services is that the offer fluctuates and the administration, given the
resources at its disposal and the constraints on thcir use, has great difficulties in

to a certain

I

f

flexibly adapting offer to demand.
Key rc\e oJpesonnel: the quality ofa service can vary considerably according to the
persons in charge. We've all experienced the occasion when the same lesson has
been given by two different teachers - one was exciting and thc other tedious.

Three ways of improving service quality are explored:

I
I
t

the search for qualified personnel
the codifying processes for conceiving the service
harmonizing the approach of those involved.
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This is done in ordcr to minimize variations in standards. By involving beneficiaries
in producing the service as much as possible '- like taking notc of thcir criticisms and
comments

- will

help the organization rcduce thc diffcrence between the level of service

expccted and the level perccivcd.
The greater the intangible portion of a public service, the more public bodies need
to take account of thc above-mentioned characteristics in defining and implementing

theil

services.

Structuring public services
Although New Public Management has received some severe criticism, the structuring
and analysing ofpublic scrviccs is rarely questioned, and retained evcn ifothcr aspects
are rejectcd. Public scrvices are usually structured according to thcir components or
the necessary tasks involved.

Structuring according to components
A service can be divided into three parts (Kotler, 2009): central, secondary, and
periphcral. Thcsc clements as shown in Figure 6.3, take the issuance of a passport

as

Peripheral elements

Secondary elements

Name of the
organization

Quality
of the
relationship

Opening
hours

Central elêments
e.g. passport

Payment
options

Accessibility

lnformation about the process

Packaging

Options to appeal decisions

Figure 6,3 Components of a public service (for issuing a passport)
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central elements ofa service concern the principal benefit it provides.
In Figure 6.3 the essence ofthe service is the passport. In the public sector, the essence
an example. The

of a service often concerns clcments stipulated by law.
Secondary elements are not usually defined by law, but directly linked to producing
the service, and naturally vary according to the service itself. In the case ofissuing an
identity document, several steps are involved. Prior to the process the applicant must
provide support documents and lorms in order to qualify. Next, access to the service
- physical accessibility, opening times, ctc. - must be shared rvith the applicant as would
be methods of payment available - bank transfer, cash, check, debit or credit card. All
are elements that can facilitate the service or make it costlier and more complicated.
Although a public service's quality is often assessed according to its peripheral
elements, an identity document like a passport is strictly defined. No differentiation
in the essence of the service is possible. Obtaining a passport is the same for every
citizen, therefore it is tJre secondary elements which determine if the service is provided
diligently and whether or not citizens are satisfied with it.
Finally come the elements peripheral to a service. In thcory these have only limited
importance to how the scrvice is appreciated, while potentially olfering a litde plus.
In Figure 6.3 a small wallet provided with the passport, and special facilities for
contacting the organization in case ofproblems, count as peripheral elements.

Structuring in groups of services and activities
The idea of structurir.rg government activities into services, like Érms providing and
commercializing services, has been little challcnged. While it may seem obvious that
tasks carried out by a public administration exceed the mcre framework of producing
and delivering services, such a concept ofan administration's activities offers several
advantages.

First, the activitics arc grouped together and defined in the same way, according
to service beneÊciaries. Then the services can be analysed according to their cost and
the income they generate. Finally, these services constitute a reasonably objective unit
of analysis to help political authorities make choices linking political priorities to
available resources and services delivered - or not.
For example, increasing resources for a public task not only indicates that a number
of posts will be created but also infers an increase in the number of services provided
or an improvement in their quality such as reduced waiting time to obtain a document.
A service counts as a 'tangible output' of an administrative unit. To recap: an
administrative unit is an entity responsible for carrying out a task defined by law or in
olÊcial documents. Depending on how public communities are organized, these entities
may vary greatly in size and autonomy. The main thing is that they can be attributed
responsibility for carrying out a task.
If, as we saw at the start of this chapter, administration services are invariably of
an intangible nature, one should bc ablc to make a service correspond to quantities.
Factors would include the numbcr ofcontrols, classes, pupils, decisions taken, etc.;
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levcl ofquality such as lengtl, success rate, etc.; as well as goals; indicators; and costs.
Several services provided by the same administrative body constitute a group of
sert'ices, Additionally a service can be broken down into sub-services or partial services,
depending on its level of complexity.
A service has the following characteristics:

I

I
t
I

unit. They may be external
to the administration such as an individual, company, other body, etc. or internal
as in other administrative cntities. An example would be an IT service supplying
services to the other units within the administration. When appropriate, these
internal sen'ices can be defincd - for instance, support services. The same applies
for important projects, or mandates needing to respect a deadline.
It derives from laws and regulations. Sometimes, if these legal bases are too vague,
the administrative entity has to issue precise guidelines about the services required
in regard to the legally deflned goal.
It may either be frce, subjcct to tax partially covcring costs or available only ifall
the costs are paid.
It consists oltasks which the administrative unit eithcr supplies or purchases from
other units or cxternal bodies - undertakings for which it is possible to specily a
time of work or a cost. The process combining all these tasks enables the service
to be provided.
Its beneficiaries must be external to the administrative

The process for structuring services in an administrative unit is outlined in Box 6.1

., BOX 5.1 PROCESS OF STRUCTURING SERVICES

IN AN

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B

Define the public issue.
Define the

political

issue.

Identify the legal bases.
Structure 'outputs' into services and groups of services.
Determine the tasl<s and processes needed for a service to be delivered.

Identify service beneficiaries.
Set indicators

-

goals linked to a service.

Establish links needed for data capture.

An example of how the process is applied is shown in Box 6.2
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] BOX 6.2 STRUCTURING SERVICES LINKED TO THE
PROTECTION OF CULTURAL GOODS
Buildings of historical significance, whether ancient ruins, castles, churches, old
farmhouses, etc. or modern houses or buildings designed by famous architects,
are protected in many countries. This is enabled by laws obliging owners to respect
rules of upkeep and renovation. However, owners of such properties may receive

financial subsidies and other forms of assistance.

Preliminary phase:
To facilitate structuring and establish a linl< with the time spent in data capture
and analytical accountancy, the functional classification of public tasks is often
used.u

0. General administration
1. Public safety
2. Teaching
3. Culture, sport and leisure
3.1

Cultural heritage

3.7.2 Preservatîon of historîc monuments and protection of nature
Phase

l:

Defining public issues

Cultural goods are fundamental elements of human culture and civilîzation. Any
reduction of this centuries-old cultural heritage counts as a loss.
Phase 2: Delining political issues

I

Lawmakers wish to protect
immoveable, old or new

-

all cultural

goods

-

whether moveable or

which are important to the community as evidence

of spiritual activity, artistic creativity, or social life.
Phase 3; Identifying the legal bases

I
I

Federal law on the protection of nature and landscapes
Federal law on the protection of cultural goods in case of armed conflicts,
etc.

Phase 4: Structuring 'outputs' into services and groups of services
Group of services for the'protection of cultural goods':

I
I
I

inventories

placing under protection
protection in the event of conflicts or crises.

Group of services for the \preservation of cultural goods':

I
I

advance

permit applications

allocating subsidies
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B0X 6.2 continued
Group of services for'publications and awareness':
publications

I
I

actions to promote awareness.

Group of services for'internal services':

I
I

unit representation in commissions
unit direction and management.

Phase 5: Determining the tasks and process needed

to provide a service

such as for'inventories' service
I Building inventories

I
I
I
I

on-site visits
photographs
archive research
data capture.

Phase 6: Identifying service beneficiaries

I
I
I

Administrativeservices
Tourist promotion services
}ther public communities such as communes

Phase 7: Setting indicators
Having an exhaustive, up-to-date inventory of cultural goods to be protected, or

likely to need protection in future
Phase 8: Establishing the necessary Iinks

Level

Number

Group of services

1000
1100
I 100-01

Service
Tasks

1100-02
1100-03
1100-04

for data capture
Subject

Protection of cult.ural goods
Inventories

0n-site visits

Photographs

Archive research
Recording data

aThe functional classification groups all public tasks into ten categories:0 General
administration; I Public safety; 2 Teaching and training; 3 Culture, sport, and leisurel 4
Health; 5 Social contingency planning; 6 Traffic; 7 Environmental protection and territorial
development; 8 Public economy; 9 Finance and tax.
Source: Adapted from Davet (2006).
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The first phase involves defining the public issuc. In a democratic system, the State
is called on to act only if the reason for its intervention has already been collectively
defined as a public issue. For instance, environmental protection was not considered
a public issue 30-40 years ago, and State intervention in the field remained negligible
As an example, tJre water supply and water table were protected to guarantee
people's health, not with a balanced eco-system in mind. It can take decades for a public
issue to be recognized, and the approach can vary considerably from one State to the
next. Then, for services to be clearly identified and structured, attention mustbe paid
to the public issue for which political institutions considcr it necessary to provide
services,

-

Once the public issue has been identified, political authorities need to decide to act
or not. Lawmakers' intentions regarding public policies, goals, and, above all, the

types and methods ofstate intervention are rcvealed at this point. So, should the state

regulate private activity, mandate bodies to provide services, or provide the services
itself? It is especially important to obtain this sort of inlormation if political tliscussions
linked to state intervention took place quite some time carlier, and administrative units
have greatly developed in the interim.
Identilying and obtaining the legal bases is the third stage. One shoulcl obviously
pay attention not just to the law but also to all texts regulating and guiding the action
of the administrative units. Many tasks assigncd to these units arc stipulated by decrees,
regulations, directives, ctc., rather than the law itself.
The fourth and most importar.rt stage regarding the targctcd objective involves
structuring the activities of the administrative unit into services and groups of services.
This means using criteria appearing in the definition of a service and in the service's
characteristics. The next phase is to assign all tasks performed by the unit to the various
services defined.

The last stages are more technical. Initially, one needs to identify if the service
beneficiaries are internal or external to the administration. Next, the indicators must
be set - like 'what are its speciflc goals for the service?' Finally, each task or unit activity
must be given a functional classification number, so the amount of hours spent on an
activity, and costs involved - such as paying a mandated third party - can be assessed.

Quality of public services
Studies

ofthe quality ofpublic services are largely

Management

-

based on the principles

ofNew Public

cspecially on the concept of the State as service provider. This is derived

from a higher demand for efficiency and on 'client' orientation in supplying services.
For private bodies and other marketing sources, analysing service quality has long
been a major issue (Parasuraman et c1. , 1 985; Zeithaml et al . , 1990. However, public

bodies cannot merely limit themselves to commercial criteria - reliability, relational
qualities, etc.
Therefore, thcy must also consider criteria linked to gcneral interest and social
justice, such as theories of fairness. In the context of public serviccs, individual

:,.1
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satisfaction - like a building permit believed to have been fraudulently obtained can
bc in contradiction with the gencral intcrcst or naturc prcscrvation.
So it is crucial that the process enables the service to be carried out and to be
perceived as fair (Rawls,1971; Tyler, 1988, 2005). In democratic systems, persons
concerned are usually all the more tolerant about services provided and their
consequences such as service quality. If they think the way they have been dealt with
is fair - equal treatment, fair-minded clecision making, etc. - they will be satisÊed.
By returning to the various types of rclationship that can clevelop between the
adminlstration and service beneficiaries (see Chapter 3), the criteria for assessing
quality ofservice can be identified (see Figure 6.4). The first set ofcriteria is linked
principally to the traditional relationship betwecn administration and citizens as to
the decision-making process. These criteria include respect for rules, transparent
procedures, and equality of treatment. The more constrained people's relationship
with a public body, the more these criteria are fundamental in assessing the service

provided.
The second sct of critcria concern the relationship betwcen thc administration and
people as consumers. It is not so much the procedure itself that influences how the

Evaluation of the way
decisions are reached

.
.
.

Evaluation of satisfaction
about the service

Respect for rules

r

Clear procedures

e Accessibility

Equality for treatment

o Empathy

.

Reliability

Competence

o Claims management

Administerêd

Citizen

User

Consumers

Evaluation of
decisions made

!

r
.

Respect in the
relationship

Evaluation of the active

participation in the
'production' of the service

o Rigorous respect

Capacity to judge
decisions made

oT

public values (resource

Clear understanding of
decisions

management, general
well-being, etc.)

.
.

Participation
Co-production of the
service

t'...

Figure 6,4 Public service quality criteria
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service is appreciatcd like the ability to explain decisions, their transparency, etc.

-

but how decisions are taken, and how they are communicated. The traditional
of a service within a commercial relationship involves the client's degree
ofsatisfaction and corrcsponding critcria such as reliability, empathy, accessibility, etc.
The final set of criteria must allow lor people taking an active part in providing the
service. Within this 'citizen relationship', respect for higher values such as rigorous
resource management and direct involvement in producing the service, matter as much
as, if not more than, the service itself.
It is important to specify that a public service is not just evaluated according to one
assessment

set of criteria, but to all of them. Depending on the service, and to what extent

it

is

commercial, certain criteria may have more or less importance.

PRICING OF PUBLIC SERVICES
In the private sector, price is the compensation paid by the client, with companics
aiming to maximize profit. But prices in the public sector play a totally different role,
in that many services are free for beneficiaries. Prices charged for some services do
not cover their cost and therc are even services which the State pays for benefrciaries
to use. An example is when the State woos companies by offering them la:rd free of
chargc.

Three aspects are considered in t}ris section: the notions of free services, taxes
and price; pricing and the strategies applicable; and monetary and non-monetary
incentives.

Free services, taxes, licence fees, and price
The public sector inevitably supplics collective goods under the umbrella of public
service and the notion ofprice differs considerably from that in the privatc sector. In
the public sector, there are four specific concepts ofprice:

I

Frce sewices:

numerous public services such as schooling, police, roads, etc. are

'free', and financed by taxation.

I

a public service, with two main features: the sum charged
to the actual cost ofthe service, nor is it proportional to actual
use of the service. Here, the tax must be paid even if the service is not used. In
Switzerland, for instance, the State taxes cars to use the highway network. An

Tax: alevy charged to use

has no connection

I

:::1.

obligatory voucher costing CHF40, must be displayed on t}re car windshield. This
fee has no link with the actual cost of constructing and maintaining the highway,
and is due regardless of how often the citizen's vehicle is used on the road. A
modulated variant of this system is also used in Austria.
Licence Jee: the amount is linked clirectly to how much the service is used,
proportionate to the service provided. To take a Swiss example, heavy vehicles
- trucks carrying goods - are fitted with a meter, and the vehicle owner must
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two to three cents per kilometre. Like the tax, the licence fee does not reflect
the actual cost of the service.
pay

I

we speak of the price of a public service when the sum demanded takes the
into account and when it has to cover at least most of the
costs engendered. In this instance, there is a link between price and costs.
Price:

actual use of the service

Two criteria linked to the differentiation between a public and a private entity explain
why public services are not charged to beneficiaries, and why the latter are only liable

lor

some of the costs: non-competition and non-exclusion (Le Gall-Ely, 2003; Urbain

and Le Gall-Ely, 2009).

Non-competition means service beneficiaries are not in competition lor the use of
goods or services. Unless there are traffic jams, car drivers can use the road network
without hindering other drivers. Similarly, any individual can breathe in air without
preventing other people doing the same.
Non-exclusion means individuals cannot be prevented from having access to a service
or product. All members of the community bcnefit from services like security, control

of epidemics, etc. and it is virtually impossible to stop anyone swimming in a lake or
walking up a mountain.
Table 6.1 provides an overview of the various combinations between criteria of
competition and exclusion. The traditional market mechanisms of supply and demand
are inappropriate when public goods display characteristics ofnon-competition and non-

exclusion. The service can be provided free of charge, and still be financed by taxes
paicl by beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries alike.

Yet many services are of a non-competitive nature, not being able either to identify
the beneficiaries, or exclude those not respecting established rules. Examples ofthis are
water treatment, using a road network, visiting a museum, etc. It is then possible to ask
beneficiaries to contribute towards the cost ofthe service through taxation or fees.

;è Table 6,7 Public goods and types of price
Exclusion

No

Yes

Competition
No

Yes

Public goods

Common goods

Free

(More unusual) rivalry for a
limited renewable resource like
water in certain countries

Club goods

Private goods

(No rivalry between users
but a contribution to be

Possible intervention of the
State that plays a tutelary role
(school medicine)

paid)
Some public services

(water, garbage collection)
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whcrc it is not possible to excludc beneficiaries - while observing consumer
competition - arc less frcquent. Among those most often cited are deep-sea fishing
and the use of water in some countries. Price here is not usually an instrument for
regulating consumption. Instead, other instruments, like the introduction of quotas,
Cases

are needed,

This evokes private goods - competition and possible exclusion - with the State
playing a guardianship role in seeking to encourage consumption. Otherwise, without
the State's intervention, the goods would be unaffordable for many people. Education
in general, along with more spccialized services like medical training, or providing bikes
for cheap public hire in cities like Paris, Madrid, or Montreal fall into this category.
These are examples ofthc State exercising a guardianship function regarding what are
essentially private goods. See Box 6.3 for more inlormation about the Vélib' system
operated by the City ol Paris.

I.:

BOX 6.3

BICYCLE HIRE IN PARIS

Vélib' lnltp.llwww.velib.paris.fr) is a bike-hire system in Paris, with nearly
20,000 bicycles available for hire at over 1,800 stations across the city. Users
need to take out a subscription then pay according to use. As an added incentive,
the first half-hour is free. The service is provided by the City of Paris in
collaborati0n with the advertising company Decaux.
Decaux's ten-year contract with the City of Paris (until 2017) obliges them
to install and maintain the bicycles and stations, and pay the City of Paris an
annual fee of €3.4 million. In return, Decaux have exclusive access to nearly
1,600 station bil lboards.

Pricing strategies for public seryices
Ifthe price for a public service can be linked to its cost - taxes and licence fees being
'political' priccs - it is important to study the function sought by the price (Greffe,

1999) as well as the possible strategies for fixing it (Urbain and Le Gall-Ely,20O9).
Prices can indicate the value of the product or service. As people are ready to pay
to acquire a good, its price should correspond to the degree of satisfaction it gives them.
Fixing the price is, however, tricky ifusers have no pricing reference and no market
mechanisms or competing proposals exist.
Price can also be a tool for rationing demand. If resources or capacities are limited,
and to ensure excessive demand does not beleaguer the organization and prevent it
from carrying out its mission, a price may be introduced for the service, providing
principles of lairness are respectcd. One may also talk oË'de-marketing', or rationing
demand. This was the case in a previous example (sce Box 5.4), when a body offering

,r::l
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students and adults career advice began to charge adults. This was implemented to
reduce demand and be able to continue its mission with students.
The price's main raison d'être may also be to gather the main resources needed for
the organization to function. This could occur ifthe organization encounters a drop in
subsidies and has to seek new resources by commercializing services at the going rate.
Since the early 1990s, various public meteorology services have been laced with
growing needs such as new technologies, models o[calculation, etc. As a result, they
have introduced a wide range of paying services in response to their public funding
being scaled back.

Lastly, price can be used to make public agents manage more responsibly. If these
rePresentatives realize some of the orgat-rization's revenue depends directly on the sale
of services, then it is in their best interest to ensure the quality of those services is
reflected in the price.
Fixing prices in the public sector can reflect various strategies. First, tJre price can be
based on marginal costs where users pay all the variable costs

without having to contributc
towards the fixed costs. Subscquently, a pricc strategy may have no direct link to the
actual cost. This occurs either because this is the simpler alternative, or it is spreading
the cost among all service users. For example, the price ofsending a letter is frxed irrespective ofdistance. The final strategy, widespread in the private sector and increasingly
so

I
I

in the public sector, involves differentiating price according to a variety offactors:
Objective aspects oJ the service olfered: in the public transport or culture sectors, price
differences based on the class or category chosen have long been common.
Tine of day: prices are based on rvhen the service is used so as to modily people's

behaviour if possible, and discourage use ofthe servicc at peak times; such
is practised by museums, for certain types oËpublic transport, etc.

I
I

a

policy

oJ disttibution: to encourage people to book on the internet rather than at
the ticket office, for instance, booking online can bc cheaper or free.

Method

The percon(s) concerned:

this is naturally a tricky subject in the public sector.

However, plice is often used according to:

(a)

zone ofresidcnce, with separate prices for residents who already pay towards
the service via taxes and non-residents who are charged more but tend to be
less

I

bothered about the price than residents
- prcferential prices for young people and

(b)

demographic criteria, such as age
senior citizens

(c)

social critcria, favouring people {iom under-privileged groups such as the
unemployed, tlose on social benefit, or families; with policies like the third
child rides lree, etc.

Specfic dlffercntiation - season tickets setting a fixed price for unlimited use fosters
user loyalty and provicles greater flexibility. For the organization, this type of
diflerentiation offers the advantage of helping cash-flow and reducing sales

structures.

L2i
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Any price differentiation should, in theory, take account ofequal treatment and a certain
fairness in thc criteria adopted. Additionally, some differentiations can lead to a loss
of income - which the organization must then compensate through a corresponding
subsidy.

Monetary and non-monetary incentives
to act in a desired way, or
sanction them for unacceptable or undesirable behaviour, Prices here, whcther
monetary or non-monetary, are not linked to cost. In this case, the administration,
rather than providing a service as such, decides how people should behave. This is the
main issue about incentives, which lend themselves to two types of study: monetary
or non-monetary incentives; and positive or negative incentives.
Positive monetary incentives seek to reward people for behaving in a certain way.
For instance, in some countries, to ensure children attend school and are not employed
in economic activity, the government gives parents financial help if their children
go to school. In the USA, anyone who agrees to join the army receives a bonus of up
to several thousand dollars. Negative monetary incentives, in contrast, include fining
individuals or bodies who break thc law. Aclditionally, monetary penalties seek to
sanction those responsible for ill-doing and dissuade them from behaving similarly in
Prices in the public sector can be used to incite people

thc future.

Positive and negative incentives may also be non-monetary. Certain types of
behaviour are encouraged by granting olficial recognition, for example to a firm for
displaying a responsible ecological approach. Conversely, inappropriate or bad
behaviour can be discouraged,

witl

sanctions such

as

banning single-passenger vehicles

from dual carriageways.

ACCESS T0 PUBLIC SERVICES (DISTRIBUTI0N)
Distribution is the markcting instrument whereby goods or services are delivered from
producer to consumer. The distribution system for physical goods like cars is lamiliar
and well-structured - producer/importer/distributor/garage owner/consumer.
However, thc system used for services, specifically public services, is very different and for two reasons.
On the one hand, and this concerns nearly all services, organizations distribute their
selices themselves. This is mainly done because it is not possible to separate production

from service consumption. For example, banking services are providecl mostly whcn
clicnts visit their branch or log on to the bank's website. In contrast, public services
are generally distributed via territorial structures which tend to have evolved
historically, according to the State's administrative organization, rather than according
to the nature ofthe service and the needs ofbeneficiaries.
Study of service distribution used to be neglected, but has now developed
considerably given that access to services - proximity, opening times, waiting time,
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- has become important in assessing their quality. An organization's best possible
services arc of limitcd impact if pcoplc need to takc a day off work to be able to use
them due to distance, inadequate structures to absorb demand, etc.
etc.

Distrihution circuits and channels
A distribution circuit involves all those taking part in transferring goods from production

to distribution. Put simply: we can distinguish between a direct and indirect circuit.
A direct circuit has no intermediaries between producer and consumer. An indirect
circuit has various intermediaries like wholesalers and retailers. In turn, the middlemen take charge of the goods or service, along with other goods or services from other
producers, and offer them to beneficiaries. A distribution channel is a delivery path
for goods and services whose distribution structures are ofthe same type and utilize a
network of shops or other methods of sale.
At public-sector level, evcn if direct face-to-face relationships between public
sector agents and beneficiaries have become more common, several distribution circuits
and channels can be identified, as outlined in Figure 6.5.
As we can see above, the most frequent type of relationship in the context of fixed
structures is a personal one - children going to school, filing a complaint with the police,
etc. Itinerant or personal structures are rarer but have developed, becoming very

important in rural areas; or ifa high number ofbeneficiaries are concerned.

Direct circuit

lndirect circuit

Personal relations
lmpersonal
relations
Fixed

Mobile

Traditional

Mobile

Telephone,

counter

structure

internet

';:r

Collaboration with partners (private)

Figure 6.5 Distribution of public services
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Some examples include the lollowing

I
I

mobile libraries or 'book buses', which, at certain times, travel from district to
district
school road safety programmcs where police ofÊcers visit schools to teach children
basic safety rules

I

frscal administration where, for example, staff visits small municipalities to help

people fill in their tax forms.
part of fixed or itinerant structures, a distinction can still be made between
self-service and a face-to-face service. The former is cheaper but rarer, and usually
limited to providing free access to available information. As an example, in modern
libraries, users enjoy direct access to all the books and are only checked as they leave.
However, in older libraries users must fill in a lorm and hand it in at the front desk,
and only receive their book once a staff member has fetched it for them.
Even if direct contact is maintained, the relationship between the administration
Whether

as

and beneficiaries may becomc impersonal. This is the case,

for instance, with services

ordered by telephone and sent by post. This form of service delivery has developed
extensively with the arrival of the internet and, more gcnerally, electronic means and
systems of communication - cyber-administration, call-centre, etc. It enables a wide
range of services to be offered at all times and at reduced cost.
It is not so frequent for the administration to usc indirect circuits, such as calling
to deliver services. But this procedure has developed with third parties
intermediaries
on
being contracted to deliver services. This has been done either for economic reasons,
or to ensure those in clecentralized regions also enjoy the same basic services. In many
countries, including the Netherlands, Sweden, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, people
must pay for household waste disposal as per the polluter/payer principle. This is where
the householder buys vouchers to affix to their garbage bags.
Without tle voucher, the bags are not collected and the person may be fined.
Consequently, people must be able to conveniently buy their vouchers, and to this
end they are sold at gas stations, department stores, and local shops. To ensure their
cooperation, shopkeepers keep a percentage of the fee for the service they provide.

This distribution circuit is thus organized with partners who are external to the
administration,

Physical aspects of distribution
For historical reasons linked to the nature of the core public services
hospitals, justice, police, etc.

-

-

schools,

distribution ofthese services has mainly been organized
territorial structures . This means each country

on the basis of institutional and political

has a distinct political and administrative structuring of its territory. For several
reasons, reorganizing the distribution of these services is often essential'
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First, the spread of electronic communication helps people avoid having to move
around. For instancc, tax offices have set up call centres to answer taxpayers' questions,
avoiding the need lor people to make unnecessary trips. Then again, distribution
structures are not always adapted to the mobility of the population or its density in
certain regions. Currcntly, more and more post offices are being opened in shopping
centres, to the detrimcnt of traditional village post offices.
Another factor is linked to the need lor some specific types of services to have a
minimal infrastructure size. For example, a medical transplant service must carry out
a minimum number of operations each year in order to maintain a high degree of
competcnce. This means that such services along with the necessary investment
can only be offered in a very limited number of hospitals. Finally, the physical structures
of service distribution are very costly and, for economic reasons, many public
communities arc forced to reduce or alter them.
Along with venues such as tribunals, schools, town halls, etc. often having grcat
symbolic importance in the public sector, the material aspects and the service's physical
acccssibility also needs to bc considered.

A first, major factor is opening timcs. When scrvices are open from 8.30 to 11.30
and 2.00 pm to 4.30 pm, users are virtually obliged to take time off work to carry out
an administrativc formality or obtain a service . So, to bring the service closer to citizens'
schcdules, some public agencies are now open all day, 8 am to 5 pm. Otlrers elect to
stay open one evening a week such as Thursdays until 8.00 pm. Such options make it
much easier for working pcople to have access to the service.
Another aspect concerns the internal architecture ofthe buildings concerned. Many
administrative olfices were not designed to encourage a relationship between exchange
Partners. Therefore, great efforts must still bc made to improve the material conditions

for such an exchange.
In Switzerland, a service in charge of personal bankruptcies was lormerly housed
in an old building with one long counter topped by frosted glass windows. There was
invariably tension when personal files wcre submitted. Everyone could hear what was
bcing discussed. Thcre was no room set aside for depositing personal files which often
fell on the floor. Nor were there any chairs for people having to wait, let alone a
cafcteria or other amenities.
When the service moved, the managcmcnt - dismayed at the mater.ial conditions
ofthe relationship between their organization and citizens filing for personal bankruptcy
- insisted their new premises be designed to reduce such tension to a minimum. They
called lor an 'open-space' premises with partition walls to help preserve confidentiality;
a new, comfortable waiting-room well away from the interview 'desks'; the possibility
ol sitting during thc interview and depositing personal files, as well as one's coat,
without a problem, etc.
These changes in how the public were received did greatly reduce tension and

potential causes of conflict. Subsequently it is important that, for the comfort of
beneficiaries, close attention should bc paicl to the physical conditions ofpublic service
acccssibility.
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CYBER.ADMINISTRATIO

N

Cyber-administration, also known as e-administration or e-government, means using
all available inlormation and communication technology to offer services on behall of
the administration, and render public information accessible.
The number of public administration portals continues to grow as do the number
ofscrvices provided via such technology. This field is currently the subject ofextensive
research due notably to the internet's vast potential, but continues to be under-used.
In addition, the attitude ofthe public towards this technology varies considerably.
There are many advantages, both for the administration and beneficiaries, in using

tlat all services are available
round the clock, irrespective of where they are ordered. The process is much simpliÊed
ilyou can fill in a form at any time of day or night wherever you are - even abroad.
Next, the cost is usually less - both for the beneficiary and thc organization. The
beneficiary does not need to travel. And with this type ofinteraction, the organization
these new tools. One of the main advantages is undoubtedly

can deal

with subjects according to its resources and possibilities, without relying on

the physical presence of the persons concerned. Finally, if the service lends itself to
facilitation and the offer is not limited, then all public services can be accessed via the
same Portal.

These undcniable advantages should not obviate the limits of internet use in the
rclationship between administration and beneficiaries. We first need to bear in mind
that many people do not have internet access, or know how to use the availablc services
properly. For many, filling in a tax return online, using an electronic signature, and
so on, can be daunting.
Although some services can be carried out on the internet, it may still be necessary
to visit the administration to complete certain formalities. To obtain a biometric
passport, for instance, a person can frll in the forms; book an appointment, make
advance payment online and apply to rcceive their passport by post' However, they

still have to come in person to have their fingerprints taken.
And, finally, the internet cannot assume the task of maintaining and reinforcing social

links between people. Therefore cyber-administration should be regarded as

an

additional distribution channel for improving the quality of the services provided, rather
than as a substitute for traditional channels.

CHOOSING A PUBLIC SERVICE DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM: DECISI0N-MAKING CRITERIA
As indicated above, public service distribution is largely dependent on territorial
structures. In addition, there must be lcgal bases linked to introducing t1le service.
And, a series of other criteria may also be noted as Part of a more technical anaiysis
of a public service distribution system:

I

Exkting inJrastuctwe: the infrastructure

in use - hospitals, schools, etc. - is olten

costly and impossible to move. Still, it cannot be ignored when discussing service

':,:l
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distribution. But transforming such buildings or assigning them new rolcs such

as

turning a hospital into a medico-sociâl establishmcnt, oftcn necds to

bc

contemplated.

I

access to sewices: it is naturally impossible for cach inhabitant to live the same
distance from all public services, But it is important particularly for esscntial
pubiic services - to ensure distance does not hinder accessibility, especially for

Equal

people with reduced mobility such as senior citizens and many others.
If a maximum distance cannot be developecl - various criteria must be considcred, such as frequency or degree of importancc to the beneficiary - large

I

distances can lead to people renonncing their rights and confidence in the
administrative system is undcrmined.
For example, if individuals must attend in person in order to contcst something
like a parking fine, and the adrninistration's offrces are situated over an hour's drive
away, it is highly probablc most peoplc, even with right on their side, will prefer
to pay the fine rather than waste a day in travelling and waiting.
Service quality: this does not nccessarily depend on proximity, insolâr as certain
services reqnire infrastructures and skills not possible to develop in many placcs,
In certain instances - hospitals, police, and so on physical proximity to the service
but without access to adequate resources may actually reduce the quality of
service. As well, when it comes to service quality, the possibility of hiring
pcrsonnel able to oller advice ancl deal with users' needs has an impact on the
distribution structure.

I

paying services can generate different expcctations compared to free

::.:.*rrw
I

Versatility: this is very

important. Many aclministrative scrvices have introduced

the concept ofthe 'one-stop' centre where most procedures linked to a particular
issue can be handled, preferably by one and the same employee. An example is:
a company service is created to process all the formalities required to create a
new company. The development of'one-stop' centres tcnds to mean beneficiaries

travelling,
in one location,

face greater

I

as a

large number of multi-skilled staff must be concentrated

if this is extensive such as in launching a busincss,
undergoing a major operation, visiting a leading museum, etc., people will be more

Personal involvenent of benficioriesr

preparecl to travel long distances. On the other hand,

for services where personal

involvement is less important or non-existent, they will be loath to make a special
effort. In this case greater proximity is a requirement, with services available more
simply and readily.

I

Public transport.' a structure may be geographically close at hand,

far away

I

ifit

yet considered

is not rcadily accessible by conveniently organized public transport.

Often, this relates to scheduled times, frequency, connections, etc.
be decisivc, given the high cost of administrative
structures or economic structures dependent on public bodies.
Economic dspectsi these can
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CLUSION

The marketing mix will be putting all these elements - product, price, promotion,
place, people, process, and physical facilities - into a coherent and well-adapted
concept. There are not one size-fits-all solutions but, rather, mixes more or less adapted
to the service being marketed by a specific type of organization.

EXERCISE 6.1
Analyse two ofyour organization's services on the basis ofthe four Ps approach. Next,
compare the results with colleagues in other organizations. Is the weight of each element
the same? What makes the mix of these elements different? Is it the nature of the service,

the type of organization, etc.?

DISCUSSION OUESTIONS

1.

Is the clefinition of the price

it a public policy

2.

of

a

public service really a marketing decision? Isn't

decision? How would you differentiate the two?

Aside from the four Ps and the three additional elements presented - people,
- do you believe your organization's particularities

process, and physical facilities

3.
+.

would require an additional category?
Outsourcing services to private operators is a logical consequence olNew Public
Management reforms. Discuss examples from your country and identi$ advantages
and disadvantages of outsourcing public services.
Based on the information in this chapter (Boxes 6.1 and 6.2), develop â strategy
for the management of a retirement home, According to you, what will be the
most problematic phases? And what will be the most politicized phases?

5.

Motorways can be administered

in different

ways.

In some countries like

Luxembourg, using the highway is free of charge. Conversely, Austria requires
drivers to purchase a windshield-sticker allowing them use the infrastructure for
a specific period of time (ten days, two months, or one year). France, finally
operates on a road toll system, requiring drivers to pay a fee each time the
motorway is used. Discuss: which advantages or disadvantages can you identify

for

each systems?

NOTE

1'

The phrase'public service/ is mentioned just once in the EC Treaty, Article 73, which
states: 'Aids shall be compatible with this Treaty if they meet the needs of coordination
of transpod of if they represent reimbursement for the discharge of certain obl igations
inherent in the concept of a public service./
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Chapter 7

Public communications
an intro d uctio n

-

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

//

By the end of this chapter you should be able to:

I
I
I

Identify the underpinnings of modern communications in the public sector.
Distinguish between the various levels of communications from government
communications to crisis communications.
Understand the issues and challenges involved in government transparency.

s

Kr

EY POINTS OF THIS CHAPTER
Public communications is taking an increasingly important place in advanced
democratic societies. It serves a number of functions: to inform, to influence,
to promote value, and to be accountable.

Public communications has developed in response

to

changes in society,

changes in the roles of public-sector organizations, and changes in the media
sector.

a number of differences between public and private communications. Among them are the importance of the organization's legal
bases and the obligation of neutrality.
There are various levels of public communications each with its own specific
attributes. The emphasis - or lack thereof - on political aspects is one of
the most significant factors in determining the level of a communication.
Transparency, implemented among other things through access-to-information legislation, is now an essential element in a modern democratic state.
This is linked to the increased need for information from citizens as well as
the goals of increased accountability, greater participation, and better
There are

relations with citizens.
Despite

the legal obligation imposed by transparency focused legislations;

organizations have developed numerous strategies
towards greater transparency and openness.

to

counter the move

l4l
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PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS

s
Kr

EY TERMS

Public communications

-

communications used in a public-sector setting that

take into account the corresponding specificities, notably the importance of
neutrality and specific legal framework.

Active communications

-

voluntary, planned communications strategy by a

-

information provided by an organization in response

public organization.
Passive communications

to requests from various parties.
Access to information - the lesal riqht of citizens to have access to information
held by their government.

INTRODUCTION
Communication is a fundamental component of our society, the basis of social
relationships among people. The field of communications assumes enormous importance in complex, democratic societies. It takes very varied forms - written, oral,

visual, virtual,
other.

etc.

and is carried by varied media used in combination with each

A particular feature of democratic societies is that the common good is debated
in the public sphere in view of and with the involvement of citizens. Public communications cannot therefore be dissociated from democratic societies. It must make
inlormation available to those participating in the debate and must take into account
the growing complexity of relations between individuals and organizations making up
society.

There are many possible fields for the analysis of communications, but this
chapter and the following deal solely with communications of public organizations. By
this is meant the transmission of information or elements of meaning for the purpose

ofinfluencing the knowledge, attitudes, opinions, expectations, and/or behaviour of
recipients. Consequently, nonverbal communications and personal communication will
not be addressed.

FUNCTIONS, DEVELOPMENT AND PRINCIPLES OF
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS
One of the main characteristics of public communications is its diversity. By this we
mean diversity in senders and receivers, their interactions and the roles they play, the
possible forms and objectives of communication, etc. Box 7.1 provides a few examples
of public communications to illustrate this diversity.

i;
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EXAMPLES OF FORMS OF PUBLIC
COMMUNICATIONS

Participation by managers of public organizations in public debates
Press conferences to present and explain decisions
Communicating information through press releases
Responses to questions and criticisms from the media and other actors in
public life including political parties, civil-society organizations, citizens, and
s0 0n

I
I
t
I
I
I
I

Distribution of information brochures to parents
Paid advertisements in the press or other media for prevention campaigns
Mailing of letters and e-mail messages as part of normal public-sector
activity
Management and hosting of websites
Pari.icipation in fairs
Open days

Publication of periodicals and books.

A closer look at this diversity reveals the main

aspects

of public communications

(Figure 7.1 .).

The first clement to consider is the originators of acts of communication
- the
'senders'. Here, a distinction must be drawn betwcen the State, the civil scrvice, and
all administrative and public bodies. All have a degree of autonomy and often use it
to develop communications activities of their own.
At the other end of the communications spectrum we have the receivers. Here, a
distinction must be drawn between individuals with the various roles they may play
citizens, customers, employees, and groups of individuals. The latter includes political
parties and associations, businesses, institutions, public communities, and government
bodies.

Communication between senders and receivers can be intentional or unintentional,
declared or undeclared, personal or impersonal, active or passive, etc. To this must
be added types of communications and their functions and objectivcs. The last two
points are covered in the following sections.

The functions of public communications
Even though lunctions

ofprivate organizations do go beyond simply buying and selling,
functions of public organizations are much more varied and complex. The first lunction
is to inform. The government must not only inform the public of all decisions taken

by political authorities and government departments, but must also explain

these

decisions as well as how and why they were taken.
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Functions and objectives of communication
. lnform (e.9. decisions, information useful to daily life)

o lnfluence (e.9. prevention)
o Confirm, prove (e.9. give an account of activities)
o Position (e.9. give a profile to the organization)

.

Support values, motivate (e.9. citizen participation in political life)

Forms of communication

Target groups

r

o lndividuals (citizens,

r

lnsititutional and
non-institutional
communications
Declared and non-declared

communications

r

administered, clients)

r

Personal and non-personal

.
.

communications

r

Verbal and non-verbal

r

communications

Groups of individuals
(parties, associations)

Companies
State authorities
and institutions
Administrative organizations
at same or different levels

Actors and levels

Types of communication

r
.

.
r

The State

Administration

o Autonomous entities

o Public enterprises

r

Active vs passive
Political, institutional,
informational for services,
projects or crisis

National, regional

and local levels

l:t Figure 7.7 Elements of public communications

With the expansion of public services, this function

has become especially

important

because everyone concerned by the government's decisions and services must be kept

informed, or at least must be able to have easy access to clear, accurate information.
A lack ofinformation about a public action can have serious conscquences.
For example, on27 April2009 a Boeing 747 belonging to the American Presidency,
escorted by a fighter plane, flew over Manhattan at low altitude to take photographs.
Fearing a new terrorist attack, thousands of people panicked and came out of their
offices, Regardless of the wisdom of flying over the city of New York at low altitudes
with such a plane, information distributed widely in advance to the entire population
could have prevented inhabitants from reliving a moment of horror (Sulzberger and
Matthew, 2009).
Influencing or attempting to change the behaviour of people is another function
of communications - one in which large sums of money are invested. Through many
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communications campaigns and activities, the government or organizations mandated
by it endeavour to r,varn against behaviours posing a risk to individuals and to society

in general.
Such preventativc measures are becoming more and more widespread, aimed in
particular at reducing risk behaviour. These include drinking and smoking, driving
behaviour, protection during sexual acts in order to prevent thc spread ol AIDS and

other STDs, the fight against illegal drugs and other adclictions, as well as the promotion
of a healthy diet.
Another function of public communications is to explain, confirm, and attest to
tasks and initiatives that have been carried out. Public organizations must be
accountable, which means they must report their actions, attest to the fact they are
well founded, and reply to enquiries about them. Communications activities such as
these will consume an increasing share of time for managers of public organizations.
Because certain public bodies have been made more autonomous or have been given
specific, clearly delimited tasks, they have developed communications activities aimed
at giving thcmselves a profile and an image distinct from those of thc govcrnment as

whole. In doing so, they establish their own visual identity, their own set of values,
and their own communications agenda. The National Acronautics and Space Agency
(NASA) in the United States is a prime example. The aim is to allow the agency to
a

position itself relative to other organizations
Lastly, public organizations are also charged with promoting the main values of the
socio-political system in which they operate. In a dcmocratic environment, public
organizations must - through their actions and behaviour and actively in thcir
communications - stand for and promote values such as equity, integrity, transparency,
and the respect for lar.r'.

Reasons for the development of communications in
puhlic organizations
A number of reasons explain the growing importance of communications for public
organizations and they lall into three groups:

I
I
I

to do with changes in society and its expectations of the politicaladministrative system;
those having to do with the roles and functioning of administrations;
and those having to do with tle evolution of the media.
tÀose having

In our society, information has become a vitally important public resource. Without
information, citizens, political parties, associations, and journalists cannot participate in the political debate and contribute to the workings of democracy. The
government has a great deal ofinformation at its disposal and an increasing disparity
is being observed between the quantity of information it collects and the quantity it
disseminates.
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Consequently, political authorities are seeking to enshrine in laws a broad obligation
to provide information to citizens and to individuals or organizations concerned by its
actions and decisions. This opening up ofthe government, its activities, its decisions,
and its lunctioning to citizens aims at strengthenir.rg their confidence in a system that
gathers a great deal of data. Communications thus become a public task which
government departments must perform actively.
Other reasons are also to be found in the place and role of government departments in the political system. Until relatively recently, civil service was a closed
Weberian system accountable only to political authorities. This included parliamentary

control, monitoring ol finances and management, and legal authorities
complaints, etc. (see Chapter 1).

-

legal redress,

Outside these clearly defined and quite constraining avenues, government departments had little need to open up and expose themselves to the scrutiny of other
actors in society. The advent of New Public Management principles, particularly
the development of a more customer-orientecl relationship with the beneficiaries of
public action, brought about core changes such as administrativc bodies being granted
partial autonomy. However, along with this increased autonomy came demands for
results.

Now, public bodies have very actively developed measures to communicate with
beneficiaries, persuade them of the merits of services, either proposed or imposed,
and more generally work towards increasing tÀeir satisfaction.
As criticism began to be levelled at New Public Management, principles of democratic governance accountability, transparency, citizens' involvement - were brought
forward. Following this, it was expected organizations would cut back on their communications activities. Instead, they simply shilted their endeavours to adapt to the
new requirements.

This means that regardless of the reference model for administrative conduct,
organization-specific communications tasks have increased. There are also other reasons,

witl relerence to the conception of the administrative system, why public
organizations extend their communications activities. They do this in response to
pressure on their budgets and to ensure public policies, for which they are responsible,
positively remain on the political agenda.
Lastly, the evolution of the media is another factor underlying the trend for
organizations to communicate more. As the number of media has increased, their
liberalization and the role they play in society in general have enlivened political debate.
Public organizations are solicited by the media because the areas for which they are
responsible are of general interest. Because they involve education, police, social
protection, unemployment, and so on, they are also of interest to the public.
Added to this is the fact that the multiplication and diversiÉcation of communications media reduce the effectiveness of every communications activity taken in isolation.
As a result, to attain the same communications objective, communications activities
must be stepped up appreciably in comparison wit-h the past. This trend seems set to
again

continue well into the future.
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Basic principles of puhlic communications
Unlike private organizations, which have great freedom in communications, public
bodies must abide by a number of principles in their communications. These include:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

being basecl on provisions ofthe law
non-partisan and independent of political circumstances
transparent with regard to the issuing body and its funding
carried out in timcly fâshion and usually continuously

objective and complete as possible
to the needs oftarget groups and the media
proportionate to objectives and thc target groups.
as

adapted

Public communications must be developed and implemented on tl.re basis of legal
provisions, In most political systems, there are laws or rules to authorize or even oblige
the administration to develop and implement communications activitics. Thcsc rulcs
may be gcneral and valid for all administrative units (see Box 7.2) or specific, and
connected with tasks such as promoting prevention campaigns, defence of common
values, etc,
A morc difHcult requirement, but one vitally important lor gaining credibility over
time, is thc necessity for public communications to be non-partisan and as far as possible ,

to avoid playing political games. Reality frequently reminds us that the communications
activities of government departments are taken over by ministers as elections loom or
in particular political circumstances.
Although this kind of takeover is very difficult to avoid, government departments
must ensure that as far as possible their communications remain independent of

:.- BOX 7.2 LEGAL FOUNDATIONS OF COMMUNICATIONS
ACTIVITIES
In Switzerland, government communications are regulated by a specific article
of the constitution (art. 180 Cst) which stipulates the Federal Council - the
executive - must inform the public about its activities in a timely and detailed
manner provided there is no preponderant public or private interest to the
contrary.

In France, government communications are based on decree no. 2000-1027
dated 1B October 2000 in respect of the government information department
(SIG).
In Germany, government communications are based 0n the general principles

of the constitution. Articles 5 and 20 set out the right to freedom of opinion,
freedom 0f the press, and the foundations of democratic order.
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partisan considerations. Communications succeeding in doing so are bound to enjoy

credibility with target audiences.
The publisher and the source of funding of any public communication must be
casy to identify. A message's origin is as important as its content, and must be obvious
to its receiver. The samc goes for funding. Often an organization that frnances
communications activities may also have clear intentions and objectives of their own.
If public communications are financed directly or indirectly other than with public
funds, it must be clearly indicated. This allows the receiver to interpret the message
in the light of the relationship between the publisher and whoever is paying for the
ir.rcreased

messaSe.

The value of inlormation depends on the r.tse that can be made of it at different
times. The dissemination of inlormation must therefore take into account times when
the probability of its being received by target groups is highest. Outside these times ,
there is a significant risk of its going unnoticed.
In addition, inlormation must, generally speaking, be repeated and continuously
available. If a message is to be noticed and understood, it cannot be communicated
only once. Messages must be repeated and made accessible whcnever those concerned
need them. In this respect, the internet allows complete inlormation to be made
available continuously.

Total objectivity may be impossible, but public inlormation must strive towards
objectivity. Furthermore, it must also be as complete as is necessary for the message
to be noticed and understood. This principle underlines a clear distinction bctwcen
private and public communications. Private organizations deliver only the information
they wish to disclose. Most often, it is not objectivc information.
The objectivity of a communication will naturally be perceived through the message
itself. Nevertheless, it will also be identified on the basis of the media chosen to convey
the message as well as the frequency of dissemination. With regard to completcness,
a communication must contain sufficient inlormation for the message to be understood.
However, loading the communication witl'r too much additional information could
hinder the full understanding the message.
Public organizations must take particular care to adapt messages to target groups
and the media. This is because public information must be comprehensible to all
recipients regardless oftheir intellectual, linguistic, and social abilities. For example,
letters sent by public bodies may sometimes contain expressions or technical terms
that make them difficult to understand. Messages should also be comprehensible to
people with insufficient language skills. Naturally, this concerns foreigners who are
not fluent in the national language(s), but also those who are illiterate or have poor
reading skills.
The use of foreign languages or other forms of communication such as sign language,
specific visual aids, etc. must be considered where necessary to ensure the message
reaches everyone in the target audience. When informing the media, several aspects
need to be addressed apart from thc need to use an understandabie vocabulary. Press
releases should be expressly documented with a glossary, lexicon, and so on.
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Publications' cycles, deadlines, and needs such as photographs, data for computer
graphics, intervicws, additional information, and thc like, must be takcn into account.

Lastly, public communications must be proportionate to target groups and
objectives. Too often, communications in the public sector are deployed with
insufficicnt intcnsity and ovcr too short a pcriod for thcm to be ablc to produce
appreciable effect. The goal of achieving sufficiently intense communications can be
achieved, for example, by using several distinct media in order to reach the target
groups in various ways.

Conversely, although this is rclatively rare, public communications must not incur
disproportionate costs that may subsequently be criticized by financial auditors, or even
directly by citizens. Generally spcaking, largely due to the increase in thc number of
organizations communicating and thc diversity of communications media, public
organizations are obliged to increase and diversify their communications activities in
order to attain their objectives,

TYPES AND LEVELS OF PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS
Types of puhlic commanications
A distinction must be drawn between two main typcs of public communications - active
and passive. Active communication covers all inlormation provided spontaneously and
generally in an organizecl manner by the authorities and by government departments.
Such communications may focus on the general public or to defined target groups.
Most communications activities by public organizations are active, since they are
planned, organized and financed by organizations themselvcs (see Box 7.3).
Conversely, passive communications rcfers to information transmittcd by public
bodies in response to requests based on access-to-information legislation existing in
most countries. Generally, the sole obligation of public bodies is to make available
registers of documents available so citizens can identify and request those of interest
to them, as well as dealing diligently with requests received.
The following paragraphs are essentially devoted to active communications.
However, a presentation of the bases and implications of passive communications is
set out in the next section of this chaptcr.

Levels of communication
Table 7.1 contains an overview of typcs of public communications along with a few
examples. Although it is important to distinguish between political communications
and public communications, the latter necessarily contains information of a political
nature,

Although it is di{ijcult to generalize about the strength of the political component
of a type of communication, information favourably presenting government activity
is considered to have the strongest political nature. The same is true of crisis
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::;; B0X 7.3 THE G0TTHARD TUNNEL
As part of its transport policy, Switzerland decided to build two new tunnels under

the Alps: the Lôtschberg base tunnel, which came into service in 2007 and the
Gotthard base tunnel, that came into service in 2016. The Gotthard base tunnel
specifically received not only national but international attention: with the
breakthrough of the 57 kilometre tunnel in October 2010, it became the world's
longest and deepest tunnel. Unsurprisingly, the construction and inauguration of
service were accompanied by various communication operations:

I
I

The piercing of the last few metres was broadcast live on public television.
European transport ministers, meeting in Luxembourg, watched the
proceedings live. The Swiss delegation presented each minister with a gift

of a fragment of Gotthard rock on which was mounted a clock.
For the inauguration several heads of State, including those of France,
Germany, and Italy were in attendance.
Special programmes were broadcast during the days leading up to and

I
I

following the breakthrough as well as during the full ceremonies of the official
ope

I

n

i

ng.

Invitations were sent to journalists all over the world.

communications, in that virtually any crisis or conflict in the public sector leads to
intervention by all political and public actors and very frequently generates political
debate.

Communications related to citizens' rights and obligations and communications
as an

instrument of public policy are not fiee of political considerations but are

less

strongly connected to immediate political issues. Lastly, other types of communications
such as those dealing with government services and internal communications are
almost completely free of political considerations.

G

ove rn me

nt

co m m u n

i

cati o ns

In democratic countries, to ensurc institutions function properly, governments are
required by the constitution, laws passed by the parliament or by common law, to
inform the public, encourage dialogue and accountfor their activities. This means they
must communicate and in many countries tlre departments set uP to perform this task
have substantial human an<l financial resources at their disposal. Generally speaking,

government communications perform four tasks. However, the importance of these
tasks may vary considerably from one country to another:
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.:i Table 7,7 Levels of public communications
Types

Examples

Political nature of public information
Low

G overnment
communications

Communications
related to citizens'

rights and
obligations

H

ish

Information and
explanations of
government decisions
and actions
Mal<ing available

information on laws;
promotion of civic
rights; making
available information
on political issues
(e.9. on official
statistics

)

Communications

Prevention and

as an instrument

awareness

of public policy

campaigns

Institutional

Publications aimed

conr rnurrir:aLiorrs

aL prurrruLirrg Llre

organi zation

Information brochures,

Communications
related to public

detai led explanations,

servi ces

etc.

Communications
regarding projects

Communications on
major projects (bridges,
tunnels, metro systems,
etc, )

Communications for

Internal
communications

staff

C risis
communications

Any communications
activity in a crisis

situation

I

Providing information on the government's actions: Governments must provide all
necessary information to elected representatives, the media and the general public
on their intentions, decisions, and actions. The way this obligation is understood
gives rise to very different practiccs. In some countries, government departments

concerned focus upon transmitting important information about government
decisions and activities. This is usually expedited through press releases and press
conferences and by making this information available on internet sites or in official
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I

I

I

documents as well as newspapers, magazines, ctc. They are also responsible lor
official portals of the government and the country. In other countries, these
departments also have the responsibility for conducting communications campaigns
which include events, paid advcrtisin$r and a wide range of communications tools.
Being rcsponsive to the public: 'fhe second task lalling to government information
departments is to inform the governmcnt about the needs, expectations, and
concerns of the population and about the opinion of various groups that may
influence policy such as foreign media. Governments are making increasing use
of such tools as press reviews by the country's mcdia as well as major loreign
media, opinion polls, and, sometimes, quantitative surveys.
Coordinating communications activities: These departments are also charged with
coordinating the communications activities of the entire administrative apparatus.
This is a task made nece ssary by the constant growth in the amount of information
being issued by all administrative entities. Coordination can bc ofthree types. The
first is thematic coordination. For rcasons ofits political agenda, or depending on
its activities, a government may wish the topics addressed to be actively coordinated to guarantee consistency in communications across departments.
Next, temporal coordination is designed to prevent potentially damaging
short-term overlapping of communications activities of different administrative
entities. When several govcrnment departments wish to communicatc on various
subjects at the same time, it is important that one of them should arrange the timing
of messages. In particular, accreclitcd journalists are able to cover all press
confercnces without putting departments or administrative bodies into competition
with each other.

Third, financial coordination of communications budgets of the various
departments allow prices to be negotiated, particularly when purchasing
advertising space from communications agencics and the media. For example, in
Austral.ia, all government departments and agencies are required to work with a
specific agency for campaign advertising ancl for non-campaign aclvertising - for
example, recruitment advertisements (Australian Government, n.d.).
Advising government depaftmentr; Less frequently, and depending on their skills and
resources, government communications departments may provide advice to all
departments of the admir-ristration, as communications agencies might do. In the
United Kingdom, the Central Office of Information is a truc agency. Its services
are offerecl to government bodies, including strategic consulting, production of
campaigns, hiring, and training of communications specialists, etc.

Government inlormation clepartments are characterized by thrce elements

They are directly subject to the authority oFthe head ofthe government or the
government as a whole. In France, the SIG is sÙect to the prime minister; in
Germany the chancellor; and in Taiwan, Nauru and many other countries, the
department is located within the Office of the Presiclent.
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The source of inlormation is clearly identifiable as being governmental. This is
explicitly announced in writing and by the display of the appropriatc logos.
The communications of these departments are not concentrated on a single field
ofpublic policy such as health or safety, but on all the government's activities or
their promotion.

Communications in connection with citizens/ rights and
obligations
This is one of the foundations of public communications and covers, on the one hand,
the obligation to make information available to the media and to the public adhering

to the principle of openness. On the other hand, it rcminds citizens of their civic rights
and duties, inviting them to participate in political life. In some countries, these tasks
are carried out by the government's own information department and in others by
specializcd departments.
As we have seen, democratic

have access

life is particularly dependent on citizens' capacity to

to information they need to exercise their rights. For a long time this

obligation upon the government was limited to legislative and legal decisions and on
the opening ofdebates to the public.
Currently, the principle of openness applies more broadly to all information held
by the government, except in cases where there are preponderant public or private
interests. Conversely, the state must ensure that information is indexed and archived
in such a way that citizens can readily fincl the information they want. Likewise, the
state must deliver information proactively - 'proactive disclosure'
- in order to enable

political debate.

A second tier of activities involves disseminating civic information. This is
information reminding citizens of their rights and cluties, as well as the fundamental
values of the democratic statc. It explains how institutions work in order to increase
their accessibility and legitimacy. In short, it encourages participation in political
life. This is particularly important during elections and votes at all ievels of government,
These tasks are becoming increasingly important since

Criticisms

'incivility' is

increasing.

of the legitimacy of institutions are now more frequent, and votcr

participation in elections olten falls below 50 per cent.l

Cammunications as an instrument of public policy
While communications accompany almost all the government's decisions and actions
as a tool, it has also become a fully fledged instrument of public policy, used in the
same lvay as incentive, disincentive, or regulatory measurcs. Objectives may include
discouraging certain behaviours such as not driving under the influence of alcohol;
raising awareness of various attitudes - sorting household waste for recycling; and
inviting people to take concrete action like getting vaccinated.
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For these purposes websites are created, ncwsletters are distributed to households
and businesses, publicity campaigns are disseminated via the main media such as
television and billboards, personalized letters are sent, etc. The government therefore
uses communications tools to attain its various policy objectives. Communications
campaigns in some fields, such as health and economic promotion, date back decadcs,
while others such as the environment, education, and safety have appeared only more
recently.

I

nstituti

on a

I com m u n i c ati o ns

An increasing share of communications activities is devoted to promoting public
institutions and organizations. This is not a matter of highlighting the work of these
bodies so much as the organizations themselves. Three main reasons explain this trend.

1.

New entities, be they the Department of Homeland Security created in 2002 in
the United States, or the Efficiency Unit of Hong Kong need to make themselves
known to the public in order to properly fulfil their missions.
access to their services or reinforce their legitimacy, public
organizations are developing a range of measures, from opcn days and the
production ofbrochures to invitations to journalists to produce spccial reports.
Organizations need to position themselves and build a positive image to facilitate attainment of their objectives. Examples of these would be when recruiting
new staff, marketing their services, attracting more businesses, residcnts, or
tourists.

2. To facilitate
3.

This type of communication also encompasses all information concerning the life
such as appointments, organizational changes, and, particularly,
In the classical view ofbureaucracy, the civil service has no legal
on
activities.
reports
personality and must limit itself to implementing rules and procedures set out in
legislation. Today, it is clearly becoming increasingly important for public organizations
to be known to the general public, enjoy a high level of trust and account for their

ofthe organization,

activities regularly.

Communications regarding services
Communications regarding services is not a public policy measure but is aimed at
providing information on services offered by the government. Clear information
should be provided for the following:

1.
2.
3.
+.

services and eligibility for these services,
procedures to follow,
documents required,
the time
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it will

take to obtain a reply or a decision,

PU

5.
6.
7.
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possible recourse,
prices and methods olpayment,
opening hours, etc. greatly facilitates the lives of citizens.
These aspects are all the more important bccause in the public sector, the perceived

quality of a service is judged not so much on the service itself but upon peripheral
elements. Inlormation and the attitude oflpersonnel are vita] elements in this perception

of quality.

P

roj ect com mu

n

i

cati o ns

The public sector undertakcs projects that require specific communications activities
for a number of reasons. Major projects such as the Millau Viaduct in France, the
Confederation Bridge in Canada, Boston's'Big Dig', the Channel Tunnel linking
France and the United Kingdom, and the construction of the Hong Kong International airport all involve numerous public and private actors. All need to be kept

informed of progress on the project, and of the technical and financial difficultics
encountered.

Projects have a defrned temporal framework, with a beginning and an end, and
important stages which are traditionally highlighted. This may consist of the placing
of the first stone, tunnel breakthrough, etc. They serve as milestones for communications PurPoses. Lastly, projects such as these also constitute the achievements
of a generation, national, or territorial symbols valuable not only because they bring
a community together

but also because they serve as flagships lor the outside world

(see Box 7.3).

Today, no major project gocs witJrout a communications concept and a substantial
communications budget is built into the cost of the project.

I nte rn a

I

co mm u n i cat i ons

In addition to communications aimed at external actors, consideration must be given
appear obvious, there is an
unfortunate tendency to overlook the fact that stalfis the civil service's main resource.
They are frequently the first vectors of an organization's communications.
If they receive information at the same timc or even a{ter t}re general public or
certain specific actors, they will be unable to act as facilitators in the transmission of

to communications aimed at staff. While this may

in one crisis affecting a public-sector organization, many stalf
members openly complained. They had not been provided necessary information with
which to respond to remarks and criticisms macle by their families, flriends, neighbours,
messages. For example,

and acquaintances (Pasquier and Fivat, 2009).

Internal communications activities have also increased considerably with intranet
sites, internal newspapers, newsletters, the organization of events, and so on.
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Crisis communications
The final type of communications gorrernments ueed to consider is crisis communications. What is unusual about crisis communications is that it can affect any field of
government activity. It may be a problem involving rclations with political institutions;
a crisis of confidencc at the organizational level; a serious problem in a major project;
a defective scrvice; or an internal crisis.
In addition, a crisis will concern an entire organization bccause the general public
is usually not able to draw a clear distinction between the service provided by an
organization and its global image. Crisis communications will also go beyond government agencies to invoive political authorities and parties. This is because, depending
on the type of crisis, it is highly probable that these actors will contribute to
communications through their questions and the positions they adopt.
For this reason, conflict and crises alfecting the public sector frequently take on a
political dimension. This occurs either through the intervention of political actors or
via a political discussion of the problems which are the basis of the crisis.

PASSM C0MMUNICATIoN,

ACCESS T0 INF0RMATIoN
OR THE CONCEPT OF TRANSPARENCY
The concept of transparency has takcn root over the past decades as a necessity to
counter both organizational and individual lapses such as corruption, fraud, and financial

scandals. Additionally, transparency is believed to improve the governance of
organizations in both the public and private sectors (Kosack and Fung, 2014).
Laws regarding free access to information held by government departments and
agencies, and laws concerning the opening of all procecdings of parliament, commissions, and agencies, are essentially designed to increase the trar-rsparency ofgovernment activities. Yet, although organizations are obliged to demonstrate transParency,
is clear they are very often reluctant to sPontaneously disclose inflormation'

it

Definition and origin
In spite of numerous references to transparency in both official discourse and scientific
literature, it is dilficult to find a set definition. Literally, transparency is rvhat allows
through something (Blomgrcn and Sahlin, 2007), or to see what is happening
inside something (Naurin, 2006). In the context of public institutions, transparency
means the opening up of an organization's processes and internal decisions to third
parties, regardless of whether or not they are involved in t'l1e organization (Florini,
us

1

to

see

ee8).

Transparency is the 'availability of information about an actor tJrat allows otler actors
to monitor the workings and performances of the first actor, This definition consists
of an institutional relation in which an information exchange takes place that relates

to the workings or performance of an actor' (Meijer 2013).
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The origins ofthe concept oftransparency and its application to public organizations
in philosophical, epistemological, economic, and political reflections
(Popper, 1949; Mill, 1961; Habermas, 2003). As early as 1859, John Stuart Mill con-

can be found

sidcrcd that putting arguments into the public sphere was an unconditional benefit.
He rvholcheartedly believed transparency made it possible to discriminate between good
and bad arguments.

Globally, transparency is directly linked to the construction of modern democratic states (Stiglitz, 1999). lT chalienges traditional bureaucratic models in which the
relationship between thc administration and citizens was/is a one-sided dcpendency
(Chevallier, 1988; Hood, 1991; Cottier, 2001). Tab\c7.2 presents the clates when
access to an information regime was established in various countries.

, Table 7,2 The legal bases of access-to-information rights (selection)
Country

Year

Law

Australia

T982

Freedom of Information Act

Canada

1983

Access

China

2008

0pen Government Information Regulations
(Zhengfu xinxi gongkai tiaoli)

European Union

2001

F0l

France

T97B

Law on Freedom of Access to administrative
documents (Loi de la liberté d'accès aux documents

to Information Act

Regulation

administratifs)
Germany

2006

Federal act governing access to information
( I nf o r m at i o nf re i he i tsge

setz )

India

2005

RTI: Right to Information Act

Malta

2012

Freedom of Information Act

Parag uay

2014

The Freedom of Information and Government
Transparency Law

Sweden

1766

Freedom of the press act (Tryckfrihetsfdrordningen)

Switzerland

2006

Federal law on the principle of administrative
transparency (Loi sur la transparence/

}ffe
Tunisia

nt

I

ich

ke i ts gesetz

)

2016

Law on Access to Information (Loi organique sur
l'accès à l'information)

U

nited l(ingdom

2005

Freedom of Information Act

U

nited States

T966

Freedom of Information Act
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Reasons underlying the development

of transparency

Four main reasons explain the development ofthe concept oftransparency and related
practices.

First, transparency must be understood as an exchange ofinformation. In order to
accomplish its various tasks, the State requests ever more information from citizens
surveys, forms, etc. This must be understood against the background of an increasing
value of information. In the context of the information society ar.rd with the revolution
in means of communication, information is being transformed. From being a resource
essential to the sound administration of citizens, it has become an indispensable public
resource (Juillet and Paquet, 2001 ). This being said, a strong imbalance can be observed
between information held by governments, growing in both quantity and value, and

information in the hands of citizens (Sanchez, 2002).
Increasingly, legislative frameworks allow citizens to either request governmentheld information concerning themselves (inflormation privacy laws) or information
concerning the processes and decisions ofpublic institutions (access to information laws).
Such laws aim to address the balance of inlormation between citizens and governments.
Besides information balance and possibly as a result of it, the goal of transParency

is to improve relations between governing bodies an<l citizens. In a context marked
by the thorny problem of public deficits, loss of confidence in administrations demands
greater accountability on the part of elected officials. Moreover, in the fight against
corruption, access to information makes it possible to reverse some of these trencls
and potentially re-establish a relationship of trust between government and citizens
(Grimmelikhuijsen, 2012). The aim is, therefore, to improve the management of
government departments and agencies through an external pressure mechanism to make
internal operations public (Juillet and Paquet, 2001; Reid, 2004).
Transparency is also a tool that fosters the involvement of citizens in the development
and implementation of public policies. A growing propensity of citizens to participate
in decision making and the political processes of the State is being observed (Lunde,
1996; Rowe and Shepherd,2Q02; Juillet an<l Paquet, 2001; OECD, 2005; Lahtrop
and Ruma,2010; Worth/, Meijer, and Hart,2015). More active participation of
citizens in the governance of the State requires greater quantities of information, and
the information must be of higher quality. In this context, transParency of the State's

activities becomes a prerequisite for good governance and active involvement o[
citizens in political processes.
Lastly, transparency must be understood as a method of management, which
improves organizations' efficiency and effectiveness (Caron and Hunt, 2006). While
bureaucratic culture is characterized by secrecy (Reid, 2004); transParency forces public
organizations to provide information about their internal Processes. For example,

expense accounts or internal guidelines must be made public and, together with
greater accountability ofpublic actors, must explain and justify actions taken (Roberts,
2004; Sanchez ,2002).In this way, it compels organizations to more cfficiently manage
the resources made available.
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Different forms of transparency
When applied to public organizations, transparency can take a number of lorms
(Pasquier and Villeneuve, 2005; Audria, 2004). Thesc can be referred to collectively
as a 'transparency framework' (Caron and Hunt, 2006):

I

this is access to inlormation held by or collated by the
administration. Active information, spontaneously made available to the public,
via the internet for example, must bc distinct from passive information delivered
in response to a request from a citizen. Although transparency laws and access to
Documentaryr trûnsparenc!:

information sometimes contain clauses on the proactive release ol information,
they are largely aimed at regulating passive information. This is the most
widespread and most highly codified form of transparency in administration.

I

Oryanizational transparenc!: this means access to knowledge of thc organization and

functioning processes, rules, and decisional criteria. The goal is to show not
only what is produccd but above all, how it is produccd. This type oftransparency
also applies to electoral processes managed by the government and the opening
to public obscrvation of the proceedings of various commissions internal to the
government.
In the United States, for example, the 'sunshine Act' applies to government
its

agencies headed by a collegial body composed of two or more appointed members.
They are required, among other things to open their sessions to the public.

t

I

Accounting and budgetaty transparenc)t: hcre the purpose is to

link the origin of funds
with their use in public action. This may be done either administratively, through
the production and official reporting of financial informarion to the political
authorities, or through external auditing mechanisms.
Transparency of action and administtative responsibiliries: herc the onus is on the
government to make known and explain the meaning of its decisions and actions.
It must also ensure that civil servants and the civil service as a whole comply with
their obligations.
These forms oftransparency are applied

-

albeit in very diverse ways

-

in processes

of parliamentary control and are very broadly documented. However, free

access

to

all information helcl by the government including documentary transparency is more
recent. It developed in response to the multiplication of access-to-information laws
during the 1980s.
Historically, the Swedes, with the introduction of their Freedom of the Press Act in
1766, laid the founclations of the principle of access to government information. In recent
history, Finland was the first country, in 1 95 1 , to build citizens' access-to-information
rights into its laws. Since then, many countries have framed laws of this kind, including
the United States in 1966, France in 1978, and Canada in 1983 (see Table 7.2).
More recently, similar laws came into elfect in Tunisia (2016), Paraguay QAA),

Malta (2012), Germany and Switzerland (2006) or the United Kingdom (2005).
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To date, over 1 00 countries have adopted laws facilitating citizens' access to government

inlormation (Esquivel, OGP).
Although access-to-information laws essentially concern national governments,

it

worth mentioning that international institutions and organizations such as the United
Nations and the European Union have made some advances in the Êeld of access to
information. For example, in 2001 the European Parliament and the Council of Europe
adopted regulation 1O+9/2001 dealing with access to documents of the European
Parliament, the Cor.rncil of Europc, and the European Commission (Maiani et al',2010).

is

Analytical framework for transparcncy laws
The principles underlying the various laws on transparency are fairly similar from one
country to another, although they vary principally in their scopc and application' For
the purposes of comparative analysis, two levels of study are possible. First, the text
of the law can be examined to identify tlre ways in which information can be accessed
and lrom there the cxtent of the prescribed field of transParcncy. Second, we must
look at the manner in which the law is applied in practice by the organization concerned

it is used by citizens (e .g. see Worthy, 2013).
The flrst level consists olanalysing the law's characteristics. These are principally
based on the content of various legislative documcnts laws, orders, implementing
regulations, and other guidelincs. In particular, the following elements require study:
and how

I

information: the basis of any access-to-information law lies in the
opportunity given to the citizcn to request information, or a document containing
the desired information, without having to justify the rcquest. The document in
question may take very wide-range of forms: rcPorts, notes, minutes of meetings,
letters, e-mail messages, and even unwritten documents such as telephone
conversations. Access-to-information laws must therefore explicitly speci$' what
Accessible

I

information is accessible and what is not.
Exceptions: generally, such laws apply to all governmental and administrative
entities. However, provision will be made for exceptions relatcd to the defence

I

ofnational interest (international relations, security services) or the higher interests
of citizens (courts, privacy).
Assistance provided by the State in the searchJor inJormation: given the complexity of
government operations, it is unrcasonable to expect citizens to be aware of all
documents prepared and therefore accessible to them. Depending on the country

or institution, instruments or information counters are set up to inform citizens
ofthe type of documents produced by the government.

I

TimerequiredJor delivery oJinJornation: laws or regulations generally specify a period

of time during which thc government or entity concerned must respond to the
access-to-inflormation request. The go'r'ernment cannot therefore make citizens
wait unduly. This is vital because information often loses its value over time; the
subject is no longer topical; an important vote has been held, etc'
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I

Aesearch costs and charges:

the costs of a request are set out in the law. If research

costs, which are frequently quite high

- photocopies, research time, etc. - exceed
certain threshold, the possibility of invoicing for such costs is provided. However,
these amounts must remain reasonablc; otherwise some citizens will be deprived
a

oftheir rights.

I

distinction is made between procedures for appeal within the
(mediation
government
procedures, ombudsman, legal recourse, etc.) and the
possibility of asserting access-to-information rights directly in judicial courts in
response to refusals (failure to respond, delays beyond the legal mandate, etc.).

Appeals procedutes: a

These parameters may vary from one law to another, thereby affecting the scope

of the transparency model. In

Canacla,

for example, access rights are limited to

in most other countries having
similar law, access is open to anybody and requcsts may remain anonymous.
Practically all transparency laws provide exemption for certain organizations, and
in some countries the list of exempt organizations is cxtcnsivc. In thc US, many federal
governmcnt entities are not subject to the FOIA because they do not fit the law's
definition ofan agency. Equally, not all entities that receive federal funds are covered
by the FOIA; for instance, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and the American
Red Cross. However, such entities might voluntarily adopt disclosure policies very
similar to FOIA (RCFP, 2009).
Thc type of information accessible may also take various forms: reports, notes,
minutes of meetings, rnail (Sweden), e-mail (United States, Canacla, Great Britain) and
even unread documents such as tclephone conversations (Denmark). Exceptions
provided for in the law and the margin of interpretation allowed to government bodies
in applying the law also vary from one law to anothcr.
Finally, the time allowed for an organization to respond to a request, rules lor the
charging offees, and possibilities for redress provided for in the law must also be taken
into account when determining the degree of openness of a law.
Thc second level ol analysis concerns the concrete application of the law and its
eflects. These depend on the infrastructure and resources made available, but may also
vary considerably depending on the administration's behaviour regarding making
inlormation available and the use citizens make of the law.
Canadian citizens and permanent residents. However,

a

Resistance to transparency
While documentary transparency is firmly established in the legal framework, resistance
to this transparency and the development ofavoidance strategies by organizations can
be seen, obstructing the right of inspection legally granted to civil society (Pasquier
and Villeneuve,2007):

I

Non-transparencT is characterized by the fact that an organization or part of its
activities arc legally cxempt from the obligation to disclose information.

L6L.:

rresponsible'

would be

'lt

'Ihe file doesn't
exist'

'lt's not necessary'

Justification

i

0bstacles to
transparency
through the
provision of the
law

0rganizations
directly contravene
the law (refuse to
participate)

The concept of
transparency
does not apply;
transparency is
purely voluntary

0bstructed
transparency

Legal

Description

Illegal
Averted
transparency

obstacle

Legal

Mandatory

Non-transparency

Type of

Situation

0ptional

W Table 7.3 Types of obstacles to transparency

neceSsary resources/

'We don't have the

information

ignorance of

information

due to a lack of
resources or

is simpler and

cheaper'

'lt

available

requests by making

all available
requi rements

Behaviour designed

to anticipate

Inability to
comply with the
transparency

Maximized
transparency

Legal

Strained
transparency

Legal
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I

Averted transparcnc)/ refers

t

obstructed transparenq/ means the use of all legal processes to limit access to
information. This couid include redaction, misclassification of documents,

I
I

to the behaviour of an organization that is subject to the
law but actively and illegally prevents access to information.

restrictions in the transparency of the request handling process, and so on.
Strained transparenc! designates behaviours of the administration which, consciously
or unconsciously, limit acccss to information, either through the absence of
resources to deal with requests, ignorance about documents, and more.
Maximized ftanspdrenc! might appear to be a panacea, because it refers

behaviour of an organization that makes available all the information
Citizens then no longer need to make requests.

it

to

the

holds.

However, it can also provide a hindrance if people do not have indexes or familiarity
with record filing systems, etc. Therefore, they may not be able to access information
of interest to them or at best, they may have great difficulty locating it. In other words,
too much transparency may kill transparency. 'l'hese various dynamics are classified
according to their optional or mandatory nature and their legal natures in Table 7.3.
Communication, whether active or passive, is now a mandatory activity fior public
organizations. The following chapters detail the speciflcs of communicating in a publicsector environment.

DISCUSSION qUESTIONS

1.
2.

In times of economic crisis, are public communications an unaffordable luxury
for the State?
canlshould governments be transparent? Is access to information a force for good
or simply an administrative fad?

NOTES

1.

In Switzerland, voter participation in votation (elections and referendums) in the
past decade has stood at between 40 per cent and 50 per cent. In France, voter turnout

at the 2014 European elections was 58.6 per cent and in the second round of the
2014 municipal elections, 38.9 per cent (http://www.france-politique.frlpar4icipationabstention.htm). In the US presidential election of 2012, turnout was at 54.87 per
cent (http://www.statista.com/statistics/2629\5/voter-turnout-in-the-us-presidentialelections/, or http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/data/turnout.php). In India, in the
2014 election the turnout voter was al 66.40 per cent (http://www.idea.inudb/field
view.cf m?fie

ld

=22t&region=34)

.
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Chapter 8

Communications
models and strategies

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

/
I

Ay tne end of this chapter you should be able to

I
I
I
I

Clearly identify the various elements making up a communications model
Construct and analyse a communications campaign.
Define a coherent, integrated communications strategy.

Identify the objectives of a communications initiative.

f.
I

EY POINTS OF THIS CHAPTER
Communication is a process that can be intentional or unintentional, simple

or complex.

I

A communications model includes a sender, a message/ and a receiver, all
linked together in a relationship framed by a common code and occurring

I

A communications strategy has four main steps: (1) defining the general
framework, (2) identifying the target audience, (3) designing the message
and identifying the medium to be used, and (4) finally launching the

in a given context.

communications campaign.

I

A modern communications strategy must, as far as possible, be integrated,
achieving consistency of form, content, and timing.

f"

EY TERMS

Communications model

-

schematic construct of the various elements allowing

the establ ishment of communication.

r.66
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s

Kr

EY TERMS continued

Communications strategy

-

an iterative process involving a series of

key

decisions regarding the consistency between objectives and the concrete measures

to be developed.

Integtated communications

-

logical, self-reinforcing coordination of the

various elements of a communications campaign,

INTRODUCTION
Constructing a communication process is a complex task requiring an understanding
of how communication is established and lollowing the steps involved in conceiving a
message and then conveying it. 'l'he first part of this chapter presents the main
components of the communications model. The second part describes the steps
involved in developing a communications strategy, The third, shorter, presents the

of integrated communications, which stresses the need
communication activities are consistent in form, content and timing.
concept

to

ensure

COMMUNICATIONS MODEL
Communication is a process of transmitting elements of information to someone, While
this extremely simple definition does not convey all conceptions of communication,
it at least highlights thc main charactcristics.

The process of communication can be intentional or unintentional, simple or
complex. A newspaper advertisement is ol course an intentional form of communication. However, style of dress, body language, remarks made in a corridor or
in the cafeteria may all be elements of unintentional, or at least unplanned,
communication.
Communication can be relatively simple such as asking for information about a
museum's opening hours. Or it can be highly complex such as a study of the entire
set of interpersonal reiationships in a group of individuals will deveiop.
Communication establishcs a relationship with another person in order to transmit

information, generally with the intention of producing an effect upon the intendcd
recipient(s). The result could be an incrcase in their knowledge, a change in their
attitude, their behaviour, etc. Many methods and techniques from very simple to
very sophisticated - can be used for this purpose and may include work sessions,
newsletters, websites, systematic blogging, and so on.
The communication process has been modelled in various ways depending on the
reference discipline: Weaver and Shannon (1963) took a technical, mathematical
approach, Lasswell (1927,19+8) formulated

a

persuasive political conception, Jakobson
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Context

Sender

Message
(text, images)

Receiver

Code

Figure 8,7 Schematic model of communication

(1963) used linguistics as a reference, while Gerbner (1955) adoptcd a sociological
approach.
The basic elements of a communications model are shown in Figure 8. 1 .
Communication requires a sender who emits the communication and one or more
recipients of thc communication. The message is a set of inlormation such as text,

images, sounds, etc. and conveyed by a medium - the spoken rvord, newspapers,
documents, advertising spots, and the like.
Communication occurs in a defined context, at a givcn moment, in a given place
and in relation to a given situation. This context is not part of the communication but
accompanies it and can be thc source of intcrference or, to ttse a specialized term,
'noise'. All may influence the desired effect in one direction or another. For example,
if police announce that members of an organized gang have been arrested, the news
may not produce the same elfect in a region where crime rates are low as in a locality
recently experiencing a series ofviolent attacks.

Lastly, communication requires a code allowing the sender and receiver to
understand one another. This requires a common perception ofsigns and their usage.
Numerous classic examples of the absence of a common code can be observed in

intercultural relatior-rs.
For example, a Japanese person is invited to a friend's home in Nerv Orleans.
He oflers a chrysanthemum as a gift since it is considcred to be one of the most beautiful

Figure
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Road sign indicating a level crossing
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Context and noise

Actual
sender

Constructed

Message

Constructed

sender

(texvimages)

receiver

Actual
receiver

Other
receivers

Code
Direct

Effects
Measurement
of effects

lndirect
responses
Effects

Figure 8.3 Integrated communications model

flowers in Japan. But for pcople of New oriears (as well as Francc ar-rcl other
countries) this flower symbolizcs bercavement; thercfole the oflering may not havc
thc desired effect. Another example of dilferentiated codc can be found in roacl signs
(see Figure 8.2).
Although the simplified schematic diagram in Figure 8.1 shows tl.re main elcments
in a communications process, it is inadequate to dcscribc the ir-rcrcasir-rg complexity
of communication. Figure 8.3 shows ar-r integrated communications modcl rvhich

is more complete and better reflccts the cffective dynamics of a communication
Process.

The first distinction to bc made is in the nature of the sender and receivcr; meaning
actual versus constructed sender/rcceiver. It is not so much an organization that issucs
a communication as it is the organization's represcntation of itself and the perception
that receivers har.c of it,

Dependi'g on the message thc orgar-rization wants to con\/ey, as well as thc image
or produces ir.r others; it rvill makc choices rcgarding the coding of thc
message. This would include choicc of text, image, sounds, and so on. Thc message

it

has of itself

will

be conveyed through a medium whosc r.reutrality can vary considerably. A message

in a serious newspaper regarded

as reliable rvould most certainly not bc pcrceivcd in
the same manner as if it was placed in a popular tabloid.
With regard to reception, we must also distinguish rcceivers' ability to decodc the
mcssage. This invoh'cs reconstrrlction of thc messagc on the basis olwhat they sce and
hcar. Additionally, the potential effccts upon these samc persons given their knowledge,

cxperience and environmcnt must be taken into consideration.
As well, we must also take into account other rcceivcrs who were not originalll,
targeted but who may be reachcd by thc communication relayed by a rcceivcr. This

could include cliscussions in thc family or among fricnds, word of mouth, etc.
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Thc last major clement to bear in mind is fecdback, which is the

messagc sent

back to the scnder by the receiver. Direct leedback can be confirmation the messâgc
has been reccived, a request for additional information, etc. Indirect leedback
occurs when responsc to the communication is measured - someone stops smoking
in reaction to prevcntion mcssages. Aftcr taking these responses iuto considcration,

the sender will dcvclop, refinc, or suspend the communicatior-r. This is known as a
fccdback loop.

BOX 8.I.

THE EUROPEAN UNION 5OTH ANNIVERSARY
LOGO

To mark its 50th anniversary in2007, the European Union launched a contest

for the design of an anniversary logo. Out of more than 1,700 entries
competition was won by
see Figure 8.4.

Atthe

the

a Polish graphic designer named Szymon Skrzypczal<

-

ceremony/ the EU vice president/ Margot Wallstrôm, stated:

'The winning logo represents the diversity and vigour of Europe and at the same
time it underlines the desired unity and solidarity of gur continent' (European

Union,2006).

r Ë'Erh

srNCE L957

,.' Figure 8.4 The European Union 50th anniversary logo
Source: European Union.

A brief study of this logo reveals that identifying the sender is difficult since
the European Union's'signature'. The coding of the message unity in diversity * is made relatively clear through the use of characters from
several different typefaces for the word 'together'. However, it is reasonable to
wonder whether those who see the logo are able to decode it and successfully
identify the original message.
Use of the @ symbol for the letter R came in for criticism, since in American
law this would indicate that a trademarl< has been registered,

it

does not carry
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BOX

8,2 CAMPAIGN TO PROMOTE BORROWING BY
THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT
Ihe advertising campaign shown

in

Figure 8.5 cost approximately €1

million. This money was spent on
advertising space in the press and on the
web, It was developed by the French
government to promote a €35 billion
governmental loan for investment aimed
at increasing France's competitiveness,
The sender, the French government,
is easily identifiable thanks to the logo
and the information it contains. The
message is very clear, despite its coding

being somewhat unusual for
communication with the public.

Allegory, a rhetorical device, is used to
reinforce the message contained in the
text. The figure of Marianne represents
France and the symbol of maternity
represents the future.
It is highly probable those at whom
the message was aimed - the French
public

-

were easily able to decode the

message. But because private individuals

could not benefit from the loan, we can
assume the campaign's main aim was to

tûr

inform citizens about the decision to
borrow and foster their support for this
decision and the policy behind it.

i:: Figute 8.5
Campaign to promote borrowing
Source; Government of France.
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The communications model highlights all major elements making uP a communication and allows us to analyse it:

I
I
I
I
I

Who is the sendcr?
What is the message?
What instrument or medium will be used?
To whom is the message addressed?
What are the planned and actual effects?

Boxes 8.1 and 8.2 illustrate the analyses that can be performed on the elements of

communication.

COMM UNICATIONS STRATEGY
Communications strategy is an iterative Process that involves making a series of
decisions aimed at achieving consistency between objectives and concrete measures.
Very often measures taken are not in line with objectives. This is either because the
latter are too ambitious in relation to available resources or because the means of
communication chosen are not suited to the messages intended to be conveyed. This
is rvhy

it is necessary to take a series ofsteps, systematically checking each is consistent

with the others.
Figure 8.6 provides a schematic presentation of the main steps in a communications
strategy.

The eight steps of this process can be grouped into four major parts or decision
groups. The first step consists of drawing up a list of framework conditions to restrict
the decision-making margin when lormulating the strategy.
The second group of dccisions concerns target groups and the objectives to attain
with these groups (steps 2 and 3). This is the heart ofthe process because decisions

will

have an impact on all subsequent stePs.
The third part includes the conception of the message and the choice of means, or
instruments, of communication (steps 4 and 5). These two elements must be considered
taken here

at the same time because they are closely linked. The choice of instrument used
depend upon the message to be conveyed and vice versa'

will

The fourth and last group of steps is more operational in nature. They include
checking the communications plan and its concrete execution as well as gauging its
elfectiveness

-

steps

6, 7, and 8.

The follorving paragraphs describe in detail the various stages ofthis Process'

The general framework
Before developing a new communications campaign or any new measures, key
information must be gathered. This is necessary so thc framework within the communications activities to be carried out can be established. Three types of items need
to be taken into account.

:,:;:
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General framework

"

2

Determining target groups

3

Setting communication objectives

4

Designing the message

6

Verif

Choice and planning
of instruments

ications/testing the communication plan

7

Effective implementation

B

Evaluating the effectiveness of communications activities

Figure

8,6

Steps in a communications strategy

The first concerns the environment and the general context of the communication
including
thc political and social environment, Consideration must also be given to
other organizations currently communicating on the same subject or may do so later,
together with their objectives and their concrete measures.
Although in principle public organizations have no direct competitors to interfere
in their communications, they must still check whether similar communications
activities are being planned by other organizations or at a different level ofgovcrnment;
for example regional as opposed to national government. Or the situation may be

organizations

at the same level, such as another government department or

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) are working on closely related subjects,
whether mandated by the government or not.
Different messages from several organizations risk creating confusion in the minds
ofrecipients rather than mutual reinforcement arrd synergy. The State, and frequently
the public sector in its entirety, is seen by some as a single interlocutor. No distinction
is made between the various organizations and missions.
The second element to influence developmcnt olcommunications activities are items
of information specific to the organization. First among these are the organization's
policy and its past and present communications activities. These must be taken into
account in order to avoid contradictions in the message and to ensure a degree of
continuity. The organization's public profile and its credibility in the minds of the main
recipients must be analysed.
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Many organizations tend to overestimate their own profile and hence their ability
to persuade the public with communications messages. Lastly, formal elements of the
communication must be identified and respected. This includes visual elemcnts such
as logos and other elements of the graphic charter, organizational elements such as
coordination rules, and predefined or contractual elements such as the choice of
certain media or certain instruments, etc.
The final element framing the development of communications activities is budget.

In principle, the budget should result from decisions taken at the various

stages.

However, because the costs of communications are high and greatly dependent on the
instruments chosen, it is recommended that a budget framework be set to serve as a
reference for decisions made during the process.
Obviously, this budget framework should not be so restrictive as to hobble creativity

during development of the message and the choice of instruments. Although
optimization models for defining the budget framework exist, very often it is based
on set objectivcs. More often still, it depends on the experience olprevious years or
on the means available in a budget determincd by political authorities,

Determining target groups
In the public sector, determining specific target groups can be difficult where the
communication concerns all citizens and residents of the territory in question. Therefore,
the message could comprise of general information for the public in a municipality,

inlormation on

a vaccination campaign,

etc. However, in many situations, aiming at

a

very large population group is the best way to reach no one. Moreover, communications
activities are increasingly aimed at defined target groups. Such demographic units could

include professionals such as doctors or teachers, as well as regular citizens - Parents
of schoolchildren, residents of a district, the elderly, and so on.
In many cases, describing the people to whom the organization wishes to send
a message presents no great obstacle. The real difficulty lies in the choice of media
instruments to reach them. Since all these people will not necessarily have homogeneous behaviour regarding the media they consult, target groups need to be
defined. This may be delineated on the foundation of their characteristics but also on
the basis of their attitudes and behaviour regarding all communications instruments
and media.

Let us take as an example a municipality wishing to regularly provide inlormation
on the city's services and activities. Describing the target audience is easy enough all residents. However, what they read, where they go and so on need to be taken into
account. The municipality could use public notice-boards or electronic panels in
various places. But there is no guarantee the movements of parts of the population will
take them past these displays or that they will be disposed to stop and look at them
(see Box 8.3). On the other hand, people outside the municipality may regularly see
this information and it will have no relevance to them at all.

;;j',
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8.3 GENERAL INFORMATION FOR THE PUBLIC

During the sLJmmer of 2004, in response to high summer temperatures and ozone
air pollution, a prefectural decision was tal(en to reduce the speed limits on roads
and highways in the Côte d'Azur Provence in the south of France. A number of
municipalities in the region chose to inform the public of this decision by posting
a copy of the administrative decree on the door of the town hall.
While the municipality cannot be accused of having failed to communicate
the decision, it is a safe bet that almost nobody took the time to stop in front of
the town hall and read the entire text. Luckily, the media relayed the decision to
some extent and people passing through the region were informed by electronic
signs on the highways.
For all subsequent heat waves, notably that of 2015, numerous other
communication channels and stronger coordinated communication strategies
were put in place by the local, regional/ and national authorities, These measures
were all based on the problems identified in 2004.

Persons out
of target but who
still receive
Target group

ïarget group
members
unreached

', ,

Figure

8,7

This means

the information

Target group
members
reached

Diffusion loss

Target group reached and dispersion Ioss

it

is important to define target groups in such a way that they can be

reacheri by communication activities while rninimizing diflusion loss. That is, thc
number of people rcached who do not bclong to the target group. Figure 8.7 illustrates
the problem.
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Setting communications ohjectives
Once cornmunications targets have been defined, the next step is to set communications
objectives. These are derived from the model developed by Elias St-Elmo Lewis in
1 898 (Barry, 1 987) and summed up by the formula AIDA (Attention
- Intcrest - Desire
must
first
attract
attention
or be visible,
Action).
In
other
words,
a
communication
then elicit interest in its content before provoking desire.
Finally, action, or the behavioural aspect, is the ultimate objective. Many models
for achieving communications elfectiveness have been developed, including the
DAGMAR model (Colley, 1961) and the AIDA model (Strong 1925).
Although the basis of these models is valid for the public sector, it needs to be
adapted for two main reasons. First, the ultimate objective is not to induce a person
to make a purchase, which is the main goal of business communications.
Second, tlese models have been designed as a series ofsteps to be taken, whereas
public communications may be perfectly content with 'only' attaining the first lcvel simply transmitting information without any further objective. Table 8.1 sets out the
various types of objectives of public communications together with the main levels to
be considered.

Knowledge, or basic information, is the first type ol objective to consider.
Organizations ncetl to provide basic information on activities, evcnts or actions such
as the appointment of a new manager, report on activities, etc. With regard to
services, the same type of objectivc will be aimed at providing information on the
content of the service, its accessibility and so on.
Very often, public organizations can restrict themselves to conveying very basic
information so that recipients have the required inlormation when nceded. But it is
vitally important for an organization to provide at least this minimum amount of
information. This will provide it and its services a degree of visibility and simplify
matters for bencÊciaries.
The second type of objective goes further than simple dissemination of information
and is aimed at iegitimizing public action. This might involve explaining and justifying
the reasons for a decision, setting out the pros and cons ofa projcct as well as justilying
the temporary inconvenience for nearby residents. Or, it may present the main
characteristics of a new service, such as explaining to foreign investors the fiscal
benefits of setting up in business in the region.
In many countries, the introduction of biometric passports has stirred up a lively
civil-society debate. Political and administrative authorities have been obliged to
explain in the media and in a variety of clocuments exactly what data are gathered.
They must also explain why it is no longer possible in many cases to supply one's own
photographs or what the State intends to do with the information gathered, who is
entitled to consult this information and so on. It is clear in cases like this that the
organization must go beyond simply making information available . Instead, the public
must be educated with frequent repetition of easily understood messages. Finally, the
organization must be responsive to inquiries.
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The third type of communications objective is more complex because it is aimed
at helping to create or modily attitucles towards an organization or a project, or at
creating a climate of trust. Suppose asbestos is discovercd in a school building. Even
though the risks to children may be nil, the public organization cannot limit itsclf to
providing information and explaining the situation. It must in addition ensure that a
climate of trust is created in order to ensure the attitude of students, parents, and
organizations concerned remains constructive.
For example, every week it could inform thc public ofreadings taken by a recognized
company even if specialists consider this measure to be complctely unnecessary. In the
same way, it could provide regular updatcs ol1 progress in the renovation project via
public information scssions, prcss briefings, newsletter sent to parents, etc. Again, this
should be standard procedure, cven i[r'ery little new inlormation is available.
All these communications measures will be mainly designed to reassure people and
to prevent them from developing an overly critical attitucle towards the organization.
As far as collaborators are concerned, these communications objectives will consist of
creating a sensc ofbelonging, developing their pridc ln working for the organization
and thus adopting values specific to the culture of the organization.
The case of the 2006 soccer World Cup in Germany providcs an interesting
example. The country seized the opportunity of hosting a large-scale sporting event
to act on its brand image through the vision the Gcrmans have of themselves, An internal
campaign involving numerous government economic and social institutions succeeded
in substantially revamping the serious straight-laced image that much of the world still
had of Germany. In many ways, both the Beijing surnmer Olympics of 2008 and the
Sochi Winter Olympics of 2014, also had clear communication aims.
The final type of objective to be aimed at in communications terms is a change in
behaviour or, atleast, the establishment ofstatcd preferences. This is, obviously, the
main goal of marketing businesses. For public organizations, this objective comes into
play particularly in social marketing type prevention campaigns aimed at changing
people's behaviour. Such public service campaigns may promote wearing seat belts,
stopping smoking, using condoms to prevent transmission of the AIDS virus, urging
people to get out and vote, and so on.
In addition, a campaign could aim at provoking an active behavioural changes: urging
parents to provide better support for their children's schooling. Another campaign
aimed at all residents could be to 'keep an eye on' elderly neighbours or friends during
heatwaves.
Because ofthe large number ofactive coilaborators in the public sector teachers,
police offrcers, and other civil servants - it is important they should contribute freely
to explaining any activities and changes in the organization. Thus they become, in a
sense, promoters of the organization. Of coursc, they must be correctly inlormed in
advance and convinced of the worth of the organization's activities and values.
Although each communications objectivc can be considered on its ovvn, they very
often overlap. That is, in order to attain emotional and behavioural objectivcs, a good
basic knowledgc of the organization or its scrvices is vital.
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Table 8.7 )bjectives of public communications
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Designing the message
Designing a communications message olten demands both creativity and precision. This
if the mcssage is complex and must be conveyed through advertising

is particularly so

- newspaper advertisements, posters in the street, etc. Without downplaying
their importance, the creative aspects can be accompanied and guided by considering
the objectives of the message and its content in relation to the motivation of the target

media

grouPs.

Three main questions must be asked about the message:

I
I
I

What will receivers get from the communication? In other words, what benefits
will be derived from understanding the message?
What will make recipients change their perception, opinion or behaviour?
What is the tone or general impression conveyed by the communication? Is it highly
ofÊcial, austere in its choice of words and visuals? Or, is it more playful, with

drawings, pictograms, and a mcssagc that is casy and cnjoyablc to rcarl?
Let us take as an example a municipality adopting a new policy for waste collection
and management. Under the new policy, household waste must be sorted into
categories, each having a specific collection system. Moreover, residents are to be
charged by weight for waste that cannot be recycled and must be incinerated, etc.
The municipality will certainly have to develop a cornmunications campaign to
inform the public of its new policy and, above all, the consequences for residents.

..

BOX S.4

SMOKING BAN IN CALIFORNIA

The negative consequences of smoking for individual and public health have been
l<nown for a considerable time, Addressing the problem, the state of California
launched a large-scale campaign running from 1990 to 2009 seeking to reduce
the rate of smokers. Besides regulatory measures/ such as introducing a smoking
ban in bars, restaurants/ and airplanes, the campaign relied on awareness raising
through a number 0f c0mmunication channels. The efforts turned out to be a major
success: the smoking rate arnong California adults declined by 42 per cent/ from
22.7 to 13.1. per cent.

In 2009, the state provided for another three-year campaigning, this time
addressing specific target groups that were more resistant in giving up smoking.
Also, they adapted the campaign message to more recent issues that evolved
around smol<ing/ such as second-hand smoking, which was identified as one of
the key problems by citizens. Finally, the new campaign also reminded citizens

that while major

successes were achieved, people

still died from smoking - thus

reiterating the core policy message.
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information could be circulated in the media, in public information sessions, in
detailed brochure for residents, in flyers giving an overview of thc most important
information, plus posters at collection sites, etc.
Depending on the region, some of these communications measures may have to be
translated into other languages to make sure that all those concerned are correctly
Such
a

inlormed. In certain American states communication in Spanish is cssential just

as

English is in some districts of highly cosmopolitan cities (London, Toronto, etc.).
Recipients of these messages should understand the municipality's main reasons for

adopting this policy such as benefits to all residents. And, these communications
should especially have all the inlormation needed to minimize any inconvenience that
sorting of refuse will bring.
Those who take in the various messages must then take on board the elements
encouraging them or obliging them to change their behaviour (Box 8 .4). At the outset,
the organization will have to make a decision as to the form the message will take.
Will they opt for a mainly techr.rical presentation of inlormation with all the necessary
details, or use a more playful Êorm, possibly with pictograms allowing everybody to
undcrstand the new principlcs for sorting and collection of waste. Various local and
national public organizations include cartoons in thcir documentation explaining to
inclividuals how to fill ir-r their tax returns, obtain a construction permit, or get access
to different subsidies. Such strategies are frequent in areas whcre citizens have low
literacy skills.

Other elements will also help in the design of the message and shape the attitude
ofits recipients. Two criteria should be taken into consideration (Rossiter and Percy,
1

987): people's interest in the subject

-

involvemcnt

-

and their motivation with regard

to the organization or its scrvices.
If the degree of involvement or interest is low, communication must be very simple,
straight to thc point and avoid any kind ofrhetorical language removed from the needs
of people. Conversely, if tJre degree of involvement is high and people are ready for
and interested in the information, the organization can develop

it furthcr, providing

all the necessary information even when tlris is quite technical.
The second criterion is motivation which, simply put, can be either negative or
positive. Negative motivation involves a situation in which a person is interested in
problem. Perhaps it is because they have
no choice such as buying pest-control products, or being required to purchase vehicle
insurance. Conversely, positive motivation arises in sifuations where people freely buy

information or

a service

in order to resolve

a

to satisfy a pleasurable desire like going on vacation.
In the public sector, situations are most frequently linked with negative motivation
requesting authorization, paying taxes, calling an emergency service, etc. However,

a service

-

situations involving morc positive motivations do arise such as children's education,
developing the tourism sector, setting up businesses, etc.
In negativc situations, the recommended approach is to communicate in a rational
manner while also highlighting the benefits - for example, explaining the purpose of

i.
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taxation. Where the motivation is positive, â more emotive style of communication
making use of figures of speech can be envisaged (see the example in Box 8.2).

Choice and planning of instruments
The choice of instruments is closely bound with the message. A highly complex
message will normally require the use olinstrumcnts involvjng prolonged contact with
the rccipient such as inlormation sessions, or

a brochure that can be read several times,
etc. More basic messages can be conveyed on mcdia where the contact time is shorter
posters, flyers, letters to the houschold, etc.
Whcther one or several communications instruments and media are chosen depcnds
on a number of criteria, the most important of which are set out here:

I

I

I

this is the percentage of people in the
target group having at least one chance of contact with the medium in a deÊncd
period. For example, if an organization has the names and addresses of all those
it wishes to reach, it is relatively simple to senrl a brochure to those people and
secure an audience of close to 100 per cent. On the other hand, obtaining the

Audience, ot capacirt to rcach tar7et groups:

addresses of all young pcople to whom an organization might wish to send an AIDS
prevention message is impossible. This means other instmments and media must
be chosen and attempts must be made to minimize the risk of dispersion loss.
Frequency: this mcans thc average number of contacts a person wiil have with a
medium during a defined period. Some messages are very easy to understand and
a singlc reading or viewing will suffice. A message that is - like most - more
complex needs to be repeated frequently in order to be understood and assimilated.
Period and dutation: the timing of the message and continuity in its dissemination
arc also important. During the weeks that followed the attacks of 11 September
2001, many messages from public organizations wcnt unnoticed because people
were mainly focused on discussions about security policies and the human and
geopolitical consequences of these attacks. In order to gain more notice of lighter
subjects such as maintenance of forests and natural spaces as well as special
initiatives, these communications benefit from 'quiet' periods of the year such as
summer holidays and school hoiidays, when current affairs take up less space in

the media.

I

ûedibilir, oJthe medium: in communications, the medium or channel of transmission
important as the meaning or content of t}e message itself (see Mcluhan,
1964's assertion that 'the medium is thc message'). The importance of the
medium and its credibility in the eyes of target groups can therefore determine
whether the message is received. For example, a report on environmental
protection broadcast on a television channel recognized as being serious may have
greater effect than flyers deposited in residcnts' letterboxes.
is often as

I

Control over content: organizàtions can choose between developing and hence paying

for their own medium or purchasing advertising

space

in

a

medium. Otherwise,

lSL r:
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they can organize communications in such a way that the medium itself relays thc

information in its editorial sections. ln the latter scenario, the organization can
control the information made available to the media, but not the media's treatment
of it. In the other two situations mentioned (own medium, advertising), the
organization retains complete control over form and content.
The main instruments are presented in Chapter

11

Testing the commanications plan and evaluating the
effectiveness of communications activities
A clear distinction must be drawn between two steps: testing the communications plan,
and qaugins the effectiveness of the communication.
When any communications plan is developed - even whcn it is limited to presenting
a public policy measure in a press conference or a press release - a check ofthe concept
and a test of this communication with recipients are recommended. Testing the
concept consists mainly ofensuring consistency in all the decisions taken in the previous

ôôô

steps.

Is the message well-suited to the communications objective? Does the choice of
instruments comply with internal rules regarding communications? Will the available
budget and the choice of instruments allow the desired continuity in the dissemination
of the message? These and other questions are designed to prevent gross errors being
made ancl effectiveness compromised by lack of consistency.
It is also essential to test the message on target groups before going into production
with the campaign's documents and materials. Certainly, for budgetary and/or time
constraints, it is often impossible to ârrange a pre-test involving a representative
sample of the target audience.
However, it is always possible to have a press release read by two or three people
who are unfamiliar with the topic discussed or to organize a focus group to make
comparison judgements of various draft advertisements or circulars. This type of
summary check will not reveal every possible problematic detail, However, it will very
olten prevent errors with more serious consequences such as placing too much
importance on secondary information; the message is too complex or too abstract; and
so on. If the budgct set aside for the communication is large enough, then carrying out
a professional pre-test of communications measures is strongly recommended.
Effectiveness testing is very often given very little credit in the whole
communications process. One reason often advanced to explain the lack ofresources
devoted to this task is the difEculty of assessing the effectiveness of communications
activities.
It is surprising to note the ease with which millions may be paid to secure spots on
television or radio or to take part in a major event such as country pavilions at universal
exhibitions. Yet there is great difficulty for small budgets to be granted to assess a few
basic effects of communication. A simple survey would investigate - the number of
:;.1:
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people reached, comprehension of the message, suitability of the medium lor the
mcssagc, and so on.

Small amounts invested into gauging the effectiveness of prior communications are
most oftenbrushed aside, citing lack of interestin a past event. Researchers are then
urgcd to'look towards thc future'. Resistance to such studies involves fear ofbeing
faced with unsatisfactory results; the need to be accountable and accept criticism; and
finally, the need to interpret these results and consequently dcvote precious timc to
doing so.
However, when carried out regularly, these measures could be quite simple. They
would produce very useful lessons and make it possible to continually improve
communications measures taken by public organizations (see Chapter 12).

INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS
As a result of increasing numbers of communications media, there is growing

difficulty

and greater cost in reaching target audiences. The concept

ofintegrated communications
originating
Integrated
with
Marketing
Communications
(lMC) - is progressively and
systematically being applied by private companies. Additionally, it is gradually being
adopted by public organizations. The aim is to achieve consistency in all communications
activities for the purpose ofimproving their effectiveness (Percy, 201 3, Belch and Belch,
2006; Bruhn, 2006).
More and more organizations are communicating on the same subject at the same
time , for example, prevention initiatives, using increasingly varied media. To guarantee
highly effective use of the means at their disposal, organizations must, in developing
a communications strategy, ensure consistency and coherence in all communications
activities (Bruhn, 2006):

I

Consistency oJJorn: this is often the most basic type of consistency, achieved
through the integrated use of all formal elements ol a communication

independently of the mcdium used. These would include logos, typeface, font size ,
colours, images used, etc. The principal objectivc is quick, clear identifrcation of

I

the issuer of the message and easy reading of the content.
Consistency oJ content: this involves making the various messages consistent by
coordinating the objectives, usir.rg similar logical arguments and repeating the same
message for the duration so it is unclerstood. Typically, this is uscd for

communications aimed at prevention or at modifying people's behaviour encouraging cyclists to wear helmets, and drivers to take regular breaks on long
journeys, ctc. The same message with clear arguments must be stated consistently

I

and in a coordinated fashion by organizations devoted to prevention and companies
that manage highway infrastructures.
Consistency of tining: if several media and instruments are used in the same period,
close coordination is very important in order to allow mutual rcinforccment of
communications activities. Unfortunately, examples of bad timing abound, with
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campaigns failing not as a result of the objectives or the message but of poor
coordination. For example, an item in the media sends people to a website to
order a brochure or service, but the site is not yet ready or the link is broken.

Or,
with

an advertising campaign designed to reinforce the message of television spots
a

simplified repetition of the basic message is inserted

a

month after the spots

have ended, etc.

The integration of communications activities must form part of the whole
communications process. This entails defining the general framework or setting formal
rules through to checking the effectiveness of measures taken. The analysis of mutual
reinforcement of measures is a useful example.

EXERCISE 8.1
Take tl-rree recent communications initiatives made by a single public organization. For
each, try to evaluate the various communications objectives based on the elements
presented in Table 8. 1 . Having selected one specific issue, look at the variation across
campaigns in the other aspects presented in Figure 8.1 - the message, the receiver,
the code, and the context. Do these elements vary according to the objectives identified?

DISCUSSION OUESTIONS

1,
2,

Consider a public communications campaign you are familiar with. Can you
identify: (a) the sender; (b) the message; (c) the intended target audience; and
(d) the expected effects?
A communications strategy implies a degree of coordination of communications
efforts across government agencies. What might be some of the difficulties in
developing such an approach?
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Chapter 9

Communications
instruments

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

/

By the end of

I

Understand
i

the characteristics and uses of various communications

nstruments.

I

Evaluate communications instruments according to their nature

I
I

mediated; and target audience.
Identify the key points of media relations for public-sector organizations.
Classify the internet-based communications instruments of your organization.

f.
I
t
I
I

l

this chapter you should be able to:

I

-

direct or

EY POINTS OF THIS CHAPTER
0rganizations use different communications instruments, both direct and
mediated, depending on the target audience - internal, prescribers, general
public; and the resources available - financial, human resources, etc.
Advertising has long been used by administrations. Careful coordination of
the actors involved, due consideration of budgetary matters, and proper
integration of the various media are essential.
Media relations are essential for organizations aiming at reaching a large
and diverse audience. They can be developed using various tools including
press releases, press conferences, and press briefings.
E-government initiatives need to be well planned and coordinated to achieve
their full potential. Considerations specific to public-sector organizations
mean internet-based communications can only supplement, not replace,
other communications instruments.

i
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EY TERMS
Classical advedising

- the traditional tool of communications using one or more
media such as radio, print, television, or the internet to convey a message. This
approach allows direct targeting of the general public or a subgroup of citizens.
Media relations - the goal of media relations is to ensure that the media relay
information on behalf of an organization. This involves targeting the media as
lcey interlocutors.

E-government - the use of information technology by governments to enhance
the quality and accessibility of their services. E-government splits into several
categories, chiefly e-administration and e-democracy.

INTRODUCTION
Communications activities involve the use of various instruments. As in marketing,

the instruments used are well known. However, their choice, the way they are
combined, the timing and the intensity of their use, as well as the degrec of professionalism employcd, differ from one organization to another.
Because such a wide range of instrumcnts is available, we begin this chapter by

presenting an overview before exploring a smaller number of instruments in greater
detail: classical advertising, media relations, and internet communications.

AN OVERVIEW OF PUBLIC.COMMUNICATIONS
INSTRUMENTS
A number of ways of classifying communications instruments have been proposed, using
a variety of criteria (Zikmund and D'Amico, 1993; Rossiter and Percy, 1987; Hartley
and Pickton,

1

999; Pickton and Broderick, 2005; Bruhn, 2009). The most widely used

criterion is the distinction between direct, or personal, communications instruments
and indirect, or mediated, instruments those requiring a medium.
Direct communications instruments are those where inlormation is transmitted
directly through personal contact such as bilateral or group discussions, lectures,
seminars, presentations, etc. This may be accomplished with or without the use of a
medium

-

paper document, electronic medium, etc.

Indirect communications, on the other hand, use a medium to convey information -newspapers, press releases, websites, etc.; hence the descriptor is 'mediated'.
In this case there is no dire ct personal contact between the emitter of the message and
the receivcr.
The second criterion classification is targct audicncc(s). In public communications,
three target groups are differentiated. These arc: members of the organization -

r87
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internal communications; deciders and prescribers - persons and organizations having
a direct impact on the public policy at issue; and, lastly, the general public.
Other criteria have also been proposed in the literature. For example, a distinction
can be made between individualized and mass communications. Individualized
communication occurs where the content and even the form is adapted to each
recipient. Mass communications happens when a single message per medium is
addressed globally to all recipients.
A lurther distinction can be made between unilateral and bilateral or multilateral
communications. With unilateral communication, thcre is no possibility of observing

a direct reaction from the receivers, Conversely, with bilateral or multilateral
communications the issuer can, through the questions or reactions of those Present,
respond to and interact with the rccipients of the message(s).
Table 9.1 combines two main criteria (direct/personal communications and indirect
or mediated communication) to classify the main communications instruments relevant

to the public sector.
Personal communications addressed to members of the organization essentially
consist of individual or group interviews, work sessions, and conferences. These
classical tools allow every organization to convey accurate, detailed, interactive
information.
Under t}re pressure of time , managers frequently fail to construct messages properly;
to coordinate the timing of messages intended for staff and external messages. Ideally,
messages to staff should be released earlier and essential information should be repeated.
Sometimes, when particular items of information are highly complex and difHcult

to communicate, seminars conducted by people from outside and/or inside the
institution can be organized. This may bc carriecl out when a major change in the
organization is envisaged. For example, this can occur when the status of the
organization is moclified in such a way that an administrative body is translormed into

more independent agency.
Communications for staff is completed by other instruments based on written or
electronic media. Chief among these are letters and e-mails, memos, in-house journals,
noticeboards, and the intranet. Added to these instruments may be documents intended
for new members of staff. A brochure on the organization, summary of current rules,
a

and the like would be good examples.
Communications aimed at deciders and the organization's imPortant partners are
one of the distinctive features of the public sector. The taking and implementation of
decisions in the public sector are governed by rules that are very different from those
ofthe private sector. These includc the length ofthe decision-making Process; the need

to achieve consensus; legal procedures; the number and diversity ofpartners; tradeoffs between policy rationale and economic rationale, etc.
As a result, public organizations must identify Partners who are imPortant for their
actions and cnsure that many of their communications activities are targeted' For
example, a department in charge of regional policy on lorests must take regional lactors
into consideration. In mountainous areas, forests serve a protective function and a high
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The main public communications instruments

Direct, personal
communications

Staff or members of
the organization

Speeches,

oral

messages

Indirect or mediated
communications
Letters and e-mails

Personal interviews

Memos

Worl< sessions

Bulletin boards
In-house journal

Training seminars

I

ntranet

Documents about the
organization
Dec iders/presuibers
and important partners

Personal interview

Letters and e-mails

Testimony before a
commission

Presentation kit

Personal relations

Annual report, historical
worl<s

lnformation letter and
technical notes
General public

Trade fairs and shows

Advertisements

Events (open days,

Information letters,
corporate journals, historical
works

anniversaries, etc,)

Sponsoring
Media relations (press
release, conference, press

briefings, interviews,
participation in debates)
Internet communications
Documents on the

organization, multimedia
presentations
Promotions
Social networks

forest density will contribute to fulfilling this purpose, whereas in drier, flre-prone
regions, scrub growth must be cleared to prevent the spread of fires and protcct
dwellings.
This department will thus have to work closely with owners of

lorests both private

owners and local communitics

- and municipalitics in order to raise the awareness of
political deciders so resources are assigned to these tasks.
For this purpose, regular discussions, presentations, and sessions to inform part,
important, as is maintaining personal contacts in lormal and inlormal scttings.

ners are
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For instance, in the case of a difficult or complex situation, relationships of trust witl-r
main partners can facilitate the implementation of a policy.
However, personal contacts take up a good deal of time as well as many resources.
Subsequently, indirect instruments are widely used because they allow large quantities
of more technical information to be provided in a permanent, structured manner. In
addition to thc instruments mentioned earlier, newsletters in paper or electronic form
can be highly useful. Over time, they provide effective back-up, provided they bring

true added value inlormation and are published regularly.
The general public comes last. Over the years, activities and tasks handed over to
the public sector have grown considcrably. This comes along with greater demands
from all citizens as well as escalating accountability requirements. Today public-sector
organizations are devoting ever-increasing amounts of resources to communications
activities aimed at the entire population.
Because ofthe numbers ofpeople targeted in these activities and their cost, iudirect
communications instrumcnts using external mcdia are greatly preferred. Among these,
media relations, advertisements, and the internet constitute the virtually indispensable
foundations of public communications.
Yet, particularly because the media are free to choose what topics they wish to cover
and how, and because these instruments do not allow direct contact with the target
audience, there has been a revival of interest in personal communications instruments.
Among thcse , participation in trade fairs, shows, and the holding of open days are widely
usecl by public-sector organizations (see Box 9.1).

..J BOx 9.]. OPEN DAY FOR JUSTICE
As part of the European Day of Civil Justice in 2015, the Superior Council of
Magistracy of Romania invited citizens, representatives of the media and
organized groups of students and school children at the venue of the courts and
the Superior Council of Magistracy. The main objective of the day is to help the
public realize Justice is a service available to citizens for settling disputes and
asserting their rights. Activities included:

I
I
I

with the stakeholders
Meetings and presentations for students, justice auditors, and clerl<s
Launching of a practical guide to help citizen understand the judicial system
Round tables

CLASSICAL ADVERTISING
Advertising is a non-personal form of communication using media generally designed
lor conveying news in order to disseminate messages declared to be advertisements.
The use of these media requires payment and the advertiser retains control over the
content disseminated.
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Advertising in the modern sense of the term appeared in 1836 when Émile de
Girardin first insertcd into his newspapcr commercial announcements in order to bring
down the price and expand his readership (Thérenty and Vaillant, 2001). Billboards
in the early twentieth century, followed by radio, cinema, and television, subsequcntly
generalized the use of information mcdia for convcying advertising.
More recently, advertising has strongly marked the development of new electronic
media such as the internet. Today, virtually all media derive a substantial portion of

their income from advertising.
Until quite recently, governments limited their

use of advertising for both budgctary
and political reasons. Previously, advertising was considered to be manipulative. But
in rccent decades, advertising has been increasingly used by governments; particularly

for prevention and awareness activities (see Box 9.2). Additionally, it is used for diverse
purposes such as informing citizens of their rights and duties, promoting certain
behaviours like encrgy saving, integration of immigrants, the pr.omotion of government
services, or reputation development (see examples in Box 9.3).
There are several lacts to be aware of before conducting a classical advertising
campaign. First, advertising involves a number of actors whose interactions should be

controlled. These would include, at the very least, a communications agency tasked

with designing the campaign and producing advertisements

]

i

BOX

ads,

film clips, posters,

9.2 GOVERNMENT ADVERTISING IN SINGAPORE

The government of Singapore is the country/s biggest advertiser and develops
communications campaigns with a strong advertising component for subjects as
diverse as:

I
I
I
I
I

speaking more Mandarin
speaking better English (http://www.goodenglish.org.sgi)
being more polite

not gambling
being punctual.

0ne of the communications campaigns of the

M inistry of Community Development,
Youth and Sports was at boosting the rates of marriage and birth in the country.
This follows the finding that many young women and men aged between 20 and

35 are not looking for lasting relationships in a highly competitive professional

world. This initiative, which began with a series of television commercials/
followed other recent campaigns, 'Romancing Singapore, celebrated love while
'Superbly Imperfect' presented and reinforced the message that searching for an
absolutely perfect partner is illusory.
Source: Singapore Ministry of Community Development, Youth and Sport (n.d.).
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BOX 9.3

COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGNS IN CANADA

Canada spent CAD6B.7 million to
inform the public, through advertising, of key programs, services, and health and
safety issues. A variety of traditional, digital and social media channels were used
to reach out to newcomers, veterans, business owners/ parents, youth, students,

'ln fiscal year 2014-15, the Government of

worl<ers, and the general public.
'Many of the campaigns were a continuation of ongoing government priorities
to celebrate Canada's men and women in uniform - past and present; to recruit

new generations for,careers in the Canadian Forces and the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police;toencouragetaxpayerstotakeadvantageoftaxreliefmeasures;
to increase awareness of various job training and sl<ills development programs/'

to promote services to newcomers; and to foster healthy, safe behaviours.'
Source: Public Works and Service Canada (n.d.).

banners, etc. Additionally, thc communications agency would select the advertising
media used to disseminate the mcssage - newspaPers, television, radio, websites, etc.
Depending on the size of the budget and t}e complexity of the campaign, other
actors will also intervcne. They could include a media agency, specialized agencies,
communications consultants, and so on. Coordinating all these actors, as callcd lor by
the objectives of integrated communications, is imperative.
A second important elemeut is thc cost of campaigns. In 2014-15, the Australian
lederal government spent somc AUD 107.1 million through its central Advertising

System. For 2013, the American government sPent some USD 892.5 million
(Australian Government, 2015; Kosar, 2014). Unless advertisements are limited to a
small number of regional media with a very restrictcd number of broadcasts, classical
advertising campaigns can often cost several million euros or dollars.
For example , in 2016 a full-page ad in Le Monde cost €104,000, and in IÀe Mw
York Times USD 157,000. This means campaigns must be managed professionally in
order to achieve their objectives. Unfortunately, all too often there is insufficient
prcparation such as overly general bricÊng, as well as failure to take into account
previous campaigns and their results. Another major pitfall is faiiure to coordinate the
dissemination of information on the various media. Failing to do this leads to
disappointing results. In addition, since largc sums of money are at issue, public
organizations must comply r,r'ith the rules for the awarding of public contracts'
There are complex choices to bc made regarding media exposure. The number of
possibilities for placing an advertisement, a commercial or a poster is extremely high,
and all media actively scek to acquire business. At the same time, uot all media can
reach certain target groups or attain certain specific communications objectives.
Table 9.2 compares the main advertising media in terms of criteria such as
availability, ability to reach specific târget grouPs, and cost. Because the media context

..
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riteria

for

Editorial and

Environmental
conditions
breaks

Separate
commercial

Cinema

ish

oderate

Commercial
period before
the film

H

M

Limited

Limited

limited

Separate
commercial
breaks

Low

Low to
moderate

Very

Often limited
by law

Radio

ly

advertising

P ure

Low

Low

Not possible

area

Limited surface

Billboards

for large

Web and
advertising content
mixed

Low to
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varies greatly from one country to another, the importance of individual media for
placing advertising can vary considerably.
For example, the costs of advertising on classical media for 2015 totalled close to
€24 billion in Germany. In Germany, spending on television advertising rePresents
47 per cent of total advertising expenditure or 53 per cent of advertisement spending
on traditional media (Goldbach, 2016), compared to France where TV advertisement
made up 27 of the total media ad spcnding in 2014.In addition, with the continuing
development of the internet and mobile me dia, the distribution ol advertising budge ts
among various media is bound to continuc changing in the coming years.
Online advertising revenue in the US reached a record of $59.6 billion in 2015, a

20 per cent increase compared to 2014. 64 per ccnt of that revenue is claimed by
Google (g30 billion) and Facebook ($8 billion) (Bloomberg Tcchnology, 2016). The
PWC Global Entertainment and Media Outlook predicts that e-advertising would rise
to 993.5 billion by 2020, thus overtaking TV, which is expected to be at $81.7 billion
in 2020 (PriceWatcrhouseCoopers 201 5).
Generally, a combination of media is chosen, with one main medium and one or
two complementary media. For example, dcpending on the advertising objectives,
television can be chosen to convey a basic message. But, such an investment can
rcpresent up to 60-70 per cent of the budget. Billboards and internet could be the
complementary media acting as simple reminders and repetitions of the message in
the following weeks. This would account for about 10-15 per cent of the budget for
each medium.

MEDIA RELATIONS
Advertising uses the media by purchasing a portion oftheir space in order to place an
aclvertisement or a commercial. Therefore, the purpose of media relations is to inform
the media so they will convey all or a portion of a message as part of their normal
business.

Economically, politically, and socially, the media play a crucial role in our societies.
Naturally they carry considerable economic weight and competition among them is
increasingly intense. They constitute what de Tocqueville as early as 1835 called the
'fourth estate' (de Tocqueville, 1992 118351) in our democracies, alongside the
legislative, executive, and judiciary powers. This refers to their capacity to exert control
over political and public activities and influence opinion by virtue ofthe fact that they
arc the public's main source of information. The vast majority of the information at
our disposal has been conveyed by the media and does not come from dircct contact
with the persons or organizations concernetl.
With the liberalization of the media and the partial or complete privatization of radio
and television, in most countries the media are completely autonomous of public
institutions, and work independently. Consequently, it is important to know the rules
governing media relations before making use of the main tools available - Press
releases, press conferences, and press briefings.

.'..:
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Rules for communication with the media
The media are businesscs, mostly private, whose goal is to provide information and
entertainment services to broad audiences. The cost of media production and
broadcasting are so high that they must address a wide audience to be profitablc or to
fulÊl the public-service mission assigned to thcm.
One of the first elements to take into consideration is that the media have their own
business model - objectivcs, priorities, specific target groups, etc. They also have their

own method of producing news and technical considerations which place large

constraints on the treatmcnt of inlormation.
In the written mcdia, journalists will be given a maximum number of lines in which
to cover the chosen article . On television, it is rare lor stories on TV news broadcasts
to exceed two or three minutes. On radio, inlormation bulletins during thc day are

no longer than a few minutes. These constraints therefore lorce journalists to select
limited number of subjects and to focus on the essential points of each.

a

With globalizatior.r, the number and diversity of the media have grown to incorporate
nelv information technologies that were quite inconsequential a little over a decade
ago. These newer options have made it possible to communicate in real time from any
point on the globe. As a result, media competition has intensely increased and finding
exclusive information enabling organizations to set themselves apart from the competition has become increasingly difficult.
At the same time, the number of organizations striving to communicate through
the media is also growing constantly. Today, most organizations - whether private,
public or nonprofit - are seeking to gain media visibility to raise their profile and
improve their reputation. As an example, Associated Press (AP), the largest and oldest
international press agency, supplies news information to its customers. These consumers
are, of course, the media that use tJre gathered information for publishing or broadcasting. In addition, AP produces dispatches in several languages, producing more than
2,000 stories a day (2014).

It is therefore hardly surprising that a very large number of press releases and press
conlerences organized by governments are not relayed by the media. It is simply
impossible for thc news service to deal with the entire glut of information made available
to them every day.
Similarly, they must satisfy readers, listeners, viewers or internet users who are
ever more demanding and have a wide choice of ncws outlets. Therefore, the media
look for new subjects, exclusive information, different angles, and sometimes 'juicy'
inlormation about people or organizations for their lront pages. The adage 'nobody
writes about trains that run on time' is very relevant here. This explains why many
people attempting to communicate on certain topics are disappointed to find they are
ignored by the media.
These general characteristics mean it is essential to be awarc of a few principles
or rules governing media relations. First, the independence of the media has to be
accepted. The media are free to choose what information they cover and how. This
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independence is necessary both lrom a political and democratic viewpoint as 'vvell as
from an economic viewpoint. Media too directly tied to a Sovernment may struggle

to survive in the long run.
It is also necessary to know and anticipate the necds of the media. Each medium
own rhythm and its own structure. Peak times for audiovisual media are midday
and evening, while newspapers arc gencrally distributed in the morning. Therelore
the time when a news item is released will dictate that certain media will cover it in
depth while others will lose interest or will publish it as just a brief item because it

has its

has already been covered elsewhere.

In addition, the media frequently need complemcntary elements such as pictures,
video footage, eyewitness accounts, interviews, and so on. This is because raw news
is insufficient to guârantee editorial coverage . The availability of such complementary

elements olten dctcrmines whether or not the message is followed up, or obtains
sulficient visibility in relation to other competing topics.
Organizations seeking to have a message conveyed by the mcdia must be rcady to
face controversy and unpleasantness. Critical questions and scrutiny are to be expected.
This kind of interaction may prove trying, but to reject it will almost certainly
cncourage the media to focus on problem areas

-

or to lose interest in the subject

completely.
Information must be active and clear. In the world of politics and in the public sector,
it is very difficult to keep information confidential. Demands for accountability, the
interest of the public and the media in public affairs, political machinations and
influence mean much information, when not released officially, comes to the notice
of the media via leaks.
As a result it is vcry olten wise to arrange for proactive disclosure of information,
since failing to do so lays one open to criticism for attempting to hide information or
events. In addition, the information must be clearly understandable to non-specialists.
Technical data and jargon risk causing thc media to deal with the subjcct in a highly
limited fashion at best. At worst, it may present misleading or enormously incomplete

inlormation.
It is vital to maintain regular direct contacts with the media. Managers of public
organizations may sometimes view media relations with great reluctance, consenting
to make contact only when necessary. But, without necessarily developing relationships
of involvement, regular meetings with media representatives in informal settings can
allow them to acquire basic knowledge ofthe organization and its activities. Covering
a complex subject will be much easier if the basic elements are known and if some
grounding in the subject has been given,
Lastly, keeping some distance from inforrnation conveyed by the media may be a
wise course of action. Information is often transient, and most people who hear or
read it have usually lorgotten about it within a few days. As a result, it is better to
avoid arguing detailed points ofeditorial coverage, and to concentrate instead on the
heart of the message.
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Public communications through the media, although difficult given the above nonexhaustive list of rules, is indispensable for reasons of spced, cost and thc fulfilmcnt

of governments' basic mission. Speed of dispersing informatior.r is essential and the
media can process possibly complex information almost instantaneously. Both the
internet and the radio can broadcast an important news item in just moments.
cost is another prime consideration because frequently it would be impossible to
communicate general inlormation to the entire population using government media.
Rcspect for thc basic mission is lundamental because only thc media are able to reach
a very broad segment of the population in all regions. Thereby the media keeps
citizens informed of pubLic and legal affairs while fuelling democratic debate.

Tools for media relations
We have scen that informal contacts are an integral part of media relations. But four
main tools are used in more formal, systematic relations: press releases, press
conferences, reports, and brieÊngs.
Press rcleases are a very widely used tool in public communications because they
enable the quick relcase of summary information on a specific subject. The topic might
be an official appointment, a decision ol an authority, a particular event, etc. Thcse
announcements usually consist of a short, easily accessible text sent to all the media
organizations concerned. Based on the press release, the media can then relay the

:

BOX 9.4

RULES FOR THE DRAFTING OF A PRESS
RELEASE

I

The headline is the main teaser, designed to convince reporters to read the
release and write a story.

I

The lead of a release is similar to a newspaper lead; most releases should
use a summary lead, condensing the most important information.
Restrict the length to about 200 words.
Refer to additional information through links in the releases.
Provide first names, Iast names, and titles.
Avoid abbreviations or acronyms that may be unfamiliar to some readers.
Contact information should include a phone number and email address.
Include a release date and dateline and, if necessary/ embargo details
(information not to be divulged until a particular time).
Have the press release read by a third party to check for errors and to mal<e
sure the message is understandable.
Answer the five Ws and one H (who, whaf where, when, why and how).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Source: RLittimann (2006) and Fitch (2012)
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information without special coverage and without going into the topic in greater depth.
Hence, there is no need to search for further information or question other actors
concerned. Box 9.4 sets out some rules to follow in drafting a Press release.
Press conferences are events to whichjournalists are invited. They generally consist
of a presentation and an opportunity for journalists to ask questions. They arc useful
lor releasing news on an important subject or where the information requires
explanations difficult to put across in a press release. This might include disclosure of
a highly sensitive subject; a message with strong political impact, or complex data
needing to be interpreted.
Because many press releases are not taken up by the media, an alternative trend
is being observed. Organizations are increasing the numbcr of press conferences in a

bid to guarantee a degree of visibility for the event or the news. An abundance
of press conlerences attracting only sParse attendances is tending to dampen media
interest. Box 9.5 provides an overview of some important rules for organizing press
conferences.

i::! B0X e.5 RULES F0R 0RGANIZING A PRESS

CONFERENCE

I

I

Time and placej the timing of a press conference must take into account the
availability of the media as well as the publishing or broadcasting rhythm.
A press conference given at the end of the day will often not give the media

time to explore the subject. Professional press conferences require an orderly
setting and backdrop in place. The conference venlle can also tal<e on a
symbolic importance that should not be neglected,
Invitation: except for emergency conferences/ invitations should be sent two

to three days in advance to allow the media to organize themselves and be
represented. The media may be very eager to cover the words and deeds of
the main actors in the government, but the same does not apply for events

I

and information concerning the civil service and its implementation of public
policy. Ideally, media representatives will sign in and provide contact details.
Press kit: this must contain the documents to be presented at the press

I

conference (text of speeches/ images, etc.). Sound or video recording should
be produced for reference and might be published on the website.
Duration: the presentation should' not exceed 30 minutes. While the
opportunity for questions and answers is provided, the conference should drag

I

out unnecessarily.
Availability: those giving the conference should allow time after the press
conference to respond to specific requests from each media organization
represented. Allow time afterwards, if necessary, for separate interviews,
Source: Rlittimann (2006)/ Brown, Gaudin, and Moran (2013)'
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The idea behind organizing a special feature report lies in the fact that some subjects
need to be illustrated to be understandable and interesting. However, some of thcse
may be insufficiently topical to be covered by the media in an ordinary way.

For instance, the function of a leature report could be to explain the issues
involved in various public policies such as environmental protection. As well, feature
rePorts could give peoplc insight into the difficulties of various public-service vocations such as police officers, firefighters or teachers working in difficult areas.
Unfortunately, these subjects are not - barring a particular event of great interest

-

to the news media.

One can therefore invite one or a small number of newspapcrs or television channels
to create a leature report. This gives them a degree of exclusiveness that may lead them
to cover the subject from a different angle. The organization must therefore arouse
the interest of an editor or a journalist, provide documentation to help prepare the

report, and finally ensure the people who need to be consultecl during the report's
creation are readily available.
Last are press bricfrngs. Press briefings are useful in major projects, when the
implementation of a public policy is long and complex, or when the government or

with varied, sensitive files. They provide an opportunity, without
expecting the media to relay any information. They report on tJre progress of a project
or a case; to furnish off-the-record explanations; to speak criticaliy about the way certain
an organization deals

subjects have been covered, and so on.

Briefing meetings with journalists * by invitation, or sometimes around a dining
table - must be infrequent. However, they must make it possible, as tleir name
suggests, to briefjournalists about a situation and thereby facilitate media relations at
the time of subsequent official communications.

INTERNET

COM

MUNICATIONS

Definitions, adyantagest and limitations
The internet has revolutionized not only the way people communicate but also the
interaction between individuals as well as between political and public institutions and
citizcns. E-government addresses 'the use of information and technology to support

and improve policies and government operations, engage citizens and provide
comprehensive and timely government serviccs' (Scholl, 2008).
Online administration can reduce costs and facilitate transactions between
governments and citizens. It also contributes to making the public sector more open
and transparent. A number of flelds of application fall under the overall concept of
e-government (see Figure 9.1), and particularly take note of:

I

E-administration: tovers the deployment

of modern ICT in the public

sector

administration in order to make the performance and management of business
operations more efficient and effective' (E-Government Glossary).
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E-democracy describes the techrrical and organisational

of political and democratic

processes

modernization and suPport

with innovative information and

communication technology (lCT). E-democracy cvolrres around three main pillars:

e-public (internet facilitated exchange of politically relevant information); eparticipation (online engagement around public issues through government
institutions or NGOs) and finally e-voting (Lindner et al., 2016).
E-government provides the opportunity
processes through the use

ofnew technology.

to simplily and improve

governance

Besides service delivery, e-government

efforts tie in with public sectors' strive for increased transparency insofar as large
quantities of information can be made available online (open data), ready to be usecl
by citizens, NGOs and private sector entities. Finally, e-government facilitates the goal
of increased citiz.en particiPation in governance Processes through the provisions of

online platlorms.
With regard to e-democracy, digital technology allows to cast and count votes
electronically, as well as opening new channels for information exchange Prior to
elections. But above all, it can supply information enabling political actors - citizens,
political parties, interest groups, etc. - to exchange views and take part in debates.
The advantages of the internet as an information meclium and new technologies are
many. First of all, it must be said that means of digital communication are a factor that
contributed to changing the relationship between the government and
citizens (OECD, 2014), towards more collaborative and participatory interactions.
Concretely, governments tailor communication around specific groups of citizens, while
in turn citizens can directly communicate concerns and thus actively shape partnerships

has appreciably

with the government.
In accordance with the principles of New Public Management, without calling into
question the criteria ofequality and equity, the internet facilitates the individualization
of the relations between all actors. Another advantage lies in the multimedia possibilities
offered by the internet: text, sound, images, and video can be combined to create a
dynamic and compelling message.
A successful adaptation of governments to the digital environment and integration
of communication technologics can help to foster citizen information, participation,
and service delivery. Government can provide information immediately and continuously; benefrciaries can access up-to-date information at a time of their convenience
and select information based on their own nceds. Further, participation is facilitated
by opening new chânnels of communication and creating means for a bilateral
relationship. Finally, service delivery - e.g. change of address notifications, online
completion and filing oftax return - can be conducted regardless ofbusiness hours.
For instance, Georgian citizens living abroad can apply for a new passport online,
confirming his/her identity through a veriflcation call on Skype. Such services can help

to reduce the distance between government and citizens.
Besides improved communication, the use of digital toois also Promises

speed

to enhance

of service delivery and communication while reducing the costs. After all,
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Communications

E-administration

E-democracy

Figure 9,7 E-government and communications

automating processes, reducing hours at sen'ice countcrs, employing lewer olfice
personnel, an<i so on have to bc appreciablc moncy savcrs; or are they? 'Ihe UK

'Digital by Dclault strategy'cstimated in 2013 that online transactions can be 20
times cheaper than those done by phone, 30 timcs cheaper than through thc post
and 50 times cheapcr than face-to-face service delivcry (Govemmcnt uK, 2013). It
is indecd true, savings are possible in some areas. Howevcr, the dcsign and
management of websites, together with the harclware and skills necessâry to devclop
keep systems operational, are primarily a cost factor and consume many

il:*:ï:.*,
Eflective savings are further limitcd by the fact that government agcncies cannot

turn their backs on classical methods of communicating or scrvice dclivery (service
counters, telcphone information, lettcrs, etc.). As part olits function ofcreating and
maintaining social bonds with peoplc, the governmcnt cannot reducc its presence to
electronic exchanges. Government must ensure it maintains a visible 'physical' presence
with the general public. In addition to that, govcrnmcnts arc obliged to guarantee access
to serviccs and inlormation to cverybody. This includes people having no internet
access, those lacking the necessary skills to use thc internet, as well as people with
disabilities. Thc danger of turning the 'digital divide' into an adminisrrative divide
caused by limited access to government portals must above all, be guarded against.
Conversely, a private business is cntirely fi'cc to impose constraints on its customers
such as online ordering only.
Lastly, the internet must be considercd not as a mcdium to rcplacc all other media
but as an additional medium that facilitates the transrnission of inlormation ancl the

distribution of serviccs.

E-GOVERNMENT SUCCESS FACTORS
Although certain general principles lor using the intcrnet are valid for both private and
public organizations, particular lcaturcs olthe public sector mean specific success factors
must be taken into account (OECD, 2014).
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First, it is widely recommended that a common portal be set up for all government
services. This is what the United Kingdom has done with gov.uk, France with
www.service-public.fr and the United States with usa.gov. Because of the cliversity of
public-service organizations and missions, the temptation is strong to develop a website
for each. This would tJrereby allocate the services or departments concerned with better
visibility and, sometimes, better individualization of relations with benefrciaries,
Still, three aspects need to be borne in mind when creating citizen-oriented web
services: First, starting from the beneficiaries' point of view, it must be assumed they

do not have detailed knowledge of administrative structures. A further assumption
might be they will not immediately be able to locate the organization or website where
the information or service they are seeking is to be found. A common portal will assist
most beneficiaries in their search for relevant wcb pages. Thus, the architecture and
navigation model must be common to all departments and all online content. It is
important that users can be directed to the desirecl department without difficulty or
uncertainty. In every case, it is recommended not to give portals a structure reflecting
administrative structures. Instead, it should be one that mirrors user grouPs or services
provided (taxes, schools, identity documents etc.) and thus provide a customeroriented approach. This is the approach taken by the Australian and the Canadian
governments' websites. They identify the various types ofusers and then guides them
according to their speciÊc situations and needs.
Second, a number of parallel sites generally mean dilferent designs, constructions
and approaches. Legitimate public action requires clear identification of the issuing

body, but this is not always the case with websites. On the internet, one is in a virtual
bubble so there is always reason to be unsure about the issuer. Is it a public organization
or a private organization to which Powers have been delegated? Or, is it a comPletely
private organization having no connection with the public sector whatsoever?
The financial aspect is by no means least important' A multiplicity of sites
increases the need for consistency and coordination often leading to higher development and management costs. After all, the benefits of the internet only become reality
if the management of the various platforms and their content is continuous and
professional.

For all these reasons, a common Portal for the government as a whole

is

recommencled. However, deviations from this policy can be allowetl as long as thcrc
are clear rules that are strictly applied. This is particularly so for major projects or for
government departments that have been made autonomous and whose activities go
beyond the classical relations of a government department. Such an agency could offer
both public services and business services.
A success factor to be kept in mind is the need to identify the portal strongly and
clearly as well as to promote it actively. Changing people's usage or consumption habits

is diffrcult, and the mere existence of a portal will not suffice to modify them. If a
government really wishes to benefit from the advantages of the internet, and to pass
these benefits on to citizens, it must encourage the use of the portal through active
promotion. For example, the Canadian government did set up an across-medium

,,1,
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to promote its website Canada.ca. The EU launched a 12-week online
consultation in 2015 regarding thcir forthcoming E-government Action Plan, identifying
citizens' and businesses' needs and expectations from EU digital public services.
campaign

Governments must make sure they protect the confidentiality of citizens' private
data; meaning they cannot be intercepted or seen by unauthorized third parties.
Improper use of such data can not only have consequences for the people involved but
can also lead to considerable loss of credibility for the organization in the performance
ofits tasks (Carey, 2015).

Website design
Many books and articles (see for instance Leavitt and Sneiderman (2003); Barnum (201 1)

or Krug (201+))

discuss principles and rules to follow in designing a website. Some
specifically discuss the design of government or public institution websites or web
solutions (Downey et a|.,2071; Gil-Garcia, 2012;Yannacopoulos, 2014; Manoharan,
2015). Granted, some rules are valid for all communications tools, for example thosc
calLing for clear identification of user needs. However, others are specifrc to this new
tool. An example is the 'three click' rule according to which a webpage or an item of
inlormation sought should not require more than three mouse clicks to display.
Otherwise users may either lose patience or get sidetracked by other content.
Box 9.6 sets out important, specifically communications-related elements to bear
in mind when creating a website. Although all the rules are important, updating

it is better to progressively develop a
relatively simple but always kept up to date rather than a site offering every possibility
and all information. Such websites can quickly become obsolete because it is not kept
current. The rate of updating depends on the organization operating tJre site and the
supplier of content.
Although the rules set out in Box 9.6 are valid for any website, public organizations
need to take various elements into account in setting the content of webpages:
Qyantity of itlfotnation put online, Two extreme trends can be observed. At one end
of the spectrum, some organizat.ions are very parsimonious, placing a minimum of
information online. Such organizations have to deal with many telephone or e-mail
queries from people seeking information. At the other end, some organizations use
websites to put a maximum amount of information online, posting everything imaginable-reports, opinions, files, etc. By using copious amounts of information, there is
the danger of 'drowning' information important to citizens. Sometimes, information
overload is deliberate, intended to discourage the public lrom searching for data they
might need. 'lnfobesity' is a recently coined word sometimes used to describe websites
with overabundant information.
information and links is vital. As a result,

HomoBenization oJ rules

for puttin7 inJormation

online. The public scctor is not

homogeneous in the nature of tasks pcrformed or to the type of organization performing
these tasks. Therefore, the degree of autonomy allowed

to each administrative entity,
in the design and content of its own webpages, should be determined.
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ENTS

IMPORTANT ELEMENTS IN WEBSITE
CREATION

Content-related aspectsr

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Define the objectives of the website.

Provide useful content based on users' needs.
Tal<e into account the various possible users
computer, types of connection, etc.

-

user categories, types of

Update content very regularly.
Ensure the site is properly referenced.

Monitor and track usage - how many visitors, what pages, when, from what
site, from what page users leave the site, etc.
Ensure that practical information - addresses, business hours, telephone
number, etc. - are easily and quickly accessible.

Formal and technical aspects:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Ensure

that a clear domain name is

used.

Coordinate graphic elements, harmonizing them with all communications
tools - integrated communications.
Devise a navigation system to suit users'needs and skills.
Pay attention to ergonomics.
0rganize information in a clear and logical manner.
Facilitate quick reading with short titles, sentences, and paragraphs/ etc.
Minimize the number of clicks necessary to reach information.
Establish linl<s between subject and information.
Use a Responsive Design Format ensuring adaptability of the site to various
devices.

Financial and organizational aspects:

I
I

Determine content and structure before design.
Determine rules for making decisions and competences

in adapting

and

updating content.

I
I

0rganize resources such as trained staff for development and especially for
updating of the site.
Determine the budget.
Sources: Leavitt and Sneiderman
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Coordination oJthe internet tool with otheï communications tools,

While this aspcct is not
limited to public organizations, it takes on a particular character in this sector. In order
to achieve equality of treatment, people who cannot access or rvill have difficulties
accessing information via the internet must not be given second-class treatment.
This makes it very important to consider the complementarity aspects shared by
the various communications tools, and it must be done in a systematic manner. To
save costs, some private organizations do not show a telephone numbcr or address on
their websitcs. Thereby users are forced to navigate through the site, searching for the
information they need.

In principle, a public organization cannot proceed in this manner. It must allow
if some may be limited - such as rcduced opening hours
for departments whose services are easy to access online.
scvcral access points, even

E-democracy
E-democracy is a complement of e-governmcnt and refers to the use of ICT by
institutions for the purpose of conducting thcir relations with citizens in the exercise
ofthcir democratic rights. Therc are three types ofuse:

I

Engagement and distribution oJ inJotmation (e-participation):

in order to facilitate

citizens' participation in political debates and decisions, information must be
readily available. This could be information on civic rights, budgets, accounts,
minutes of meetings, expert opinions, and so on. Besides facilitating engagement, availability of information also strcngthens their citizen's confidence in
institutions.

I

l4oderction oJ the political debate and participation in interactive exchanges (e-public):
calls for ideas, surveys, forums, chat rooms, etc. Such exchanges are marked by

low degree of formality and tend to be comprehensive in scope.
Exercising voting rights over the internet (e-voting): This is a form of electronic voting
that has been tricd in recent years. It provides easy access to voting for certain
groups; for example citizens living abroad. As well, it stimulates participation in
elections for other groups such as young people. E-r'oting is arguably a form of
participation, but had received separate attention due to specific procedures and
a

I

rationales.

Although the general rules for the design and maintenance of e-democracy webpages
and platforms are the same as for other pages on government sites, they must strive
to adopt an e\ren more unambiguous, and objective stance. There can be no informational bias, partisan comments, favoured target groups, ctc.
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EXERCISE 9.I.
Analyse a press release in the light ofthe criteria presented in Box 9.4. Analyse your

organization's website taking into consideration the criteria presented in Box 9.6.
Compare the results obtained for both the press release and the website. Are the
evaluations similar or dissimilar?

DISCUSSION OUESTIONS

.

What should be the role of the internet in an organization's communications strategy?
Do you see major problems in centring your approach on this new medium?

2,

The harmonization of various communication instruments across an entire
government, is a challenge. Why do you believe it is so problematic to get

1

organizations onto a specific common approach? What does this say about the
dynamics between organizations?
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Chapter 10

Gommunication
control

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

/

By the end of this chapter you should be able to:

I
I
I

ê.

ldentify the various control mechanisms for communication.
Select the approach best suited to a specific communication campaign
Activate the evaluation of your communication initiatives.

EY POINTS

I
I
t

O

I

F THIS CHAPTER

Communication activities are rarely evaluated - due both to cost and the
difficulty in confronting failures as well as the desire to go forward. Result:

an inability to improve communication initiatives.
Evaluating communication in the public sector is especially difficult since
many bodies and initiatives present the same message and try to reach the
same policy objectives.
Three levels of evaluation can be made, measuring: output - the number of
contacts; outcome modification of knowledge; and impact changes in

-

-

behaviour,

/-

EY TERMS
Communication control - monitoring of an organization's communication
activities to gauge the validity of the concept as well as the outputs, outcomes,
and impacts.

continued
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f.

EY TERMS continued.,.

Effectiveness Analysis

-

the most common form of assessment of a com-

munication campaign. It helps ascertain whether the objectives have been attained
in terms of a specific target group to be reached.

Longitudinal Study

-

evaluating a communication campaign over time.

Benchmark Study - evaluating a communication campaign as compared to
similar endeavours by other organizations.

INTROD

U

CTIO N

Controlling communication activities and, above all, asscssing their effectiveness, are
tasks which are often neglected by both private and public bodies. Although these are

complex undertakings, they are vital for ensuring goals are attained and the measures
taken are re-assessed as necessary.
Along with a lack of desire to deal with these tasks and a reluctance to admit
mistakes, two factors make this a complicated issue. First, it is quite challenging to
isolate the effect of one communication measure with regard to other measures in the
same campaign. Secondly, in terms of communication, the effects on target groups do
not simply depcnd on activities made by an organization. It is also contingent upon all
the activities and events of a great many organizations.
Many non-profit organizations, for instance, raised huge sums through fund-raising
campaigns after 9/11 . The main reason wâs not that their campaigns were more
effectivc than those they had staged before. These campaigns were highly successful
because of the heightened climate of insecurity caused by the attack. Communication

control is even more complex in the public sector. Many organizations act on the same
public policies through their own measures. Moreover, their public nature means that
the way in which the organization can direct and control its communication - discussion
in public and in the media - is restricted. What is more, the details of thcse public

policies are often deliberately left vague to ensure the greatest possible support from
political decision-makers in voting on the appropriate laws.
A good illustration of this situation can be found in measures taken to Promote a
country's image. In the context of World Expos, like thc one held in Milan in 2015,
countries spend large sums of money to be present with their own pavilion. This is
accompanied by various promotional measures, as outlined in Figure 10.1.
A country's presence at a World Expo results from a political mandate assigned

to

an organization

in

charge

of preparing and carrying out the project. Such

organizations are usually regulated by the Foreign Ministry. The flagship measure is
the creation of a pavilion to host exhibitions, welcome visitors, and showcase various
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of the country. It is usually accompanied by support measures such as a website, information documents, press conferences, invitations to journalists to visit the
aspects

country, etc.
Analysing the impact of these measures must take into account how they are
receivecl by their target groups. Socioeconomic characteristics of the people concerned
include basic knowledge, level of education, and so on. Also to bc considered is the
situation in which tley find themselves when in contact with drese measures - economic
situation, political context, logistical and technical aspects, etc. Each onc will influence
their ability to understand the message. All these elements are moderating variables
that amplify or reduce the potential impact of the organization's message.
There are three distinct levels of impact:
1

. It is relatively

to determine the number of visitors, evaluate the frequency
or length of their visits and, after questioning them, learn how much they
appreciated their visit. Points queried will include thc pavilion's quality and
easy

appeal, what they learned, etc.

2.

3.

will be complex. lt
will involve filtering information to glean data directly relating to any revised
intentions regarding goods and services produced or companies located in the
Analysis of changes pertaining to how a country is perceived

country. However, this can only be achieved by keeping in mind all measures taken
by the other organizations involved in promoting the country.
These other organizations will include tourist offices, bodies in charge of
attracting companies, embassies, and so forth. Depencling on the messages
conveyed, and how well they are coordinated, these measures may strengthen or
undermine tle Pavilion's impact. It is, in any case, difficult to specif how a visitor's
opinion o[ a country might be altered by visiting a national pavilion.
The impact sought by political authorities within the framework of a given
mandate becomes even more difficult to assess, as one cannot ignore promotional
events and activities staged by other countries. This is because analysts must take
into account the increasing number of tourists, attracting more firms, helping
companies with export activities, etc.

After describing the types and conditions required to monitor communication
activities, the next section presents and explains the levels and basic variables to be
considered when studying the effectiveness of communication measures.

TYPES AND CONDITIONS OF CONTROL
The act

of

monitoring communication activities can take on four diffèrent,

complementary forms:

The Êrst is the'monitoring tJre concept', also known as'pre-test'control. As
outlined in Chapter 9, it is vital to verify the concept before conceiving and carrying
out communication measures. The following tasks can be identified:
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I

I

Assessing the concept's coherence: Particular attention must be paid to ensuring the
framework of conditions for communication activities is respcctcd, and that thc
decisions taken during the process fit in with one another. This would be in regartl
to budget and goals, or budget and choice ofmcans, etc.
Ascertaining that the concept can be put into effect: lt is important to make sure tire
required instruments arc available - such as the possibility of placing an advertisement in a newspaper or obtaining a stand at a fair. But most importantly,

coordinating technical and time,related aspects must bc at the forefront of
conducting the campaign. For example, it may be necessary to cancel, postpone,
or bring forward communication activities according to the timing of events.

I

Controlling the message: Checking that the message for the targct groups, goals, and
chosen support is fully undcrstood, achicved ideally by testing a representative
sample. But, for both reasons of timc and means, such studies are hardly possible.

Nonetheless,

it is recommended to carry out

such tests using whatcver samples

arc readily available.
These samples could include office colleagues, acquaintances or friends, who arc
consulted individually or witlrin the framework of a group discussion. Either approach
is likely to yield critical comment: Is thcrc enough time to read all the information?

Do we have enough basic knowledgc to undcrstand the mcssage? Does the principal
What effects does the message produce?
The second, and often most important type of monitoring is thc 'control of goalachievement', generally called 'effectivcness' control or 'post-test' control. This

message come across clearly?

involves verifying whether the goals u,ith regard to the deÊned target groups have been
attained. The following section is devoted to this type of control.

The two other types of monitoring

-

longitudinal (tracking) and comparative

(benchmark) studies are slightly less freqûent, but often useful, especially in the public
sector, and when it is difficult to isolate the specific elfect of indiviclnal measures.

Third, 'tracking'

to evaluate thc impact of a set of measures over time. One
can obviously measure how thc lame or reputation of an organization or country
cvolves.l However, more subtle measures are also worth considering, especially when
communication activities are carried out over time, on subjects for which extensive
studies are not possible (see Box I 0. 1 ) .
Fourth and last, is the 'benchmark' study aimed at measuring the effectiveness of
communication campaigns not in absolute terms, but relative to campaigns of other,
similar organizations. For instance, when it comes to prevention, one can compare the
budgets devoted to communication activities and the results obtained among target
groups in dillerent countries providing such information is available.
If a State agency sponsors a cycling team, for instance, it could compare how its
own imagc has evolved compared to that of the sponsors of other teams. As well, it
is used

could analyse the effectiveness ofthe sponsorship compared to the goals originally fixed.
Opportunitics to monitor communication activities depend upon various factors.

The first, and most obvious, is the budget available. Professional and systematic
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monitoring of these activities can be costly and absorb extensive time resources. It is
clear many public

-

and private

-

organizations struggle to devote the necessary means

to this.
A second condition is linked to the existence of goals and with their clarity. Goals
are often quite vague such as: 'improving the image olthe law', 'encouraging cyclists
to wcar helmets', and so on. Therefore, measuring the effects serves little purPose.
So, when the mandate is defined, the objectives with regard to precise target groups
must be sufficiently explicit for the effect to be subsequently measured. Otherwise,
there will alrvays be both positive and less positive effects, making any clear
interpretation diffi cult.
Other factors to be considered are more technical, including the possibility of
qucstioning target groups or obtaining reliable data. Take, for instance, communication
measures to prevent obesity among chilclren and teenagers. In many countries surveys
of persons under age 16 are not allowed. Consequently, it is not possible to obtain

results among the target gtoups concerned, Only data obtained from indirect target
- parents, doctors, teachers, etc. - can be envisaged.
Furthermore, data obtained from surveys of children, senior citizens or the
underprivileged must be interpreted with caution. However, if the gathering procedures
ensure a degree ofdata reliability such as special qualifications ofpollsters, specific data
groups

..,:

BOX 1O.I MONITORING

INFORMATION OVER TIME

Much of the information communicated by public agencies is through e-mail
and websites. Often, websites are specially created for a given occasion. So/ in
1O or 20 years/ time/ if people seek to understand why a decision was taken/ it
is far from certain such data will still be available. Nevertheless, it is important
to alert all public-sector actors - ministries, municipalities/ State agencies, etc.
- to this possibility. Anything not archived today will not necessarily be available
tomorrow,

In most countries archiving such data is the task of the relevant services/ but
it is only of marginal interest to political decision makers and typically, budgets
for these tasks tend to be inadequate. In order to place this subject on the political
agenda/ however occasionally/ attention raising communication activities may be
u

nde rta ken.

This could tal<e the form of a seminar on the subject, tall<ing to journalists to
write about it, lobbying political decision mal<ers/ and so on. It is

ensure they do

hardly feasible to assess the effect of each individual measure/'but it would be
interesting to monitor how the subject is treated in the media over time. Data
accrued could/should include recording the number and length of articles, the type
of newspaper and websites covering the subject, nature 0f articles, etc. (Caron

and Hunt, 2006).
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control procedures, limiting possible third-party influence, etc., then the gathered
statistics can be deemed valid.

ANALYSING THE EFFECTIVENESS MODEL
Bases of the model
Analysing the effectiveness of communication campaigns and measures is the most
frequent type of control, and usually the most important onc lor public bodies. It
involves verilying whether the defined objectives among thc target groups have been
attained. Figure 10.2 presents a synthetic overview.
The model concerns a basic communication approach and, among other things,
differentiates between the party communicating, the support, and the persons targeted.
Such distinctions are important because, for communication to have an elfect on those
targeted, the latter need to be in contact with the support. Therefore, communicators
must keep track of how the target group received the information. Did they rcad it in
a newspaper or a prospectus? Did they consult the wcbsite; see a poster, or some other
form of media?
With reference to the support, a distinction is usually made between the relationship
with thc support as such, and the relationship with the message. Take a press release
whose basic contents are relayed by a newspaper article. A local inhabitant may

it every day. This is an excellent example ofcontact
with support. However, this particular subscriber may not see the article in question
due to lack of time, interest or some other reason. Thus, he/shc has had no contact
with message.
Impact on the parties targetecl can be describcd in psychological terms, such as
remembering a message or a change of attitude towards thc organization or issue
concerned. Then there are the behavioural aspects or end results which arc typically sought - like taking part in an activity, exhibiting altered behaviour, paying for
subscribe to the newspaper and read

a service, etc.

Theories of consumer behaviour are often split into cognitive, emotional, and cona-

tive aspects, partly overlapping with the

phases in the communications approach. The
cognitive aspect corresponds to mental functions and the ability to perceive, read, hear,
memorize, and reason. Simply put, it is the consumer's ability to understand and interpret.

The emotional aspect covers motivations and the ability to establish preferences.
The conative aspect concerns conscious actions from intentions to actual behaviour
(Pasquier, 1997).
In many situations, studying the impact of communication follows the three aspects
in a linear fashion. The consumer becomes aware of information, forms an opinion
and preferences, and then proceeds with actual behaviour. But research into consumer
psychology has shown this order can often be reversed.
In the event of spontaneous behaviour or being motivated in a particular way such
as giving pleasure to someone else, or satisfying some special wish, people may take
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decisions not in keeping with their knowledge or usual attitudes. For example, someone

who is environmentally conscious may choose to fly on a trip they would normally
make by train. To minimize this apparent inconsistency, people may perceive, or even
seek, information that rationalizes

affcct how they vicw

ùc

their dccision. In this way, people's behaviour may

scrvice.

Analysis criteria
communication approach and the aspects outlined above, we can draw a
list of criteria needed to assess the communication's effectiveness.
The first criterion concerns 'physical' contact with the support and the frequency
of such contact. For communication to be effective, it is Êrst essential to ensure thc
pcrsons targeted have been in contact with the support, preferably more than once.
Stuclies show that more lrequcnt contact increases peopl";, -".no.y of an advertising
campaign (Pasquier, 1997). Furthermore, the elfcctiveness ofcertain supports, like
posters, dcpcnds almost entirely on repeatecl contact.
The second criterion is connected to the affinity betwcen the target group and the
support. Attitudes towards the support regular or occasional reading, timc spent
reading, etc.; its credibility and the value accorded to the information are all moderating
variables. These broaden or reduce the communication's potential impact. The same
inlormation presented in difTerent supports will not have the same effect. This is because
of two factors - the quality of contact is not tÀe same, or because the support does
not have the same credibility.
Based on the

Third, there is recognizing the message and remembering it. Some people may see
times, be able to describe it, yet remain incapable of identilying its
principal theme, or the brand,/body behind it. So we have recognition of the message
- but mistaken attribution.
Fourth, if we study the degree of understanding of the message, we can ascertain
whether or not its main thrust and arguments have been correctly decoded.
Once the message has been seen and understood, the effects produced at an
emotional and pre-behavioural level need to be assessed. Will there be a change in
attitude towards the theme being dealt with among the people affected? Will thcy alter
their choices? Are thcy prepared to change their behaviour? Criteria five and six try to
a message several

answer such questions.

In the Êeld of preventiou, in particular, a number of messages are seen and
understood, but do not suffice to make people change their behaviour, no matter what
the campaign. If not properly motivated, intelligent people will continue not sorting
household waste, continue smoking, will drink and drivc, not follow a balanced diet,
nor take regular exercise, etc. Rcasons for this behaviour vary, but communication
alone is olten not enough to prompt the desired change.
The final criterion concerns the action taken by those affected. Both economic and
non-economic eflects can be cvoked, especially in the public sector. Economic effects
mean the likely consequences of behavioural change can be measured in monetary

21f
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terms. For instance, increasing fiscal receipts may be achieved through a campaign
prompting people to declare their earnings and fortune. Non-economic effects can be
measured only through observing behaviour - people actually stopping smoking, or
sorting household waste, etc.

Although these criteria have been presented one after the other, according to the
pre-defined levels, the actual choice depends on the defined goals. If the goal is to

i€

BOX 10.2

BASIC CONTROL OF EFFECTIVENESS
OF COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN
AGAINST 'UNDER THE TABLE'
EMPLOYMENT

After introducing a new, much tougher law against illegal employment the Swiss
government adopted various measures/ including a public communication campaign. One of the posters readsi Cherche femme de ménage sachant tout faire
sauf des accidents. (Seeking cleaning help. Must be able to do everything except
generating mishaps) (Figure 10.3).

W Figure 10.3 Ad of a communication campaign against'under the table'
employment

In

Lausanne and Bern, Switzerland, a survey following a campaign involving a
representative 15-44 age group sample showed that:

I
I
I
I

92 per cent passed in front of a campaign poster.
32 per cent went past a campaign poster at least twelve times.
54 per cent recognized the subject of the posters.
57 per cent were able to identify the organization behind the poster.
Source: Confédération Helvétique (2008).
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ir: BoX 10.3 VERIFYING THE IMPACT 0F PUBLIC
RELATToNS (PR)
PR aims to foster a good relationship with parties who are important to the
organization. Two things are vital when assessing the impact of PR measures:

I
I

PR aims less to change the behaviour of those targeted than to spread
information and build a positive attitude towards the organization.
Given the wide range of parties involved, potential types of relationship and
large number of possible communication measures/ it is not easy for
effectiveness to be gauged precisely.

The effectiveness

I

PR outputs

of PR

-

measures can be assessed at three main levels

immediate results of an activity or programme:

media Internet
- Which media
- Website traffic
relayed the
- References to
Traditianal

website or article

i nformati on
and when?

Events

-

Number and type

-

of participants
Amount of material
or information
provided

-

What information
was conveyed?

-

-

Information relayed

-

Format and
placing of articles

-

*

by other sites;
number and nature

Number of person
contacts

Evaluation of
information conveyed
in media

Context in which

information
conveyed

-

Over impression

or 'mood' of article

I

PR out-takes

I

-

measures related

to the message:

attention paid to the message
understanding of message as linlced to goals
memorizing the message over short and medium term.

at an emotional level of the targeted party:
analysis of people's attitudes and opinions

Measures

-

analysis of potential impact on behaviour.
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cncourage people to lrequent their local library more often, then the main criteria will
be linked to a change in behaviour. Therefore, the number of actual new rcaders should
incrcase, as well as the number of pcople intending to go to the library, etc.

If the goals are not attained, the
could be traced down to the support

reasor.ts

-

for falling short must be identified. These

the wrong choice, not enough readers, message

not repeated often enough, etc, Was the

message easy

to

comprehend? Was there

difficulty for certain foreign communities to undcrstand it? Was it too abstract? Did

it

lack precise in[ormation?
In addition, what u'as the attitude of those targetcd? Did they have any desire to
change their habits? Were they afraid ol trying something that seemed too posh? Or
perhaps it was for behavioural reasons such as lack of time, unsuitable hours, difHcult
access, ctc.

lnvestiçratinq
whv soals have not been attained should take into account all the
èÔJÔ
indicators or criteria ahead of the goal targeted.
Boxes 1 1 2 and 1 1 .3 provide examples of communication control.

CONCLUSION
The evaluation of communication initiatives is essential to ascertain their effectiveness,
and, if needed, to modify the approach taken. Diffrculties in evaluating are numerous
and stem from both practical and political considerations.
On the practical side, are budget and methodological considerations such

as

difflculty

in isolating one's campaign from other environmental factors. Political considerations
tend to be more self-serving like not wanting to undelline failures. That said, tle various
analytical criteria available, and the wirle range of evaluation options, make it possible
to get a sense of the pertinence and gcncral impact of one's own initiatives. Even at
an aggregated

level, this information will be useful.

EXERCISE IO.I
Using Figure 10.2 and, based on one of your organization's recent communication
campaigns, try to identify the various analytical criteria that were used. Next, evaluate

tieir pertinence in view of the level of analysis

and the process.

DISCUSSION OUESTIONS

1

How far can public bodies justily the costly exercise of communication testing?
Is this over-managing communication?

2

With reference to Figure 10.1, what are the potential difficulties about applying
such an approach to traditional public services like education or justice?
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NOTE

1.

The Gfl( Institute, in collaboration with Simon Anholt, publishes an annual study of
countries' images worldwide (Anholt-Gfl( Roper Nation Brands Index); results can
be compared year on year, and the evolution of a country's image tracked over time.
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Crisis communication

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

/

By the end of

I
I
I

this chapter you should be able to:

Identify a crisis situation.
Analyse the type of crisis being faced, and outline possible responses.
Understand and avoid the main pitfalls in crisis communication.

f.

EY POINTS OF THIS CHAPTER

I

A crisis is a change in all the parameters of an organization's human and
physical environment; making all points of reference effectively disappear.

I

There are two types of crises:

1.
2.

crises linked to accidents and emergencies, and
crises Iinked to information-management problems or tensions internal

to the organization,
will involve different dynamics, sequences and solutions.
One can identify key communication mistal<es in a crisis. These include
underestimating the risks entailed, refusing to communicate, denying or
playing down facts, neglecting internal communication and attacking the
Each type

I

media.

Proper management of a crisis will involve:
steps taken before the crisis hits - risk analysis
during the crisis - activation of various measures
following the crisis - officially declaring the end of the crisis and the
beginning of analysing it.

1.
2.
3.
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EY TERMS
Otganizational crisis - situation in which all the parameters of an organization,s
human and physical environmental change, mal<ing all points of reference
effective ly

d

isappear.

Crisis communication - a specific sub-field of communication studies dealing
with the dynamics involved in a crisis.

Communication strategy

-

approach used

to counter, mitigate or limit

the

negative impacts of a crisis.

INTRODUCTION
For any organization, a crisis is a major event that may threaten the jobs ofits executives
and even jeopardize the organization's survival. Consequently, a crisis must be managed

specific way distinct from the organization's normal processes. Political crises such
the 1962 Cuban missile crisis and health crises like the Spanish flu, of 1918, have
occurred throughout history but fall into a separate category of calamities.
However, since World War II, crises alfecting organizations directly have assumed
greater importance, especially in the past few decades. A number ofreasons account
for this development, including:

in

a

as

1 .
2.

3.
+.
5.

the growing placc of organizations in society;
the importance given to impacts on persons and the subsequent judicial effects of
such events;

the specd at which society is evolving;
the evolution of the media;
technological developments.
First, organizations have taken on considerable importance in our societies, in terms

oftheir numbers and oftheir divcrsity. Through their products and services, they affect
broad sections ofthe population. A major event in any organization is therefore highly
likely to affect a large number of people directly or indirectly.
People may suller impacts on their health or their physical integrity such as injuries
or poisonings. They may be restricted in their movements due to strikes or outages.
Or, they may be outraged by corruption, lies, etc. as well as the contempt shown for
their intelligence and values.
The growing importance placed on the individual and his legal rights has also helped
strengthen the potential impact of crises. In the same way, the courts play an increasing

role in determining liability,
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Moreover, the legal system may have the time and resources to bring serious events
into the public eye or prevcnt such events lrom being forgotten. This means the dangers
of crises for organizations are increasing, and that crises may be prolonged by the
involvement ofthe courts and other institutions such as non-profit associations,

Next, systemic changes and changes within organizations have accelerated, increasing
the risks ofdysfunction or errors. One serious problem is opportunisticbehaviour such
as people taking advantage of loopholes within the system. Consequently, since
organizations have become highly complex and frequently operate internationally,
is increasingly

it

difficult for managers to have full knowledge of, and control over, their

organization's processes and actions.
Anotler reason for the growth in crisis communication stems lrom the evolution
of mass media. The number and diversity of media mean comPetition among them has
become ever more Êerce . This is particularly true when they are engaged in the search
of original, exclusive inlormation or 'scoops' . They will strive to discover information
and angles for which organizations are not prepared.
Into the bargain, through the liberalization and partial privatization of broadcast
media, political control over information in democratic countries has become much
weaker. The result is events that might have becn covered up hall a century ago are
today laid out for all to sce.
A final aspect has to do with technological upheavals occurring in the telecommunications sector in particular. With mobile phones and the internet, information
can be broadcast immediately and continuously. As a result, news that formerly would
have made the rounds several hours or even days after an event may be known to the
media and broadcasted even before those in charge of tJre organization have learned
of it, In many cases, organizations no longer have any margin of time for anticipating
and managing a crisis.

CRISES AND CRISIS COMMUNICATION

Characteristics of a crisis
A crisis is defined by Crozier (1991) as 'a change in all the Parameters ofthe physical
and human environment with the result that reference points no longer exist and people

do not know how to behave'. Lerbringer (1997) defines it as 'an unexpected event
jeopardizing the organization's reputation and stability'. A crisis, therefore, marks a
break with normal functioning and raises major uncertainties to which it is diffrcult to
respond.

From a more analytical point of view, a crisis for organizations is characterized by

the following elements (Coombs, 2014; Coombs and Holladay, 2Q12; Zaremba,
201 5):

I

A crisis alfects an entire organization; not merely the
responsible lor the event triggering the crisis.

+,:
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I

Crises disrupt normal operations. Processes and internal rules are abandoned or

I

cannot bc applied, thus paralysing the system.
Causes of a crisis may be known but generally they are unforeseeable, and

primarily thcy take the organization by surprise. Generally, organizations clo not
timc to implemcnt structurcs to rcspond to thc crisis in a way they would

have

have prelerred.

t

Consequences are unpredictable and are likely to jeopardize the organization's
survival.

f

Inside and outsicle the organization, perceptions become more important than facts.

Emotional reactions dominate and frequently it is impossible, at least initially, to
discuss the causes and conscquences of the crisis in a rational manner. Elements
potentially leading to a crisis situation arc outlined in Box 1 1 .1 .

BOX

T1.1 CRISIS FACTORS THAT BRING MAJOR
RISKS

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Those affected are vulnerable

-

children, the elderly, pregnant w0men/ etc.

Recurrence of failures or technical or human errors

- successive breakdowns,

repeated financial scandals even when 0f lesser importance, etc,
Sensitive subjects having health impacts are generally seized on bythe media

* nuclear/

flu, dioxin, asbestos, foods, etc.
Symbolic places or very well-known organizations are involved
Information previously denied is subsequently proven to be true
to the causes/ risks, duration, and solutions
Situations in which the organization had ignored facts or risks of which it

Absence of answers as

was aware

I
I
I

institutional void - resignations, departure of personnel, etc.
The event is geographically or culturally close
Persistent rumours

The importance of crisis communication
A crisis pet se calls for professional management in order to find appropriate technical
solutions. To begin, this should providc relief for victims, assisting people in difficulty,
locating and rcsolving the breakdown, etc. It should also restore normal operations
and communication about the crisis.
This takes on enormous importance, going beyond the framework of the crisis itsell
in terms both of time and of the people concerned. According to Schwartz et a|. (2016),

there can be no good management of a crisis without good communication.
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For Revéret aud Moreau

( 1 997)

and Libaert (2001 a), a number of elements explain

the importance of effective communication in a crisis:

I

Organizations can be imperilled by a crisis. Therefore, it is vital they demonstrate
not only their ability to manage the technical aspects of the crisis but also their

capacity to show understanding, compassion, empathy, patience, and education
necessary. Generally, the effects of a crisis can only be contained if the
organization's main leaders become closely involved.
As mentioned previously, large numbers of people may feel involved bccause they
may be close to those directly affected. They might feel they could be in the shoes
of those affected. Or, they may believe values or basic rules have been floutecl.
Such people feel entitled to be kept informed and to readily obtain answers. In a

if
f

globalized world, the likelihood of large circles of people leeling affected by

a

crisis

is increasingly higher. There is no 'falling under the radar' in an era with
international social and cultural exchanges, world trade, and instantaneous
communications.
Numerous actors intervene with their own reading of the facts and their own vision
of solutions that should be applied. For professional or political reasons, many
who would not normally express their views on tJre organization may seize the
opportunity presented by the crisis to step into the media limelight.
They may do this as experts, to defend their valucs or to put forward general
solutions, to raise their own profilc or that of their organization. Consequently,
organizations themselves must communicate or risk losing all credibility by

I

allowing others to take centre stage.
As a rule, requests for information and explanations come lrom outside the circle
of those directly affected and this pressure exerted on the organization is important.
Approaches may come from media or persons who are only remotely

-

if at all

-

familiar

with the organization.
The organization must therefore understand and deal with the intentions of actors
representing 'unknown quantities'. These requests will very quickly swamp the
organization's normal communication capacity, especially if the crisis lasts for several
days.

Organizations must be able to implement communication strategies and structures
to respond to the crisis. Basic actions should inclucle setting up hotlines and ensuring
spokespersons are available to respond to media requests including evenings and
weekends. Without such structures, the organization risks having to dcal with a second
crisis caused by its inability to react.
If it doesn't make itself available, the organization will face criticism over the lack
of information. Worse yet, rumours may begin to spread because the organization is
struggling to respond to all requests.
A characteristic of crisis communication is control of the crisis shifts outside the
organization. Depending upon the circumstances of the incidcnt - providing relief to
,,,

1
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victims, restoring basic operations, etc. - technical management of the crisis is normally
conducted by the organization, following company procedurcs. However, what happcns
to the remainder of the organization is dictated by external actors the media,
government authorities, employees, and other concerned actors.
For as long as thc crisis continucs, thc requests, rcvclations, qucstions raised, and
rumours will force the organization to react by explaining, informing and refuting.
This means it will not be in control of the agenda and will constantly be obliged to
adapt to a highly stressful pace

nights, weekends, vacation time - dictated by others.
stage in a crisis is reached when the media no longer covers the 'event'
spontaneously but only when the organization communicates on matters related to the

A major

-

crisis or othcr subjects.

CRISIS TYPES AND PHASES
Publications dealing with crisis problcms frequently use prior examples such as the
Cuban missile crisis in 1962; or oil tanker wrecks the Amoco Cadiz in Brittany in
1978, the Exxon Valdez in Alaska in 1989. Other examples include health crises such
or Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy, commonly known as 'mad cow disease'

as BSE,

occurring in the 1980s or Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), in the early
2000s.

These lamiliar examples provide illustrations of statements about crises everyonc
can relate to. But they are not very representative of the crises public-sector organizations must conlront. The catastrophes they face have real and potential consequences

that are closer to home and less far-reaching.
Public organizations are often unprepared to manage crises such as pollution ofthe
water table, embezzlemcr-rt of public funds by an insider, or the discovery of sexual

ofchildren by a teacher or youth leader. These are situations the authorities and
administration must deal with at the local level and with staff on hand due to very limited
abuse

resources. This lack of fundlng occurs because such crises are fortunately quite
infrequent.

Types

of crisis

There are many crisis typologies (Coombs, 2014; Sartre, 2003a, Schwartz et a\.,2016)
on criteria such as causes, the nature and degree of risk, internal or external

based

nature, or consequences of crises. Because this chapter is confined to aspects ofcrisis
communication in public-sector organizations, the distinctive features of their activities
and the context of thcir operations need to be taken into account.

From this point of view, two main crisis types can be distinguished: (1) crises
resulting from accidents, incidents, and emergency situations, and (2) crises arising
lrom problems of information management or internal operation (see Table 1 1.1). Two
main criteria explain the differences between tl.rese two types of crisis:
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I

I

Crises resulting from an accident or serious incident will necessitate the
deployment of emergency services or crews dispatched to bring the situation back
to normal. Management of the crisis itself can usually be separated from
management of crisis communication. Even if both are linked, they can be dealt
with by separate teams and will very probably be conducted at different paces and
dynamic ranges.
Powcr outages lasting several days, perhaps following violent storms or unusual
weather conditions such as the 1998 ice storm in Québec or forest fircs in Fort
McMurray in Alberta in 2016 are true crisis situations. However, the expcrience
of the crisis rvill be very different for those whose job is to restore the situation
in the field compared to thosc tasked with responding to requests from consumers,
citizens, and the media. While dealing with qucries and complaints, they are also
managing problems arising from the intervcntion of multiple actors.
The situation is different where the crisis is the result of problems connected to
information managemcnt an<{ internal operation in the organization. Fraudulent
use of public funcls is a good cxample. Very olten, thc same people will have to
manage both the arisen problem as well as provide communication about the
situation. So, on one hand, tley are searching for information, solving internal
problems, informing the political authority, initiating legal action, responding to
the media, and so on. On the other, they are also spokespersons for the
organization.

Although crises of this type gencrally have lesser human consequences, they
are especially problematic because of the trust issues they may generate. The public

nature of organizations and thc environment in which they opcrate - legal
framework, obligation oldiligence, etc. - makes this clistinction important.
Private organizations are not obliged to report internal problems. For example,
bank will try to prevent news of embezzlement by an employee from coming
to public notice. However, public organizations are lcss and less able to avoid
doing such a thing as a result of their legal framework and the current media
a

environment.
Crises arising lrom an accident, a serious incident, or an emergency situation such
or any other imminent major health risk - all have several elements in

as a pandemic

common. First, they affect people's physical integrity. They also cause people
considerable inconvenience in their daily lives - for instance, the breakdown ofpublic
transport, a prolonged strike, power outages, etc. A detailed cxample is presented in
Box 1 1.2.
Although exact causes may not be immediately identifiable, generally they are
relatively easy to understand. The organization must activate structures bringing rclief
to peoplc, protect them from danger, and help thcm to cope with the problems arising
out of obstacles to maintaining everyday life .
If these tasks are neglected, a crisis of a second type may well arise because the
organization's capacity to respond to and manage the crisis will be thrown into the

,
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Table 17,7 Types of crisis
Crises resultîng from
acci dents i ncidents and

emergency situations

-

C r i ses resu lt.i ng fro m i nfo r mati onmanagement or internal problems

-

mainly endogenous causes

mai nly exogenous causes

0riqins

Accident, natural disaster,
epidemic, sabotage, majol
outage, etc.

Characteristics

Large rrumbers of people
are harmed - death, injury,
sickness - or hampered in
their daily life - restricted
mobility, restricted
communications, home
comforts, etc., or major
environmental damage is

Shortcomings in the management
of a programme or an
organization, failures in the
management of an emergency
situation, errors of judgement
information cover-ups
People are affected because the

organization or persons inside
the organization failed to comply

with rules, procedures or more
generally, key values - human
consequences usually much less
extensive

caused

Main objective

Limit harm to persons,
property and envirorrment

Examples

Limit the loss of trust in
institutions

For McMurray fires in

Kids Wish Networkwas found to

Canada in 2016, major
power outage in the USA
and Canada of 2003,
Deep Water Horizon spill
in the Gulf of Mexico in

spend less than 30Â

raised on kids. The revelation of
such misdeeds led to a fall in
donations not only to this but also
to other organizations,

2010
See also Box 11.2

See

of money

also Box 1l-.3

spotlight. Management of an cmergency situation can normally be separated from
managemcnt of thc accompanying communication. Normally, the crisis itself and
crisis communication are managed by dilferent people. This allows emergency personnel to concentrate on their job rvithout having to shoulder the burden of responding

to requests lrom outside.
These requests can bc dealt with by specialists who

will

far as possible adapt to
the pace of externai actors such as political authorities, the media and associations.
Obviously, cxceptional coordination betwccn crisis management and communication
management must be established. This is nccessary in order to prevent any information
problems as well as to allow for the creation and release of appropriate, proactive
as

communications.
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Although communication is very important in a crisis, the priority must remain the

relief of victims and limitation of harm to people, property and environment.
Communications can never be successful unless proportionate and appropriate relief
and assistance are provided to people involved.
Communications may even rely on the work of emergency crews to highlight the
organization's capacity to manage the crisis. Conversely, communications can never
compensate for deficiencies in intervention. Insufficient relief elforts by an organization,

delivery of unsuitable equipment or clelay in the implemcntation of response will be
immediately noticed by the public and the media. Then, only onc thing is certain; no
amount of 'spin-doctoring' will fix it.
In crises arising out of information-management or internal-operation problems,
the causes are both much more difHcult to identily and more complex to explain and
justify. See the example in Box 11.3.
For instance, in the case of abuse of trust or allegations of harassment, only an
administrative or judicial enquiry will be able to establish the facts and rule on the guilt
or innocence ofthose conccrned. Enquiries ofthis kind require considerable time and
the various actors will not wait for the final results of the enquiry belore bringing
matters into the public sphere for debate.
As a result, the organization is obliged to provide communication while the facts
ancl causes still remain largely unclear. Moreover, communication is a delicate task
when key values have been flouted by members of an organization; especially when all
precautions required to prevent such occurrcnces have not been taken.
This type ofcrisis is therefore clearly distinct lrom the crises linked to accidents or
natural events, because management of the crisis and crisis communication are closely
linked. Since no harm has been caused to persons, property, or the cnvironment, and

.

BOX 1T.2

A CRISIS CAUSED BY A SERIOUS INCIDENT

Prestige: The shipwreck of an oil tanker
0n 14 Novembert 2002t the oil tanker Prestige, carrying 77 t000 tonnes of heavy
fuel, began to break up off the Galician coast and sanl< f ive days later. More than
50,000 tonnes of oil leal<ed from the wreck, polluting the northwest coast of Spain
and parts of the French coast. It was one of Spain's worst ecological disasters.
But on 26 November 2002, lhe Spanish government had yet to acknowledge
the presence of an oil slick, preferring to acknowledge isolated contaminated
spots. Afterwards, the authorities refused to bring judicial proceedings against
the principal actors ofthe disaster and the government failed to establish a fact-

finding commission.
Sources: Le Temps newspaper 15 November 2002,27 November 2002,
22 Januayy 2003, 14 November 2003; Journal du Net (2005).
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;

. Box 11.3 A CRISIS CAUSED BY AN INF0RMATIONMANAGEMENT PROBLEM

0n 9 April 2006, a Sunday newspaper published an article entitled'Scandale à
l'Uni: des profs menaient la grande vie aux frais de l'Etat'- Professors are leading
a posh lifestyle on the back of the State.
The article revealed information based on an audit report from the University
of Geneva. lt underlined frauds on expense accounts involving nearly the entire
institution. 0f a total of CHF10 million, some 25 per cent of expense accounts
did not meet official requirements. Additionally, it was discovered authorities of
the institution had prior knowledge of earlier expense account abuses by the same
individuals but failed to do anything about it.
Financial and accounting problems were revealed to be based on recurring
problems of management and governance of the University. These issues, and the
absence of a clear communication strategy, generated interest among journalists
and fuelled internal tensions. Rumours, as well as the University's errors and the

gap in management of this crisis combined with the inability of some political
authorities, greatly diminished the credibility of the institution.
This process was reinforced by a lack of confidence of citizens towards the
institution following a series of similar scandals in the Canton of Geneva. After
a number of inquiries, the sums presented at the height of the crisis were found
to be inflated and had no common measure with reality.
At the organizational level, this crisis led to the resignation of the rectorat or
executive of the University. At the institutional level, it pushed political authorities

to reform the University; a reforrn approved by popular vote in November 2008.
Source: Pasquier and Fivat (2009).

crcdibility is at issue, the same peopie will often be called
upon to resolve the problems brought to light as well as communicate about them.
Although this facilitates coordination of crisis management and related communications, it places a heavy burden on a specific group ofpeople. Additionally, individuals'
part of the response team must not allow their various roles to become confused. They
might be at the same time the investigator, party to a procedure, manager, and
communicator.

because the organization's

The phases

of a crisis

Because every crisis follows its own pattern and has its own duration, and in most cases

predict, defining a generalized list ofthe phases ofa crisis is difficult.
Nevertheless, main phases based on the two types of crisis describcd above can be
are impossible to
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defined (Coombs and Holladay, 2012; Libaert, 2007a;Zaremba, 2015). Crises resulting
from an âccident, an incidcnt, or an emergency situation generally fall into four phases

(Lagadec,199l):

I

'lhe pteliminary phase is when the first alert signals occur. It can begin with
information suggesting the gravity of an event such as ir.rformation about the
disappearance of an airplane or a ship wreck. Or perhaps it is information dilficult
to interpret or appears to be banal. However, this can lead to yet another crisis
fuelled by allegations, rumours, etc. Organizations must be able to idcntily such
potentially problematic information through strategic watch of their sector of
operation.

I

The acute phase is wheu the effects of the events - tÀe aunouncement of the plane
ofoil slicks on the beaches - and harm caused to persons, property,
or the environment begin to emerge. For example, the wreck of the fuika on 72
crash, arrival

I

December 1999 was only perceivcd as a serious crisis 14 days after the clisaster,
when oil washed up over a 4O0-kilometre stretch of the Brittany coast (Libaert,
2001a, 2001b). See Figure 1 1.1 for a complete evaluation ofthis particular crisis.
The chronic pÀase ensues after a crisis has peaked. Media interest fades gradually
either because there is no new information or because other topics have cropped
up to garner media attention. Interest persists, however, and the organization
continues to be approached. Still, it rnight not yet have control over the rhythm
of communication.

I

The healing pÀase begins from the time the crisis is no longer topical and the media
are no longer actively covering the situation. The only times the event is covered
afresh are anniversary dates or when the organization communicates. Questions
asked at press conferences, is a good example.

03.07.2000
Start of pumping
operations

23/24.12.1999
Oil arrives
on the coast

12.12.1999
shi

Preliminary

phase

I

I

Acute

1"'anniversary
of the event

Chronic

phase

Healing phase

phase

Figure 77,1 Phases of a crisis resulting from a serious accident or incident
Source: adapted from Libaert (2001a).
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The crisis surrounding thc oil tanker Eùka canbe clivided into four phases:

I

During a storm on 1 2 December 1 999, the tank er Erika, carrying
tonnes of heavy fucl oil, broke in half off the coast of Brittany. Despite leakage of between 2,000 and 8,000 litres of oil on the first day following tlre accident,

PreliminarS, phase:
31 ,000

the Centre for Documentation, Research and Experimentation on Accidental Water
Pollution (Cedre) stated there was no risk ofoil slicks along the coasts.

I

I

On 14 December 1999, the press reported Cedre now believed the
oil would reach the coast. From then on, the press tracked the development of

Acute phase:

the oil slick along the Brittany and Vendéc coasts every day. Other issues raised
in the prcss were thc silence olTotal-Fina, the company which hacl chartered the
,€rifra. The question of its accountability was quickly laised. The crisis worsened
on 23 and 24 December 1999, whcn the first slicks of heavy oil arrived on the
coasts. In the subsequent days, the situation intensified along wlth the oil slick.
Chronic phase: Although new oil slicks wcre still arriving on the coast by February
2000, media interest in the crisis had diminished. The press did not mention the
fuel arriving on the coast however, but did report preparations for pumping
procedurcs.

I

With the stalt of pumping on 3 July 2000, the crisis entercd into
its last phase. The oil slick was no longer an item in the press. Only important
events such as t}e completion of pumping at the beginning of September 2000,
or the anniver-sary of the shipwreck were still reported.

Healing phase:

The structure of a crisis caused by information-management or internal-operation
problems is often different for two rcasons:

1.
2.

the onset of the crisis is much more clifficult to identify, meaning that crossing
lrom one place to another is not always perceptible; and
the crisis often dissipates when the problem is resolved or at least recognizecl, and
a commitment to implement solutions is made (see Box 11.4).

Three phases can then be distinguished

I
I
I

development phase
acute phase

restoration phase.

The development phase involves, as in the crises related to accidents and natural
disasters, the disclosure of facts about the organization. Rcactions lrom the various
actors concerned and above all, the reactions ofthe organization are crucial at this stage.
This, combined with the general context in which the information is brought to public
awareness is essential.

The organization's capacity to assess the risk following the disclosurc of information

is of the utmost importance as are the

ansr rers

it

provides

to

questions asked.
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..., BOX r1.4

In 2016, the

TAX EVASION SCANDAL OF BRITISH
PREMIER CAMERON

release of the so-called 'Panama Papers'- files leaked from the
firm - caused a global scandal by

database of the world's fourth biggest offshore

ustrating how wealthy individuals invest thei r assets in secret offshore tax reg imes,
thus providing opportunities for tax evasion, fraud, or corruption. Amongst
i

I I

disclosures about Russia's President Putin and Pakistan's Prime Minister Sharif,

it also became known that the late father of Britain's Prime Minister Cameron
had used such offshore havens and it was suspected that Cameron - who several
weeks prior to the incident had condemned tax reduction schemes - had benefited
from the investments.

In

response

to journalist questions, Cameron initially considered the matter

as being of a private nature and refused to comment. This stance fuelled suspicions

that there was something to hide, creating further media pressure on the Prime
Minister. In an eventual statement, Cameron remained rather general, denying
that he had any benefits from his father's offshore havens. A more concrete,
second statement in response to remaining suspicions he stated more specifically
that there was no offshore trust that he or his family will benefit from in the
future - grist to the media milll Ultimately, he had to admit that he indeed
benefited from his father's investment, defending however that everything was
done in a lawful mannert triggering journalists to examine his past tax records

for irregularities to make further headlines news.
At the end of a media-intense week the Prime Minister apologized, 'I know
that I should have handled it better, I could have handled it better. I know there
are lessons to learn and I will learn them. Don't blame No 10 Downing street or
nameless advisers, blame me.' 0bservers echoed this assessment: they described

to Panama papers as 'slow, unimaginative and chippy'. In
losing control of a news story, he has turned a simple story about his personal
finances into an outright scandal that seriously endangered his political standing.
Cameron's reaction

Sources: Economist, 2016 and Telegraph, 2016.

Subsequently, its credibility in its relations with the authoritics and the media might
allow it to succeed in not arousing increased attention or, on the contrary, may arouse
keen interest.
On top of this comes the context in which the inlormation is communicated. I[
similar facts have come to light in other organizations or if the organization in question
is known for its somewhat lax management of problems, then the greater probability
is that the issue will turn into a controversy (Box 1 1.5).

;:,",
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The acute phasc is characterized by intensc media coverage of the topic and is
cssentially dctcrmined by the capacity of thc mcdia to uncarth information. In this
situation, the organization must supply clarification ancl proposals lor solutions to
prcvent similar occurrcnces in luture.
Escalation is frequently observed in proportion to proven [act. If thc organization
failed to show transparency from the outset and if trust is absent or has been lost, a
rocky road will lie ahead. It is highly likely the acute phase will last as long as those
seen as responsible for the incriminating acts remain in their jobs. Since pressure
generally ramps up, organizations must oftcn release all information available and those
in charge must step down.

Il all the facts bccome knorvn and thosc responsible are no longer in office, the crisis

wiil rapidly move into a restoration phase . The media have no further reason to pursuc
their quest for information. Other procedures such as administrative enquiry,
prosecution, etc. then may bc undertakcn and will likely not be covered again until
the reports are published.
This means the action in the crisis is no longer dictated by thc media but solely
by normal events further to the crisis. Rebuilding would begin with the appointmcnt

of new managers, the publication of a report of enquiry, the introduction of ncw
or new equipment, an anniversary datc, etc.
As shown in Box 11.3, the crisis at the University of Geneva was essentially
the rcsult of internal dysfunction and an information-management problem. An
analysis of the number of articles in the media reveals three main phases as shown in
Figure i 1.2.
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The vertical axis corresponds to the number of articies published in major Swiss
newsPaPers:

with revelations in the

I

The development oJ the crisis: The crisis began

I

financial irregularities inside the University. It gathered momentum when,
following intervention from politicians, legal sanctions were sought.
The acute crisis: In subsequent weeks came successive revelations of new events,

press of

interpreted as increasingly serious. The University no longer had any control over
the information. The press imposed its own agenda. This phase endcd when the
crisis peaked. Practically all the constituents creating the scandal were unveiled,
with the consequence that the University's executive - the rectorat * resigncd en
bloc.

I

Media interest eventually waned and the University regained
control of the communications agenda. The phase ended with the conclusions of
the general investigation into thc University, which shed light upon all the events.
The matter was now closed.
The rcstorction phase:

ERRORS AND STRATEGIES

IN C RISIS

COMMUNICATION
Although in most cases, a crisis cannot be prevented from emerging, it is possible to
attempt to contain the crisis and primarily limit negative effects on the organization in
the long term. Such damaging consequences would include internal conflicts, loss of
trust, etc. This involves not making the various - and regrettably classic errors - in
dcveloping a strategy in line with the organizational context as well as thc likely
expcctations of all actors concerned.

Classic errors
cannot be over-emphasized that, since every crisis is different, a search for general
characteristics, particularly with rcgarcl to errors, is difficult. However, analysis of
numerous crises highlights common mistakes that exacerbate the crisis (Zaremba, 201 5;

It

Ulmer

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

',,:,

ec

a\.,2009; Fearn-Banks, 2007; Coombs,2014; Anthonissen, 2008):

underestimating the risks involved
refusing to communicate or waiting too long before doing so
making pronouncements about the causes and consequences without being aware
of the details
denying facts and attempting to cover up information

minimizing the significance of lacts
entrusting communications to too many spokespersons
giving responsibility for communications to someone with insufficient autJrority
in the organization
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I

picking up on terms used by the media and giving lree rein ro exaggerated
accounts

t
I

attacking the media or other actors
neglectinginternal communication,

A very common error, particularly in crises related to the disclosure of facts,
to undcrestimate the risks involved. The

is

of such behaviour is legion. Heads of
the organization may be absent - on vacation or business travel, whcn the facts are
disclosed. Or, the organization may be incapable of rcacting or may lack experience
of risk assessment and, various pcople may attcmpt to hide information, etc.
Risk assessment may be hazardous, but unclerestimation is deadly. Should a crisis
eventually develop, considerable time will have been lost for gathering information
and getting communiqués prcpared. Moreover, underestimating the dangers is likely
to be noticed by the media during their first contact with the organization. Delayed
responses, incomplete inlormation, etc. are media attention magnates most often
prompting news investigators to accelerate pressure on the organization.
The expression 'nature abhors a vacuum' is particularly relevant in a crisis and
cause

organizations must not lail to communicate or wait too long belore doing so. Absence
of communication or undue delays can have two consequences. Other actors may step

forward to speak, and confidence in the organization may be lost. In a crisis, silcnce
from the main actor concerned is almost always compensated for by utterances from
other actors or simply from the media.
Assuming that the media will lose intcrest in the subject in thc absence of explanation
is a serious mistake because such an absence can,/will elrcourage the dcvelopment of
assumptions. The spread ol rumours tend to increase pressure on the media, which
need to be supplied with information. Additionally, this may be viewed as a serious
problem by citizens who expect a public organization to adhere to the accountability

principle and provide a full explanation.
It is essential to communicate rapidly and continually during a crisis, since special
caution is necessary. However, it is unrvise to make pronouncements on the causes
and possibie consequences ol the crisis while thesc remain unknown. It is very risky
to bcgin lormulating hypotheses, developing scenarios and so on until the facts have
been established. This is espccially dangerous because establishing the facts may actually
take a great deal of time.

The media and the general public will tend to accept such hypotheses as the true
of the event. once all the facts are available, pcrsuading the populace to
subsequently change their minds will prove very difficult. This is bccause many people
will not keep up with later news and traccs of these erroneous 'causes' will linger
causes

cspecially on tÀe internet.

Denying facts or deliberately hiding known, verified inlormarion is highly risky
behaviour that can threaten the organization's survival. This is especially so in criscs
arising from information-management or intcrnal problems. The temptation to deny
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BOX T.1.5

EXAMPLES OF ERRORS IN CRISIS
COMMUNICATION

Making pronouncements without having gauged the nature
and the causes of the crisis
Berlin Brandenburg Airport is a prestige construction for the German capital that
was to be opened in 2011. That the date could not be met was only announced
shortly before the official opening date, putting the blame on the recent drop-out
of one ofthe involved companies. A new date was set lo 2012; the mayor stayed
in office without any political damage. 0nly successive investigations over the
last years revealed that there were severe construction mistakes heavily impeding
safety of the premises; mismanagement and corruption were the reason for the
unfinished project. While those facts brought to light the scope of the disaster,
the opening date had to be constantly pushed back. The airport is nowto be opened

in 2018.

Communicating without knowing the facts
The disappearance of the Airbus from Rio to Paris on 1 June 2009 was another

case in which hypotheses were made and later disproved. For example, Air
France's director of communications stated a few hours after the disaster that
the most likely cause was the airqafl was struck by lightning.
Although no definitive conclusions have yet been drawn as to the causes of
this accident, the lightning hypothesis was discarded in the days following the
accident. Despite being invalidated, this alleged cause remains present in the world
of information. In a Google search on'Airbuses Rio Paris', one of the first results
is an article in Le Parisien with the headline'Rio-Paris Airbus hit by lightning'

(Le Parisien,2009).

Lying
Turkish authorities claimed that the cloud of radioactive particles produced by
the Chernobyl nuclear accident (1986) had not crossed into their country. Like
Ul<raine, Turkey borders the Black Sea and the main tea plantations are located
along its shores. Turkish authorities persistently downplayed the consequences,
denying any scientific study to be conducted. Political leaders from the President
and Prime Minister down were pictured drinl<ing tea alongside headlines such as
'A little radiation does you good'. Ultimately, dissident scientists leaked the
devastating consequences of the radiation that is haunting the region up until today
(lndependent, l993).

continuecl
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B0X 11.5 continued

Playing down facts that have come to light
In 2015, the FIFA corruption scandal hit the news: officials and associates of
FIFA were found to be involved in several incidents of bribery, collusion, and
money-laundering. The association's president Sepp Blatter refused to admit any

responsibility, downplaying accusations saying that'neither he nor the
organization could "monitor everyone allthe time"'. His re-election as head of
FIFA only shortly after the scandal was heavily criticized by the public as well
as FIFA sponsors/ eventually forcing him to step down (Wall Street Journal,
2015).

the existence of facts or to cover up information in thc hope that the media and other
actors would lose interest in the problem is enormous.
However, this is very unlikely to happen in democratic and other countries where
the media play a significant role. The meclia are likely to step up the pressure, seek
out and publish contradictory information. In this scenario, the organization runs the
risk of being caught lying. If this happens, the organization will lose all its credibility
in the present moment as well as in its future operations and communications.
Rather than denying the facts, some organizations will minimize them or play down
because this attitude may

their importance. This can prove counter-productive

strengthen the feeling that the organization is far removed lrom the concerns and
worries of citizens. Because the event is unusual and falls outside the organization's
normal activities, such as an abusive interpretation of the rules regarding expense
accounts, managers may attempt to play dolvn the facts.
They may claim, for example, that their eflect is minimal in comparison with the
organization's operations or budget. Yet the media and the public will focus not on
the rarity ofthe behaviour but on the fact ofits existence and on the flouting ofvalues,
Crises create uncertainty both inside the organization and in the minds of the actors
concerned, It is therefore important to provide credible reassurance to all those
affected. For this reason,

it

is wise

to avoid making frequent changes in spokespersons

appearing before the media.
Thc presence of a person who is already known or will make themselves known by
acting as spokesperson will have a reassuring effect. It conveys the ic{ea of a degree of

control over the crisis situation. It also prevents contradictory messages from being
conveyed outside the organization, which would only fuel negative analyses.
Similarly, the spokesperson must be kept completely and immediately informed of
all events and information coming to the organization's knowledge. If the spokesperson
is not involved in the process and does not have the authority requireci to be kept
informed, he or she risks being confronted during a press conference or in an interview,
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A journalist with information the spokesperson is unaware ol is dangerous for the
organization becausc there would be no time to formulate a credible response.
Witlt regard to the media, and knowing that emotions tend to take precedence over
rationality, organizations must avoid the sometimes metaphorical terms used in the
metlia. They must not be drawn into making the corresponding exaggerations and must
above all reiterate the facts as established and show caution when speaking of causes
and consequences.

If such care is not taken, ownership of these metaphorical terms and exaggerations
would transler from the media to the organization and the media will legitimately be
able to use them for the duration of the crisis. It is also cssential not to criticizc the
media lor their interest in the crisis. The same applies to their persisteuce in obtaining
inlormation by questionable means such as late calls, repeated qucstions seeming to
have little relevancc, ctc. First, it is not the place ofthe organization in crisis to judge
the media, and second, such an attitude is likely to act as an incentive for the media
to continuc their search for information more aggrcssively.
Lastly, since the organizatiorr may find a very significant proportion of its managerial
capacities tied up by the crisis, it may forget its personnel. In a crisis situation,
employees often must deal with requests for information lrom their family, friends,
and neighbours who all wish to be kept informed.
Without necessarily making them spokespersons for the organization, staff should
be given clear information about what is known; what the organization is doing; and
u.hat hypothesis can be refuted. Armed with this kind of information, they can respond

to questions and contribute to conveying a consistent message in their inner circles.
This aspect is all the more important at the local or regional level where large numbers
of employees work and where fewer media are able to relay information.

Strategies and rules to follow
A number of communication strategies for crisis situations can be found in the literature

(Sartre, 2003b; Schwartz et a|.,2016):

I

I

Total acknowledgement sftate1ies: The organization acknowledges the facts and where
applicable the corresponding responsibilities, in order to quickly regain a degree

of credibility. Propose and sct into motion solutions or rules to prevent their
recurrence. In doing so, it hopes to be pardoned by public opinion. Naturally,
this strategy only works well if the organization voluntarily acknowledges its
errors, without being lorced to do so.
Partial acknowledgement state7ies: These strategics carry a greater degree of risk,
consisting of acknowledging the main facts while absolving oneself of responsibility.
This involves attempting to dissociate the organization's responsibilities and those
of persons taken individually. This attempt here is to link the situation with other
similar crises and allows for statements like: 'we're not the only ones'; or
- 'we hacl no choice'.

accepting only a limited degree of liability
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I

neither acknowledged nor deniecl. The organization
attempts to creâte a diversion - for example, by attributing the problem to the
absence ofguidelines or confusing guidelines or by portraying itselfas the victim
of the crisis.
Denial strategies; These strategics are very risky and consist of systematically
keeping silent or categorically denying thc facts. This can be considered when the
facts or accusations have little credibility or when a very important, or very serious
offence occurs at the same time. Such distracting events might includc terrorist
attacks, a global event such as the football World Cup, etc. In this scenario, the
organization is wagering the focus of attention currently upon the main actors will
be short-lived.
Avoidance strateBies: Facts are

r

Although all these strategies may be considercd by private companics or nonprofit organizations, avoidance and refusal strategics should be rejected by public
organizations. A public organization has a much greater obligation to providc
information than a privatc company.
In addition, non-judicial methods of uncovering the truth are many parliamentary
commissions, access to inlormation rights, etc. And, the alfairs of public organizations
are frequently of greater interest to the media than matters in private companics.
Generally speaking, a public organization must show tlrc greatest transparency, at
least as far as allegations arc concerned. They must actively contribute to determine
responsibilities and put in place measures to prevcnt similar occurrences in the future.
Any other strategy is very risky and should receive explicit prior approval from the
political authority.
with this in mind, and also for the purpose of avoiding making crisis limitation
errors, basic rules or principles should be followed (Coombs, 2014) (see Box 1 1.6).
Information must be provided actively and continuously. To prevent the organization
from having to communicate in response to external pressure, a proactive attitude needs
to be adopted, consisting of revealing the facts as they become known. Subsequently
information must be provided regularly, repeating known facts and stating new facts,
together with inlormation about next steps. This will provide a degree of control over
crisis limitation.

It

is also important to check information conveyed and to reveal only established
facts. Conveying erroneous or inaccurate inlormation can have serious consequences
and the organization
managers must stick

will be criticized for it. For this reason, the organization and its
to the facts and avoid offering up theories or developing possible

in many cases will be subsequently disproved.
Discussion of where responsibility lies can be undertaken in due course rvhen all

scenarios that

information is known. Ideally, this will occur after the crisis when debate can be
dispassionate.

Great attention must be paid to the emotional aspects of a crisis. This can be
conveyed by showing empathy, or offering a listening ear. When people have been
injured or killed, compassion, discussion of responsibilities and consequences must be
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IN CRISIS LIMITATION

I'Ii BOX 1]..6 RULES TO FOLLOW

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

inform actively - don't wait for pressure from outside.
Inform continually.
information before releasing it and speak the truth.
Correct false information or unfounded rumours.
Avoid speculating.
Tal<e the emotional aspect into consideration.
Do not blame causes or persons for the crisis unless you are absolutely
Checl<

certai n.

I
I
I

Express yourself clearly and repeat information as needed.
Avoid inconsistencies between words and deeds.
Deal with all media in the same way and consider their priorities in terms

of information.

I
I

of information remains consistent.
dialogue and accept disagreement/allow yourself

Ensure the content

Be open to

to

be

contrad icted.

I

Pay attention to internal communication.

rational and reasoned. Lessons will have to be drawn from the crisis; a process in which
it is unwise to be hasty.
Since many people may bc affected, most of whom are not spccialists in the topic
at hand, managers of the organization must ensure they express themselves very
clearly. Il necessary they must repeat information in as helpful a manner as possible.
Knowledge should be passed on avoiding technical jargon. Additionally, people need

to be reminded ofthe order ofwhen events occurred, etc.
For the same reason, managers must take care to show consistency between words
and behaviour. For example, in a crisis involving misappropriation of funds or financial
abuses, members of the organization must avoid

with

a

holding

a

seminar in an expensive hotel

festive programme.

This applies even ifthe event had been planned long in advance ofthe financial crisis.
The appearance of frugality is paramount. Otherwise, credibility of the organization's

into question by behaviour which, while it may be explainable,
in the context ofthe crisis.
Because of the important role played by the media, organizations must attemPt as
far as possible to treat them equally. All should receive tlle same information and at
the same time, while taking into account their needs - photos, diagrams, interviews,
etc. Moreover, media priorities - broadcast time, time zone diflferences, editorial lead
time, etc. - must be taken into account.
Ideally, the same person should always be in charge of relations with the media and
other players outside the organization. This will provide consistency in information
statements

will

be called

appears inappropriate

\,,1
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conveyed. Ila numbcr ofpeople speak on behalfofthe organization, close coordination
be required to avoid risk ofany inconsistency.

will

The media and the other players will ask questions which may seem irritating or
hostile. They may attempt to 'bully' the organization; pass off hypotheses as fact; make
connections betwecn unrelated facts, and so on, Throughout, spokespcrsons must
remain calm, be rcsponsive to all requcsts, repeat the same answers sevcral times if
necessary, and accept disagreement. Fielding questions successfully is a vital part of
rc-establishing the organization's creclibility.
Lastly, the organization must not forget its employees who will also have questions.
is very likely at some point, they will be approached by outside players and
sometimes, personnel will state their opinion rather than facts. Keeping staff informed
as quickly and completely as possible will enable them to correct misinformation, dispel

It

rumours; set out the essential facts and thus contribute to increasing credibility. Most
important of all, their confidence in the organization will be bolstered; a fact that will
prove particularly important once the crisis is over,

The media and the crisis
The media will play a central role in any special event leading to the crisis because they
serve as a 'resonating chamber' for relaying information. Sometimes the media are

informed before the organization and may ask managers questions about an event they
are unaware of. Without going into tie function and operation of the media in our
society, certain characteristics affecting the development of a crisis need to be
understood. See Box 11.7 lor lurther examples.
Inlormation is a structured market. It is a market because it has become a consumer

product. The media compete fiercely with each other to obtain original and exclusive
information. It is not surprising, therefore, that when an incident does occur, the meclia
seek it out in order to be quicker or
different from the others.
This market is stmctured because each meclium has its own format and a specifrc
rclationship with its readers, listeners, or viewers. Radio has the greatest rcach in the
morning, newspapers therealter, television in the evening; internet throughout the day

will be hungry lor inlormation and will actively

night- with a great deal of information and analysis available.
The quantity of information and the form in which it is provided therefore varies
considerably from one medium to another headlines, pictures, etc. This means it is
very important to understand the specific needs of the various media and, to the fullest
extent possible, attempt to meet these needs.
and latc into the

The role of the media intensified still further with the atlvent and development of
the internet. First, the internet has increased the competitive intensity among media
and has changed the relationship between the media and their uses. All classic media
now also use the internet to convey information in addition to portals developed
specifically for and on the internet.
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. BOX 1I.7 SPEED AND INTRUSIVENESS OF MODERN
MEDIA
The speed of the media: After the Concorde crash in Paris in July 2000, the
media were already broadcasting eyewitness accounts of the accident and
questioning former Concorde pilots before airport management, the airline, or
emergency services had a chance to express themselves.

I

J

The intrusiveness of the media: Following the San Bernardino shooting (2016),
journalists lool<ing for information arrived at the home of the shooter before the
police and trampled on a number of pieces of evidence.

I

Inlormation transmitted over the internet is, at least lor the moment, limited,
reductionist, and often raw. It contains little analysis, heightcning the importance of
the accuracy of information for establishing the facts. It is vital to avoid spreading
hypotheses or possible scenarios that could rapidly create rumours' As shown
previously, disinlormation can linger long after the crisis. And since information on
the internet is almost permanent, false information can circulate almost indefinitely.
During and after the crisis, an analysis of reports will provide valuable information
about the way the media evaluate facts. It will also provide insights about how well
they correct erroneous information; how they deal with aspects to be highlighted and
others that should be lcft alone.

TOOLS TO MANAGE CRISES
Because organizations are taken by surprise and are unprepared for crises, it is useful
to have checklists of tasks or elements to take into consideration. Although most of the
points set out in Table 1 1 .2 speak for themselves, some require additional explanation:

I
I
I

bcfore the crisis: risk analysis
during the crisis: activation of the crisis communication cell
after the crisis: cleclare the end ofthc crisis.

When a major event occurs, risk analysis is crucial. It will allow the organization
to decide whether it should implement its crisis plans and set up the structures
required, particularly the crisis cell. As there is no one criterion that can alone be used
to decide the question, a number of factors must be utilized. They include all that
emerges from a media watch:

I
I

Innocent victims have been, or are in danger ofbeing' killed or injured
The number of people affected or potentially affected is high.

'i.,,
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h* Table 77.2 crisis checklists
Before the crisis

Risk analysis: probability of recurrence, level of risk incurred,
extent to which the subject is understood.

Simulation of consequences: awareness of impacts,
understanding of information.
Setting up a crisis cell: acknowledgement of the gravity of the
situation.
During the crisis

Analysis and assessment of the situation.

Implementation of operational and communications plans.
Take the initiative, provide information actively. Do not wait for
outside pressure to build up.

After the crisis

Declare the end of the crisis and resume normal activities.

Maintain communications with all partners and with the media.
Provide support to everyone who was involved and thank them

for their assistance.
Debriefing and post-mortem.
Produce a full report of experience and adapt operational and

preparation plans

-

lessons learned.

Sources: Adapted from Coombs (2014) and Gabay (2001)

I
I
t
I

The subject will affect a wide segment of the public and falls into a category able
to attract widespread media exposure such as health, morals, sex, etc.
The organization in question is well known.
The event is not isolated but is part of a series of similar events.
Rumours, doubts, or contradictory information are circulating.

If one or more of these elements are present, the organization must, even if the
managers are absent, analyse the situation in detail. Then, whoever is in charge will
have to decide whether or not to implement crisis plans or at least monitor the situation
closely.
In the event of a crisis, the setting up of a crisis communication cell is very
important for two main reasons. First, the organization will be bombarded with
requests for several days or weeks, or even months, by outside agencics
- media,

authorities, etc. Moreover, the organization's usual procedural ancl hierarchical rules
have to be modified very quickly. Personnel will need to be assigned to handle a
hotline, the involvement of outside consultants will need to be arranged, etc.
Only a cell dedicated to the crisis and equipped with personnel and material
resources will be able to face up to this avalanche of varied, continual requests.
Second, the message issued by the organization must be absolutely consistent and
coordinated within the cell tasked with managing the crisis itself.

will
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In contrast with general rules for communication under which a number of
spokespersons may be called upon to speak, it is wise to limit the number of people
authorized to do so in this case. In addition, it is essential to make surc there is excellent

coordination among those managing the crisis. Only close coordination within a
specific cell can guarantee these basic rules will be observed.
The end of the crisis is generally marked by the organizatiou's retaking control
after litigation and by a considerable reduction in pressure from the media. Then, the
organization must be able, internally at least, to declare thc end of the crisis and
embark on

a

process of returning to normal, while maintaining an active communication

strategy.

This is also

a

useful time to learn the lessons of the crisis

-

through debriefings, and

postmortems - and to thank tlose who were involvcd. All too often, the belief
that the crisis is over leads organizations to want to lorget a painful episode instead
of preparing lor a similar event, even though everyone hopes it will never happen
again.

It is only by drawing a complete picture of the crisis and by adapting planncd
measures that the organization can absorb the lessons learned. This
maturity as well as its capacity to react in the face ofthe next crisis'

will improl'e

its

EXERCISE 1.1
Take the organization you currently for work for and try to identify a crisis situation
Once you have identified it, you should:

1.
2.
3.
+.

Determine which type the crisis was.

Identify the various phases of the crisis.
Pinpoint the event that signalled the end ofthe crisis
Identify the main mistakes that were made.

DISCUSSION OUESTIONS
1

.

2.
3.

What type of crisis do you think is most dangerous for your organization and why?
What criteria allow you to arrive at this answer?
What is the most easily avoidable communication mistake in a crisis situation? Does
the answer vary according to the 'industry' the organization is involved in or is it
a matter of the people in place?
How can an organization prepare to best mitigate the consequences ofan eventual
crisis? Is the best approach to be well prepared or is this a wâste ofresources given

that crises are by definition unpredictable?

t..':
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Append ix

A case study

0F M0NEY, MARKETINc AND C0MMUNICATIoN
As is clear from the reading of the preceding chapters, marketing and communication
cannot and should r.rot bc used indiscriminately in the public sector. The following casc
study is the application of some of the conccpts presented in the previous chapters, in
a sector that seems, at first, far removed from matters of markcting and communication:

the printing and circulating of money.
Like other ccntral public tasks such as justice or foreign affairs, money is at the core
of the Statc's historical regalian functions. Nevertheless, the development, creation,
circulation, regulation, and general management of tangible money, in coin or paper
format, are all aspects of the general delivery of a service and/or product to citizens:
that of a convcnient way of exchanging value.
But can rve truly talk about marketing and communication as to regards money?
The following examples present various projects at marketing the introduction of new
coins and new bills in the United States. They raise fundamental questions as to the
use and limits of marketing and communication in the public sector,
In each case, some ofthe most salient features ofthe project are presented. A series
of questions is then presented to further the discussion.

FROM PAPER TO METAL: THE INTRODUCTION OF
THE SACAGAWEA
Paper bills of S1 are thc norm in the USA. The American one dollar bill is one of the
lowest valuc paper denominâtions in the developcd world. Over the past dccades, a
number of attempts have been made at replacing some of them by coins. This desire
to introduce coins to replace paper is based mostly on a financial calculation from the
Government Accounting Office (GAO) estimating the potential savings at 500 million
USD per year over the next 30 years (GAO, 2OQ2: 1). This estimate has since been
lower to 146 million USD (McGinty, 2015).
It is with that in mind that the United States 1$ Coin Act of 1997 mandated the
US Federal Government to introduce a ncw g1 coin. It was named the Sacagawca in
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A.7

Number of $1 coins produced

produced

Production years

Coin design

Number

Susan B. Anthony

932 million

l-979-82 and 1999-2000

Sacagawea

1.467million

2000-9

Presidential series

1513 million

2007-\6

Native American series

102.9 million

2009-ongoing

T

olal: 2,549.367

Source: Adapted

mi

II

ion

from US MINT website (2016) and GA0 (20L1).

honour of the Shoshone guide and translator to the Lewis and Clark expedition that
explored the western United States in the early nineteenth century.
This was part of a long list of attempts at convincing Americans to use a 1 $ coin.
Table A.1 presents the various coins, their production years and the number produced.
There had been the early silver dollars (eighteenth century), but of more recent
memory one can name the Eisenhower dollar (1970s) and the Suzanne B. Anthony
(late 1970s and late 1990s), named in honour of a civil rights leader and a leader of

the nineteenth-century women's right movement, None had much

success in

supplanting the dollar bill. Later attempts, the Presidential and Native American series
did not succeed either. The Presidential series will be completed in 2016 with the
production of a Ronald Reagan bill, as all other former president are still alive.

In order to raise awareness for the Sacagawea, and to encourage American citizens
to use it, the US Mint (charged witi the manufacturing of coins in the United States)
spent, from 1998 to 2001 , some 67.1 million USD in marketing and communication.
This programme came at the back of the relatively unsuccessful launch of the Suzanne
B. Anthony coin in 1979.lt had never caught on with the population. For the
Sacagawea, a more active campaign was envisaged.

was the provision that the coin should be golden in colour and
have various tactile elements clearly differentiating it from the quarter (25 cents) - a
problem that arose with previous dollar coins. To ensure its widest possible use, it
As part of the

bill

was to have the same size and electromagnetic signature as the Suzanne B. Anthony,

thus ensuring it being accepted in all vending machines. The communication and
marketing aspects were also directly enshrined in the act.
The Mint's programme had three different aspects: (1) research and identification
of market opportunities; (2) national public awareness and education programme; and
(3) a business marketing programme. The sums allocated were earmarked for elements
such as: 'marketing and advertising program, public relations and publicity programmes; 2 3 partnerships with banking, entertainment, retail, grocery, and restaurant
chains; and promotional events with transit agencies' (GAO, 2002: 2-3). The main
campaign, using the reassuring image of George Washington, took 40.5 million USD
of the total budget.
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For the research aspect of the campaign, a private marketing research company was
hired. The initial analysis focused on the Suzanne B. Anthony's use in various economic
sectors. Analyses were made of the size of each sectors and the potential 'market' they
rcprcsented for the ncw coin. Out of that analysis, a number of high-potential industries
were identified (food and beverage, transit systems, postal machines, etc.). Several
marketing efforts were madc targeting these industries, including personal sale visits,
discussions with industry leaders, participation in conferences and symposiums. Opinion
polls were also conducted prior to the launch of the coin. The goal was to assess people's
opinions and then to use these results to tailor the campaign accordingly. The primary
target was 18- to 49-year-old adults in urban and suburban areas.
There followed 1 1 weeks of intensive advertising on various media (television, print,
radio and internet). According to the GAO, 'The television ads reached an estimated
92 percent of the target audience an average of 15 times' (GAO, 2002:11). For a
number of legal and political reasons, in these ads the Mint decided not to point out
the benefits of using the coin and thus showing thc down sides of using dollar bills.
Many popular venues were used to market the new coin. A Macy's Thanksgiving
Day parade float was commissioned, coin-operated machines were installed in
supermarkets, a branding agreement was made with Cheerios cereal from General Mills
and the coin was featured on the popular tclevision show TÀe Wheel of Fortune. A specific
partnership was struck with Wal-Mart to distribute dollar coins as change in its 3,000
outlets. Other such agreements were made with various organizations, including the
baseball team the LA Dodgers.
The Mint also marketed the dollar coin to other local, state and federal authorities.
The transit systems of large cities were targetecl (New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,
and San Diego) witlr free distribution of a dollar with the purchase of a transit card.
A new dollar event was also organized at the Pentagon.

Barriers
To the Mint, of the biggest barrier to the use of the dollar coin is the continuing
existence of the one dollar bill. In many countries (France, Canada, UK) the
introduction ol coins for lower currency denominations was successfui only with the
withdrawal ofthe equivalent bank note. But, at least in part due to the rise ofa 'save
the bank note' lobbying campaign, the US government decided to have both paper and

coin dollars in circulation at the same time. That situation implicd that the Mint did
not have a fixed goal in terms of circulation for the new dollar. It also explains its
reluctance to show the benefits of coins to the detriment ofthe notes.
In its analysis of the campaign, the GAO undcrlines a number of elements limiting
the widcr use: (1) negative image from the public following previous failecl attempts
at introclucing it; (2) the lack of knowledge on the population's part of the benefits
and savings flowing lrom tlle usc of dollar coins; (3) the comparative advantages of
using coins; and (4) the fact that some consider it easier to use dollar bills rather
than coins.
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Distributiorr issues were also raised by a number of actors: (1) unavailability of coins
at all banking institutions; (2) co-ordering of coins with the Suzanne B. Anthony; (3)
packaging concerns (coins not available in rolls); and (4) higher lees for the delivery
than with dollar bills. Departing from its usual procedures (recirculating 'used' coins
before shipping out new ones), the Mint decided to ship thc Sacagawea in priority.
Unfortunately, the coin being so similar to the Suzanne B. Anthony, no bank or carricr
had the necessary equipment to separate them. They were thus delivered commingled

to the banks.
One of the goals of the introduction was saving money as well as generating
revenues. Costs of money arc morc than simply the costs of production and of
replaccment. One has to account flor the storage and handling as well as the seignorage,
or profit, the government makes from putting currency into circulation.
When a note or currency is produced, the American Mint 'makes' the dilference
between the cost of producing it and its facc-value (GAO, 201 3) . The Mint evaluates
that the new dollar coin has generated about 1.1 billion USD in revenues and 968

million in seignorage. The cost of producing the coin is estimated at $0.12 with the
government receiving g1.00 for each, so a margin of $0.88 per coin. The cost of
replacement of bank notes is higher, but the rate of rcplacement is gradually being
lowcred (Lambert, 2013). In thc early 2000s, a g1 note lasted about 18 months while
coins lasted 30 years.

Results
a 2000 survey 57 per ccnt of those questioned said they would be using the coin
more readily as it becomes more widely used. The problem for those marketing the

ln

clollar is circular. People will use it only rvhen others are seen using it. In a 2001 survey,
66 per cent of the public mentioned that they were saving the coins rather than using

them actively . In a 2002 report the Mint estimates that the dollar coin is used in 4 per
cent of dollar transactions (GAO, 201 1).
Other events were to punctuate the life of the Sacagawea, but the elements
presented above suffice for our understanding of the marketing of money. Like its
predecessor, and its successor, the Sacagawea failed to achieve widespread use.
In recent years Congress tried to increase the circulation and use of dollar coins.
Notably it mandated
the use of $ 1 coins by federal agencies, the United States Postal Service, all transit
agencies receiving federal funcls, and all entities operatir.rg businesses, including

vending machines, on U.S. government premises; (2) required the Mint to
promote g1 coins to the public; and (3) required the Secretary ofthe Treasury,
in consultation with the Federal Reserve, to rcview the co-circulation of the
different $ 1 coin designs and make recommendations to Congress on improving
the circulation of $ 1 coins.

(GAO, 2011:6)
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But, despite these efforts, circulation did not increase and is still not increasing. While
the GAO's 201 1 report proposed a lull replacement o[the dollar bill for a dollar coin,
this did not happen. At the time, and according to the GAO's own analysis, 'replacing
the g 1 note with a g 1 coin could save thc government approximately g5.5 billion over

(GAO, 201 1 : 2). These numbers have been lowered since then to g4.4 billion.
Among the reasons for these lowering of expectations has been the increasing life
span of dollar bills. In 201 5, 'a circulating one-dollar bill lasts an average of 5.9 years
and costs about 4.9 cents to produce. A coin still lasts Êve or six times as long as a
note, but it costs about four times as much to produce' (McGinty, 2015).
In addition, with the low use of coins by citizens, the government has now to
stockpile the unused coins. The cost of storage has been estimated at 1 .36 billion USD.
ln a 2012 sur\rey some 70 per cent o[ Americans opposed removing the dollar bill and
77 per cent felt the dollar coin was 'unwanted'. For all these reasons, the US
government is pulling away from producing dollar coins and is scaling back all projects
30 years'

related to it.

MODERNIZING BANK NOTES
The replacement of bills by coins is not the only dynamic occurring in the financial
sector. New bank notes are also introduced, and with it marketing needs arise. In thc
United States the Bureau of Engraving and Printing is in charge of the creation of bank
notes.

Despite some minor modifications in 1990, American paper currencies had
not experienced important modifications since 1929. The desire to moclify them in
a series of modernizations starting in 1996, and redone in 2013, resulted from two
central facts:

I
I

US currency is one of the most widely used in the world.

It is, almost logically, the most counterfeited currency in the world

With counterfèiting techniques always evolving, it became necessary to introduce the
latest technological countcrmeasures: at the time, micro-impressions and more
elaborate watermarks have been developed. The technical requirernents seemed reasonable and a technical solution had been founcl for the modernization of the currency.

it not for the communication and
marketing efforts.
One key element is the international importance of the US currency. Due to the
international circulation ofAmerican currency, the Federal Reserve had to plan ahead
to counter any possible reaction ofpanic that might follow the introduction ofa new
$ 1 00 bill. One can refer to the reaction ofthe many foreigners (Russians, Salvadorians,
Nigerians, etc.) who keep in reserve a large number of US 9100 bills. Would their
old bill still be valid? Are their lifetime economies in peril? How to recognize the new
bills? Won't they get swindled with fakes?
This could have been the end of the story were
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These questions were addressed in the introduction of the ' 1 996 series' . The ncwer
model was not a radical dcparture from thc original note. This was deplored by, among
other groups, the visually impaired. American bills are all the same colour and the samc
size. The goal of the project was guided by

two main principles: (1) imposing

as

little

disturbance as possible on individuals and businesses and (2) achieving an expeditious
substitution of pre- 1996 notes. Several steps were taken with these two aspects in mind.
a

was estimated that some 60 per cent of all notes in circulation at the end of 1995
were held outside the United States (Federal Reserve note). This was seen as a

It

consequence of the large dollarization of various economies in the 1990s. American
dollars are also used as a store of value in high inflation countries.
After more than a decade of development and planning, the Federal Reserve issued

some 3.5 billion new 100 dollar bills in late 2013. These featurcd modern anticounterfeiting elements - a three-climensional blue strip and a holographic bell - which
took more than a decade in development. Due to its large circulation abroad, the
$100 bill is the most commonly counterfeited note outside the US. Bcaring in mind
the experience of 1996, when especially Eastern European countrics - where the newest
bills might be seen as the only acceptablc form of payment - were concerned that
there might be not enough supply of dollar bills, the Federal Rescrve made sure
to communicatc internationally and meet the immediate demand abroad upon
introduction.
Within thc realm of making US currency safer, the Federal Reserve also approachcd
a re-design of the dollar bills, representing a greater diversity of American history. In
2016, it was announced that the next wave of 20 dollar bills will carry the face of Harriet
Tubman, the former slave and abolitionist. While conservative voices where rather
sceptical of the changes, thc Treasury said that the decision to make Tubman the new
face ofthe 20 dollar bill was effected after hearing from the American people through
roundtables, town halls, and in online discussions.

for validity the Federal Reserve has only one credo: value is guaranteed ad eternam.
important to note that this is not the case in every country. For example, the
introduction of a new !50 note by the British Central Bank gave people only two ycars
to exchange them for the newer model. Despite this perpetual value of notes, the US
government nevertheless instigate<l a conversion programme to ensure the widest
possible dissemination of the newer, safer notes (Allison and Pianalto, 1997).
As

It

is

The introduction of the 2003 new g20 bill as a case study in public sector
communication and marketing in many ways travels the same route as the Sacagawea
dollar. The campaign had a budget of some g32 million. The channels selected
were numerous (print, TV, radio, internet), but to that was added product placemcnt, just as with regular products being marketed. The campaign was termed 'the
new colour of money' in reference to the new colour to be shown on 920 bills (peach
and blue). This was the first time since 1 905 that colours beside green and black were
usecl on bills.

As with the other bills a marketing firm was hired, but this time

it

used tJle

resources of a talent agency to secure the prominence of the 'product' in television

;1.;
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shows and movies. 'we knew we couldn't rely on public service announcements and
the ncws media alone to get the depth of information out about the bill's new design
and security features,' said Thomas A. Ferguson, the bureau's director. 'We needed

to look at different avenues. And we knew lrom our research that people get a lot of
their information from entertainment and television' (Streisand, 2003). The campaign
was to be focused on the united States with a part of the budget being allocated for
overseas activities. A special emphasis was

put on the people that handled cash as part
of their daily job (cashiers) so that they would be aware of the new security measures.
According to representatives of the marketing company, the overall goal of the
operation was quite straightforward: 'we want to build awareness then we can begin
to change behavior,' he said. The behaviour that he wanted to change included stuffing
the 920 bill, the most frequently counterleited in the United States, into a pocket or
cash register before checking its authenticity by, say, holding it up to a light or feeling
for the security thread (streisand, 2003). The strategy reflected in large part the failure
of the campaign associated with the 1996 g100 series.

Tens of thousands of vending machines in post offrces and train and subway
stations hadn't been set up to accept the revised version, Mr. Lake said, and
cashiers and other money handlers didn't always know what to make of the new
money. Overseas, some consumers panicked, thinking that their old dollars
would be worthless. Such confusion not only hurts sales for retailers, but can
also give counterfeiters a wider berth to exploit the chaos.
(Streisand, 2003)

Numerous communication activities were planned, including the rolling out of a new
website. The bill was featured on the David Letterman show as a prop for jokcs, it
made 'appearances' on Wheel oJFortune, Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?,Jeopady and
others. Joint marketing deals were made with 1ily'al-Mart and with Pepperidge Farm
that adorned the packaging of one of its products with the bill. Movies and TV
placement was also ensured via CSI:Miami, The West Wing and others.
The results: 82 per cent awareness level. But problems were also identified, notably
in terms of distribution. The new 920 bill received numerous prizes including one from

the Public Relation Society of America, and the Best Product of 2003 award from
Business Week.

EXERCISE A.I
Based on the preceding examples, and using some

ofthe key resources identified, try

to answer the following questions:
1

.

From

a

wider social point of view, what are the pros and cons of spending public

monies on the marketing of currency?
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2. Referring to Table 2.2, whatare some of the main characteristics of currency
'product' that limit the use of marketing and communication tools?
3. What are the main 'alternatives' to using a coin?
4. Based on the distinction presented in Figure 3.4 between product and client
orientation, can you identily the approach used by the US government in the

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

marketing of its currencies (both coin and paper)?
For the Sacagawea and the new $20 bill, can you identify the various elements ol
the marketing mix (see Figure 3.6)?
Can you identify the various stakeholders in the marketing of both new coins and
new bills? Do they differ? If so how, and what is the likely impact on the
clevelopment of a marketing and communication campaign?
Following Figure 4.2, how would you classify the US government's attemPt at

gathering information on the potential users of the new denominations?
In your own country, what would be the main questions to be taken into account
in the marketing analysis for a new bank note? (See Figure 5.5.)
Can you define the central and peripheral elcments ofthc product that is a new
bank note or dollar coin lollowing the example of Figure 6.3?

10.

Can you identify some of the elements of communication as presented in Figure
7,1 and define an integrated communication model based on Figure 8'3?

.

Based on the various communication instruments presented in Table 9. 1 , can you
imagine other initiatives that might have been developed lor the communication

1 1

of these new'products'?

12. One of the main worries in introilucing

these new currencies was tl-re possible

panic, notably abroad, ofseeing one's savings vanish. In such a situation, where
holders of American currency believe it to be losing its value, which elements of
crisis communication would you use (see Chapter 11)?
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